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!Elu.s tHejgis cohslats of a pair^la^a description of English

--...............................................................................................•- ■ “

.. •.UiV;-..;'/ .

hotin ^iKp^tadtic -and’ aeiahticV.

certain^detemdne^a, -^^ -and

ajhe ceBral-claim . descriptibh is thht non-def£ite'

' are'iniej^ respect

corfEextj^whiie definite noim phrases are in

properties of

fbimsv-'

notm phrases are 
to the:^^'*^

tent
-....

certain iii3>6rtant te^ects seiiahti(^ly-^^ 

ia which they occur.
t Of the sentences

' — thia desci^ption, deterininers in defiiiite"- 

noun phrases are ti^sformatiomlly derived by ,i^es w^ch build
\

up a determiner aegnient by the intra^ction bf features,, dnd

which;.are.^mgtivated.,(except in one instance) b/^ pieties of the 

deep structure. Phrases determined by'tiie or a, or having no
deter^er, are' examined in 1:^11 ;~bbiitrasts in definite

3-

•occurrii^ in-structoes containing relative olauads 

to a-difference iSr^e
^ are attributed 

identi^^hditibn’bh:r¥ihtivi^ationr^ In
- - ‘-v

. . non-definite relativiaStion the relative pronoun originates as a

definite anaphor I the embedded sentence is semantically dependent 

oh the matrix phi^e. ' Ihi definite relativizatioh the relative ' 

" pronom originateFasTa non-definite antecedent: 

sentence is semantically independent of the matrix phrase; and'ra

^ senten^^ matrix phrase^ When

in surface structure before an umbdified noun X it is 

^0. ^ deep siiniedurd contain^

.ponding to 'Thers iS an X'.

wrd j^ does hot in itself signal^^V^ e:dstence.

i

'the embedded

the oci

Neveartheless it is ai^ed that the -
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^ii, ■

: m ana 17 the desc^ipiibii is tended • to ^ wider-

range of.determiners: '

- and reference is examined;

the interaction between definiteness
•t.r.

the-:mfit^'ib shown-to reitize 

In':f!h;> the

.
ic.

J[at_least,)l-three-distinct fTeat^ei^^ipi 

“o^'i^^o.tSOBn^eirendent case-is Ihtrodnced. and a second-^rule

exes.

motiTOting the-ihsertion> iag^FoT^ a-has. 
all phras^^eterm^ed by t^ are definite. Possessive 

determiners are 7btti|t- tip"by Irideb Analogous > t^se 

In Ch.Vl-conclnsioHs regarding^e 

■ realizes two distinct feature complexes differing 

whether ob not. a deinon.strative> feature is present.

It is shown that not

presented
in HI and 17., are presented:

as to

The question of whether adefinitenesr distinction is needed *

in the formulation of transformational rules is considered in 

dh.VIII In Till the deep structure of •existential* sentences 

and of predicative nomihala.is examined; the- latter leads to a

formalization of the proposals of Ch.II - VI in■terms of a deep- 

structure in'which .the noun originates'as a predicate.

The conclusions presented in Cih.nx relate not only to the 

- structural properties of definite

i

noun phreses but to the

'-^plications of-the-an^ysis__for problems, of language 

reference, presupposition, and the existtotial claims associated

.>

tise:

&
- wi;|;h the word the. Definiteness is-characterized as marking a 

certain use. .bhen it is used to mention something, "a definite 

noun phrase must be used, for identifying rather than introductoiy 

mention. This characterization of def^teness is in principle 

such as may be‘applicable in all lan&iages.

iT

\
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This soj^tive review is coacerned with defipiteness, rather . 

than with related toping such'as reference, genericness, specificity.,;..

is ^vided into three parts. -The. fi^^^ 1.1.) is davoted to the

•work'of linguists and goes hack only as far as Christophersen\s 

important woik, which may be regarded as representing the 'trad

itional' approach to linguistic studies.

•r'

For a review mentioning ■ 

In part two

(^ i.;2.) brief mention is'made of" those aspects of the philosophical

■■

earlier work in that tradition see Yotsukura (1970).

debate on this topic that are of particular importance to linguistics. 

And in / 1.3, attention-is given to the studies of linguists whose 

„ ‘ wo.rk is particularly relevant for the subsequent development of this 

• theses. They are all working within some version of transforma-

. -tional theory and 4explicitly or not) have addressed themselves to

problems raised by the pbilosopHical debate.

i.l. Linguistic accounts of defln-i tenanR f

;
It is impossible in the space aved.lable to give a full review 

of the literature. The following references are relevant; 

Christophersen (1939), Ahlgren (19A6), Bodelsen (1949), Sjfren 

(1959) , Lees, (1961), Smith (1964), Hill (1966), Baker (1965),
/

Dem (1967), Postal (1966), Vendler (1967b), Karttunen (1968a,b) ».

Bobbins (1968) .-Annear (1968), Kuroda: (1968), Yotsukura (1970) ,'



-;rr^
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if
, Chrfe-01970):; Hawkins (1971),Pe rlmutter (1970), JCeeaan (1970)

Thorne (1972a) , Kato (1972) , HeWson (1972), L3rpnsj(1973)
; ■ ■ ■' ................................................................ • .

• Stockwell et. (1973), - . ^ ^ ' ’ ’
■'-■ ' ■ ■'.r'■ ■■

••5

’ •-7 •■>■

L....
The term ’definite' first appear^ih-ldescriptiohs of modern 

English as .;a characterization of the Contrast between (the

definite article) and a (the.^^ndefinite; article). Christophersen 

d a a^e not contrasted with each other as the

positive and negative elements in .a binary^oppositton.. .The„ , . . -

dominant moaning of the according to Christophersen is related to - 

EAMILIAkITY, that of ej to INDIVIDUALITY. Contrasted with both forms

i;

shows that ths^
■

is the 'zero article' -..the absence of any article before the noun. 

Christophersen's thesis traces the diachronic development of the 

from an Old English demonstrative, Eind of a from a numeral. The 

modern forms the and that may be'traced to a single, item in OB, and 

similarly a and one have their historical origihsln a single item. 

There was no pbligatory article before singi^ar nouns in Old English. 

A use of the definite article which-developed .early--waa-What 

Christophersen calls the 'resumptive' use; the indication of 

coreference with an expression occurring earlier in the text.

Christophersen suggests that this, and the 'preparatory' use 

introducing a relative clause,'would seem to be a natural development . 

from the demonstrative! but he'also mentions early examples of non- 

deibhBtr^ivb~useB of ths item later to become the- (pp. 8A-87-). .

Early non-demonstrative ocoiriPrehces are also cited by Ahlgren, who 

isolates for special study the article with 'noiuis of possession'.

In his survey of modern English, -Christophersen distin^ishes many 

different uses of the articles. This variety has led some, for 

example Sirfrensen, to distinguish different types of the (the definite
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(1)3.
:-•
articlej : generic the; and others) and of a (an indef jjiite ' 

determiner, a generic determiner)..

., Bodeie^ epeake of ®JAlia!IirVE^E|^^^h- relation, to v the 

meV mention^ c^;:l!4u|||iti^ prompted by the

-^•of^constnictif^lj^tte^N-^NPJ^^Sirhe suggeste .

' that the notton of familiaiity is not sufficient to account^for the ~

. (a?he, ,comment is of particular interest in 

view of Chapter V belowl) ^, S^rensen-develops a more precise notion 

of •familiarity': "'the' indicates not that the listener is

acquainted wijh. what is. denoted by 'the x', but that he is acquainted
■ - . . . -.■■■■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - ^ ^ -D^- '

with the-fact^thaV-there is an x of -which such and such is t^e" 

(P.A09).

understanding of the.

IDENTIFY.

mdahihg of the.

pr evalence-of-^ the - in

}4:in these-construction
.

In addition, the audience's attention is focussed by his

The function of tbe definite article is to

The paper raises many issues which recur in the 

subsequent literature but there sire internal inconsistencies which
. i

with what precisely is theshow up the complexity of the problem; 

object denoted by the definitS noun phrase, to be identified?. ' With 

an object introduced in preceding discourse (p.412)with sin object 

—introduced in a relative clause (p.416), or with an object whose

_ existence., is. implied_by.ase_pf-,the-(-p.418_^j^^? Y- - - - -  - “ -

In the early years of Transformational Gi^ami^#^t\ention was

directed towards the syntactic properties of noun phrase determiners. 

--There'were two lines of attack. One was to. examine the relation

ship between determiners (the., a. and others) and relative'clauses,' 

Thus .Chomsky (1965:217) remarked 'restrictive relatives belong to 

the Determiner system?.,^ Lees.singles out the definite article, aS 

a sub-type if and proposes,Constituent structure rules that

generate it with an pbligatory co-constituent, a clause which is
V

^ ..
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4* ar

is-l
later reaaizeil asva post-nominal modifier or wtich-m^^e deleted

_Smith euryexs^aJw^e^,rangeiof
'• - . ••. . ... .

in appropriate contexts.

determiners and:the-restrictions tin:JJil^||(^uri-ence

, different‘tylea of relative; clause;^ 

-must-be-suhclasstfiedrTiioIrwr-SshBg^r^eHnite iid^l^

f-i;- le proposes that determiners

I-
f- but also as hetweea *specifi^» (incluing both definite and, 

indefinite) aad'Xunspef^lfied': 

sub-class, and in the liiispecliied class.

a occurs both in the indefinite

This approach has 

interesting repercussions for semantics and the later literature 

«t^j5e reviewed in more detail in #1.3. . ' ^

1
€

r'-S'

"-■SK

The second line of attack was1 ? -a, syntactic feature of

definiteness and to use ihls feature both in rules generating 

articles an<m^ rules of pronomlnalization (Postal 1966).

•‘-T-i:
.1

This

description founders on 'Problominalization* - the possibility, now 

fairly widely accepted, that no adequate transformational rule .of
i

i
pronomlnalization can be formalized for all occurrences of pronoxms

• ■ ■ , . , • , ,,r _ _ _ _ _ _ - . . - ■ .

(cf*-Bach 1970). It is in "any case, . I sug^st, a mistake to

confuse the indication of ooreferentiality attributable to.the with 

the syntactic properties of pronouns. Third-person pronouns are 

- device.s_fpr expressing textual anaphora but the .occurrence-of the is

;

;35

si<3
'

4 only : sometiiiiee motivated by .the preceding -discourse.'
. . . . .

But Postal's,

paper is of Interest for other reasons. Definiten.ess is not used .

as a means of classifying determiners, but is for the.first time .
■vV-S

treated as a +/- binary contrast on nouns, and hence by implication 

on- the NP of which the noun is head.
'■v#

Articles are the surface 

realization of noun features that have been.'segmentalized*.

Se condly, a transformational rule is proposed that in certain

f

3
r-i.
::.4

M
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circumstances changes the feature specification generated by the 

base.

'EuMdS useff-contrasts in definlten^^M a. revealing si^dy 

relative constructions havihslaijoeS^ as 'pivot* (i;a. what 

-lay on- the ~table/that wliich laFTn'®er?tabl

of

e etc.). It was in

pursuing Kuro^'s basic hypotfi&sis that the form underlying WH4relatives is sometimes definite and sometimes indefinite that I 

formulated ray own theory^to be presented in Ch.II.

Stockwellet al. provide a ^aht useful review of^the literature 

They favour the view found in Postal and Kuroda 
that definiteness interacts with\ronominalization and is sometimes 

transformationally determined, but they do not formalize this 

proposal; rather they analyze determiners in terms of features

on determiners.

Introduced-under the (indirect) domination of a node D. 

and 'specific* are treated as features on a par with 'definite*; 

all three•originate in the lexicon.

'Generic*

I shall argue however that 

- definiteness is a-category quite distinct in kind from genericness 

and specificity, .

With increased interest in semantics, and in language-use, new 

approaches'are now being opened up. Keenan proposes a logical 

basis for a transformational 'grammar' of English in which he provides

an analysis of Definiteness and of problems of reference. . But the

between the logical base and tite^^iransformational component
________ . _ J . ■ ■ ■' ■

is not examined. 'Hawl^s e'^ihes'the::semantic-determinants'-of — 

article usage, showing that no.: purely syntactic account can ade

quately describe this area of the language and arguing in favour 

of a generative semantic model.

connection

'5-

A recent study-(Kato 1972) expands



6 (1)

i-
:;

me

on MeCawl'eyls .•‘theory of referential--indices "in seeking to provide a

ianguage-fteutral^ phrase-markerr-type .'semantic;'repres:gntation» of 

the definite article.

' »

- k.-.Ik . In-this accomfc-^-ticles are introduced by

transformation but are determined.b^^he:semantic
....... '

—^d-i-Btinct4or-^i-s--made-^-H>he‘?-base^bed:l^^
-" ■■ ................................................. ............................... .....................................................................................■...................................................................................................................

r dferential uses' of definite>nhraseei 
description wk^ is“s^i

base; and’a .
w

eterehtral and-non-iipI Chafe also presents a 

nouns ^gj^subject to 

semantic contrasts amonfe which'are those called 'inflectional

manticglly-based;
. . "Y- ■. . . . . . .

1
K-

semantic;units', tkese; include/tke inflections 'definite', 'generic'

as definite on
if

and •random‘“Ci.e. hon-specificr.

the basis of speaker's assumptions:- - "the speaker assumes thafthe 

hearer already knows which member.-Of the. class 

about, or which .particular- instance

Other transformational studies will be reviewed in I 1.3'. , 'but 

mention may be made here of some works'^utside the. TG tradition. 

YotsUku'ra has examined a corpus and shown that the choice of article 

is to a I^ikited extent correlated with the kind of modification: 

stracture in which the noun occurs in surface structure.

(1972) sees a crucial categorial difference between articles and 

demonstratives, and seeks to establish a language-neuttal account of

he is .talking« • • •

i " (p.187).• • •

f
P-

Kramsky

f:•g:

I 'determinedness' (that which is expressed in English by the contrast 

between and a) and to set up a typology of languages according 

to the different means'by which it is expressed
r.
1
a • ■■

t- ■I:- ' Guillaume (1919) -presents a highly complex, 

notion that the articles indicate a transition from, thie 'nbm en 

.......puissance* to the 'nbmeneffet'

•fchefSyy bqfted

I
I'

Very roughly the 'nom en.puissance'Ip - .
i:
I

The languages examined are Portuguese, English and Japanese1.I:=■
6;

J::I:
Sr
r



K:- "' ■;7>,-':'-, (31)

eiem^jat iii'%e ;1^^8M5^^syst^ a llitat de::.non-emploi«

p .ia4) Mdlha^ a wlde;r^ge; of meaniitg^-i^ttife'^tlie ;»nom enj:e is

tiieijaoua witli restricted, meaning occurr^s^jin the- speech.v-Bituation'

('le discpurs*.pi305). V" Tie- Ahiepi^yi^out in relation to 
’ . — - .

^-j^nc]i;--^-^iA-^:s--dj^ettiB^d"^eibi^tc^riBen. —Hewse^^

presented account of En&teLsh articles based on Gudllaiune's ,

theor^,.

is ran

1,2. Philosophical accoxmts of definiteness .

Russell's Theory bf Bescriptions^distinguishes definite and 

indefinite descriptions.^ 'An indefinite description is a phrase 

of the form "a so-and-so”, and a definite description is a phase of 

the form "the sq-and-so" (in the singular)' (p,167). A name 

directly designates an Individual "which is its meaning" (p.l74) ; 

but descriptions - definite or indefinite - have no meaning in 

isolation. The proposition?'must be properly-analyzed before the 

meaning of any description contained in a sentence can be shown.

The'frile"atr aHd~t^cMicrily\ibst sbphisricated presentation of 
the theory is in Whitehead and Russell (1910) but there are. 
variations in,later presentations. This account is based 
chiefly onrRusseli:(i^9)i‘to which page numbers refer ^unless 
otherwise indicated^

In the later presehtatiqns of the theory (1918, 1919), there 
was only "a very small residue of logically proper names', of
which Russell's favourite example was the.word 'this'.used to,_
refer to £in lD^ediate ob,3eot-bf perception and not the topic 
of some privibusdlscburse"(Quinton (1973:34) on Russell, 1918).

"JKpr Russell it ip/part of the defirition of a proposition, 
conceived as the meaning expressed by a sentence, that it . 
should beyaither true or false" (Quinton 1973^35X

1.
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is
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!Wie'propoaition ^ met a 'involves a 

. , and becomes, when made explicit: 

humans is mme^imes true"^ (p.l68>

^that there exists 

Any. asseriion-*^ ‘

propositional function's somgtimea-^^.-

intte desciiptions must also be 

analyzed. The analysis’of such a proposition includes:

prppoEitipnal fluiction,
-‘i;

"T.. .i ..t. . 1,....,

.^^^^Stlie 'same as; sdyLng , .t.
i:

of-existen^SisSti§|^^^
fti-P'.
ii: n-that ascertain —r.

1

ff /

I
fi
K

that something, exists which, satisfies 
the .descriptivest^ctl^ the:descriptive functt^ .

the proposition that only one thing exists that satisfies

"the description (strictly, the descriptive function).

Thus a proportion containing a, definite description is false if there 

exists nothing that satisfies the description, or if there exists' 

more than one thing satisfying the description*

;•

r.;

■(190.5:488) Bussell had used the term '.denoting': 

'^?h9.91hS..Phra§e. (as definite descriptions
............. ■' " r*

it may-happen that there is

'if

"£'• is a
are by definition) 

one entity x (there cannot be more than

.one) for which the proposition "X is identical with C" is true 

We “®y say th^t the entity .5 the denotation-of the phrase

• • • • •

Let as note the-following:

1. There is a regress from definite to indefinite, 

analysis of a proposition involvijig a definite desoription makes

for the

crucial use of vaS'labieh: Phly thus can existence be expressed.

"When you take any propositional function and assert of it.that 
it is;poselblo, that: is sometimes true, that gives you ’the 
Ximdarnehtal::meaning of 'existence'. .V ‘ "Take::'x: is a m^V^^-•;

. there is :at least one. yal^e of X for which this is ti-ue. That 
is what one means by saying:'Therd are men' or 'Men bxist' .r i^
Existence is essentially a property of a propositional function.
Bussell (1918:89)

1.
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2. »ithiogic£a.ly proper liames, there, is no-such' regress, but 

■' «, list oJse.«l»e'proper ««... ,l.s=,e5J^_r..irl.t.d.

iV 3, Definite descriptions carry implications of existence.and 

uniqueness 

t'he^ sentence;

.4, Russell exemplifi^ indefinite descriptions in sentences,
y ■■

which expressvpartic^r rather than generic^ propositions, 

take, this to; mean, th%t Russell would withold the term 'indefinitej ' 

description' from a phraseJ'a so-and-so" when occurring in a 

proposition that could^not be analyzed in terms of 'sometimes true'.

■ .^r.r-y.

I

Strawson (1950,1964) puts forward a counter-theory which differs 

from Russell's in many djaportant respects, not all of wjU-ch are

Linguistic expressions are classified according ~to
. . . . . . .  . . ^ ^ ^

__ _ ,-whether or not they are such as may be used by a speaker to refer.

’ Definiteness is sufiordinated to the notion definite reference, or - 

to. use, Strawson's terminology - 'identifying reference',Expressions 

which may be"lise¥. to mite an identifying reference* to a particular^

. include proper nouns, demonstrative pronouns, noun phrases determined .

Ihere is no distinction between names 

and descriptions with respect "to eristenc.e and uniqueness, nor is

considered here.

by demoJ^ti;atives or,.by the.

I use 'generic here in ac cordance-with my own]usage, to be 
introduced in ^ 3.2; -

. 1.

2. ''her instancey in mine in most philosophical uses,
historical occurrences, materiai objects, people and their 

- shadows ^e ^1 particulars" (1959:15).; jrbr 'identifying ' 
referenceV_Cfs (1959:16)i

'i. ■

The'term 'referring expression'.is
-used for an expression "as and when used in a statement with^- -
the role of identifying reference" (1964:110).

• .

m
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KJWr m

■(b^re aii ;assertion' of eristence;.pr:;tiiqueneee

*r ........... .. "
SI#'.

but iather sc; .

-there, exLeta^a;^

- wbicb-the name or description is-applicable -and wlich,
in this respe^*, satisfies some-uniquenesslcohdition known to-the 

 hearfr^f^ - satisfies some: uni4ueness=bondition kndwn to the speaker).... -

if 2X01 .unique

■l
2; ■—~v •

:?y^ part o^f^j^t the speaker asserts in..an utterance in which the '’"' 

or desciiptioi^ 1 e^ed to perform the tiihc tiSh^j^hitif 

reference, it is, rather, a presuppositlo 

asserts." ^ (1964;102-:::'^'s italics)^

Further, (1959J.Strawson's examination of the subject-predicate 

distinction in propositions leads to the recognition: of-a fundamental

:.r:name

iS. ^Q^his assenting what he

i|»- ■ 
«■ '

Ji'2 
- '

dichotomy in"types of linguistic expression, the distinction between-
-w-

particular-introducing expressions and uni-versal-introducing 

Bxpressions.of the first type'introduce intoif
. • propositions terms (particulars) that cannot be predicated but whose

■ ■' ■

r

expressions.

place,in the proposition must be that of an object'of reference, 

hence the expression must'be a subject.^ « Xeras Introduced by.the

second t^e of expression can be predicated, 

can,, in. some oases, appear as subject of a proposi.tion;^ence- a - -r 

universal may be an object of reference.

But such ah, expressionMm
Terms that eu-e introduced 

into-propositions, when successfully introduced^; are identifi-ed-by - "

. Earlier (1952;l75)> presupposition is defined
relationship between statements, (cf. also Kemps'on 1973;, ' 
128-132). , -

VS“W®?t' fsliere,used in the sense in which a proposition may 
have mere than one subject (1959:189)f(ije. 'argument' in the 
terminology to be- adopted ih this thesis). ■

as a logical

/ .
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• •«-the hearer: thus Bussell's definite descriptions are particular-
> V>' —

introduclns expressions hut phraseNS^igBi. "a so-andSsh!?; : 

canhot -be used to introduce particulars.^ , ’ /•

letthe
'.i-

1. 'Existence' and conte:d&aiiy?Iiinited 'uniqueness* are
•• .

. 'v‘-
conditions erring.

2. !I!hese"condi4i^ons are not .related to'a certain type of
- - - . I-_

hoi^al expression but to the use made of it - if the use varies
Vel e r , ^

(e.g. because the expression occurs in a different position in

sentence structure), the presuppositions may vary.
. . . . .  . . 'v V .

3;. Presupposition, no less- than Bussell's implication, involves

a dependence of definite expressions (iie.,expressions that may be 

used' to make an identifying reference) on indefinite expressions.

For only indefinite expressions may be used .to .express the .fact 

presupposed..by referring use of. .the definite expression, viz. 

existence of what.is referred .to.

4. This dependence is not confined-(ais in Russell's theory) to 

descriptions, but extends'to what Bussell would call names.

•'i..

fr-

ii,

t-'

j'

the

^^-Mat^-(1973) - suggests-that-Russell' s theory .is ibetter 

Strawson^s (to accoiint for descriptions having the form 'the x of i'

able than

whera-'2';^s::Csp ;far: as:ihe: descriptibhiltself is: cbnci^^ 

variable. . Thus the natural language sentence Scott is the author - 

o f something corresponds .to the logical formula;

ig i) i = ( T x) ^

cf. 1959:158,181- In 1950 (C^ton 1963:196), and implicitly 
in~ i659:16. Strawson allowsJfQr;:ijndefinite 3^ but ’

. this doeft-ndt-constitute the ^troducti^n of a particular 
because an'■^definite ^ea^ressiohcMinot "be used to make an ' 
identifying reference.

1.
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:■ Here; there oocurs^ deacriptioh, a variahle which-is: jlbbuhd hy m.--

^tsiSe i^uaitifieri.; ; IhisBeia^B|^^^i^ipixr?ides a; ^ 

■free .eqiiivalent for this fonnnlauAceoiding to 

loanhot^

an
; -•

acdc^/iCor ■ inich-an|l|^S»'(h 

the king of a comtry'). ErpfeSsf^s of '^his type will; prove to he

the author of some-fching. _
-V'

f^r^ior ac^nht^^ defiikteness-^cf  .

Ikinneilan '(1^6)^ reconsiders the .Tise o|,definite descriptions . 

.. and finds that referring is only one of the uses to which they may 

he put. There is a .seconds the :attrihutive use. ' .ELemehts from 

both Hussell«s theory and. Strawson's .are preserved, hut the notion■ 

of reference is redefined in a fundamental way. The notion'of- . 

denotation, as defined hy .Enssell, is preserved in essehtials hut 

denoting applies to both uses of the descriptions whether the 

speaker uses-the description referentiala.y or..attrihutively, *a 

definite description denotes an.entity if that entity fits the

description uniquely' (p.lO?)* Honhellan's distinction is as follows;
. * - -* _ ...... . -......................... ..... ....... ...

...' ^ “^i lpeaker .rises a definite description to refer if-,

1. the audience's imderstanding of the speaker's’utterance
:' . ■ - ■ -T ■ ' - r ■

;:v: depends::(m :his: id^if3rihg;;spjna' person.or ;t^^ as the object " . 

intended by the' speaker, as what he is talking about (pp.102-5).

2. spaceriini^t have made ." '

crucial

. same question or issued the sama-cbnmand, using a different noun 

phrase in an ^otherwise identical sentence: the success of the 

ebnmianication is btaluatiei with respect^^o the intended ohjeci,
■■(p.;ib4)V:::-'''- '■'''-v ■■ ■

The paper is reprinted in Htelnberg' & Jakobovitz (1971) and - 
the pa^; references: given here are to that printing. ■/;

' l;
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- 3* a speaker may make: a true statement even in: circumstsmces'
5 ■

where notkmg fits'She “description, pro^diig'^hat the statement is

V true: of: the inten&dUobject; i 'r'Vrv SJtofe^renti^juse^ar
■ ..................................................................................................................................

i§;

V-;??■•

opposed to thev^tributiye, thers, is ayright thihig. to be picked; ^ 
by the audience and“ its being the ri'ghC thing as not simpiy a

out

w-
ill: function of the description'114', ‘D's underlining).

A speaker^es'! a.^efi'nite description attributively ; ^

successfui assertion/questioning/commanding depends
>

!• where on .

••V.A
tfiere being something that fits^-th^. description (otherwise 'the 

linguistic purpose of the speech act will be-thwarted' p.lOB).,
^Si#-

■ 2. where a true statement is true of whoever or whatever fits

the description (p.ld2),^V.‘

: • ■ Thus 'reference' is used in-a narrower sense than in Strawson's.
ijvr'H:

usage, and referents are apparently restricted to perssns and things 

having spatio-temporal extension. The proposals contribute to the 

debate-as to whether one who makes a- statement by uttering a sentence 

. containing a definite* description asserts, .or whether he presupposes, 

the ex^'t'ence of something that uniquely fits the description. 

I'an-suggests that the conditions are different for the two'uses; • 

Hussell's-account of descriptions is closest to the attributive use,

.but, :inln.either_use-is--there~a-cle£^case"of  “logical “entaij[g^nt.^

The implibation-or-presupposition of uniqueness is subordinated 

to ..the use of descriptione, to identify r in this the account follows 

Strawson. This seems straightforward in the referring use, but the

i'

Donnel-

't;W:

"it ispossibleforadefinitedescriptlontobeused;; 
attributively even though the speaker (and his audience) ' _ 
bel^ves that a certain person or thing fits the description"

Donnellan presents Hussell's position im terms pfentailment;. 
in Russell's theory "tbere is a logical entailment; 'The 0 ' 
is 1^' entails 'There exists one and only bhi 0' " (p.107) . - .'

1.,>s.
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position is more complicated, in the attributive use, Donnellan

does not-discuss the situation where a d^cription, used attribut- 

ivelyiv is true of more than one thing; S!i^.!e«Mplg| suppose <p;i06)

; t 
; ■'

the words "BrinJ-me Smith's murdeiw|^^Qre uttered (with attributive
! ■ ' . ' .... ' ■ ' ■

uWe two people had

N..murdered' Smith. ,
a^e dist^stioh littwoen referential and" attributive uses is 

;~attributed”"Cp7110) t^thl"speaker's intention7^and not' to a semantic •

Sii:

mW: amblsuity or a syntactic ambiguity in the sentence used, • In what 

follows I shall attempt to follow Donnellan's usage^ and wa shall 

have .cause to scrutinize this conclusion.

^1.3, Linguistic accounts of definiteness. (B)

The 'phxlosophioal debate has influenced the work of linguists'.

It is frequently suggested that the word the must have presuppositions

associated with it (cf. FiilmOre 1969^121; Partee 1970a;362) and-the
' ; ■ ‘ . . . . . . . . . . ^. . . . . . . . . . . .

problem is posed as to how such presuppositions, should be formalized

in the description of the language. This unwarranted restriction of 

attention to the word is perhaps due to the following remark in 

Strawson (1950)^: "?Jhen we begin a sentence with 'the such-and- 

such' the^use of •the'' shows, but does, not state, that we are, or 

intend to be, referring to one particular individual of the species

"To.use the word

' the' in this way is then to imply (in the relevant sense'of 'imply') 

that the existential cdhditiohs described by; Russell are fulfilled".

=i#;

■

.‘•v
ss#.il,
i.Sr^S-

'• '-iV
'such-and-such'";.;- given sincerity etc. • « •

i"..

^ u
[
' cf :, Catoa (1963:177) .Strawsbh. uses 'imply'/ throughout this 

-paper-,-^;rLater :the relationship he introduces- here-is defined 
more,preciselyL_in terms of presupposition.

1.
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g>
S;' linguists have in gener^ followed Strawson in .recognizing a 

p re suppo ^tipn (rather than an
I
?■

assertton)^ fsristence, .and:4Ji,
.. • .............. ........ .......................... ..... ■

subortiihafejis/ the notion of unigu^ess;^^!^-^f identification,.

i'.

I
S'-
i-

ihese two probl^s are vaiaously^tiisatSdi either explicitly or 

implicitly^ in aoooium thdf se^tpSp^i.l3utd:thi difiiiteness of

I

fc
L

phrase (or the occurrentse of the definite article, viewed as 
one‘type of th^^o. a ifelative clause or to a phrase occurring 

'^Iseiffiere^ the "discourse. Bobbins (1.968) introduces t^ by means 

(Barris^^^S^transformation^on-iWO- kernel -sentencesy-for-which

This

S;- a nounr ...s
i/!
£
f;

of a
£
■>

the output is a sentence containing a relative clause.5;
I : relative clause is deleted if it repeats infoimation given in a
i.r The formalization is complexleft-conjunct of the matrix sentence.

and the. treatment thorough, covering a wide range-NO&«the uses ofZ

5

£ The important point is that the. identical iioun phrases^hat 

occur in the kernel sentences are indefinitei is introduced as
T .

One problem with t^s approach

iks*
(;■

£■

t •

' a constant of the transformation',

t is .the nnmber of kernels that must be posited,

ftnw fl child but the child did not' see the man, the second

In the, sentence
i:

A mAH

y:S>
conjiuict is shown to he derived by way of The child whom a man saw 

did not see the man who saw the child whom the man who saw a cl^d

i

V

r;;_

saw (p.139-40),

tyendier (19671) makes explicit the connection between 
philosophical theory; and linguistic accounts-such as that of Bobbins.^^

£

\
t.
£

. Be claims that, 'the definite article in front of a noun is always
'■

and: infallibly the sigh of a restrictive adjunct, .present or

Eobbins' foimial account and Vendler's informal account 
presented within the framework of Harris (1957); __
refers in VgenereO. to- the- work of •linguists'; but makes no 

'■ specific reference to Bobbins

are 
Vendler/

1.
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recoverable, attached to the noim^ (p.46).

Baker (1966) also considers the posSlb^f^ of bringing
•/..-f

discourse'Within, ^e^rsiil^^'s^tence graphhr 

the is sometioesjderisi'ed i;ransformationally 'from 

embedded existential sentences which^ajp^deleted-wheir" identical with

Oibservations about

postulating th^*,by

in preceding discourse - buf'he concludes that the 

solution is not feasible in that it involves excessively complex ^

a sentence

, embeddings. Annear (1968) considers the

attributing the to: a deleMO^^dSing __________

considei-srand^rejects as ffipraoticabre dlause source
, . • . y.

Which is not necessarily text-dependent, but which ensuijes uniqueness 

h^inc^ definiteness.^,

■ Karttiinen (1968a,b) rejects a sentence-bound approach and seeks 

to explicate a^discourse-dependent account of definiteness in terms 

of reference ^d anaphora. In. addition, both Baker and Karttunen - 

in tracing definiteness back to indefiniteness - distinguish (in 

rather different terms)'betw.een ' specific* and ‘non-specific',

This distinction is^differeint'in kind from that of definiteness and 

will be considered in/3.2.

The attraction of a grammar"that attributes the either to a 

phrase occuriing. in the preceding text, or to a relative clause, is

Dean C196Z)

aad

that -it provides a starting-point for an interrelated account of the 

notions traditionally associated with this item:

/K

f amili^ity, 

But the problems inherent in thee xistence, identification. 

proposals mentioned above are many: they are discussed in

T have not seen Dean (1967),cf. Stbckwell et ai. (1973:76).
Baker (1966) , Annear (1968) - they.'are discussed in Stockwell,
on which account this presentatioh is based.
proposals and those of Annear-are also discussed by Karttunen.

1.

Baker's
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Stookwell ^ Ji* (1973:73-82).. In general, the problem is that

• many occurrences of t^ are due to factorsthe situation rather

To try. and bringAthe^l^lJion i^to the text by 

deletabl^* clauses leads- taSCbijr^erable complexity.

• than in ^the text.

. matins of To

deal eith each type of occurrence differently misses a generaliz-
"'■y

ation.
I

Another approach' td-^definiteness is to link the to Semonstrat- 

This proposal is attractive in view of the historical origins 

of the wordrr^' Pajjers by ThCrne~and~XWffs will be “reviewed in.

iVes,

■ sfh.ill.

_ :< . *»v » . •

Perlmutter's important,paper will be reviewed in Ch.II.

It will be clear from this review that I take definiteness to

be crucially connected with the word the. But of Course the term

'definite* can be defined in many different ways; .it is widely used

but without uniformity. In examining de.finiteness, the task I set

myself is to try apd account for certain semantic and syntactic

properties of-noun phrases of the follow: types. My initial

assumpttion is that these fall into tyo sets as set out in A and B

below;

A B

demonstrative pronouns 
proper nouns

noun johrases determined 
r *y demonsAifatives

houh"'phrases determined 
by the

noun phrases determined by a
noun phrases without 

determiner
a

noun phrases determined 
by possessives' '>•

personal pronouns



(2)
. r-

If -the assumEtton proved corxebt, we vjould oh^acterlze the _ 

dietlaotlon as a binary contrast between d^inite and non^^|nite

and could then label determiners

M

phLr^^,:,A i^d B^r^

. definite or not^ccording. to the which they

^ail find- that: the listing -set-^^i^t-here-requires-modif ication . - 

and'"thatT fur|h^bre7^if wi^ii^ .for noun phrases

(as we‘shall) we^anhotWalso use it for determiners.

asi "
I,"'

appear,.  However,

..we

^ /
(

I shall not examine noun phrases containing superlative forms 

o f adjectives or ordinal numerris. J^Mses d^erm^

Phrases determined
•

will be considered, but not in full ^10.2.). 

by other quantifiers are given only cursory treatment (9!^ 17 ).

Pronominal anaphora, and the systematic properties of discourse

•These are vast areasabove sentence-level, are not,examined, 

which are clearly adjacent to the one I have c^een to study, 

is hoped that the proposals to be made below may be found 

subsequently to have: some relevance also in these fields,

^'2 Theoretical Framework

It

^— -2.1General -

The structures which provide a starting-point for'my analysis 

are largely .based on Stockwell, Schachter 8e Partee (1973).^ In

stockwell, Schachter & jPartee (1973): is based on a report 
entitled Intef^ratlbn of Transformational Theories on English 
Syntax prepared at the-:University^ of Californiay Los Angeles^ 
by .contributors tp the EhglishiSyntax Project. - The ^report was ■ 

' ^tci^uiated in iges. The I973 publication is a revision of the 
the revision (consisting mostly in abbreviation) was

The principal authors acknow-

1.

report
■ largely complete by mid-1970,

ledge the assistance of numerous othersy whose names they give. 
For the sake of brevity I shall frequently :refer to this work 
(in its 1973 version) simply as *Stookwell'. -■

....
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that'account of the syntax of En^ish Certain prop^osals first made
t

by Choinaky are integrated with others due In "

p_articular Chomsky's' suggestion regarding'a j^^
V.-.

internal structures»-6f the noun’phraa.etii^jjb phrase and adjectival - 

phrase, i^ a4opted and modified in Stdckwell (Chomsky 1970:210-211).

Chomsky's original.proposals wer^ weak In.that in pertain respects
■ - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - / — -

noun phrases were compai-ed^with verb phrases, and in other respects
■ • '

The.Stockwell modification consists chiefly in thewith sentences.
5

introdrwtion of cases on verbs (following Fillmore 1968), and oh

Therenouns; adjectival phrases are subsumed under verb phrases.

is a concomitanf'clarification in the notion of parallel structure:

the parallelism is shown to link not noun phrases and verb phrases, .

but noun phrases and sentences (Stockwell op.cit.:5-7. 21).

As in Stockwell, the grammar to be presented here, recognizes: •

(i) deep structure

(ii) verb-governed and noun-governed case relationships, and

a verb-initial configuration for the proposition at deep-

structure level

liii) a degree of parallelism of structure between the noun

phrase and the sentence

(iv) the semantic nature of ^le.ction restrictions,(Stockwellr 

op.cit.:24).

The theoretical-assumptions underlying, my account differ from those

of the contributors to the Stockwell grammar in the following

respects:

(i) In my examination of noun phrases I have found it necessary 

to take as Fgiven* syntactic structures which I term deep structures,
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but my work on definiteness does not lead me to make ^goretlcal.
■' —-T—

claims regarding the form of the rules geMe^^i^rdeei. structures
. ■ : . ■ . ■" v.;. . . : . •_ _ _ _ _ _ "

,However,4,;for purposes of presentihg cle^ly’^.-S?e!^ses regarding- ■

base. My12.3^^^ib«rIrixles of-the
cl^s regarding the subsequent,phrases would

f'de%. structures, ishall in

■\ ■

be adversely affected if th^e sti^cture's were generated '"bynot

thajrdtherBrsras=uo=:cbange:^in-^he=semantic=

status of dUp structure.' which status is to be discussed below. . _

j“my' thioretibai "poBition doe's not'bui§‘ out lexical decompositionThus

but does commirm’e to the view that deep structure iS Bomehbw
; p4' • . ' • 2

well-defined level in the derivation. Deepdistinguishable as a 

structure is •postrlexical'; by this stage items from the major

lexical categories are present (possibly without phonological 

information, but certainly as constituents) in the p-markers (phrase - 

fioughiy, information corresponding to StockWell'smarkers).

lexical lookup' is, incorporated into the p-marker by ^eep-structure

level (Stockweii 2£*£i;^**l®)»

■ .it is ^so assumed, following Stookwell, that some lexical

Thisat the end of the transformational rules.insertion occurs

corresponds to StockWell’s 'second lexical lookup'. 

only phonological information and only involves those items without 

phonological features, in the surface structhre, i.e. those items 

which had ho phonological form in the first lexical lookup and those

"It specifies

which were inserted transformationally" (op.cit.;18).

cf. Lakbff, @. (1970c), McCawley (1968a), Fillmore (1971). 
for different treatments of lexical decomposition within 
different theoretical models.

It has been suggested by F. Newmeyer that transfopiatipnal 
rules comnosin-g lexical items must-precede transformational 
rules that apply cyclically (lecture, Edinburgh 1973). Thufe—y
it might be that deep structure could be defined as «pre-cyclical , 
raiber than as 'pre-transformational'... .

1.

2.
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[ . (ii) ■ Tlie_ j^entory of cases on wblch the Stockwell grammar is
• -

based-Tcs^-sifflilar to that of Fillmore (1968)Slhce then Fillmore's 

case inv.entory has been revised and iio.^donb|^th$i^will-be 

changes to the thejary (Fillmore (]t969h;.t.,1971). For the purposes 

of this thesis only the ..following thb^eMbal notions, are necessary -

I ■j^ther

I
g:

I. the function^ distinction between argument and prec^cate, and the

principle of. a hi^^chic^^^relationship.between cased nodes such--------- ^ ^ ^

that, for a giben deep-stricture p-marker, one node can be identified

as the unmarked subject,

Ciii) In Stockwell it is claimed that certain transformational 

rules^be formulated so as to apply both to the sentence and to the 

nctun phrase. This view is rejected in_^14.2, at least insofar as 

it applies- to rules prompting noun phrases into subject position.

2.2. Interpretive v. generative semantics

—X

I ■

I
£
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E. Lakoff, in reviewing Perlmutter (1970) claims that the facts 

suggest that_"we must go back to a very abstract level of representation 

to decide on the'assignment of articles; and this must be based, 

again, on assimptions of various sorts made by the sj^eaker",

(Lakoff, H. 1973: 695 ). With this approach we may bohtrast that of 

Jackendoff, who writes,"Another example of an inherent presupposition 

is that induced by the definite .article'!,' andj "The insertion of

y;
ft-

'.■.‘ft ■

if-

inherent presuppositions into a semantic interpretation must

it seems likely that
ft

obviously depend on lexical■information ..

inherent presuppositions can be formalized like selectional

restrictions" (Jajkendoff 1972:277, 278),
Y-,

f ■-

■
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Kie ggngratd^e position, represented by R. Lakoff-^wottl-d—— 
if I understand correctly - require the'-fo^aliaation of:.s^

- -assumptions priori to the Insertion o^^tidt^Jd-nto the lin^istic 

structure; notice that

■ U

ar...
it is-the sp^^fr's assumptions'that ai,

supposed.to control article-choice, not sentence-rmeai^ng in any
: ■ •' ........''V ■' --------

sense that reiak^«to' truth value. This, as -we saw in flJL., is

the position,

uncle is-ambiguouB,^. being deflnite--or non-definlte -aocor'dihg'''to-"'^~ -' 

whether-or not "with reference to the set of objects denoted, by the 

. noun, the speaker is taiking about a particular subset-whose

membership he assumes is already known to the hearer” (Chafe 1971;21). .

But to define 'definite' in this way isto miss essential semantic

and syntactic differences between such phrases as John's uncle and 

an'-iuncle- of John's.^ We must find a grammatical model•that enables 

us to distinguish between those assumptions of the speaker that are

relevant to lexical and syntactic choices from those that are not.'
• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _»_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ' ■ ' -

Jackendoff's pbsitibh on this issue is equally unsatisfactory.^

If : certain presuppositions are regarded as inherent to the and such

- infprmation Ts isgarded as 'lexical', how are we to account for the • 

fact that the does not always carry the same presuppositions? 

most glaring instance is the, difference between the as 'definite

Are these—to-be-regarded as lexically

The

article'', and generic" the, 

distinct? Identity of the:form of the deterainer in these two uses

1.- There is no reading of John's uncle which is synonymous with
an uncle of John's in all contexts; - Contrast the difference ■ 

—in presuppositions'anpajeht in I have never met'John's.uncle/ 
-pdiBsre never met an uncle of John's.

; Jackendoff does not pursuS'his Tlexlciiist^ suggestion for the.: 
but his second ;^ggestion - relating to what he calls 'modal " 

' structure' -is entirely vague.

. 2.
.....V.

'r.y-.- -
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! J-.-'is found la many European laxLKUagei -it-iB-unl±fceiy-thafc7ttete

,id suggest.. In Chafe's aodpunt tod 0CCh^^p^7b;Ch.l4) the .
. _ _ - - . . ■ . J'...

connection ^pea^r to he accidehit»3^-|H(y|^; generative account

, suggests the possibility of establishing a syntaotic connection of

foms em^oyed,in .these .two

i have .attempted’ td^develop an-JAtermediate -posl-tlon-between

identity of form is accident^ . as
V.

^ornre“^sort. betw^een - the uses.

IK the extremes -represented by B.-'Lakoff and Chafe on the one. hand and

dackendoff on the other.

The model adopted by Chafe is not that of the 'orthodox'

The latter two *generative semanticists G.Lakoff and McGawley. 

hold that -semantic-structures are representable by phrase-markers

and that transformational rules derive surface structures from

- - semantic representations. McCawley holds that "semantic represent- 

ation must provide the analysis of content that is relevant for 

logic" (McCawley 1973:222).^ ..This leads naturally to an interest 

ii^^hir^oyhicS^probiems of reference such as are studied in 

Bach (1968), McCawley (1970), but provides no guarantee (solfar as 

I can see) that the semantic representations are, in some genuine 

definable sense, linguistic structures.

On the interpretive side, let -us consider the following 

statement of a central tenet of 'extended standard theory' (EST);
.. -.^v-

"The basic property of transformations is that they map: p^ase- 

markers into -phrase-markers.v Each transformation applies to a

My attention was drawn to this point by read^g Kato (forth
coming). She rightly, identifies one of the cruciaT problems 
in this, area when she asks, '!Why can the so-called generic

. .  sentences-md; the so^csiled honssenericrsehtehces have the same :
Bur^ce form in different languages?" _

McCawley attributes this View also to G.Lakoff 
- Lakoff,,(1971a) extends semantic representation to include 

not only the-initial phrase-marker but also presupposition,
■ lopic,-.and-focus.--

1..

I But2.
-/ •■. -
r;-
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phrase-markBiLjcui-^hs^a)aste-<>if-^tfag--ftrrkga'^'1gaflgara-cions expressed 

in it,-quite independently of the meaning ot granunaticaiJ

. relations rexpressed by theseVformal conf^i^«S£bns"^ ( Chomsky-
r>y?T

^h^tules prqposediMiiig^esis arenot presented.
.̂............................"

in support of the claims of ESI. Th£s?^eoision ha's been taken

because the notj^on^f un(^rlylng case_.relationehips has been

accepted and will tie s!hoih7:tc

A rule that mentions case in its Structure Index or its "Sonditione

-d.-Sr^not_ij3raiulated: in .terms that are independent .of meaning*. .

dackendoff is confronted with the same problem in considering how to

.1972b: 197)

b be relevant to noun phrase'-structure^-----
r--> -

^ incorporate the Thematic Hierarchy Condition into his grammar. 

This condition appeals to notions that are semantic in exactly the
r«-

s^se^ that oaserTs^eTsemantic notion (Jackendoff 1972; Ch.2). 

Jackendoff's first suggestion "incorporates the condition as part 

of the passive transformation, specifying the Thematic Hierarchy" ^ 

within the structural description that must be met before the rule 

can.apply" <pi45).

it'tippears .the least problematic, it is inconsistent with the theory 

of grsunmar we sure pursuing here, in that.it. permits semantic factors

to be mentioned in the structural description of a transformation"
/•.’ ' ‘a. .. ..

(p.46) . In .contradistinction to Jackendoff's position, I accept 

this type of conation on transformational rules^ - and with it a 

consequent complicatioh of the transformational component of. the 

grammar.. - -

Jackendoff rejects this proposal because, while

How then can we control our investigation of the possible
i

semantic import of phrase-markers and transformational rules? One

1, This, is not an innovation. Casa is mentioned both in the S,I
1973I and in the Conditions on rules in Stockwell et al 

(e.g. pp»51,57).fc . .

t
■

K
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phi^se-ma^er on the toasiis of the fprmal configurations expreeso^ 

^n it, and quite independently, of the meanings or^grammatical
•relattons expressed by these fora con^-i'^iakons"- (Chomsky^ 

1972^:1971. The rales proposed in this .thekh"are not presented

Wf C1.10.in support of th^l^a oiJEST,

because the notion^of underlying case relationships„hae been/
. y

shoB^ to. be relevant to noun phrase structure 
A^ule-that menttohs case^MJiajsJStranthr^lhdei or its Conditions
accepted and

is not formulated in terms that are inflependenb of meaning. 

Jaokendoff is confronted with the 

incorporate the Thematic hierarchy Condition
same problem-in Considering--how-to

into his grammar,

_This condition appeals to notions that are semantic in exactly the

sense that case is a semantic notion (Jackendoff 1972:Ch.2J,

Jackendbff's first suggestion “incorporates the condition as part 

of the passive transformation. specifying the Thematic' Hierarchy

met before the rulewithin the structural description that must be

can apply" {p.45) proposal because,

it'hppears the least problematic, it is inconsistent with the theory

while

of grammar we are pursuing here, in that it permits semantic factors 

to be mentionM .4#, structural description of

(p.46)

a transfcfrmation" 

to dackendoff's position, I accept

this type of condition on transformational rules^ - and wik k a

consequent complication of the transformational 

gramoaTi ' : _ ^
component of the

then can we control our investigation of the possible

and transforaationai rtles? One

This is not as SswiyatDih. : Case l-s mentloned-both -in—the-g I 
and in the Conditions bn rales in Stdskwel-l k
(e.g. pp,51,57). ' ^ ~

1.
si. 1973
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not ciang^ m^4ing,

tie requi^emeiit that

If this is comblhed^^ -

the setting up Vly^es^tr-uctures must be

syntactically (as well as '^mantically)' motived, there^ will?^

11 haye to ^be and/many rules that

or to be blocked where a meanin^chahge-would result.

inter^Bt^f thee^ysis for the question of the interplay 

of structure and meanihg^w^b^Ihrii^ts^T^loi^^

found to nocessary-foji--an-adequate-statement of "the Kilfes.^

The
empirical

3^e

if

any-such conditions rcdM^^ • triggers' whose sole function is to 

ensure a specific surface structure, then the substance-oi the

analysis is clearly equivalent in this area to the substance of one 

based on intermediate or, surface structure interpretation. But the

chances of isolating the factors involved in such rules and comparing 

them with factors normally treated by deep-structure semantics will

be enhanced, I suggeet, if formalization in' terms of surface structure 

interpretation is not allowed. Bather than treating as empirical

the question ''Do ■ transformations chsmge meaning?" we should 

.stipulate that they do not, and. ask instead. "How tightly can the

grammar be constrained with respect to the kinds of condition

perinltted on tranBfbSfiaiioi^^^^^

- --?^^®-®®thodological deoieion-^equires clarification-'o'f ' the "

.notion 'meaning* We m^ usefully disl^^ish betweenbhe ? semantic- 

meah^i of-the sentence* and: the meaning of a speaker when he makes ‘

use of a sentence/ ■ Stippose that it were possible to i6dlate"all 

those parts of meaning th^ have to do with truth-value (in all

posaible worlds)'' (Partee 1971:9); 

semantic me^lng,^ providJIng it is itefined on sentences^z^the-r: thaaY

this is- what I wish. to call
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- oi a speator' s; use of A sfentenoe.

a pyr\pft-pf,y pf* g’t:a ‘̂.<a

How then can Semitic meting be definegp^nt^hces?' ' It%^ be 

'Tiefined^pn those properties'of a senthnceTwhlch’permit a statement 

to be true or f

Howeverf'I ac9ept .Strawson's view
that ■fc'rnth tia leiitft -pathAT* than o-T"

e when made by irse-pfs^he .sentence in a j^ven 

Speyer's meaning, on the other hpnd, is the statement 

speaQter ijitende to make in uttering a 

s^eoifi^c! occjasiM.'-:^a!hsiiBi^i^s a^ distinct"

from each o^£erJ^ thereJLs^ /^^ a^^^e ^ea,^^^^

sTtuitlbn;,:^-

(question, comm^gu^ihat^

s entence on“^

.calls -^are-suggested by terms

such as 'topicalization*, 'focus/presu^osition', or other equally 

lll-imderstood notions". There are clearly properties of the 

sentence, and therefore of sentence meaning, which are not Cor not

solely)., related to truth values but are mesuis by which a speaker may 

make his intention known to his audience, ‘in principle my method

ological decision excludes speaker's meaning, but extends not oiay to

Semitic meaning (characterized in terms of truth values) but ^so to 

a more inclusive concept 'sentence meaning'. In practice, this 

extensipn of the position is, I think, only tenable if inforiaation

is fed into the deep-structure which is not such as is naturally

The matter is taken up in §16, 

.43-!t^aa6lf- He_does_npt-:speek-of * sentences- as -true or fadse, ' 

Strawson accepts that there is a valid sense in which entailment.

presented in phrase-marker form.

and pther logical relationships, may hold between sentences 

(cf. Strawson 1952;31-2). 1 shall adopt /this view.

1. of. Strawson (I952i4);, the same sentence may be used to
“alie quite dif^rent- statementsi some of them tiuie and some of
them false. And’ this: does not arise from any aunbiguity' in 
•'^^'^~®®“t®nce . - ~Thejseirtenoe^a^ha\^ "^“singte^eaning^ 
precisely what, as in these cases, allows it to be usied to m£*:e^ 
quite cdfferent statements." ^ ^ ^

• • •
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the iireseiitatibB irtuLcli^followav therefore 

44hat-^eej>-4BtBuetH5&&^e^eaaing*i3fe ^nce--<ieepastraetttre-phr^eir

in interpreted, and, markers, are me^ijigfurv they may

» their meahins:;be expressed in a separata Semitic re^esehtaticmi,.

■ J '^kgaih; since the eep structure ^meai^pU., semantic well 

formedness constraints may be applied inSerder to mark

ungrammatical pllra^'-marl^a

mattfer ^ves rise to nonsensical structures
' ■ - 1

as
'V

rs in which the incongruence of lexical

But transfonBational 

r.lies will also: function :^;:filters. such that unffl?ammaticality may . 

t3e“atWibuted“to-t¥enLacFef^^ell-formed deep structureTto n

constraint formulated in purely semantic terms, or to ^ Infringement 

of the transformational or phonological rules, 

ational rules are sometimes controlled by semantic factors,, 

ungrammatic^ity which is due to the transformational component may 

bo partially semantic in its effect, 

for what is (in principle) generated by the grammar;

iil-formed' will be useji for Judgements as to what should be generated 

by the grammar.

Since transform-

• Qrammatical* will be used

'well-formed/

f

ar
^ Haying constrained tr in this way, we shall find

some interesting instances of 'pragmatic' ,factors breaking into,^ 

syntactic studies, but ia general the.stand taken here is that syntax 

and semantics together may be expected to result in a situation-free

account of; the sentence such that the speaker may use it for 

purposes^of communication in ways restricted but not fully determined 

by the meaning of the sentence, 

the;study of those aspects of meaning; whick ara bound to the situation ' - 

of utterance

'Pragmatics' is here defined as

either in the language-to-world relationship or in the

'A
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■ gpi4miioative; relatipnsliip between iinteriocutors, Pragnratics cuts

- across the distinction drawn above-between sentence meaning 

j speaker':s mean:^g; Jn wbat :^ollow|igas^^^^St;Poajit 

Will be the extent to which pragmatic-.ractdrs 'si-e or

of discussion

are not

tax_and hence-to^bo-^garded-^s-part-oia ttributable -to : -sentence

meaning. Keference^, as defined by Dohnellan, is a pragmatic 

but dekqitehess) is semadtio.
■ ■ ■ - -( . r -. . . . . . ■ . . . . . . . --V- •

Thus my positipn isr^ssentially interpretive in that there is

N-
notion -

(

no a jrio^ decision tha| all ^biguities are to be attributed to

my rejection of this generative positionunderlying structure

stems from the distinction I wish to draw between Sentence meaning 

and speaker's meaning. With respect to sentence meaning, however, 

the formication adopted here is generative in that the interaction

between syntax and semantics is formalized in terms of semantic 

factors controlling the application of rules rather than of the 

semantic.effect of rules applied without semantic control.

It has been suggested, to me that my position may be a notational 

vacant of that presented in Jaokendoff (1972).

I

It is an interest

ing, paestion whether the grammar to be presented below could be 

formalized, within Jackendoff's theory. I shall propose syntactic 

prpcdsses by which certC-n determiners are derived, and in doing

so - as a conseqcnce of the methodological decisions of this 

section - I ehaill be. for®nii2ing semantic intuitions, Gould not 

the same information be recast in terms of semantic projection rules? 

Much of what isi-discussed below might be so expressed; iu

particular, my i:reai“®nt of^on-dCinite noun phrases is similar to 

Jackendoff's and could be presented within his theory. But the
% -
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, iaterreiat±tosh±i); between different kfiids of-1;lie.:and that, conld not

be expressed without loss-in Jackendoff's theory. ■ The attempt r

would probably involve the claim that thaig^d^the^were differently
. . . ^

interpreted 

Jackendpff's_theo

in different contexts; ■ Vbiyr^i^'pJ^iSidn^s made in.;,;:,.

U'for a systematdc^rSM®atipn of what these
^ .... .......

cTontexts have in common and how they differ, hence_no_system would
^. . . . . . 'v' - ' ^ ^ ■'

.i'

^^he dibe shown to conn rferent uses of these-forms.
■T

' ^ ;
V.r

■ 2.3, Buies of the base

in bfder to rationalize the distinctions and similaritiee 

between verb-governed and noun-governed case, it is necessary to
' :

make a systematic distinction ^between the categories noun and verb

on the one hand, and the functions predicate and argument on the 

other. ' Accordingly a new formalism is adopted for this prupose;
i-

it is an adaptation of the bau- notation first used by Chomsky to

show parallelism of structure between different types of

constituent (Chonf^y 1970:210; Stockwell oP.cit.;21).

In ordfer to characterize initial hypotheses about deep

structure, let us posit rules which provide at least the following 

■ information:-

1. V ^ SpecV V

2. SpecV

. . 3. V . —> V ^1 N« • • • n
IN.

A. N ^ SpecN ,

5. Specs: ^ (D)

6.. i —c i v

.. -..ri_ _

i.
N (N)
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■ " .K-•'■•■.■- >
■ ^ege' gules,-;^e;jngt j^tpndeJ"to be co^let^ , g^me, ad

'of-t-h,e-^>:re• b e made i n tVi TiVartb. the exception oftartiiOTjej_couj?s© OCXl

regarded as .nod

ar^^iioh?e^r±iislca3a^aSisEg^asb::. they may -be:,

—- -1 • r ■
hum^ here-'ln..^^Mibility raids'; 

order to introduce gie following comments:;^--- 

Hule i. .This is a notational variant ofi the early Fillmbre,'„s
/ .f.’" ■ . , V. ' ' ■

maki^vg^ distinction between . modality and proposition

V corresponds tp.S (Sentence);, the. symbol, ' 

Comments on the bar notation

■initial, rule 

( Fillmore 1988:23-4),

» 7
-

V is used here for the proposition.

• . will follow. _ ; ■

'~"~'~Bul.e-2i":^The synbdl SpecT' is ah adapted form of the symboi' suggested
- . .V. " '

by Chomsky in his discussion of bar.notation. . Following Stockwell, 

rather than Chomsky, it is used here to designate the specifier of 

the sentence.(corresponding to Fillmore's modality), rather than

>

7:'-

of the verb phrase.

(i) it is’a category node with respect to its place in 

the.p-marker.

As used here:

(Hence the brackets used to the e^lier 

versions of bar notation are omitted.) -

(ii) it isia unitary symbol. (Hence the comma of the 

prig;toal version is omitted)

Further, two bars are substitu.ted for the one bar of earlier versions. 

This change has. been made because, -as we shall see,-'V is a uniquely 

interpretable symbol; in ohr analysis, while V is not.

Hule 2 is not formalized here for it is outside the scppe of 

this study. Fillmore (1968) suggests that the modality 

- constituent "will include such modalities on the sentenoe-as-a-whfole

/ -

1. cf. MbCawley (1968b)

V*'
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- r
Subeequent researoli iiias ;a^ati6n,' tense, mOod r aid aspeot". 

different-niDdea-s oi' grammar-suggests that at least aspect should be

Qjni^teaL_frpm..tbarr^^-(^defson'ld73;:^'Mdj$!f5^  If is aiSo" -

doubtful whether negation and tense shduld:Originate under the same 

Seui4n (1969) offers-aU:^ .Innode as mood -
:--5;

principle, however; and as ihdic^d by Fiilm^ , 7the modality

oonstliuen-t (Spec^)s^preseits a bringing, together .of the secondary 

grammatical categories that^‘i:iyon& (1966:224) asspciates witl^'.Theme?

thTad^dntiie is that^ thr:prbp5silkb^and with 'Pr^icate': '

then be considered in isolation from these other factors.
'r -

fiule_3igenerates the proposition, which is introduced as a string 

consisting of a verb an(^a_succession of arguments. The symbol V 

stands for a lexical category verb, which label I shall use for a 

class that includes what are traditionally known as adjectives.

As it stands, rule 3 is not a phrase structure rule. The 

corresponding rule in Stockwell (op.clt.;28) is:

PEOP V (ESS)' (NE0T) (DAT) (LO.Q) (INS) (AGT) •

Rule 3, by contrast,.does not specify cases. It indicates only that 

• thTe phrase geherateTTy*Thisl^ consists of a verb and a finite number 

of noun phrases. If the ma:^um number of noun--phrases were also 

shown, the rule would be a phrase structure rule; but it may be that 

the lexicalizatioh of thenode V should precede further specification

of the himber of noun phrases in the proposition and of the case"_ _ _

relationships iJi^which they enter.way lexicaiization 

would be interspersed with piirase structure rules. Or it may be,

conservatively, that information regarding argents and their - 

cases may be adequately handled in-terms of strict suboategorization.

more
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Either way, I accept for the purposes of this thesis the view of_

case.wlrLcli attril3utes to the Itern gaman^hjcaiiy gg ____

___predicate;;;;the source of information reg^^^J^^i^ber of edi^gviments

-».i% ihe propbsitibh and the case reia.tiphsBiips';|»blding between; them.'^ 

;^6 tally ignore-Measp^pl of prepositions. In: .In; rule 3 I :

Eillmore (1968), and in Stockwell "asjs&bwh above, the corresponding 
rule introduces >^ses-as consti^ents. In Fillmore (1971) this/•

formulation, is rejected a^the worst of various unsatisfactory
.' ■j..:: .. . ■. - ' ■■■■'. . . . . . . . ■ • ^

methods of introducing cases. ■ I make no attempt to provide an
' . . . . . . ■ ■■■ . . . . . . .  ■ f- . . . . . . . . . . ' ' \

alternative solution, but I restrict'the constituents^af the 1 

proposition generated by these rules to those based oh distinctions

in lexlcar-categbry” and^assume that case-marking prepositions are
... 1.,

introduced by other means.

The double-bar h;„ as generated by this rule, stands for the

constituent category noun, phrase, and the-rule indicates that the

noun phrase functions as an argument in a proposition. .
.. .. ' ■ ■■ ■ /'■ 

Buie A is analogous to rule 1. The specifier of the noun phrase

is indicated by SpecN and the comments oh the symbol SpecV are

a.pplioable. : B ^corresponds to the constituent -labelied-H6M-(nominal)

in StQCkweli. PN labels the category of proper noun.

1. 'Stockwell; allbws^'for:tthe-rfirst- lexical, 1 . in a - .
block, but it is argued there that lexical insertion is 
sequential - verbsT preceding nouns, and possibj^^ higher verbs 

.  : - -preceding lower verbs (Stockwell op.cit.;7l9-723). i^euren .
;(1969)argues'that;:ieiicallzatibif'should-be“ihterspersedTWlth; 
Other types of base rulevNewmeyer (see footaote page 20' 
above) suggests that rules of lexicEil'formation may apply 
before rules Of. the aycle,: : Thus!it there are
seversa intermediate yiews on lexicalizatlbn between the
brthodox .poeitionsi associated with.generative semanticsi;-- - - - -
(Lakoffl971a)<and 'Standard theory* or EST (Chbmsky 1971, 
1972b). -_ _ : . - . . ni,:,-'-.:...-;:-::... . . . -

.
S

■ r
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(2)

Rule 5 is a new type of rule. It msiy be compared - ^ rather 

contrastsd - with the rules for the noun phrase sceclfjejczta

adopt the. cohventidn; thailA^thibS. iJitroduci^
,'.r/ ■ . -

under SpecN. has as its scope the entire eonstitueht■ dondjiated by the 

immediately dominating Specif. Thisj^e introduces an 

obligatory-jfeature choice repreBenting the. grammatical category of

Ghomshy ,(1970). : I

node-

%
(pl=plural)|,.^OTd £ui cjptional constituent D (determiner).’ number

. , ■ '

The latter «aiows for luon-pr^ic^ble (pimtifiers (ev^,^^ etc.^ ,■r-

_bjut_I_hay3^noj^xamined==tlLe^anyb:prab:Lems_pemdJ5y^these_.q^

They are considered briefly in £17. . The determiners with which this

thesis is maihly concerned are not generated as such in the base.

The bar notation was first discussed ihoconjunction with the 

suggestion that features should be allowed to occur on non-terminal 

nodes, SpecN is here used as a device for this purpose. SpecN 

itself is<hnt~part of a Complex Symbol (in the sense ofChomshy 

1965:82); rather it is a node that will later be pruned. For

further discussion see Appendix A.

Semantic: weil-fofmednoss constraints are required to mark as

Sam) or of
" < ■

ungrammatical a" string consisting of D + PN (ever:

* PN -(Sams)-

contradiction inthe notion of determining or pluralizing a proper

generated by rules 4 and 5, fOr there is aas
V

Other rules generating such phrases by means of.

fcf. a Mr. Smith) will be discussed in Ch.VIII.

Hule 6

restrictive reiatiye clauses; 

selectedv the bottom line, N ^

isomorphic with 0B1& possible expansi^ of iniie 3. ^ will be

. . np»a..

Line li N: ^ N Tfc, generates the struoture .for

If if isthe rule is rBcursive
• ■

S

N (N), Seaerates a structure

• W •
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- . explicated -in jJhwT; in ^teiiius of npun^depradeia^ case^^^ -

^3-PO pxpYision-for an n«p. atmctii-rf» coTTeaponding to - 

Sr Xae-advocated fbx ex^ .^ct^ ^osenbaum ^l^esSi) ). 

I>hrases ^ch^s th£,^^
Stoclwell o£iC^/^Ch.8).; for an dS^y^^pf noTm phrase oomplementr' 

^ation that dispenses with the ‘dt S' structTire.

-;^;notat^^^ 1 i^ve. used this to formalize a distinction 

between fuhctional-catego^ 

infoimation.

'it

Seer.-

information and- lexical-category I 

The principle is that bars denote functional 

categories, and letters denote lexical categories, ' The semantic
. function of the verb is that of a predicate^, and I shall use the

term 'predicator' • to' refer to a fictional category which includes ' ^

Bu-fc nouns too, it will be argued later, may function as 

predicates;, and,our rules will in due 

( fl9.6 ).

verbs.

course be revised accordingly 

Thus'the no-bar sjmbols '

N and V denote a functional category predicator: the symbol T denotes

Hence nouns are predicators.

a lexical category verb which Comprises the oentral members 

traditions,! classes 'verb' and 'adjective'.
of the

(The substance of

these claims is, I believe, in accordance with lakoff, G, (1970c), 

and Lyons (1966); the terminological distinction is my own, ) The 

two-bar symbols denote pl^ae-oategories that MY function as
. r y , .

arguments (hence ARE argnmen-t-exPresaionH^ '.tegument-expression'

.■ I Predicate'for that which cfflnbines'. with arguments to
form a proposition; a predicate m^ be one-place or many- 
place, and the: term will not be used (unless modified by 
Complex' ) for expressions that themselves contain argents, 
^rinally verbsjpccur in deep structure as predicates, that is 
^o :say an one-to-one, correspondence wijh nny symbol that i.s

- - in_an-altemative -for^izatio'n"^ ^
the meaning of the proposition • '



...
35. (2)

i s a, term ^ oir a p^ .with • predicator' it denotes a functional .
S .category,;

I wish to extend my claim' to V.

. has’an

a?hat..IJ is an argument-expression.callR fnr. comment.

»5g^|«|iocS„u gr^ 

■SV Xt^'is-V ehoiiXX 
S^^^tion.-;; The ,;-

NP: sxp^sidii;:HP-^ii^ r ■

%function directly as/an argument in,

suggestion has not been formalized^n the i^les for it is beyond 

the scope of-my etu^dyi^o consider its implications^
, but it is

1

assumed in my use of the tenO'noun. phrase*. •Noun phrase* will 

be used throu^dut for the constituent N, hence for a nominal

argument-expression; this, use of the.term e:^udes embedded
— *2*' • - - - • •

sentences and excludes nominal expressions labelled N. 

different use of the term noun phrase and some problems connected 

with it, see Jacobs & Bosenbaum (1968) and Watt (1971;section 2, 

In J, & R. the distinction between NP and 5 is

For a

iii, Vi, xiv).

obscured.

-J

Unlike the one-bar nodes, the two-bar and'no-bar'symbols have 

a constant interpretation®:^ sentence (V), noun phrase (if),- 

verb (V), noun (N),

* embedded s,* for ' embedded sentence(s) *', 

phrase(s)*.

In the text I shall use the abbreviations

and 'n.p.* for *uoun

Emonds (1970:71-85) presents syntactic arguments in favour of 
the view that infinitives and clauses shoiad hot be generated 
under NPj but he treats 'gerunds* of all types 
under the domination of NP., ; r - -

2, Except for embedded s, that originate as a constituent of M 
(cf. the fact that.

Unfortunately the claim that * jf • may be consistently ’ 
interpreted as ''noun phrase* must be modified if the formalism
is extended to treat data not considdred "in this •thesis .
(cf. Appendix A). However, throughout the following chapters, 
*K' and 'noun phrase* are: interchangeable.

1.

as occunLng

where the fact may be deleted).9

3.
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2.4, Sub.lect Pla'cem^t
■«%..

Ihe bar notation eaggests a way of integrating the verb:

dependwit view of the propoei^a fOim^^d^ifcv'^e-a with the:
•, _. . • ■ ■ . ,_________ V ■ -

subijeiMj^redicate^eateacei^tiaicturelMti^bnil^Ijal^iandard-thepry

tb^ fpy^iliiatioa of ij^rl^rule (transformationalThis depends ■on
. : .■•

rule) of Subject Placement. In^the:formuiation I shall adopt, one

of the arguments%f..^he pf|iposition is promoted and adjoined to the

junction-.,—-The effect -of the“r“l"e“
...........f*'.........."

left of the-V node by Chom

may. be" shown as follows, for a proposition with two arguments; •

's
JL-

=:
1. SpecV - - SpecV

■i

The output has a node V (circled above) corresponding to the VP 

of standard theory, its function is that of grammatical predicate. 

The highest N in the output is an eirgument functioning as subject'. 

This formulation is different from the rule proposed in

The output of the rule as formulated there (op.cit.;61)

J

Stockwell.

.is given below.

2.

.

(where »X' is;,variable)

In Stockwell (as in Fillmofe 1968), the node H (or MOD) is treated 

constituent immediately dominated by S and may have a surface 

reflex, for example in a form of be.ior a modal,

Jacobs & Bosenbaum (1968;)-a node Aux is immediately dominated

t

as a

(Similarly in

'7

;



(2) -

J)y S.) % a?fie: tar notation su a differeiit. treatment:''^ elements

generated under-SpecV~(corresponding To MOD) mignt pq mapped into

the V constituent of the- sentence by Chbm^^^l^ctibhi Which i"
--V ' > - V • .

. .r*ci»ld: BcrmiJ^a^
'; ■ ■ . ■ . ' ' ' " > ■

course of' the' application of the tr^sfoxi^iChai' rules

SpecV '^oxie would finally be empty^^d could ;then be deleted, 

resulting structuret^.g, 4°*
^ ■'! V . . . . .

beldw at hd^-dui^ideTiw^Vi^ V surface .

. V' . * •-

structure - after pruning of the unwanted V node;

. .

The

The,,I .;

r He may see it. would be as in 3(a)

I
V

s= '
3(b) - N A

maz V

3(a) N A.
V N A

I I
I

see it- he

The top-most one-bar V of 3(b) corresponds to the predicate phrase 

of Chomsky (1965). and to Jt;he-J[jmrJtocelL-V£-of Boss (1966; 1967a)

This formulation of Subject Placement has the merit of meeting one 

of Dougherty's criticisms of Fillmore (Dougherty 1970:525-529). 

Dougherty presents arguments aga^st the derived constituent 

structure shown in and 3 also permit a consistent

treatment of the specifiers of V-and of H. Thus any non-specifier 

node "occurringrunder.f or- » is, at any pre-surface stage of- the'

- : see-’-^ it- - -he-

transformational derivation, 'in construction with* the relevant 

The syntactic relationship 'in eonstruCtion with isSpec node, 

in troduced ibelow iinj.3ii,.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _—■

■ f
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2.5. Pronouns

■It used-to-be thouglit that th±rd=person"and--tiri:ra-person

refleacive pronouns could te accounted forTby aiarMSforrnation^mie
-> ,

..... :___

pronouns wHen-twd Cor more) ±denM;c^5®®j^|^ases podurrsd ip the

T. . '

^eiitehoe CcKIXe^&^kiima 1963; Postaa966; ^ss i967bi r r:

SjBt^r Ba4h had shown the problem of Infinite
same

Langacker 1969),

r ecursion Inherent in -this approach (Bach 1970). attempts were, made

to acc'6unt'^dr~^imbM'S~by";6the3rTneane-and-^it-ie.npw. widely_aCjcepted t-

that pronouns cannot-be adequately described by a transformational 

rule of pronominailzation. Among alternative suggestions are 

Lakoff, G. (1968) and Jackendoff (1972:Ch.A) - these have in 

common that pronoun nodes are distinguished as. such in the source ^ 

Lakoff, work:^g in a generative•semanticist model, 

favours some sort of indexing in underlying structure such that 

antecedent and anaphor are unambi^ously marked. He considers the 

types of constraint ..requir^ed to ensure that surface sti^cturas are'" 

generated from such underlying structures by meaning-preserving

'Jackendoff, working in an interpretive model that recognizes

- r.' ■

structures.

■“ rules i

deep structure as the output of base rules, allows for pronouns to

Semantic interpretation. . .. . -,-be, generated: by: the j^^ qf ,_the^base,

rules are applied to^indicate coreference between paifs of noun 

thus" the pronouns areHhinterpreted ^ deep structure.phrases

The .rule which marks cbrefei^nce applies cyclically and, if the
' ?

There is a last-cyclic rulepironoun is not reflexive, option^ly

of non^coreference wkch applies obligatorli^ pairs which have not 

previously been marked .opreferenti^.

•.

riiaye not studied this area

- ,•

T
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■5.
closely, but it seems probable that the choice between, these 

aiternative treatments i“s—orre^that-^must aepena on^he theory within
• r- . — •

vrhlch the analyst is working rather than on the'data. to'be
k.

described.
<Jackendoff*s rulef^of

coreference'ap^j^d^p non-reflexive.

third-person pronouns is optional - thus he claims that sentences
N.

in which :such-"pion6unkN;^ur ai-e ambiguous whenever there is a
,-i V

possible antecedent within the s'^ntence, for there is also the 

possibility of. an antecedent outside the sentence, 

that this claim is in fact justifiable; the sentences examined in

I am not sure

fartee (1970a)-would seem .in many cases to be counter-instances. 

Partee's concern" is to establish a" semantic ahalysis and her account 

is neutral with respect to the generative/interpretive controversy. 

She shows that a uniform treatment of pronouns is not possible; 

there are instances where the ."relationship

anaphor is not coreference and where the pronoun must be analyzed

between antecedent and

as a 'pronoun of laziness'., in some sense a replacement-of the ftill 

noun phrase^; eind others where the pronoun must be analyzed in 

semantic structure as a variable, the antecedent corresponding to

the first or binding instance of the variable (p.375,38A)i

For purposes of this thesis, the following points are of
- -V, -

interest; • • V

(i) Where a pronoun is 'ambiguous' in that its antecedent 

may be inside or outside the sentence, it might seem to be

Partee.attributes the term .'pronoun of laziness' to P.T, Geach. 
Such a pronoun is exemplified by it in The man who gave his 
paycheck to his wife was wiser than the man who gave it.to his
mistress.
(1969).-

1.

Theiexample .is due_-to-Kar4;tunea,-<Ef-cf-,-Karttunen-

. . . . - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - &■
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(2)

consistent witb the. account of meaning given earlier-to claim that

dis^btguat-ipn-was; a matter of‘"sp'e'^er^^meaning rather than 

sentence ^^g. v ;:

Xii) However, the transfprmat±onal:-i^0^;aB"iiot"independent of 

the range of anaphorln possibilities of. ;^rqmidn6, as is clear from .

. the fact^that 4(a-) has twg'readings, whii€^(crb-)--has--oniy-oiter—^- - - -

A(a5-.~--Ate^JohnJ^rived, he :hicked me! ;

Therefore we may regard the-antecedenb/anaphor relation as part of 

sentence meaning. \ ^ ;

Ciii) My methodological decisions_commib..me to a treatment which 

marks anaphoric relationships in deep structure, and controls

r-

. '!
Hekicked me when John arrived.I

transformations accordingly; but I have not investigated the many
V

problems posed by thife- treatment.

tiv) In the case of third-person pronouns which are not pronouns 

of laziness, a treatment which would be consistent with earlier ' 

decisions would be for the rules of the base to generate pronouns as 

bp^^i^erpreted at deep-structure level as nonsuch. These would

coreferential, possibly coreferential, or ne'cessarily coreferential,

This interpretation would be 

wholly determined by the phrase-marker. A theoretically distinct 

E emantic' -rule'would then ■m^k 'tfie 'possibly; coreferential* noun 

phrases as coreferential or not:

available for.the control of. transformational rules, 

first instance of a rule adding semantic information to that 

provided by the deep-structure phrase-marker, 

instances in^16.4)

' with an antecedent in the sentence.

.. f, .

the output of this rule would be .

(This is the

We shall find other
' %
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(v) Refieiive pronouns, are normally unambiguous,"tout not _ 

'always“l‘Cf^ Jolin told~BiH~ cboiit lixiiiS0!Lf) »ft Tli©y lusty t©'<X O

treated toy rules similar,' and probably idetttic;al;^n;':^me, respects, : .
♦v. *

for-tHtose for non-reflexive pronouns."S'
J* ' • 'j-.-' .-r

.. Ivi) Relative "prontouns are differen;t';S;|||^r‘. antecedent is
f

Trnamtorgapusly-i-dentffiable'-ln-surface^structurtol' ' They will toey

i^jae ensiling chapters.discussed at length V-

'' Ay

1

1

4^

V

VN

•<
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CH^TEK II
<*:&■ H3?^' -■ ■ - -O

■THE* . «A» AND REI.ATTVT: BTi/inRBj^^.v--?
•e

'"C

Tl^s chapter comprisee #3,^ i^-and fs; §3 and #4 establish

■ contrasts in definii^ss in^ terms of the identity condition for 

relatiyi^atififf^'r - This reflets a semantic difference betwbeii/ on 

the one hand, n.p. that co^sppnd to variables bound by senibeniial 

-contextr-and--- on the other - n.p. "which are in important respects 

semantically ^dependent of the sentence in which they occur.

^5 it is sho*c^5^hat the proposed description may be used te.^clarify 
our understandiSf^ the word the.

i 3 Hon-def inlto Phrases

In

3,1. The nhraBe-marker

The rules discussed in^he 

the p-marker shown as 1 below:

last chapter generate (among others)

' SpecN

I V

, SpedI doi^natesi 

maintrihed the convention that only positive features are entered 

into the primarker.^ We may compare ;l w the

feature choice is. plural; I have

1 • . Thus all feature contrasts' used in my description are binary, 
and do not admit a middle term •unspecified'-. _'Pnce--the:'.>'.'
Sen^atiye process hhs passed;;the point ab *bicb. u given 

■■ feature mi^t be introducedV its absence ib equiyaieht tb a ,
__iiffl4nue feature, _. This_fojraializationlis adopted because it i &__

tbe mo^ ecbnomical for the area under discuesibn, Ho claim 
is made^ 1

t- such a procedure would be. applicable Jin a 
amnar':df;'%gliBh..'completi



s.'.: - ^ ■ & ■■'43^,::;.; ■■■ m
0 oofi^ration ussia •% d of

recent transfoimatlonal studies (e.g. Bob

reiat^efcfauBes in severe 

s, 1967a ^  ■m
fiosenbaum ,1968)

2*
HP ?;■-. S

I find phrase^^er 1 preferable
U) P-makec^ '

semantic repr^ntatlen

which''functions semantically as a
^ ' ..... " ''' ....

Secondiy^i'is iTc^^ WIIH Spec^.^d this allows for

2. for the following reasons;

suitable than 2 as a basis for 

• dominates, a constituent

descriptive function (cf.§ i.2.).

, *■ ■

generalizations about S°PPe relations within n.p.

•in construction With', was defined in'liima (196A);

formulation that appears in Jackendoff (1972:322);

"A node A is in construction with a node B if 
and only if the node C directly dominating B 
also dominates A."

a. , Simi'W to
(ii) Dean (1967); argues for the configuration^ ss^T on toe 

Srounds that 3(a) below doejB not entail 3(b) and that therefore

The relationship

I give the

Sipeses appear to modify the matrix noun rather than the 

. -TTStrix HP'(reported and discussed in Stockwell ^ 1973;436-A37).

3(a). Mary knoss few boys who enjoy knitting. 

..(b)..Mary knows few beys^

In my malysis, relative clauses are treated as derived from 

' embedded in toe deep structure of n.p. Ac cording to a

rival toeory, the clause and the matrlhc sentence originate as 

combined sentences, o^ possibly as sequences of sep;^te sentences.

S-ttge-'bbnfiffiHw1. nofor-toi-th'o ohapo, of a p-markor but —^ '
' ? is 'Ai^dcmr; tarn 1.

5 pfeser^.t&d. S^fociae/L

3!j
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The pla^m Is w611-foxinded for/ non-restrlctive 

1967a;!B.2^4wli;
clauses'C cf> Boss,

-TH-
-

^"-The^

•'v- -•>-•
niatter will be taken up 1»# 4.2.

■ ■

3.2 Phrases dStBiniiTiad by «a« ■
f , / ■, . . . .

Traditionally a and were classified^as -the articles' and

were thus iinplicil^y regarded as funt^ioning ih contrast with each
Jespersao^^ ---

9Z4;^G^. 8j associated the indefinite article 

unstressed giumeral^ and( Christopher sen '< 1939) ar^es that 

the contrast is not a sypmetric^ oppoeition.Perlmutter (1970) 

argues that:there is a categbriaO; distinction betweSh the twditeis,

a - but not ^ - being a numeral. He claims that one does not occur 

unstressed before a noun, and shows that a occurs in environments 

which otherwise only numerals occur (pp.234,235). 

a/an are the unstressed forms of

other. Yet

with an

in

He concludes that

one.
\

But one is incompatible with the generic interpretation of 

a-ptrases (that is, noun phrases determined by a), 

is committed to finding an alternative source for a when it 

in sentences such as A bird can flv.

So Perlmutter

occurs

Another way of accounting for 

a:s an item* that , is introduced by aPerlmutter's data is to regard a 

T rule in the environment of a singular count noun, bn condition

pccurrences

of a are^ given uniform treatment and the semantic value of the item

is febtricted to maikini^ the Pprtbbillty: of the^^ n in certain^" 

environments.' The 'co-occurrence restrictions shared with the

numeral jonw are huturally acc^ted for by the fact^ t^ 

occur before a stoguiar count nbuh.

one also may

...

'1..
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: priyUeges of ocoui'fence of^ these jairo "items overla^Tbut

(3)

syre—noti“Oo" teustv^

4Ca) . the Ohs: d / *the a
■ - ■' “■' ■■ ' . - 4

(b). He is a,fine fellow / *He ife 6hd fine fellow '
} * ^-Sz^ '<j-4 that in senteniggi^s: 4(b) a has no

r"

. Bellert (1969) sngges

semantic function, but that in S.itas semintically non-distinct

froit a numeral;
•■-r

,> .'I \ , ■ - -

I need a pencil^ -(cf. I need three pencils.)

It might be that one is indeed reduced to a in such Contexts as 5,

c>

5.

thus providing an alternative source for a in a synchro^c ^^ar 

reflecting the diachronic development. But this Would be. to rule 

that 5 has a double sourpe, though it is clearly not ambiguous. 

Kore plausible is the possibility that^-wbecause of the place in the

system now occupied by a - one simply is not generated in such 

conte^^s except when the sentence is such as may be used in 

circumstances where stress would be appropriate.

Our Base riaes introdpoe a feature choice +pl; 

occurs under SpecN-and is therefore applicable to the n. 

whole (by'a convention introduced ini 2.3.).

the + feature

p. as a

This formulation is 

sufficient to control verbal concord and the 'singular* and 'plural* 

form of demonstrative detepiners and pronouns, for the, contrast 

between count and non-couht does not affect such matters, 

may be oiassifiedas count or non-count according to whether 

the lexical item in questipn can govern plural veirbal concord.

Hours

or not

But

some have argued that the distinction is syntactic rather than

lexical and that the oCcuri-bhce of a should be attributed to 

syntactic ctoioe, at least in some cases.

a

This suj^estion is

m.• -t-
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attracli^ for it Is well known that a vast numSer of m 

used both as count and as ;noh^count items.But a. noun which can ; 

Ibe' used both as count-Md npn-couiit is used'^n^kJSif^ereiit aen^^- ' 

each.of the^ forms, .non: is the distin^i^iM's^se entirel^r 

iaJie_iifffirence-J;n™<;ouajt^ip^^=f=C6iraa^^ 

instance tde dif^ferent ways in which^the following are used; 
gra:^y^il en c ^ .

•f

...^

>v.

lamb/ language/ This observation shows up a 

fundamental semantic- problem poiked by the syntactic analysis of 

countability. If-the sense of the noun is not dist^guisheT as“to“

countability and this is entirely attributed to a syntactic choice, 

then what is to be counted? Hhe lexical analysis of countability, 

which attributes the opposition between count and non-count to the

sense of th® noun, reflects Strawson's account of sortal universals. 

Count nouns are correlated with sortal universals, and "a sortal 

universal supplies a principle for distin^iishing and counting 

individual particulars which it collects" (Strawson 1959:168). A 

syntactic choice, by contract, is not sufficient to supply a. 

principle of distinguishing and counting different particulars - 

that-is to'say;, unless we know the meaning of the noun when used as 

a count noun we cannot count the non-linguistic correlates of the

Therefore I conclude thalj^ the feature contrast + count 

n-btHrt- ori^hates in the lexicon , and that in m^^ a-single

. lexical item will have more than one reading, each reading

^ .

, 2 
noun phrase..

r- ■

For discussion and data, cf . also Chriatophersen (1939:166) 
Hewson (1972:77-8), Quirk et si. (1972:127^133)

It may bd 6bjected that iMguages and grains (l.e.- types^df 
grain)-’are not particulars ln StrawBon's sensei: r--But onr 
pp.l7i..2, he shows' that his account .of universals collecting 
particuiars"must be exitehded by analogy to universals collecting 

■ i universals.''

1.
• -

2.
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containing the specification count or non-coTint,: ,

. fonnedhess. oonsiraint is reqxi±i»d' to ^ deep ,

strac-fee':^own in 6. if: the item introdddad iulder N, in the readiS^

introdnce^diTis not-^4<?ount. - ■ Jncthis:i^ is marked
■.....................................................■ ■ ■

as sem^tic^ly anomalous.

6.1

I-u

■ S----

I know, of two cbunter-aarguments which weaken my claim that... 

the transformational introduction cfc-a-is motivated by a feature 

originating in the lexical entry;

(i) Abstract nouns like silence, beauty, though sometimes 

occurring after a, may reasonably be regarded as basically non- 

coimt,- : First, ho’n-abstraot count .nouns may .occur after the in a 

generic sense but this reading is not available for abstract nouns: 

7(a). T^e dog is*intelligent, (ambiguous)

(b). The silence is embarrassing,. (-not ambiguous)

Second, one reading of the count occurrence (*an instance of 

is predictable. It may be., that countability is indeed syntactic 

with de-adjectival nouns in the sense bf 'inst&ce’.^

(x;L) jesperseh (1949:464-8) presents many coimter-examples to 

the claim idiat singular count hCtms must be preceded by a determiner. 

Among them.:are: '

• _ _8(a), : Brother and^'gisterw

■ > (bjv dog': succeeded d.og, a^ apartmmt succeeded^^ ^

•)• • • •

1. : I believe, in f^t,;this is a genei^ization^t can be
extended to derived hbminals that are de-^rbal.
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(c)_. kJ. Can* ti be buyer and - sellfiii:J:6Q-l^

lti;i. j (;ii,^cet*s r^ge from knight from ?; :

aristocratic prioress to:;banrgeaigl%tfe of Bath
'-\y

In terestingly, if one . tries to insert- ap^opf-Skts ^bterminers one is'
^ ■ ■■ ‘ ■■ ;.:.......................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................

i n cliaied-to^seleo :e and

some which^^e not.: fact thatsappropriste determiners CAN be
selected however' su^J^ts th'^ these examples. resviLt from 

surface j stylistically motiyat^edi deletion transformationp—-

a near-

' 0 '

---- —-—-0ne-H!rho-tiears~a-sentence-nittered-ni»h±chrcoTrtaln's”W3=flira8e

may interpret thp phrase as s^cific, generic, dr neither-specific- 
nor-generic.^

where the phrase contains no deictic elements, and so we shall 

concentrate on such phrases in what follows. There are two 

dimensions of contrast which interact to ,give tliree possible readings.

: In^ ^ :generic reMlM of a g^tence cdhthinih

statement made .by use-^f, the sentence is true in general of dntities 

fitting the description contained in the phrase; that is, true of 

• most or all of them.*. In a specific reading of a sentence containing- 

an a-phrase, a statement made by use of the sentence i^true if true 

of some entity fitting the description contained in the phrase.

The full range of possibilities is available only

a

- -
. "“'i: Phrases like by heart, off hand, etc, constitute .a sufficiently 

clearly defined type to be regarded as a separate phenomenon 
(thoughonethaimygrammarcannotaccountfpr).-

I For the term ' specific* aee BSker (19B§), Fillmore (1967),
Deair (196^, Earthen ClS68a) , Herihger ( 1969)^^^
Pa^ee Stockweir^ ,^.: (1973) . Heny shows that in
the preceding literature the term had been used in two distinct 
ways, one of whi^ is preserved here. In another sense, ^he 
contrast between specific ^dinbn-Bpeoific is defined in terms 
of speaker!s .intentioh (Karttunen l968a;iArl8r; ::ia this sense 
9(a) has both specific and hdnispecific readings. ky*use of 
*noni:specific!;,iqr:CONaEXTS which are INDETEEHINATE is idio- 

• . Synoratic.(There is a fdjiupth reading:of s-phrases: :: that 
of the predicate .nomih^),

2

r-...
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_me-:si)eCi£ia^»e^din^is-equj^^t^^o:-a-pr6ppsitiff^:^ Ijy v

. tlie„>^ecifio•the existenti^: quantifier of losipal fpJ^®'^!^®*

reading entaila the exietenoe of some entijty^meefe^jahe description;:., 

in the...lstrictly ,iosicai Isense oflieMst'^Ctfglfic^i^^^ sense ,of

*-sometimee^true^FropO:sitions-('Cff§-^^i_2r)"i—rSenerl®

- -.j.

aursseliis-

.-sentenoes may be compared to use of tfcp imiversal quantifier.

formulae quantiJ^
r

d .fjyX^e universal quantifier are 

applicable-to ALL-enti-ties-meertikg the description; 'but "for naturai

Logical

■i-anguage~it~seems more accurate to cb^acterize tn#-meaning of
2generic sentences'in terms of ' true in general ,..' . The third

reading contrasts with both the specific and the generic readings;

on this reading, the statement is neither true .of most or all entities

meeting the description, nor true of some particular individual or
V

Sentence 9(a} belowset of individuals meeting the description.

has only a specific reading, sentence 9(b) has most obviously a

generic reading, while 9(cX..has both specific and neither-s-nor-g

readings^ .. -
O-

9(a). Max caught^fish.

(b),...A fish ic^ot sing. .

\
:*

(c). Max wants to catch a fish.

I have defined these three readings ipn the., heareris. interpret- '

ation and it is my view that they are cleairly distinguishable in a 

speaker's intention or a hearer's interpretation but that the sentence 

used"by the speaker to; express;his intention:is not in all cases 

determinate even in deep 'Structure,as to this three-way contrast. 4
V

I shall use Vequiyaledt' for logibai equivalence; A is 
logically equivalent to B, if . A entaiils B and B-^ntails A.

2. This distinction is made, though in different terms, in 
Stockwell (op.clt.;89). For the effect of context on 
generically interpreted noun phrases, see^Lees (1961),
Chafe (1970:i88.^)iy " . V

1.
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The question at issue is whether the distinctions specific/non-

, specific suid.generic/noh^geheric should be Tegarded a^part of - 

sentence meahldg or only as part .qf spe^hr-*.^^ claim'

■ is that the ^-phrase ia,to be compared'-witJtS^ariabie in Id^cal
. . . . : ■- - - - ■

ihle|«ipie''bound*. Toit cannot be interpreted u

the .extent that we can attribute the'^istihctions in interpretation

to the binding effect"^the tentiai context (i.e; to the lexical

aadr^yatactic ^operties of thel sentencei distinctions in specificity. 
' ■ . —

’ and_Kenericness may be regarded as part of sentence meaning. If we

^;tihe surface structure of English sentences we can distinguish

formulae;

look

three context-types;

(i) exlstence-establishihg;when an a-phrase occurs in Such 

a context, the sentence is equivalent to.a formula bound by the 

existential quantifier. The a-phrase contains a description. A 

statement made by use of the sentence"entails the-p'ast or'present 

existence of an entity which meets the description'and of which the 

statement is true. '■ Thus sentence 9(a) is equivalent io;

- (3 i) 1 (x)' . g (X)

where 'f' stands for the predicate fish, and- 'g'" for the''c6mplex 

predicate caught by Hax.^ -

(il) gerierier~ a sentence containingian-a-phrase. in-a generic- - 

context has a reading such that a true statement made by use of such 

a sentence is true in general of members'af^the" class defined by. the 

descriptioh contained in the phrase. e-t:g^rA ■ duck likes water. (A 

sentence of this type may have an*additional less obvibus reading.)

, (iii) non-specific;^ am a-p>hihse occurring in such a context is

1

My use of quotation marics witn iebter-symbols is informal.1.
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npn-fSeneric and np t-necessarily-speclfic. Thus'the ::seiiteM of- 

10-,_«hen-approprj.atply-HUsedT—heweyer-^t&teiHihdTand-Tfajyire^r interpr ~ 

reted, of themselves fail to guirantee theVe^Bte^diof one part-" 

i cular entity o f which the correspond~ing:-:6tgtan6n't-is: true- ot

fals_e_

lOCa). Every morning, I shot^a duck^^^ '
(h) . Every^)&«^ng,:^ saw a ■ duck. ■

(c), - I want to shoot^ duck,

Ci)-(iii) characterize CONTEXTS, the linguistic environment^ in^ which 

the" a-phrase occurs. These sentential contexts bind the a-phrase, 

that is to say the variable, in different ways. . I shall not 

attempt to investigate the sources of this difference in binding

i

effect for clearly many factors are involved", including deixis, 

aspect, and the lexical properties of verbs. Let. us suppose,

however,that the binding effect of the surface structure is not MOBE

determinate than the corresponding deep-structure context, 

speak of contexts-of"types (ii-Ciil) I shall assume that.the

When I

surface-structure distinctions drawn above are attributable to
■ i-, ' ' ' . ■■'■

distinctions in deep structure, ^_.This assumption is required by the 

methodological decisions introduced in| 2.2.; it leaves open the

-question of whether. .distinctions are.-made dn deep Btrac:tufe"’whlclt.are -'

neutralized in surface etruoture. / ^

. Contexts (ii) and (iii) are iniftermitlate^i^ certain respects, 

.but one distinction is clear-cut. Context (i) is existence- 

establishing while contexts (ii) and (iii) are not. When an

a-phrase occurs in a type (i) context, and only in such cases, the

. sentence is equiydLent to a logical formvila in whick the existehttal

V •
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' - .•'*'• -
quantifier;:biiidsvtfae variable corresponding to “tlie' a-plirase. . 

“s«^3^eak of. e-e contexts and nonle-e contexts for the distinction

between type (i) on, ihe one hand, and tyje’sd;iii~‘^d (iii) on the.
.1-;'H ' -

other

T do nnt at this stago. of-fer-ar

it can in my. view be j sup^rted phlj by the coherence of 
the grammatical des^ciiption Wich l6;-based on it, and which is to

■ , . V '! \
be presented in tlie; follbwing^chaptsrs, ^

rt-of~this

analysis;

It leads.however tp-an'

initial: characterization'of non-definiteness for it may safely be

assumed as a starting-point that a-phrases are nen-definite. Let

us postulate then that: a characteristic of non-definite phrases is

that they, are variables bound by the sentential contexts in which

they oocuri .

In general the treatment proposed here has certain advantages

over Perlmutter's analysis. In particular, it avoids the need-to

postulate an itnderlying string t^ + one -h NOUN going into the +

a + NOUN for eyery count-siJigular n.p. of the type the dog.

it allows for contrastive stress on the form a in contexts that

suggest i't is contrasted with the;

11, (Question): Have you brought the book?-
; ’

- (Hesponse);; I've brought A book, but I don't know ■ 

if it's the one you want.

Ihus

1. , The equivalence relation is used here solely to explicate the
notion pi existence. !Eo say that the sentence and the 
formula are equiyaleht is NOT to say that they are identical 
in ail aspects of 'meaning',^

2. The position preBen^d in this section ip from
- Jackehdpff's theory of modal structure but has obvious

resemblahces to itji My own position was largely developed 
- before I became aware of Jackendoff's theory as presented in 
Jackendof f :'(1972; Ch.VII).

• -i
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Bariior: ! suggejsteci seman^c^Ha^

. to marlEins countability. , Example 11 oa^ts ^ubt ,nn m ^

■ 12 stows that it is :deiCinitely wrong,: r^ii6g^o|iEbfed by a propeiv3 

nouni;a-isnft--fios3^tlv;e7J?a?tej^-oi^iion=^±i^BnBBSi^"; ,; :

12(a). A Mr.VSmith telephoaeH'

met a Mr.,^erna^ea,;(b), I*ye never
Perlmutter coWliides tWat

• J'- -i I
ttere is,no grammatic^ opposition

between the and a, but that t^ opposition, relevant.for definiteness 

is*between the presence and absence of the. In one sense there IS

in the sense that thea systematic.opposition between t]^ and a; 

environment in which a occurs is included in that of the, and the

Perlmutter's conclusion may be understood 
» -

however to-mean that there is-no simple-oppositon of sense relating 

My alternative proposals do not undermine this 

conclusion, but 11 and 12 show that both the AND a are involved in the

two forme never co-occur.

the two items.

7definiteness polarity.

3.3. Belativlzation; the identity condition

The claims that have been -made with respect to a-phrases may be 

extended to n.p. where t^re is no: determiner. In this case,

whether the n.p. is plural or not, we find the same range of readings

aji^tha/saii^:^^^t

iaCa). There was water in the bucket

(b). I need wate;;^

(o). , Wa'^er is precious

Elephants were seen here an hbur\^go. ’

•'

lA(a)

(b) i - They have been looking for elephants;
u

(c)i Elephants can be a nuisance
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OSie ocscwrence: Of rUie^^ f6stricts the raiige

of POBSihle readings to specific and non-specific; but this need
■ -. . . '■ r‘

not cohoein US yet. But our'charactenlaa-tiQix.of' b^ltoases,^^

ter^ oF^e the a.p.

■CffiSidered in isolation is^ot-^read^:^ap3iieE^e to 31-^^
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■

\

4 V

containing clauses in surface structurei : aie a man I met
cannot be interpret^^ generic

in any contcrt, and peadiaps not 

Yet th^'re is still reason to regard buch 

phiaaes as variables in semantic structure for, if uttered in 

isolation from a sentence, they range over an unspecified, number of 

extra-linguistic objects.

even as non-specific.

•t-.

Noun phrases determined by a and those without determihers are

• thus recognized as-non-definite. Semantically they are variables. 

bound sentential context. tChus understood,' hon-definiteness 

operates in' a mutually exclusive binary contrast with definiteness:

there can be no unmarked term. ,.<n

.Consider now relativization. The Structure Index for the 

first of the relativization rules must indicate identity between two 

elements in the input structure. The various proposals that have

be^liiade are reviewed" in’ Stockwell' (jpg.cit424ff. 1. 

three ppssibiiities;

There are

formal identity between noun jphrases,. formal 

44^ii^ betwera:jiouhai::.‘Corefei:ence'”. Cbreforehce 6f sbSb's^^

is clearly sxgnified by the relative pronoun in the surface structure

1. It may be support for my theory that the partitive determiner 
occurs in generic contexts and that when so bcbttcrliig it is 
stressed. This accounts £ov the systematic distinction 
between stressed and unstressed some: the stress is 

“ predictable oh the basis of the distinctiond drawn between, 
context-types. In some sentences however some, seems to turn 
the hearer’s iiiterpretation towards specific and sara:^ froia 
non-specific, and I don^b understand_wfayt,_lThev hava
hunting elegants / They have been hunting HnniA ftiftji>igT.+.n-

iT
.'.J
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, ... ,.,,.... . . ..........
since our sy.ntax is not impervious to semant'ics. it must be-

regard^ :as part oi'the'isi^ificance of
'I!'— .......................................... ..............................

and,

tha deeP; otruuture. The 

qtiestions are (i) »hat two elements are coi:e.fer,en.tX^ (4i) what - . 

is meiant by cdreierenceZ ^(iii) is, oorefei^h^,.h;'sufficient • ■' >

dition^or^B=djMlsp^den^onifbr--eomea^;d@^ph:sfGrfipa^T-,

cnn

- V Of those discussed in Stcckwell,^ the 'NOMAS' an^ysis comes 

closest to the one .wa^ajl
*:•.

ai^t. In-Stockwell the identity^ 

condition is expressed in terms pf'formal-identity between noiuisi
-

.V.
It is argued moreover,that, whatever the determiner on the top noim,^

Thus the rules effecting

A-

the lower noun phrase is non-definite. 

relativization are dependent.on formal identity - but they include 

a rule which "definitizes" the determiner of>the lower noun phrase

(because the relative pronouns are-re garde d-as-def-i-nitaj-in—that-they- 

' involve' coreference) (op.cit.;428). What is interesting here for

our purposes is that (i) coreference,- (ii) formal identity,

(iii) choices as to definiteness in deep structure, are all separated

out for independent"study. . .

At this stage we restrict oixr a-ttention to non-definite n.p. - 

defined (for the time being) as a-rphrases and those without surface 

■ “’d.^teriiner^^lniepao^nfiguration on which the identity' statement will

be based is;
.ss

N-SpecN15.
S -

V1

-4
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(tM; 8ub6^3apte--iiv'^5 ^^-added~^fbr^#ii^6ses of;

node labelled if^ in 15 will in future deecussionsof relativ-

iisation—; :be::.referned. to as ? th# relatiye^ ft^SS^r^SfeSfeis ih node'
- ■" -■>■-:■-■■ / ■ ' : ■■:1. . . . . . . '

which'is'realized as the, relative pronoun, j- ’" ' ' • ^

Forinal identity-bbtween-N—6tnd-N^-ls“nbir^ po'ssmirb

i'.-■il-

conoitxon_ _ S-V.

s

on relatiyizatlpn for thsre. is ho embedded s*;^ N . Foxmalj

e le^cal constituent dominated by N, is,
' ■ V. ■ . ■ . . . . . . . ■•

Et might be/argued/that corefereixce is ensured

and^:hi-
identity be,tw^n 

worth considering.
r

by the relative clause configuration and that therefore iormal 

idehtity between nouns is an adequate identity xonditioh in a ' 

p-marker such as iS where there are ho deep-structure determiners.

However^ there is a serious problem with this analysis - for

o onsider the phrase:

a tall man •16.

According to our mbbt recent sussestlon this wdiad be derived from 15 

with dominating man, and the embedded s. would consist of the 

structure underlying 17;
r

A man is tall.17;

But sentences of the form

+ NOOK + COPULA + ADJECTIVE
-Determiner

18.

But a genericprovidea generic context for the subject n.p.

Interpretation is either false, or is nonsense, in the oase\of 17. 

In any case, since by theoretical decision the deep structure is

• <

signific^t and f rules hre^eaning-preserving, we cannot derive

■genericaliy interpreted pbrases from structures where the relative 

n.p. occurs in a generic context in the embedded seh^nce. In such

non

........................A
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a case ihere wpiJl^ be

(3)

So a condition for relativization atated in terms of formal identity '

is not compatible with the analysis: of noi^defiinflijdtil*;: 

variables.;-

'!Chis:iarsumei^dQB.

' -iJi';•

oJL^epend_iMiLihe|Ses§^S^^

from embedded sentences; even: if ■^fweire;'«Bhdwh^i:hat” attributive
-■-r............................................. .......................................................■:. ■

adjectives were not so^'actfdved^the same problem would arise with
, ■■ ■ ■■ ■ ■" ------------------------------- ..i' ■ '! \' . '■ '................................... .̂.................... ............................................................................................................................................................

■ *

embedded sentences like:.

A man . hates parties',
A weak point in the ^gument is the fact ttot sentencesj^^iding • 

generic contexts sometimes have Alternative non-generic readings.

But is is hi^y doubtful if one could find situational or hiseourse.
t

contexts in which 17 or 19 would be Judged well-formed in a non-

19.

generic rf'ading.

I conclude from this line of argument that the underlying'form 

of the relative n.p. must be such as does not require generic 

interpretation in sentences li^e 17, 18 and 19.

woxad qualify on- this count ^e precisely those that would signify 

ah anaphoric' relationship, with an expression in the preceding text, 

in this case with that is to say, the N, this H. that N, or

The forms which

a third-person personal pronoun.

But the indication of coreferential anaphora has long been 

' recognized as one of the central functions of the 'definite articie'. 

and of definite n.p. in generaljcf, Christophersen on the 

'resvunptiye use of the'. and Postal (1966))

relative n.p. in 15 must be DEFINITE and must be anaphorically 

The wbioid n.p, N^ will "thus be translatable as

In other words the•

related to N1*

>
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'an 2 such that ^(^) ' fpi;^Angular pBrases and’;to oon^

;(4)

'■.>* ■■

translations for; plural phrases an^ th^e hWaded’ by hon^oount nouns.

being, I shall indicate the rela-tiye-n^p.: jnerely by

the-^riiidl^^£A|i«^wialt^e-^

Thus the folloHing p-yiarkef is ^ ap&orLmation to "a

^of-a--personal—pronoun______ iq^an)
:V •„,

■-iiril9V2

structure meeting the conditions for nohrdefiniterelativization;
■'Vr -v--'=

20. 1SpecN . . N'

H V

I
, 'it ■

Looking at p-marker 20, we see. that the relationship of tfte 

embedded V to- its sister if is endoceutrid:

^ can be omitted without affecting grammaticality.

on to show that this analysis is not applicable to phbases determined 

by t^ and that the If + V string does not in such phrases realize

an endocentrie structure*

the relative clause

I shall now go

§ A 'Ihe* and Helatlve Clauses

4,1. Special cases

Perlmutter (1970;240-244) presents data from which he argues

.He, refers to Postal's feature 

analysis of articles (Postal 1966) but claims that in,the instances 

discussed the must be attributed to a different source. Thus 

undierlying'; ^

that the' is sometimes non-basic.

m
■ V
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Iff En^^d there was never the prohl^ thfft there 

was iff v&fferica>{P* s example 39)

structure which may be indioated^-^Soliows;

^Sj^roblem j l/vthere; Was a fffobl&ap^ih- A&eriffa 7"":^.....: ■
...............'............................... ..........■......................■'

W"

•4-

he posits a Uip • :

■■- ff-'

S:: ■■NP;

• Perlmutter' s arguments are^ased on the assumpliffn'lhat, the relativ- 
ization coffdition ie_ on&4g^formal„ideu:Sty, and in 1 and 2 this 

assumption finde support i^ the (U>u,btful status^ of .

?Theri>was the problem in America
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " .■■■■■■'

3.

for in neither the matrix sentence of 1, nor in the embedded 

sentence, is it plausible'to assume an underlying;sentence reiated

to: there was the problem.

Other examples discussed by Perlmutter include:
: ‘5!, 4(a). . the book of John's which you borrowed

(b), *the book of John's

5(a), the seventh of the rice, which was wasted

(b). *the seventh of the rice
♦

6(a), the Paris that I know

_ (b).. *the Paris

. The peculiarity of these examples is that the well-formeetoess of the

phrases is affected by the presence or absence of,the relative clause.

Here affd subsequentlydeep and intermediate struc tures 
indicated:very informaliy.. .Where labelled bracketing is used, 
all brackets will-fie omitted except those that are relevant to '

- Within each b
this is the form thdught to be derived

are1.

■ the point under disousslon.• 
fd^m isusually shown;. 
by the shortest route from the source Of the unit so bracketed 
when considered as a separate unit

I would wish to af^e that 3 is well-formed and to be accounted 
for in the j^ammar, but that its underlying form is semantically . 
inadmissible in the deep structure of 1,

2.-

• ■ •«“
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In ail these cases, Perlmutter argues that in the e'mbedded s. of 

‘ deep structure .the relative n.p; is not such as to contaih a 

definite article on the surface it contains tVi^ertl- cue or •

, , . j ^
(in the cases of the prop^ aatoe £a^) ;hatf-^ The

.. . . . . . . . v".
nr^TT-Tar the: mairtx-senteirte^wolajdjvii^^

.-•' . ■ XV,---.', ■: ,v ■,V ., ^ '■ - -'■'
form X

PerlmrtterVs jpurpo'SiEKin discussing these examples ^ i to support 

his claim that the- and the item underlying a may co-occur in a

iv.
:'i

K:;V X-'-'

V

single n.p. in the course of a derivation. But this claim is

stymied! by ourV,propdssas for a.

, prove the point VPeflmutter wished tii make, we- cannot■easily reject 

his contention that the noun phrases which are relativized in the

Yet, although the examples-do not !

processes generatidS 1 - 6 do not contain the, or Postal's feature.

in their underlying form.

Perlmutter does .not suggest that his proposal for the derivation

of the in these special cases should be generalized. In Stockwell

(1973^22-423) a partially similar example

7. He's not the scholar that he used to be.

and certain other apparently relative-constructions are assumed to be 

derived by distinct rules and are classified as 'pseudo-relatives'. 

Brame however argues from comparable data for a reconsideration of 

the whole process of relati-vization(cf. Schachter 1973). Brame

looks'at'Examples/ ,such'da;-'-

S . • V: The headway ' that we inade waa Satisfactory,

aad points out that neither 9 nor lO is clearly well-formed: 

YThe^headway Was satisfactory.9.
-. - >.

?Headway was satisfactory.10.

tf.

■A‘~

“ y.-:. . ^
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He postulates .an underlying structure;

■^'~ * —oii; . HOM<

,S,^ 'V KOM

-'i--^T

wHere therer-is ®3-matri»-noun 4 of v the;:dumny;y^^bdl. u the lower
■>.

t^Stt^t su^ a 'headless' atructure Underlies all 

■ implication seem^to” be^~ t^

words li£eTieadway siir still, hay^ to be distinguished, somehow, from

- : Brame suggesNOM). >>

n.p, with relative clauses.

the majority of nouns'. 'There seems no reason to blockthe Insertion

o f headway under NOM in 11. For if relative clauses originate as 

sentences Embedded in. noun phrases , • the configuration of the n.;^. 

aea whole will ensure that when an item such as headway occurs as

the head of the phrase in 11 it is NOT functioning independently as v 

an argument of the matrix sentence. But this claim depends on out 

-finding—a-dtstinction—between-such—phrases and non-definite phrases| 

for we obseired above that the relative clause was endocent-

rically related to the head noun of the non-definite phrase, and that 

its deiet4on did hot reSiat in ungrammaticallty. .

; ■ -4 ssoodd-ssi t)! data presented in support of the headless

-Bu17 what■is no t- apparently-.

given' due consideration is the diffe^pe-in kind between'the two

/

structure-relates to pronominalization,.

1. I hate\hdt seen Brame's manuscript, but rely bh the account of
-lty;giveh:-hy;;Schaohter.^-^''y.yyy'Vy-:;-'

■f
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7.62V; :: : (A)

1;li^ tti*st;':set relates :p .to: phrases id.tli the.^ .7 ^sets: of data;
-■ . ... , ; ....... ,..........V--

- popos^s made^byr Perlmutter and th made by Brame have 

something in common. Both suggeM that 'certiffiTm^wV iith the are 

to- be derived from an underlying n.p' structwe Iwhire'^

—:—sJeatence-con-tains-a-HOH-I
.........\ . 7 . ■ '

In phrases where relative Clauds co-o pur with-a in surface

-stiTictuTe--,--I--liaye relative n'.p. is definite

in deep Structure. - Thus, if i^-definite relative n.p. underlie 

phrases surfacing with a clear distinction between these

^^wo. structures in the base-, one, which does not depend on the form of 

^ determiner on__the matrix np^ We-may-therefore, postulate that,

where, there is a relative clause, the-like a is a derived form-, and 

that it'^s introduced as a necessary accompaniment to the relafeiy- - 

ization of e non-definite relative ^^e distinction in 

underlying structure would look like this, in instances where there

n.p.

is only one degree of embedding;
=
N

12(a,).. ( = ^3, example 20)SpecN M
S

N V

N ..

, - it .

!
Jf.,

Thus-my propos^ ignores Brame* s pronbmihalizatipn data for I 
assume that it relates to a-rather different phenomenon. In 

^addition, my accoun%is regrettably: incompatible with Schachter•s 
^account of focus which in turn depends oh the ‘headless'

: structure hypothesis, I aissume, perhaps incorrectly, that the . 
Seneralizatlons Schachtjer in^es can be formalized rather 
differently, making use of -the rela-tlvization process proposed 
here for the.

1.

is:
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■ > .-U';; :

W--:r'J.:
,,-:rqr- Spe-CNC.. # N

IfV"
Ihia neatly disposal^ 5f.^the problem of endocentri-city. With • 

f ebtihg^ _

•-■ icality of the •fe^oated phr^ - with the this is not always so.

aL,._the j?elative

In ,my treatment Tthisr^s attribnted-to-the-:fact" that the" is: > •

Introduced by a .T rule: dependent oh- the embedded sentence-and -. ’

triggered by the non-definite^relative n:.p. , while a is introdued' 

by a T rule which has nothing to do with relative- clauses except 

form must be blocked (or deleted) in environments which

generate the.

I posit therefore that the identity condition is stated 

differently for the two ^^pes qf ptoase. If however the ydentity* 

each case recognized as ANAPHOEA, we can say that there is an

enaphoric, relation between the hea^ noun of the matrix and: the

in 12(a) the head noun of the matrix is the ante- 

eedent but in 12(b) it is the relative n.p. which is the antecedent, 

notwithstanding its ri^thand position. -

;Ih: one respect my prop^^ ah extension to

s - made by tfii rn da ( I Ofift ; in bo th: -

relative;n.p4;

- a different area of proposal

But I am not sure that the two accounts^^e fully cbmpUtible,
' even allowing for differences in notation and- theoretic^

assumption. ; On the non-definite status of the form underlying 
the restive pronoun co-occurring with the cf. fibiobins (1968) 
Vendler tl967h;50) and the literature discussed in §ii3.

1.
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- i.

aialyi^s fthe defiiiitenesB or jpi::definiteneB3, 9f,.the foOT

the WH-reiktive is held tc) 1)6 a determinant of tie form of the ■

■ " ■ ■ ^ : L- _____________::...........■

surface nvlPi r One ^might ^ say that KUhoda uses-ct^ti^^

illuminate-thevtpro cess ■^f’reiativizatiligjM^fhs?!'.

attempttng-tevuse-r^tiT^zatidH-tpg^tnFgig^^^^erstandinlg

- S.
am?ness to

-or=-

contrasts ill definitenetss.
'V

4.2, Exploring the hyho^Btsis:
. ..r'

A.' Re capi tulation T

First I shall reformulate and expand the argument supporting my 

claim that the relhtivi t.p. ihlfbN-DEFINllE i^ the ihde^ing 

- s trueture of—the-phrases -ind that-this"Constitutes-an^essential 

difference between such phrases and those occurring with no 

determiner or with a. .

Data to be accounted for; examples where the presence or ^ 

absence of a relative clause affects the grammaticality of a phpase 

determined by .^ (cf. 14.1., examples 1-10).

Step 2. (a) The data can be accoi&ted for by assuming that t^

originates in (alternatively, ^is determined by') the clause. If 

this is. the case the underlying structure for such phrases,must be 

distinguished from those triggering the a-insertion rule. 

b¥'ad hoc to m^k the dlstinction^by a feature 'definite' indicating 

the, or by assuming" that the form the itself occurs under the.embedded 

sentence node. . -

>•

Step 1.

It would

A natural way to distin^iSh the underlying structures of 

a-phrases and the-phrases is to suppose that the reDatiye h.p. is

Step 3>'
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(4)-65.

non-defiiiite,in tWi-case of the-phraaes; the^pKrases are thus

distih^shabie for it has been shown above that the relative n.p.

in s-Plirases is defi^te." ' This'sbautioh; is hai^
______ ________________  -i>- -_______________ ' ;■ .______________

(a) -for" the hpecial bases oited" by. PertinuStf^ Brame,
• - '_____________—

it~ihtToduces at~sdurce sub-structures whicb^be^le- well-formed
....'’ "SirSsS'’ '

sentences, and which seemito be in some sense -a guarantee of the
'v .....

' well-formedness of the pfisag^, th'^s; 

headway // the problem that' there w^

the headway we made / we made

in America / there was a

problem in America.

(b) it accounts for at least one type of •.peeado-feiativizaiibn* 

(atockwell o£,oiJ.v42_2) ,. brinsihS it .within the rules for 

relat|vization proper, 

be derived from:

Thus He*s not the scholdr that he was may

scholar/"be is not a scholar /"he
'•mm "im

e was a
V V

(This type of construction will however still need to be distinguished 

by the absence of which/who on the su^^ace.)

(c) more generally, it suggests a connection between the non

definiteness of the relative n.p. and the 'presuppositions'

associated with the definite article.

B, .'The' In Phrases without other modifiers

But if the sometimes originates in an embedded s it is• »
■possible that iV-^ways does so. If the is generated by phrase

structure rules, or by means of deep structure features, for some

surface occurrehoes and not for others we shall gain few of the

advantages of the relative-source analysis for this would be confined ' 

to n.p. having surface structure modifiers.

> • -
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Consider the underlined n.p, in 13. If we suppose 13 to be

derived from a structure containing 14, we find the same difficulty 

as that posed bytfxample 17 in §3'. The embedded-sV-,o£'14 provides
- . :• . . ■ . ■'

a-generic-contlxt Tfor-the- sub-jeet-n.p .Chni sp ii'e ^ eemeatically- - -  .. ^ ^ - - - ^ ;

_ I.iu.admissible-in--the-deriy&t4on-of—13-.- ' Therefd:^^!—p6stuiate-ii

as underlying the subject n.p, _iji 13.
%

The green laook is- mine.-13.

.'X«JL7/■book'^a book is. 14.

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ -_ _ _
is /"a~book^it is green_y^_7

-i--
There is-an-alternatlve surface realization of 15 ;- viz, "the green

VN
/>oqk/'th15. ere

-V V -

Consider 15;

one which Introduces the modifier green, one which introduces the''

two-embedded s. are present -book that there is«

^ *
determiner in a structure which is first realized as the • • • •

--'z;- - -

The clause in which green originates modifies thethat there is.

relative n.p. in deep structure, not the head noun of the matrix
O -

n.p. This is consistent with^the claim made earlier that the 

relative n.p. was the antecedent in the Identity conditior

So in positing :that the underlihed n.p, ofresponsible for the.

13 is derived from the structure indicated in 15, two new rviles must

bd posited - one that copiesniibdifiers (here' just one clause) from 

the relative n.p. on to the head noun, and another which introduces 

the determiner the as part of the relativizatlon process. 

clear that the analysis proposed for la is %plictahle also where' there 

surface modifiers of "the hear noun roniytb^

Thus tbe underlined n.p. ii 16(a) is attributed in this analysis 

to the deep structure indicated in .i6(b);

\

It is

are no



(A)■^":;;vv ....-:■ H

16Ca). Please pass me the book.
•;.■

/Ipjppk /%ere is a bobkj^'

Further consideration will be given to the s^tag'ti^'aspect of
h - '

.the-^roposal.ln:fel^: V- ^^ ■ 7
-'---- ', •■’

N :■■ V,

C, Presupposition

The clearest Semitic Implication of the proposal is that the
' ' rV' ^

embedded s. in structures underlyinig the-phre^es are presupposed by 

sentence.13-presupposes 'there is a green book'the matrix s.: t- .

In using the term 'presuppose', I here follow £eento's definition

of logical presupposition,"A sentence S logically presupposes a ,

sentence S' just in case S logically implies S' and the negation 

of S,<~'S, also logically implies S'" (Keenan 1971:45). Among the
4

linguistic structxires Keenan lists as bearing presuppositions are

Thus it is claimedrestrictive relative clauses in definite n.p.

that both 17(a) and (b) logically imply (c);r hence 17(a) - and - 

17(b) - each presuppose 17(c).^ With this we may contrast 18;

18(a) logically implies 17(c), but 18(b) does not.

17(a). Mary loves the puppy she found.

(b). Mary doesn't love the puppy she fpund.

• (o);, Mary found a puppy. '

18(a). Mary loves a puppy she found.

(b). Mary doesnit love a puppy she found.

■The difference as to presuppositions between 

accounted for in our analysis for in 17, but not in 18, the embedded 

s. is syntactically and semantically independent of the matrix s.

5ind 18 is naturally

The validity of the logical definition of presupposition is of 
.course open to question (cf.Kempsonl973y.. I shall however 
accept it without comment until the discussion of Ch.IX,

1.

r

; .7 ■;
1
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Ikis is vbecaus^^'^ embedded'17-is non.

defiiite and is-b the context Supplied by the embedded's.;

it is outside the scope of the bihdins factprr ij/^fSe-iatri-x,

—I^shali—il44istratepth±s-f-rbm-ay-ra^er-^^piie

~ Let us contrast the proposed deep strlict^e of 19(a) and (b);

^pnip3^x~pair •

.................
19:(a) V - -the .book syntax '^Mch yc^ : lent me 

-'aiboofc^ syntax which ybu lent me(b).

These would be attributed to structures which may be fetched as 

20ta) and (b) reepectiveiytJ

-I

H

'".JLSpecK

20(a)7 V -

I
- .N

I
Ibook Nit ^peoN

. .VN

I ^
I
I itbook

^Specif /"bool/ ./"you lent me /"book /"it is on syntax_7LZ7L717.

20(b).

book .

/"SpecN //^book' is on syhtaX;.727 you lent it to me_7!_7

-J’ .



til»'
in 2p(a) one seatence is embedded iiiside ;anotheiv/^^a^?r v

fK- r '>\

bein^ sep^ately-embedded into the noun phrase structure as in 

20(b)', ' If each clause were embedded separatelyj;ig2so^^ i^ 20(a), 

we should have''two sources for ths and woulii^vs^td^osit an..
a d^ho c the--deletibn-rnl^-^ -

' 

—When 19(a) occurs in a sentence, that SShten^ presupposes
But'i^b)" iS7uninterpretable out of 

sentential context;, it is in^p,:^-^ciple applicable .to a number of 

objects. 'A sentence containing i9(b) does not carry a LOGICAL 

jresupposition'related to the clause, cf, I HAVEN*! lost a book on 

wvntaY which vnu lent me - YOU never lent me •one, so I can’t have done.

The first of these sentences does not guarantee the truth of You lent'

In 20(a) the presupposition of 19(a) is 

precisely the sentence that would be generated by the structure headed 

by the topmost V if this V were not embedded, ■ In 20(b^, there is 

no embedded 1 which is semantically independent of the matrix.-

The term 'presuppose' as used here must be distinguished from 

‘ two other possible usages.

Y~o u lent^me a"bboa—ontrsyntaxv

me a book on syntax.

Firs1)^ it is differently used when

The pair focus/presupposition relates to,contrasted with 'focus'.

the information ■ structure, of a sehtehde Sind has to do with what is

^ The term 'informationpresented as 'Known' or as 'new' information.

structure' will‘be used for the interrelationship of constituents of 

the sentence with respect to their relative prominence in conveying 

“cpmponents of a message" this definition is intended to be

Lakoff is surely incorrect to 
suggest that ALL restrictive clauses are pre^ppOsed - I know 
of ho sense in which the clause is presupposed in the foliowing: 

■ Chimpanzees are clever, but I've never met a c'hlmpanzee who can

eg. Lakoff, Q; (1973^:261);1. .

TALK.
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odmpatible - witt Hailiaay (1967^1199); - mat is. lo^caliy pr^

by a sentence; is, necessarily, dutside the focus in the infoiination-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ■■■ " ■ ■

structurei i^ei when .the sentence is' used,;^tieiffliforaiit^n'is 

. pr:esentei;^^6:^tH:e^Searer^^iFi-aiready-kn9®^|2|^Sl^::f?But ■■■■-" ::''vv’

presupposition^ is not the:'only means:-avaiiagieE^:the,ianguage"Of^- - --

i^sh^tliiuse^l presuppose!,.presen ting.:iaformation;^out.:Qf-.i^ 
presupposM,!^

;. v . ,
Secondly, presupposition is iot:the only basis for inferences - 

to be drawn from a sentence or from a speaker's utterance of a.' .

For other types of implication^,. 1 shall.use:'imply'

for 'logically \

sentence.•

as a cover term.to express my lack of understanding of the exact
' / '

nature of the inferential relationship, .yin general I shall use-the 

term for something a speaker does in uttering a sentence (and by 

extension for something an utterance does), but in some cases 

'non-logical* implication seems to be a property of sentences and 

not exclusively of the use of the sentence, e.g.-most sentences 

contsiining i9(b) j or the relationsM^ between 21(a) and (b):

21(a). ;Max did not receive a letter Sue sent him.

we are considering is guaranteed by

. the the-phrase itself and is not due to r the structure'in-.which-the

phrase occurs, it seems reasonable to speak of phrases presupposing, 

as weil as sentences pfesupposing.. - Strictly "the the-phrase x

■X^

Except for ftntailinent when this^is clearly distinguishable as 
such:;

If
that is, I shall use 'entail' as equivalent to . 

v'logically;lmpa.y? (as defined in Keenan 1971:45 cf.'logical 
donsequehce') - so presupposition is.a special kind of entail-: 

; ment ;in'this usage.;: " 'Imply' lwil^
'impiicatibu.r'
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presttpppeeB -vV^.M is an. abbreviation of "any sentence containing
. .■.. V,'-X •■ ■■ . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ "'1

the the-phrase X presupposes ...
'• ■

:v V-' ,, . _ . . .
^^--sentenoe -wlilcli^i^resnppbsed. by-a^^i^ not only

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

D ^ gkmiliarity

^i^u^oeed:tnt also •oSt^.focns*-.' phrase is used

it presents tP the-hearer information's. IF :^^fo;“information were
. . .  ', ' ^

already known to himV^NC^ leaker who utters a the»phrase MAY usee s
'I

formodifiers -derived from them -» 

information that is new,-but the information so presented is implied 

■ to be such that the hearer is expected to know it.

the relative clause - or

This ties in

with Sj(rensen's account of. familiarity as a factor in the meaning

- in his view the use of the definite article inettcated thatof the

the hearer was expected to know ^ome FACT. Strawson's (1964)

concept of identifying knowledge - knowledge attributed by the

speaker^to the hearer - is too complex to be caught by the.

there is an X. but this 

indication that the hearer is expected

presupposition of a sentence such as 

presupposition is at least an 

to know SOMETHING, 

the notion of identification; 

sentence is the antecedent of the head noun in the matrix n.p.

Further, the analysis proposed-here brings in 

for the n.p. in the presupposed

In^pragmetic terms“^he" p-mafker proposed for ^-phrases might be 

informally glossed as "you know such and such, well that's the one I

mean"^

d nnh-rastrictive modificationE- Bestrictive an

Discussiphuof relative, clauses raises; many complex problems 

connected with our main theme but not central., to it; the
which are

i

This usage iinplles ah extension of the notion 'logical 
presupposition; - to honr^declarative ._sm^^....^. ... ^

.............................................................- ■

1.
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?stacklas s^sa^i/^ disCusaed in Stockwell (oje, 01^4^2-7) ;:

question of whether adjectives should be derived in a uniform way
V .

and Whether any should be:derived from relative cl^sea (cf. 

Bolinger 1967) ; restrio^ive^^d noii-i^strj^*p;e-?i^d±^oation.
i.

Le t US ..consider one particular issue: 7?

restrictive and non-rSstrict^e^preTnoginal ad3eotives. • Jh.;
’V- }i

fprmulating-the remarksN^ich !lbllow, 1 assume (4) that there, is a 

clear distinction between Restrictive ,(B) relative clauses ^d ,

Won-restrictive'(HBrTelaiive~clauses‘ail"iEat”NB"^Iau^a~are7"at ~

least in some instances, derived either from conjuncts of the

il

5

11

sentences in which they occur or from sentences.which are quite 

distinct in deep structure^; (ii) that at least some adjectives

(iii) that the

i

i
■f

}

2 i

are derived by pre-postng from relative clauses ; 

distinction between fi and NR interpretations of preposed adjectives 

be found in adjectives that have been derived by pre-posing.

i

■j,
i
f

j.
can

% i

the philosophical Greeks22.

22 may .be used of all Greeks,, or of some set ‘the Greeks' previously

established.as. such in the. diecourse; alternatively the phrase may

attributively of a subset of'Greeks to bebe used refe^tially or

identified by means jof the characteristic 'pMlqsop^c^ ^JThe 

fiarst reading'i^^^^ the second is R.

phrase in its NR reading the speaker may inform the hearer that the

For discussion see despersen (192A;Ch.8);

By use of the

Greeks are philo sophical.

Chomsky (1965;217).

cf, Thome (1972b)1. -•!
« •

those whose function Boiinger characterizes as 'rfeferent2. e.g.
modification'
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The:^eistioiv^iSes as to wbetheri thls type ot^ambi^ity Is

also foxuid in aoQ-definite n,p. There is an interesting: discussioh 

o r B/TIR oiduses in Huddle stdn (1971:212-233)1, ^^^hes^-followinri-

non-defihiternipv lh-e=e‘:p appear to he distinct from R

clauses: only in information structures A ^IvBiotSsSpS^'nonrdefinlte,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■' ••• - ■

'v.V-

- n.p. in generic contexts, tdei'e a <?^ar

between sentenceE-'ContaiK^g ti^^^wo types of clause as shown by 23, 

23(a), . Ostriches, whic^ are’heavy, cannot fly,

SlitricE^ wlIcE'lire' hea^ cahndt~fly7 

It is in such contexts therefore that we may expect to find the most

semantic-. distinction.

(b).

obvious cases of the R/RR distinction when applied to pre-nominal

modifiers. It is arguable that 24 is ambiguous; but it is doubtful

whether the ambiguity is syntactic:
A

Heavy ostriches cannot fly.24.

Now it may be that the NR reading of 22 is derived by pre-poslng

But such a derivation involvesof the adjective from a SR clause,
' 1 

a sentence which originates as^ an entadJ.ment or assertion becoming

a presupposition in the course of the derivation, for BOTH readings

of 22 carry the same presupposition, - That is to say, 25(a)

' 'presupposes 25(-b) xwhether jcne Interprets the underlined phrase in

r2S(a). He admires the philosophical Greeks.

(b),There'areSreeke who are philosophical, 

25(b)-AtaAti^e'Sif;-some-Greeks arel^phdlOsophical 

all Greeks are so. Any sentence containing 22 presents 25(b) AS

i't ts Edso true if

If the NR clause originates as a conjunct (S^^) of tte sentence
- - (S^)—in-whioh^i-t-ie-later-tnsertedv-then“the'undeflying''A^" "

conjunction entails but does not presuppose S^^, If S^ 
originates as a separate sentence altogether,"^it originates 

a sentence that may be used to make an'assertion

1.

as
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IP laaowtt wither or iiot liie c^^

for piaibses of ld^tifica/fcioli^
r-: :r-

" deliberately «sesv%he B^^ ta iitrOdafcetii^fpl^idil he ■bel^retS "

er, TheTOfore; Wt
■ ,____________________________________________- _________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________ _______________->- ___________________________________________------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_------------------------------------------------------------------------

a sin^e deep structm^, and that in it the-;ewl5edded s. is the

to -unknOwr^to the b‘Jf

structurei imd
The point is tha^#ie eep stancture -proposed for the-ohrases ' 

is neutral with respect to the^ and BR_ readings of adjectives,

NOT neutral, for the deep structure xmderlying 22 also underlies 

26(a).- but not 26(b):

26(a^. the Greeks who .are philosophical (fi) - 

(b)- the Greeks^ fhd phJlbsophioal, ... (NR)

The rationale for blocking the derivation of NR clauses from the ^ 

Same source as R~olauses-relates to: (i) -fche unclear sta-fcus of

HR clauses with respect to presiipposition/entailment; (ii) the 

unclear status of HR clauses.with respect to place in constituent 

8truc-fcUre;(iii) the clear semantic difference between sentences 

containing clauses, R and HRi after-non-definite n;p, in generic _ 

oon-fcextBj (iv) the occurrence of HR clauses which MUST have a 

different Source - mev are coming, which, is a good thing; (v) the • 

occtifrence of HR clauses after proper hbuns; (vi) -the data 

considered: in Thorne^^^^^

The implicat^^^ while R and HR clauses must (at least

sometimes) be distinguished at sotirce, there is no reason to extend 

the distinction in the deep structure to pre-hominal modifiers.

imA

. L
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^i-r

c^es T:)e defivetf fi^m tHe" ^rce f^' R

clauses; but some means must be found of controlling tie'T rules

with respect to the'pragmatic, dis-tiiction between’ i^ntifying and' i
•i.rC

rV

v.
c^haxacterlztogriinfoTmatiw 

P, Stacking

•..

....
^i^ysis-( Sto ckwellMy' anialysis is. presented as. a stacking

But^s^ciaop.cit.;4A2-7). made are dependent on-stacking in 

In 20(a), thi non-definite relativization 

(book-which-is-on-syntax) is stacked inside tbe definite relativization

only one respect#

this structural relationship'is'essential to' 

the proposals.-The relationship between other embedded s. generated 

in the n.p, could be one of co-ordination,

S, Relative clauses from con.itmctions

(you-lent-me-an-X):

We are now in a position to compare these proposals with those 

of linguists who favoiir an analysis in which the relative clause 

originates outside the matrix sentence and as a conjunct of it,^

For non-definite n.p., the conjunction source is not compatible with 

the analysis Offered above; it is essential for my analysis l^iat 

the embedded s, in non-definite relativization originates within the 

n.p. for this is itself a variable bound by its sentential context.

- - When divorced -from its clause,, the head-noun may no longer be

regarded as an element in the semantic structure of the sentence.^

cf. Stockwell (Op#^cit#;4AO-4Al); Brubig (1968); Thompson (1971). 
For an interesting discussion of Drubig's proposes, see 
'Hawkins ■■(1971;e8i96.)^' V'''-'

2. This fact poses problems for Thompson, who admits that her
analysis does not cover such sentences as Men who smoke pipes 
look distinguished. • ~

.1.
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A

:!i:hls;^;act>lia^ been formalized ty taking :tte;;ci£^

dependent on the head noim. But for the-nhrases the position, is

The embedded s* is independent and oqnid-be treated, 

a left-hand-bohjimcti-—Tin this caee.'the .^pite^

''. :: ^sfsife ■ \ '
• person pronoun in deep structure, thus form^iijng the cli^ th^^ the 

relative n,p, is antebo4ent

different as^T,...._
• ’

miJati
that-weuld-come~tb~db ,ed by a third-

A the head of the matrix n.p. is• i

, anaphor in deep.structure. Indeed, with respect to this anaphoric 

relationship, the two proposeils would seem to be notational variants.

But the serious disadvantage of the conjunct proposal is that the • 

presupposltional status of the embedded s. is not formalized in the 

proposed deep structure, (The problem is the same as that which 

would arise if NB pre-nominal modifiers were derived from clauses 

originating outside the sentence which is matCix in the surface 

An alternative possibility is tovadapt Lakoff's 

suggestion that presuppositions be formalized in a separate p-marker, 

and have the ..relative clause originate in a separate p-marker 

-labelled PH (presupporition),^

understanding.of.the various relationships we call 'presupposition' , 

it is impossible to.say whether tl^ls proposal would have any 

vadvaatagesTofTOver^the one followed here, 

adopt the simpler analysis where the- embedded s., starts oiit as such. 

H- Derived structure

• Finally, let us consider derived structure, 

to be introduced transformationally. The bar-notation

s tructure).

But until we have much greater

I

I shall continue to \ >
. c

«

Both the. and a ,

are;

cf, Lakoff, G, (1971a)1.

I'

\
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configuration permits an indefinite extenffion of the original 

stTOcture by means of Choms^-ado'unctloh* ; . ConsiderCthe -following--

. ..c1:

'S^bir T

. —'*7-a: ::f%>
- V

. ®;
^ '{

27(b). - SpecH -m: SpecN If-

• . N - T V the IfI
U K V

I
If

. If , If
I

27(c). SpecN' ; 7;::f N -
■ -A sr^the NN the (the)

h)1a -
N Na

>

, In 27(3.) the determiner a is introduced before 

hpni-plural p]^se.

^soTf is destined to be; prunedi

a count n6^m in a

It is NOT introduced under SpecN; Specif, like

Km determiner is introduced into 

a position w^ch is conCigurationaily identical with the ^sition of 

the subject in sentence structure. ' SpecN is a plaice-holder for

_ .. fea,tnres:onyha-noniitSrMiial node N. ; ' VT - f

In 27(b) is introdnced as part of the process of definite

^ shall consider the heed for a feature • •rela,tivization .
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lar.'.'1:', KAJ-:.:;::.

■ analysis of the segment introduced by this rule,' for'the mo®ent. we

c an think of the item the being introduced as such.

In 27(c). where the relative clause motivating the ha^been dele^v - 

apech IS pruned and subsequently the unwanted40ae^’bar^;«IEoles are”''^¥
pruned. VT:

:Ihe pruhing^processeswiii-be disc^ssed-infAppendix Ai■ -27- 

the^^^ussi^on of Subject Placement in f 2,4, 

There is one.problem ttot thfe, Ghom^y-adjunction analysis cannot:

G- •»
may .,be compared with

deal with: _ it.cannot generate a structure with more than' two
/

conjoined modifiers "preceding the noun.

_ _ _ _ 5 »The« and Exi stence_ _ i_ _ _ _

Both Hussell and Strawson claim that the existence of- some

entity to wl^ch the description is applicable is a condition of the 

truth of statements made by use of sentences .containing a,.definite 
description,^

results iniinderlying structures incorporating sentences which 

resemble those that might be used to assert the ekistence of such

My proposal to derive the from embedded sentences.

an entity, I therefore wish to posit n relationship between 

•existence' and the embedded sentence from which the is derived, r 

In. this section I aim* to show that there is no logical 

presupposition of existence directly dependent on the word the. I 

shall use 'existence' in two ways; rfirst, to mean 'logical 

existence' i.e. if a sentence is used to; make a true statement of

"Both: Hussell and Strawson assume that where- tie presupposition 
or implicatibn is- false, the truth value of what the speeikeh says 
is a.fiectedv ?o^ P“ssell the-statement ma,de is false; ; for" . 

(^^trawson^t has no truth v^ueG' GiDohnellah 1966; cf; Steinberg 
& ilakoboyitz 1971;i6l) ; In:what: follows I extend the discussion 
from 'definite descriptions' to-the-phrases in general *

:- - Ccontrast-.Huesell:f-:^ctr~j-lv2Ti : — ■

1.

a
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•.

some particular eiititj^entities X^ X haiB 'iogic^ 'existende^ ii^ thfe -

world^in .^wliicli tie statementris; true;; second,^ to - mean. •conoreta

. spatio-temporal extension in ^fee^apri'd

existence whieh- i's'-expreseed by the
.......... '

in Which weexistence*, i^ei«

. Lo^cai existencejis ^the elive

Stiawhoh* s Abasia-paS^ijIliars,person^- e3d.stential; i^antifieri

and oijects"which arei or possessi material bodies"--- have what I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

call ' concrete existence •>»*
-v‘

'i

A, Existehce-establishing contexts.

- iCa)T therdbgthat’s eating that bone'

■(b). A dog is eating that bone, " 

is eating that bone.. (c). • • • •

2(a), the womah_John„is„_ta^ng:to 

(b). John is talking' to a woman.

(c), John is talking.to'

Both 1(b) and 2(b) may be expressed by the logical formula;

(9 x) f(x) . g(x)

where 'x* is a variable and. stands for the predicate expressed 

-by the noun in th^^^ n.p., and 'g» for a complex predicate

deriyable from the (c) examples. 1(c)- and 2(c) are thus e-e 

contexts. The definite descriptions in (a) presuppose the logical

" existence'of rsomething meetingdescription. Further if l(a)~^ 

and 2(a) occur in sentences used in and of bur world they presuppose 

concrete existence: this is an effect of the lexical items involved

(contrast^ the evidence .he put forward!.

The presuppositions are hot due to to such, but to 11^6 

sentence from wliich it; originates and : is not always' derived

Strawson (1959) cf. especially :P.,^gL,_1'.
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from a senteace in which the relative n.p. occurs in.an e-e context

B, Ambiguous phrases

tBe -cat, John keeps; talk£ns about: ;

the fish Johp wants to catch \

S'";;3*

4

may be-understood in different ways, .oa^f^-'which implies

concrete :e;ri^-eho.a,;,.^^ to suggest that-the, different
■ ■ _ _ _ _ ,'."'.SS' ' ' ' ' ■■■"

, >^r^attiibutable to differences in the

Thus the 'concrete

entity' Tiding ofS3~5igStSteiiv^frofl--th~§~mruetuTe--T3nfe-pi7i-rrg-^^

and the non-concrete reading from the one underlying 6:
■ 'fS"-. .  .

There'.s a car John keeps talking about buying.
...

John keeps talking about-^buying a car.
Whether or not there are two deep structures underlying 3, 5 is not

sufficient to guarantee concrete existence although it does

guarantee logical existence.

3 and 4

readings of 3j and of 4! 

sentence embedded ik the deep struc|!ures.

V

5.

6.

5 may be used to make a statement 

true of a particular car which John can describe in detail, but which 

exists only in his imagination.

There is (at least) one reading of 3 which presupposes 6 and is 

derived, in our analysis, from a structure containing 6 as the

embedded s,; But in 6. a car—occurs in a non-specific context 

(in the sense J C3,2,): the context provided by 6 is not 

sufficiently explicit to guarantee the logical existence of ar

particular ceLr^ , > ^ ^

'So'we must conclude not only that the does not necessarily 

indicate s' presupposition of concrete existence, but also that it 

m^ determine a phErase «Oiich does not: presuppose logical existe^^
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w •'
C« Negation

7(a)* the book I'm not reading 

(!»)•

(®)- inhere*s ajbook I'm not read^; - 

logical exiaiexit^ a structure containing the
structure Tmderlying 7(c^^

There is ibr me only one heading
presupposes>

■. O^fe^e is a strong inrob^ility of 

htlcEdiy inadmissible as theconcrete existence. 7(b) is sei

source of'this reading, 7 suggests the hypolhesis that when the is 

derived from "there is

7(o),'both logical, and concrete existence 

is clearly so for logical existence since "theare is

con-elate of the existential quahtifier:^ but >diat 

of concrete existence?

P. Hesultative verbs and negation 

. In this section the pheaomenon is due both to negation a^, to

Consider

8. the pictures Picasso did not paint ,

" in a structure that involves negation as

arfr presupposed. lEhis 

" is a

• • •

• • •

y

■ ■*'

lexical properties of the verb.*

The utterance of this in a sentence may, but need not, imply

that the speaker is thinking of concrete entities. The speaker may

• to refer:^^ pictures that someone other

than PicasSo piaintedj or he may have in pictures that Picasso 

be expected to have painted (as in The nictures PicaSno s-is ni-i4-.

paint were- those he thoufdit about~ most V. But neither of the

It may also be necessary to allow for a semi-gramma.tic^ 
■»wtdmsical reading derived fromr7(b)* It 
grammatical because Semantic well-formedness constraints 
would in principle mark^^^l^ as margi^.

5Pheu^ not identical in its function, as Will become cl^ in^ 18.

1.

■ 1 r
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interpretatloas can plausibly be attributed to 9. iatber boto 

must be attributed to 10
■.■•;■ :

-vr,.- .

. . . . . *asi»-
There are pictures Picasso <y.d,cn^ paling.

v:^?t .p?^t:picture6^ ;v9i , Picasso did
■ -T'-V, •r

10. \.

Here then we find that th 

n egatioh X and cbh Crete houhs) 

concrete existence, IfStv^tru

4- :k

does not ^equivocally ^arantee •

udture corresponding to 10 occurs in
^ \ ■ ....................................:

the iinderlying structure of 8, it i^uet be vague as towtether or .not

r
......’i-.

- V ■■

it-signifies-jcoacrete-^xistfincje \ ,•

Confirmation of this account comes from She following: 

ll(a}. He painted the picture.

(b). He did not paint the picture,

Sentences 11(a) and (b)' should both imply the existence of a referent 

for the picture if this is part of what is signalled by the, 

suppose 11 were uttered in response to a question something like 12: 

"What did John do during his holiday? Did

But

12.

he mend the car or paint the picture he was-

planning?"

In such a context 11(a) guarantees (and 11(b) precludes) the concrete

existence of the picture (at least at some past time) - but the 

guarantee in 11(a) is due to the sentential context in which the 

tha-phrase occurs and is unconnected with the word the; the context

■is existence-establishing.

. V ^ and Strawson's existence
exrt .

condition is open to question Yet in both (a) and (b) what is

indicated by the picture may possibly be said to 'exist'.in ttot it

■'

i-::-
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isi; somptiiiag that; has been ^ 1 Khe here

. indicates: that-there is something in the discourse-world to be 

^denttj^ie& J^. the he the-=PiefeDptoljLl fTO^

something like l3:

^picture /Tthere is a picture_7^'^<.

; ,.; . .

stroctxire of 11 leaves open the

possibility of concrete existence ^t indicates logical, existence 

.of-Lseme_picture' - oiie that exists therefo:^in; the sense that it 

is distinguishable from other pictures that'mi^t be talked about.

f - r
. 13.

■f

of the undei&Cjsl^g

-N ■ '
r

our account

E., Time

We have found lliat noim phrases that are definite descriptions

presuppose a sentence the deep structmre of which is embedded at 

soTirce in the structure of the phrase. Sometimes this presupposed 

sentence guarantees the existence (logical or concrete) of an entity 

described by the "phrase.

sentences may relate to a time before the time of utterance.

The existence presupposed by the embedded

Thus\ .
14 presupposes I5.

- 14. Mary is feeding the pumrv she founds

15.. Ifeiy foTmd a puppy.

However, ttie noun phrase underlined in I4. here occurs in an existence- . 

establishing context and so I4 not oiily presupposes 15 (and thus the 

p^t existence of the pupi^) but it also guarantees the present 

existence of tlM puppy. £ &re we find, as also^^i^ 
impMcations of existence \b be associated with the utterance of

a

o

<■

-
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1^
Si

sentence are related not only to the phrase determined h.y j^e hut
M?i:. to the Behtential context in which that phrase occurs. In 14, the

implication- of present existence is no differen.tifr<M3t,h.e. effect of
"""................... I'-;.51

that same context^; on. a noh-definite ptoase.f

F. Conclusions
....................................... ...................... - ...
--We-have-iound-thatv givrirTsentences sincerely used in

■y
apiTropriate contexts,

1, The word the does not inNitself signal a-presupposition of
■ ■ . s ' ■ .. ■.. .

existence, either logical or concrete.

2. "Concrete nSst^ceT'of'yan .entity described by a the-phrase 

is sometimes '^kranteed by.

Si

- <!a

.1(i)the sentence whose deep structure is embedded in the deep 31

structure of the phrase -

OH Cii) a combination of (i) and,the structure of the sentence in

which the phrase occurs-

3. An embedded s. of the form "There is an X" provides an e-e

S;

Si
Si

■ ii

t
in1

it is-not sufficient to establish concrete existence,context for X;

'I(So also for, any embeddedbut establishes logical existence. ii:

sentence providing an e-e context for the relative n.p.)

4. When derivable from "There is 

the existence’of something gua subject of discourse, i.e. as something 

to be talked about.'" This is-a third notion- of existence.

However, this third notion of existence is not clearly distinct

", a the-phrase presupposes
j i.

j

33iere are sentences which do not provide am e'-e context for the’ 
n.p,, but which by virtue (partly) of their tense entail that 
an implication of existence Hue to the presupposition of the 
definite descriptiCn holds also at the time of utterance of the 
sentence, of , Iter.y loves the Puppy she found.

1.
I
■;!

il.

-3

... ’i

■ .1
i

i

im
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jit: p :^ef ei^ttle/to abai^n it^,

for the tj^e being, in favour of thenotion of faja^iarity developed

the hearer' e supposed familiarity wjith-ttheiAfaK&t expressed
v--.

s the advantage that it covers both
' ......

....................................................... ■....................

These preliminary conclusidhs “fegai^ihg presUp^ositioh will be

earlier;
i,'"'

by the embedded-Si This/]

facts of existence and other facts*
?>

- V'
re-examined -in f 21,

f.-f'

1

i

w-

I;

.-f

f

/
_
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chapter con5>rlses 16, andis, " Ia’f6, the
/

OMs

' ^' pfbpoaalsljof Gh.H ^ teg^ded to the lorins -^a arid it

is su^sted tl^t there are two\a,fferent demonstrative determiners

In#7 the claims made by the descriptionhaving the form that • ’ .. --
are examined in thd li^t of wellBtobwi problems of reference;

In #8, -Hie description is revised and recast in terms of features.

\

I 6 »'Ehla« and «ghat«

6.1, Initial hypothesis

Olhe two main sources for this chapter are Ihome (1972a) and

Lyons (1975).

location in relation to demonstrative pronouns and determiners,

Thome attributes the forms this and that (both as determiners 

. and as pronouns) to embedded s. with here and there, 

derived as the unstressed form of that. ' He subordlniates the 

distinction of definite v, non-definite to one (within definiteness) 

of + speaker and -speaker (this/here/now on the one hand, that/there/ 

then on the other) ^

my analysis, but considerably modified,

argued i*at the pronouns, iiot^^^^ may be the source of the

locative deictic element (see^ 9, f18),

These papers examine deixis and the notion of

The is

Oiie speaker/heMer dimension is preserved in

In my account it' will be *

But in the present chapter.

!'

1, I shall refer-to hejja and^ there as-locative adveriasx - -later - 
theyv will.be analyzed in teirms of the bategbries formalized 
in this description (of. #18), .v.-

s
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demonstratdve determiners are deriv^ from locative adverbs: in 

this respect I follow OSioine^^ t^^ in the deted^ of

analysis.^ - ^ '
':-v ";■'•/•■ ■■”■■ -m

HaiQ^fc^the^ideas-in

stai^ of two kinds of that, and the par^leli^ be Wen what I
- V ■'

shall present as 

there^ -: thereg.

-! \

here /// thi^ . thatg ; this:

However my different, xmdeinstanding of the * kinds’ of that and the 

nature of the distinction iiWlved leads to abandonment of the 

parallelism in its simplest form, 3h examining the semantic 

relatidhship between demonstiative" determiners, prohorais and locative 

adverbs (to usd'hy own termi^ Ljtons arguea that the primary

syntactic source of the irelatibnship is not ’adjectiyalization' 

(essentially the process adopted iy Thome), Instep Lyons 

attri'bates demonstrative determiners to two distinct tjToes of 

apposition which may, he suggests, optionally combine with a 

different aiylloation of the adjectivalization iffioeeas in such a 

way as to provide foxir jaltemative sources for phrases-such as 

. that dog (Irons 1975:99-101)

Comparisons are difficult, for Lyons seeks to account for a 

child's gramn^ a-b a sta^ in the acquisition of English, while 

- this: thesis is concerned -with the 'adiflt; lahgu^ “However-1

have opted to e^lore -the approach re jected by Lyons (deteirminers 

from adverbs) - but without busisig the iwocess of adjectivalization.

• ■ ■

The- q-iiestion arises whether my prpposj^s are compatible wito tlu>se

. .. »•-
-A
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»rep©nted;^i 

ohi2d’> j I? the principle of alte:niative scrtu^

accepted,^^ceenCcincoiii^t^ 

__firat_teo_atrao±nrea^iatin^8hed^ln-Lyons-^co^_ ' 
(si'^yslOO), Lyons* apposition-structures of’t^ (i)

3f th^ dog • V.

and type
. (li)^^ "be-TilstaiguisKedreompo»rto^ or rather in a
->

hy the cer^l^ distiaictioh; made in mychild’s version of it

1 .formalism between argnment^exgressioiis and predicators But the

two accounts are^ vaariance with respect to the complexities 

introduced to make ftiirttier distinction

In J 4 it was argued that t^ is transformationally derived, 

its introduction triggered by a relativizabie anbedded s. with a 

non-^efinite relative n.p.

\

One such source, as we saw, is an 

embedded s, containing the tinderlying form of "there is 

we may calX .existential there. If this proposal is accepted for

t^^ consistency rectdres that We consider a parallel proposal for 

that and this. On this view, thfe (a) phrases in 1 - 3 below sore

,i^d from the structures characterized, by 1(b) - 3(b). 

l(a)i this bd

deri

(^)« /a book is here_7I7
N 7

,2(a;r.:::;i^'^book:,.,^, ^

(b). /Tx>ok book is
..7

3(a)i the book 

0^)» is a boofc_^jr

j involve ny ^diC^or;^?)
expression (^V ^ my ar^enti

1
K...

. i'.

I
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In claiming a deeprstructure distinction between 2(b) and 3(b), I

a, position similax to that of Sampson (1972) and Lyons 

(1973*108), aShe nature of the distinctness of theseitwo^kinds of

™y. Per

discuaflton, I shall treat them as two distinct -tai^lated- items

there is a matter of eont.-ro

: I.yon3^(l967)fshows the Close

semantic and syntactic rel^n^l|^etwe^ location and existence,^ 

e3q)resses a specifiabie' location; . that is, I claim thatXhere

a speaker using thereg could, on dem^dj give some more or less 

vague specification of the ioeatibn he int^s.: !ChereQ is ' . 

semantically opposed to here, may be stiressed, may complement 

copj4a _or modify a clause, may occur at the begining or end of a 

clause, for instance:

4(a). He»s •toere. / OJhere he is. / THERE'S John.

(b) ; He's there, not here.

(c) . He bou^t his ticket there.

a

P
}

In use, thereg may be accompanied by ostension, i.e. by some 

non-verbal Indication^^o^^ place intended by the speaker. 

has been chosen as a mnemonic.for 'may.be used with ostension'*

Therej, expresses existence (but cf. Atkinson & Griffiths 1973)» 

is not stressed (but cf. Allan I971), always occurs with a copula 

and always precedes the copula, cannot modify a clause: •

5(a). There's a crisis. 7

V Wi^t shall we :e£^ -

'O'

1. For a thou^t-provoking alternative account of there^. see
Allan (1971» 1972). Allan presents a, mass of pert^ent data; 
vdiile I dis^t from his conclusions it is clear thht his v 
aesimilation7there„ with a tensed analogs of the jaxistential 
operator within a T an^y8isiof_n.p._ has influenced rav
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I propose that we consider the following derivation for that hook 

<al)hr^:^t^df;^eiB^ta^^

6(a). £yoo)z ^ahookisthere^^..x:^';^Co^lig;)
N

which(^). thg book

(c)« the book to (bjirt^)
'0

that boo^^Vv-^ (d)

. , ^
iUhis may be compared with 7, a derivation based on the proposals 

made in 14 for phrases consisting of the + noim:

7(a). -£^ook ^^ere is a ^dp}E_y’ (obli^.)
N 7

(b). the book that thez:e is (opt.) 

(opt.)(c) . the book there is

(d) . the book

This book midit be derived from S»)l^ a route analogous with 6 above. 

8(aj. 2fWok ^fa ^ok is hera^T^ (oblig.) ^

N V

—> (opt.)

(opt.)

- (fc). the book which is here

(c) . the book here

(d) . . this book

For the moment no specific evidence is put forward in favour of 6

and .8: the proposal is made on the ^ of cohsistehcy with the

treatment of ~tTie7 "^"That- and this will be called demonstrative

deteiminers. ,

6i2 Exhaostive specificatioh and the locative element in• '

deep structure
S-

Ih tlievihilosoihic^ literatiu?e oh dafihite descr^^ 

attention has been conc^rated on the description Tdth a sin^ar
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It has claimed jasper use ; of such a ph^e

(at least lAien x^ed for purposes of identifying TCference) .requires

head hounit

that one ai^ only one^-^;t^^ the de^riptiSni Si^PlSgi^pose is U"
T .

attempt to generalize to casea where the ls uaedgmtE^^^ nouns.

; Yendler*s. acQount of the is helufdljy "oaiO definite article

marks the speaker's int^tion^toi^ei^nst; the range deteimined \sj 

the restrictive- clause" - the noun s'o restricted is "to be taken

exhaustively, extending to any and all objects falling under it"

. (Vendler 1967hsBl,60).

dependent, as eimhasized in Strawson (-1950),^ • Vendler: aimed W 

to reirtriet the range of- the descriptitm by-postulating clauses 

•present or recoverable' (p.46), which provided additional' 

information, Ihe clause mi^t be omitted if "derived from a

^t the-Uhrases are commonly context-.

sentence actually occurring in the previous part of the discourse, 

or if the information content of a sentence in which N has an

identifying occurrence is generally knovna to the participants of

As'indicated above inf 1,3,., atteiiq>ts tothe discourse" (p,6o). 

develop a formal description od these^lihes have not been entirely

successful.

There is the foriher problem that the distinction drawn by

Donnellan between reference and attribution prevents tis from saying 

that a the-uhrase; considered in isolation fcqm^ts nse, 

sense dete^mihes a B£IBT!Ei|!tiIT - and to^u the term hESIOTATIOB for the 

entities descried by a definite n,p, is likely to clash with other

In an atten5>t'to geheraiize:-between’ referenti^

in-any

uses Of this ^erm.

cf, Caton (1963:177»183)1
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and attribative -gseB of idie-phraaes. i: hare cdiiied the teian

«^acte3;ize ^h ;tf^es^d>ill 

»menti(^. as nettt^ belween referential and
use

--■ :

» hwSffieelo- I iish> consider is 

9. In contert of xitteranoe -Hie nod^^^se 

determined hy^J^^exhanstivel^ specifies the 
set Tlrhose members may\e. 

the phrase.

- V*

mentioned by use of■)

I

dyppthesis' fMls‘to take into aoconht ’Donnellan's obseirvation

that one may refer snccessfully even if the description used is not

true of the referent, one may for example choose to irefer to a 

highly respectable citizen as a rogne. This fact about use may for 

the moment be ignored, for I am here attempting to identify the

meaning of n.p. considered; as part of the language system (hence, 

'sentence meaning') - Bonnellan’s observation suggests that such

meaning only partially^determines the uses to which the phrases may 

be put.

If we use the term 'descriptive p^se' for that 

noim phrase wMch Eludes the determiner, we may say that when 

determined by -Hie descriptive phrase itself is exhaustively 

specifyingi -ButTdien: determined by a demonstrative, the descriptive 

phiase need not be eihaustively specifying.

of the

lEhus use of the

sentence :^as me that green book doea net imply that there is only 

one green Tbook in the c<mt^ of utterance 

circumstances where there are many green books i^ch 

referentsv

It may be uttered in 

are potential

• ' '

Ih co^rasti it is often claimed that^ to the fhraaos 

the green book a spealsar Iriplies that there is one and only one greto
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m95.:^.'
i ;

>oqk|iii th^ resteict^ diaccHirae-^^ the

context of utterance. -

^ a genersaizationJ-that-imderlies^

X

this superficial ccmteast^belween deij^s'^jrall^l^l^ses, and the-
=~' ;

gqr let us c6nsid.enJthe deep-struc^^iemaxkers forphrases.

N ■
^ 6 and 7:

,■ .

tS. 'I=-^

6' SpecN 7 t

T ,'.:. N
^ (T / ^
hook a hook is there

. N
>
I

hook there is a hook 

• At this leVelj "it'“cah~he claijmed that in each of them tiie embedded s. 

is. such that the H phrase as a-whole is exhaxistively specifying, 

ffiiat is to say, that green hook, when derived from 6» and used to 

refer, enables the hearer to identify a refer^t if the following 

conditions are mets if there is one and only one green hook at the

place indicated by thereg. ghereg fs distinguished from there^, by 

lOie fact that it signals ttiat a spe place is intended, 

other words, once the location specified by the demonstrative itself 

is taken into account, t^^ demonstrative n.p. as a whole may he 

constTOed as exhaustively specifying.

hook, vheh derived (as it 1^ he 'according to our grammar) from 7*, 

and then used to refer/ enables the hqarep to, identify 1h^^ intended 

refermt on conditio^ that there is one and only onie green hook

* -

m

On the other hand, the green

IH gtiJi: yiCINJCEY.^^ lesser restriction of 'the

vicinity' is shotm in 7' to he undetermined by the meah^i^ of the 

Here I am suggesting that there^ has a residual locative 

sense and that it ia_bBcausfi of-this—-that—the-deaerjptlve phrffHe-trr

phrase.
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the green book may be said to be- eit»iMiRt-tvBlv i Ihe
■--

resid^l locaMye sraee^f tihe^^^o^

Seinahtic'^l^tt^ for of-tttteta^^ with respect

Mto Mdh phrM^
.............................

Ttais 1^ place of 9» the earlier hypothesis oonceroiag the- 

phrases, let Tis ^stiti^^ folihwii^:

i ncrtm^ jihisis^ la \dii^10, the detenniner is

derived from a sentence inclTiding there

thersj^ or h^re exhaustively specifiea the

set whose memhers may he mentioned hy use of

the phrase, providing acconnt is taken of the

• ; - “ Idbative element da deep stractnra,'......_ .

This restricts the range of the h.p. to entities la a ^eciflahle

location in the case of >^^6^ and here, ^ to those in an 

indefinite •location*, the contert of utterance, in the case o'f 

~tKerej,;~

i
i speaker using such phrases to, refer may choose to 

incorporate iiiforination into the descriptive phrase for purposes

o^f id^tlfyijig or oharacterizing the intended referent ^rSharacter- 

■ izi^ iafbrmat may be Intioduoed if the locative element is 

clearly Inter^eteble in the corammication situation (of, our 

discussion of the nblloanPhical Greeks in^4.2.'^

Thus in 11 book and chapter have an identifying fnneti on tjhen 

the phrases are used,> fat final- 

a cha^terlzing function*

11(a),; this book

(b), this final chapter

■

can only be interpreted as haviag
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- Sliuse the de^stratire Jdet^^

Introducticm of ^itional

idmtifying

deteimined is jecnaia^y;^^ the

ch^cterizing ii(i>)

’so;:''i

I^3*aps it is for this, fe 

strictly infoimtional ’ ^nnas 

to have some additioiial
superfluously s^^^ often understood 

as'^ 12:

on

»

jtive value.-.1? ■

X'r12(a). this England -^

(h). this wife of mine

6,3, fghatj^' and tthftt^i

She question now ^ises as to whether the foims t^ and that

are alwayn tokens .of --each-of-to^^ —that is, of the same

linguistic item ^ or whether we should in the grammar make formal•7^

distinctions between different types of this, and similarly of -that. 

I sh^l argue that there grounds for distinguishing differentare

types of that, but not of this. 

Pirst consider this. We have.observed ihat this sometimes

deteiadnes n.p. ^ere the descriptive phrase is exhaustively 

specifying :(ll(b), and 12),
but such usee are natural extensions of 

The element in thewhat wa may call, the primary use (11(a)).

to underlying here

appropriate in all these examples.

is

OJhe. strictly locaticmal C

l^d^rpretation of J:hia ;elemeat is naturally^ replaced^ a wider 

interi^tatlon in some Instances; i shall gloss this 

with the speaker'
as ‘associated

This extension allows for the infbrmal use of 

th^ to indicate -ttiat the spegJier is mentioning someth ^ or someone

£1
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; Intti tffiich he^ the hearer, is acqxiainted

(cf. Thome .1972a) • This use is, exemplified by 
15(a), this guy I was tilling you about

Since the element 'associated with the speaker'."^S;compatible with 

all the exM^les^ -th^

fV:,--..

w^^^^^^'o^llde't^ single iihgdistic 

ite^fs ihTOlved that it is capable of bei^ used for different

' ^ the derivation illustratedWith the exception of .12(a),purposes.

in 8 woul.d seem tc^ba appropriate for each of the examples discussed; 

in each case, this may be attributed to a deep structure incorporating 

here.
4>

With Jbhat. we find a,similar .range of uses but the proposed 

deep stature is not. ini all cases appropriate. The source of that 

wa,s distinguished fro®, the source of the by the distinction between 

thereg and there^^ (see 6 and 7), Thereg was said to indicate 

location, such that it,was opposed to here, a location that'could 

be.specified. But there are uses.^ that which seem to be closer 

to -the and ter be more appropriately derived from ther^ than from 

Consider 14;

14(a), -^that highest mountain in the world 

" (^)* 7't^t equator

In 14** that is only marginally acceptable whereas the is normal - the 

twe fo^is are clearly semantically distinct in this environment.

thereg.

1. This is sometimes inclusive of the hearer in this conversational 
use; - a app a woman may greet her; wilii This new
hairstyle is most affecting. . . - '

/
2, I assume that 12(a) is a contraction of "this place, England" 

and in)0plies contrast with other places^^^ ;!^ so, this in 12(a) 
is non-distinct from other- occurrences of this. > '

•-7
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However there sure contexts In which the and that are need more-or

less Intercjian^ahly:

15(a). Have you read! (■^) hook I " '
Hir--

(h). Whei» are (thpsej keys?

(o) . Did :(the ). man whp®^ leave his name?
• \

1

Moreover the use of that illustrate^in-15 occurs quite freely 

before descriptive phrases which, (like those of I4) are exhaiiatively

specifying:

16(a), That nan ^dio won the race got £100.

(b). That man she’s going to marry is a sconndrel.

How 16 may be compared with 13* and it ml^t be argaed that this and 

that are in contrast here as much as in the ezplicitliy locating uses - 

and hence ihat if this in 13 is formalized as non-distinct from the 

same form in other uses, then that in 16 should also be non-distinct 

from that in the e33)licit3y locat:^ use, I am unable to counter 

this argument except by reference to the proposed deep structure for 

that and: the problem of distingulshidg it. in a systematic way from 

therej^the. We were able to envisage a notional extension of the 

locational element in the meaning of here until it became 

* associated with the speaker’; but it is not so easy to extend the

meaning of thefSg in the same way because it must be kept distinct 

from there. One possibility howevOT is to suppose that thereg/t^t 

may: be extended to ’diMooihted from the i^eaker’ and that .^ere
E*

are

three terms in the system, viz.
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1^ ■ ^ with speaker)

speaker (=dissociated from speaker) / bhat 

T ^'^T^oaspigSifiea^^^ to ^Kspelaksr

: this

•• -
- -

But this negative analysis/of that is not^^a^is^^dry, for the use 

of - whether locational or not - always implies that the
. . . . . . . ^ . v : . '

>
' ^y. hearer is expected to id.iem^«^^the:iohjeot;3nentioned=aM=«ie-negative-  

•diasociated from the spe^p'-gives the heai»r ;ini^^notion

information for this poi^iwse.

I propose that we reco^iO^^ items'

I shall call the that \diich may he accompanied ostensioh iiiat^; 
• ■ ■ /*' - - ■

^d the toat occurring^l5 ^d 16 ttat^/ TOaat^ is opposed to

this as there is to here; thatj^ is somehow related to the.

6.4. «!I!hatj^» and *the« '

If is derived from 6 (an embedded sentence with therOg).

to what source should be attribute thatj^? An obvious posaibility 

. is the therej^ source to which we^have already attributed some

occurrences of On this suggestion, both those keys (in 15) and

■ the keys would be derived from an identical source, which we may 

chg^^teriM lafTorinally as*-- 

>17^ 4^^

N 7

oaiis proposal is attractive because it establishes an equation 

between the relationship of there^ to thereg on the one hand, and 

between that of thatj^ to that^

18. therog : theroQ = that^ .: th^

on the others

1* ae numbering corresponds to the distihotion made in Lyons 
(19751102),'but thevdistinction made here is not drawn in quite 

*tbe_samay4e3OTa..y.yy4®DHteJBjatythe--au^^ 
to the bJ^er ih iiiiCh these items have beeh'introduced into 
our discttsaion.) . '-■■■ ■
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^,If the derivation of thatj^ from therej. oonld be e^tahliatiedl t-hara

<^i^e ; of: syinmrt3y,.:4^^|e^d|r^ipn '
• : /rV--

of that^ from^i^re^

vdiat is thea^ati^ahip betwa^ that^^

Ctar cimreat: pioposals.:^^M of embedded

for the, Bnd one type of embedded sonrce for thatj^.

The prb^sal to derive

paroblem:
N-

B. as Bonree

Hemember

«iat the eii*edded s.; whic^rig^ the insertion of the POES HOT
- ✓

-^fliiWMrS'nrataih ^hatj^. it jjriaaeested. id 

always due to the occmrenoe of there^ in the embedded sentence *

, Bat

Let ns consider the pair 19 and 20 (19 in a thatj^ reading): 

:i9v“ th^^giocilla he^aw 

20, the gorilla he saw

^.. -.......\
t.

V

19 will be attributed^ to the" deep structare~ indicated:.ih 21: 

21,. /“gorilla /^ere was /“a gorilla /”b<
;•

^JJJJe saw
S V N V -

J
20 is attributable to 22: 

22. /^rllla gorilla_77saw a
V

Bat if the is sometimes attributable to thefeg in deep stincturey 

we are forced to consider a rule which transforms thatj^ to the.

In this case mi^t not 20 have, a double source, 21 and 22? 

must ejEsaine the seina^iC ^ :s3m[tactic relatiras^^ the

altemative^embedded s, in 21 and 22;

There was a gorilla that he saw.

24, :He

The semantic relationship between 2? and 24 is logical, equivalence, 

23 entails 24, and 24 entaiils 23', Since each sentence of ohr pair

We

idle sentences are:

23.

• '
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■

ii.-';,. shonld be derived- entail^ laie bldieri wenni^it' wiffi' i^

iirom ihfi otheii^ differ^^^ si^tures.

First it is clear that 23 cannot be derived fToin £c^'.2Fhas two

••w.i

5:5

negations, ^iJe haa oS-^^ne;
■ .■ ■ - ■ ‘ :; or::.: r,

Oliiem’was ho gorilla that he saw.: ^ ; o--, 23
j

'i

23'’. Ihere was a |^illa that he did not see.

24',. He did not see h gotilja.

Generalizing from i^s, wb can s^ that the deep structure of 23' 

must show two sets of mbd^ity choices (SpB^) where^

-.4 ■

.i:

■

■

ri'

structure of 24 requires only one such seti It is not merely a

rorilla in 24 and its negation'24’ 

It is a-i5uesti0n of accounting

- question of \diether the n.p. a 

is to be understood :as- 8pecifici-- 

for such clearly well-formed sentences as 25:'

There will have been a gorilla that he did not see.

““1

■j

25.

23 cannot therefore Be derived from 24, biit there remains the_ 

possibility that sentences like 24 are so'metimes derivable firom

sentences iite 23,

Tn 2d. a gorilla occurs in an e-e context. Let us consider 

-liie possibility providing e-e cont^s are derived

from a there^, structure. This hypothesis raises two problems:

The suggestion mhst be restricted to.seutences containing 

non-definite phrases - sentences containing itoases determined t/j

demonstratives,' cannot be accounted fbr in w: ' ^

(b) . There^V^ bbx^

(c) . He didn't see; the ^ariLllg

(d) . There was the gorilla he didn't see.

CA

the, or

• . '

i

.1
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Clearly it is implaaBitle on aem^tic grounds, that in 26iy(a)'

should he derived from (b), (e) from (d)^

Cii-)-Q]!Be hypotlpis mis \Aere there is more iian^^e%on- 
. . - ’ ^ - 1_- T-/

definite-n.p,-ln ^e-senteneei

'ri'v .

Bmsrit-doeernerirmake-riear-^ethiI: 9£

27(a) is to be derived from 

27(cf, ; .N
■"27(a). A doiliit a Sv ; \

.. V\ -' i .- - -
(b^^ There was a dog that bit a man.

(o). There was a man that a dog bit.

.Points (i) and (ii) -le^-us to reject the hypothesis that sentences 

of type 24 Me derived; from-sentences of type 25. This leaves ns

-.*■

/

with an alternative conclusion:

28. will have two deep structure

the embedded s. from which it derives provides 

an existence-establishing context for the 

relative n.p.

The two sottrce structures will be in an equivalence relationship
. : c "... ' A") , . . . . .-...i
with each other.

sources when

»v

Our proposal involves the prediction that there will be sentences

where, that is unacceptable as an alternative to th£ because the only 

embedded s, available as the source for the does not contain therej,.

This will be the case where the embedded s. provides a non-specific

context for the relative n.p 

raderstood as specific

., and where this n.p. cannot be 

Suclr a sentence is:

Note that the structures underlying 27(b) and (c) are required, 
in our analysis, for the sources of that dog that bi't 
and that man that: a dog bit.

1.

a gan «
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: 29V •■I

29 is iiot

, There is a ma" who will win the racev-r Vl-' •-■'■.' ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ' '■ ■ ■ ■

•os-

:'":t
30 ■A'

29 aoeVnot mtnil 59. • . if tho moniikjontion lo ann to 

be held fsi in the winner may not exist at the moment of
■

i

20 in ftfpiivalent to 51.^t 31 does_not provide
nttermce of 29,

.. ..ti—■-— —. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

At tte tnne of uttbs^ce of 31» it does not make 
:. ■ i '• , ' •

to ask-:of what -individn£J. 31 is tme,

31, There .wiii b^ the race.

Thus where 29 occurs embedded in the deep structure of ^^phrase,

we should expect no counterpart phrase with toat,

e^ectation is partially confirmed by:

an e-e context.

sense
■:f

A. 'A:

I;
Aid this

;V.

■Phe man who'wins the race will get £100,

?wThat man who wins the race will get £100,55.

32 and 55 provide crucial evidence for my analysis. The acceptability 

<„fon^«ny tested and the majority of informants (thirty _
of 33 was

--out of forty) found it less idian wholly natural,

’ ‘ottier types of that which confuse' the data,

that man can be satisfied, who has-not 

lost faith' in goodness, the constmoy of the

There sure however
......

Consider for instance:

54(a), "< • • •

will, the desire to keep active,"

/■PtiTgenev Home of the Gentry translated by- 
E, Freebbrn; :: Penguin Books 1970:202>

(b), ^Certainly that man were greedy of Iitfe»;who

(ThfiTnAn. •Rrowie Religio Medici c,l635)

■: I'

It• • •an end
■■
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Since I c^pti (Claim" ^lat ‘ 55- -

i most base my argument on the claim that 55 is elea:a:y^s8^xia±uial

16(a)

.Toot generated in. the ^s^ntekce-typetha^j ^ich pc^svin

illustrated in. 35 • :

52 is due to the deep^ stractore in£o3^ally ihdicated in 55:
\: 'H'V:.,. -f

::f55. ^pecN

H V
I

H
n4n . a man will win, the irace 

Ihis deep stmptnre undergoes deletion of will in the course of 

Structure 56 does KOT underlie 55, . According 

to our current proposal 56 tmderlies ho-Ui 57(a) and (h):

2the derivation.

y -ss '

SS'56. SpecN

N -*1

I
N
>

thereis a man who will win the r^eTuan

57(a), that man who will win the race 

(h), the man who will win the race 

57»”(a) or (b)y may- he appropriately used duly when the man in 

question is identifiable at the time of utterance.

1. See Appendix : Selected Itesults 7.

2. . Ihis phrase-^ype is studied in proposals
made there involves the 'assumption that will occurs in the source 
of the relative clause and is deleted in the course of the de- 
rivationi By geheralizing the deletion rule, Dean 3»latee -Uie 
absence of will in such structures to its absence in certain 
Other structures (e.gi If John brings a girl to the uartv ^,.), 
Altematiyely (or additionally?) it mi^t be connected with the 
daba studied by Bart aiid lalEoff leading them to the conclusion 

^ that.?will can, be deleted nusdinr c^e it ia'presuppOsed^thair^fiSie; 
event is one that the spe^r can be sure Of" (lakoff^ G. (1971^ 
559)).; ' ^ -
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PuaHiier eaiapiles of simtence^^ aro not generated if this

proposal; is adopted, find n^ceptatae^;^^e;.(h)

members of-the J^llowing '
38(a).. The man .she ^ies will haVeJq^^^yealthy. 

(b). ^®utt nan she ^ will have to be wealthy.

39(a), The girl John bringsJi;o_the^party_J.s^sare_3olbe-
.A '- -

-Ia beauty

• (T^},_ '*T^t girl John irin^ touthe.pariy-is-arare ^ -

. be a beauty.

The (b) examples are blocked because the embedded s. from which the 

relative clauses derive do not provide e-e contexts for the relative 

The piresupposed sentences are understood to be non-specifici 

Let us tentatively^conclude then that the may be, and thatmust be.

• ■ '

n.p.

derived from a therej, source.

Is thatj^ appropriately teimed demonstrative? 

used the label •demonstiative' only informally and we are at liberty

. I wish- to associate the term with any of

So far we have

to state its extension, 

the »th» forms in -the noun phrase system which have a Ipqational

maintain that there^ is 

residually locative, it follows that, thatj^ is demonstrative, and so 

also the whenever it is derived fi^m ttiis source,^

element in deep structure, Since we

1, I have not examined in-detai3~thertise bf--this-and-that ibr 
textual anaphoi^. ESy impression is that the two items 
constrasted here are this and that„ md that therefore we do 
find in iiiis instance a notional exten 
element in :aafc2^

ion of the locational
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$7 jRefereaace

7.1« I)6anellaa<s tdistinetion

• (^pagne * contexts ace those where i^e stibaM^B^bili^f a ' 

cbrefOTerii^al plrrake^

(Qoine 1960:141^46). - Thas:

—---- -
(b). I am looking for Pi^essor Smith.

- :.. ....1.1 - • ' -
are ii6t/;ieces^ily both true for a speaker >flio utters 1(a),

in circumstanbes where it would be truO to say:

,2. Professor Smith is the Deani

How the following exeisplifies an opaque context where that may be

used to disambigciate the sentence:
. . . . . . . . . . .  _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5(a). Ifery was suiprised that the man won was drank.

(b). was kirprised "that that nan tdio won was drunk.

3(a) may be understood to express Mary's surprise at a certain

individual's being drunk, or her surprise that someone Mo"was drunk

managed to win. The first interpretation may be called the

•referential reading' - truth value is proserved if a coreferential

is substituted'^r the n.p. underlined in (a), Ths: second

inteSiretaiabh is;:;«^ reading' ^ In 3(1)) • l aiOmr^ee:^

is only one reading, the referenti^ one. 3' niay be compared with

a pair we hetve alrcady studied, TOpeated below:

- 4(a) * wins ths-^^

(b). ?*That man who wins the race will^^^^^

(52 and 33 of 16)

th value.

.V
. '-' v

even

n.p.
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4(a) -has only one reading, the ‘opaque* reading, ihd our grammar

accordingly predicts that 4(h) will he ungrammatic^^^.

(Keenan & Ehert (1973) sutoit coiparahle data'iiom-ither

languages, hut: overfhok thin'^eiam^e frc^

1 , ■lii another 1g^-of-cohtert-- (discussed-witjteu^^^^ reference to
i'.; . .''v^'r-vv ■. A",,-:-;:-

that in MeGawljey_1970.il7AT^Jfchei^ffect-iaTsimil^

hadJohn said "that he 1

—^^-219--il3in-Sfe^et

5Ca), r-^era the vmnan who lives

(0, John :ssdd that he had seeh^^ffiat wman who livea

■ at 219 wain Street. y-

In 5(h) the OnderSfeed-phSase will normally he attributed to the 

speaker"^ratHer thsoilbdlrdffi, hut^S^ iwo readings in one of

-wfa±ch"JohH's-^ovhi words are'^ported;

We find then that 3(a) and 5(a) have two readings, while 3(h) 

and 5(h) have only one. the hypothesis summarized in 28 of f 6

we t^ave already assigned two soiarces to phrases of the type occurring

• f

in'3(a) and 5(a), idiefea.s our analysis provides only one source for

But it is improhahle that the non-their (h) counterp^s. 

ireferfflitial and referential readings of the (a) sentences are to he

attrihuted each:to One of the' two sources: for we have estahlished

1. Strictly this is not an opaque context. But the two readings 
of 5(a) are closely parallel td the referential and opaque 

: readin^-ofl5(a). See also Hase^wa-(1972) and McOawley (1973), 
MsCaiAey; i^ that In the non^referential r^ 5(a) it
is a proposition^ 3»ther than a form of words, that is 
attributed to John - thus he allows for ahi updating of his 1970 
analysis :in terms of l)onnellan*s distinction, attributing this 
distinction to underlying structure (1973:223--4> 226). Eatb 
(1972) makes similar proposals.

.

V
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iOiat iiie source st^ are logically equivalent, 

examine the nqticm^^ q^^ referenpe more carefully, :

We need to

-J- =r--

l^eWan; (1966) su^sts ttiat definite two -

refer^ti^ and -attrili^ve, and it to:;jbew;,|U^sted 
"•VV-,. 

(Partee2?7%s36b-36l) ttiat if Itoim^l^'s is successfully

accounted tor, no sepajate* account of the halavloTiB of ;definite
- - - - - - - - - - -

descriptions in oj^ue contexts shoujd he 

does npt regard this di^inction as 

-examples-ahove;^e-niust_5evi£^he possibility

least partially’so, - Donnellan’s positioin was summarized ihj'1.2.

uses,

necessa^, Itoonellan

syntantic but in Tiew bf our' 

th^ it m^ .be at

-

OSid,'distinction ray pe3±aps be extended to other types ef •

■ phrase, but it is most easily applied to cases where the object

(a) to which the speaker refers, or (b) which fits the atteibutively- 

used description, has, or has had,, spatio-tempoyal extension,

Vtoere this is not the c^e, the distinction is difficult to maintain 

■' and could only be applied if some means were found of explicating 

the notion of fitting the description and ‘picking out the rii^t 

thing* >*ien said of some 'thing* lacking concrete existence In the
sense-§5«^

Extending t^e distinction to de^ phrases, we find

that the paaadi^ ,Bitnation--types in which the, determiners this and 

thatA are used are restricted to refe;rential use of the phrases. 

iSieiBffhrentlal use is also predicted by^^^^t^^ that after a

demonstrative deteriMner the; descriptive piu»se may he used to

above 5'6,2.), thuscharacterize rather than to identify (of,

' 1, It ini^t be possible to establish a criterion for reference in 
terms of -ttie ability (of speetor or hearer?) to supply an 
fli tft’friat.ivft non-aynonymous description. gams I may refer to
an event as "\Aat happened yesterday afternocaf*.
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this TOtmg seciuridirei' ia my son may “be Tiaed to make a saccessfol

refer^: and (according to Donnell^) a tratf st^ai^^adidther^^

■ ■ ,i
s -• •■.■■.•.••_• ..

• ■••■ :^v— --not the refepnt-is--indeed a scoundrel.'

Satj^ correlates with preferential re^i^.,to^

The source of Jtoat||^ is currently assttined'tio he one
I»me ppagae

contexbsi

ppurce of the in the counterpart phi^e occiincing ii the 

context. Is there therefore any'reason to'assooiate the: when 

derived fpom-4here^.^or thatj^ itself, with l)onnellan«B referential 

use^of n.p.r : TheKansi^ is *ho'j there are two reasonsj each'; 

BtthdividM intp^ (a):Sd^^

(i,a) Definite descriptions necessarily derived from a there^, 

source (and hence from thatj^) may be used attributively.

in Ch.II of phrases for which waly a ther^ source is 

available, and some are repeated here: ,

6(a). the book 

■ (b). the green book

(d). the pictures he did not paint _ _ _

Consider a situation idiere A' is instructing B as to the arrangement 

of books on a shelf, the following dialo^e mi^t occur:

7. A. The green book comes next 

Bi ' But there isn't a green book,

A, (i) I mean that one under your_haad,- it

same

Ezan^les

%.. o

looks green, from here.

According to whether- A answers with (i) or (ii) we can tell \rtxether 

or not ]^s first utterancei he was using -the underlined phrase 

referentially or attidbdtively.

■

■Jf-
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(l,b) oaiatj^ may; also lie used a1:tril3Tr|^^ 111 8 the speaker

may not be in a positicm to recognize the entity of3dilbh 'he speaks. •

nor to substitute ahy otheir nMiisynbrijibus ^deBc^pi^j^^

phrase he uses. If no .entenoe

- a characteilstio of ratt^^ uses' '

8, That book Max

is pointless
>r

you ^t be' returned to him \-ri- ■

1at once.

It was esta^i^ed^m^ljllhat,^1

concrete .nouns^-the~tiiOTeg^-souree-=6^:defin±te“descrlptl'ons~waa~uot'
sufficient to guarantee the spatio-tanporal existence of anything 

fitting the description. But reference, in the clearest 

application of Bonnellan's usage, requires that the referent exist.

in time and space. So phisses derived from a ther^ source are not 

necessarily referrtfing, in Donnellan’s sense.

(ii,b) Just as, t^-phrases: derived from there^ may be

appropriately used idiere no 'concrete* entity fits-the description,
*

phrases with thatj^ may be so used,. Hence, by the argument of 

(ii,a), phrases determined by thatj^ are not necessarily referring la 

Donnellan's sense. In support consider 9:

9(a), How is when we need that car you wanted to buy.

■ (b), He didn* t paint that picture he r was planning.

In 9» the truth of statements made with these sentences does not 

guairantee the concrete; existMice Of file; picture, or car, either 

at the time of utterance or padbr to t^

The conclusion mus-^be ttot nohheilan's distinction between 

reference and attribution does not enable us to account for our 

understanding of that in ooaoue contertfl.

so

V

'll
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7»2. Tha Mscoiars^ ’that* v. *the*.

let tlB Cbmpajre paijs with thai^. m the: 

10(a). What , have I done wiiii those Ire^e? 

(b),

11(a). :Who

r-

is that Scomajei who w^^M^f^w:

(b). Who ie the iscouhdrbl tdio .\^ked off vlthi mv pen?

ith inr pen?

-ri ■

12(a')^ That girl whoi^eieichoned was mv aiater.

-------- -—(h).—3hegirLwho„telethoh^d.;Was-mr-sister.

13(a)V itor "supper we can have -^t fish Bill * s hoping^tb 

. catch.

(b). For supper we can have the fish Bill’s honing to 

, catch.

In 10, the diffejcence between (a) and (b) is tenuous, and mi^t 

possiblifebe associated with level of formality. In 11(b), but,not

r

in 11(a), we find thf^ referential/attributive contrast^ving rise

In 12, both that and the must (in myto altermtive TOadin^, 

judgement) be used attributively^ - but there is no alternative readii^, 

Jh 13, nei;^er (a) nor (b) requires that the speaker intend some

■ fish identifiable in space and tine at •die mbm^~dni:tterance.

Ihe conmion element in the (a) examples is that the speaker 

signals to the addressee liiat he must re-identify what the speaker 

is talking about as a particular entity (or set) with which he, the 

addressee, has had previous acquaintance. Thus I wish to 

distinguish between lldentii^' and i're-identifjr* 

determined by or by a demonstrative are e^diaustively specifying^;

All phrases

1. Assuming the interlocutors are on the receiving end of the 
telephone call.

OMb observation nust be restricted to the types considered 
so;far.

2.
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thus mey sl^ify «iat what is t)eii^ of is id^tifiahle

(either in the real world or
..identified hy;^the heax&r. A he^er identifies s^ken

tee Wen .hat he..^.ee the 

speaker to he thinking of and what he himseif thinly of,

of hy estahli&ing a corresponl

This

idMtifieatioh; is such rUiat 3;;e^^entificatidn at some suhsequent time 
is in principle possible (in coiArai^o non-specific occruK^ces of

non^efinite n.^T^s);: A"hearer ri^ehtifieslffiat ia heinirspoken ..

of when not only does he establish the correspondence mentioned above, 

but he HEGOGNIZES what is identified as something he has been aware 

of (in the world, in speech, or only in thon^t) at some previous

time.

If this informal attempt to-elucidate the significance of +hn4.^ 

in examples 10 - 15 is on the ri^t lines, it implies that a message 

is involved.which is directed towards a specific audience^ whereas 

this need hot be the case with the. This use of that results-fronr

the speaker's assumptieris about the addressee's world. This .

accounts for the informality of the situations in which that is used 

in this way: it requires a person-to-person situation.

In the e^aaqaes in 3 and 5, the referential reading involves an 

act of referrit^Joi the part of the speaker; the-non-^rtferential

r

reading involves the reporting of an attitude or assertion attributed 

to a third party. That involves a message frem speaks 

addressee - it must therefort be corcelated with the reading that '

r

. ..,v.
gives the speaker's choice of phrase, hence the Referential reading. 

The spealar-to-addressee message signalled by thatj^. while it is not

>•
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<C'
the seme that it cannot he

'H

areported of a third; larty.

It is inteiresti^ that^^ and Ebert ■(l?T3.r4^) .a gloes
ap^^s^f-^ell to

■'

is provided fbr ■ the l&lagasy wo
1thatj^.

Ihis aocotmt of that, explains the wajr^^ ^rihich tbat~phrases

hihj^.it le^s to a different
—1 w--ri '

are imderstood in oj^ue contexts; 'f

-nroblaau.,--~If- the4iandr^thai^are-derived--from the -same sonrce. how

can T~rules preserve meaning?

V

f 8 Deixis

We have distinguished two types of that; that^ (re-identify- 

ing) and that^, Thatj^ and the, on our current proposals, are said 

to be derived from the same sourde. But this suggestion poses the

.r,- w'
Keenan & Ebert write of "a second definite, article^: ilay. vdiose
use is narrowly restricted to objects tSiff^he hearerThas
specifically idratified prior to .the .uttermce, Ihis re- 
id^itify^ing fiuiction need jiot be anapho3rf.C in the sense that the 
specific;identifying experience on t he part of the hearer need 
not have been occasioned.by an explicit reference to'the object 
in the preceding discourse. The object may be something that 
both: spaker aid hearer observed t On the other hand
the function of ilav is not deictic either, in the sense that 
it camot be used to pick cmt ahobject in the .visual^^^^^^ 
the speaker and hearer. For this^ adjective
nttist be used. If the referent of an iiay-determined HP is 
loesent in the visual field of both speator a^ hearer itmust 
still have been identified by the hearer’ prior to its mention 
in the trtterahcei" tt to these characteristics of ilav that 
& and E attribute^its e«^ot in the opaque context-e^^

(It is not cleaxvAether ilay. like that, nay be used of some 
'thing* that has never had spatial dimensions. It is a^ 
^Bsible that the two iteto 
to textual: anaphoric function,)

1.

V
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Jt^hef, account of thesis Itselfproblem .pf meaialnff change,

complicated by the need- to aocomii»date thatj' into the system - fox

■the^is-sometimes-bdi^not alvaars^derived—£cam-the-abhlbe^Sfeo-MBea ^for

that . l.e» from an embedded .s,..with there-.. .

possibility thdt wh^fchlet us cohsider first 

contains -therej.. ^e determiner liiat is introduced 

M net Wfc t^

e embedded s.

s later changed , to: the by a 

rule of "!Cha-t~Beductioh'* 4 which applied - .perhaps optionally - in
'I

certaSn environments;

source con-taining thereat 

In 1(b) below it may seem satisfactory to deri-te the by the optional 

application of Ihat-Reductibn: but this^oount„is less plausible — 

for 2 and ^t

Some -the-phrases aure desrivable only from a

for instance^ -the pen, the pens, -the moon.

1(a) . OSiat pen was broken.

(b). The pen was broken.

2(a), *He^v^-nie two pens and a pencil, but those pens

^,^^-broken7~(-»for~anapMpric~~^reading or-those- -pens)^— ““ 

(b). He gave me two pens and a pencil, but the pens were' 

broken.

. 5(a) T^fThat moon rises at 1 a.m. toni^t,

(b) The a^m, t<^^ti

2 and 5 requite that in certain ca.ses Tha-b-Reduction apply

But -the iil--J^OTedne8S of 2(a) and 3(a) stsKm^y ^ 

su^^ats thaT h meani^ jantheri -the ill^

formedness of 2i^) relates totextual anaphora, a relationship which 

so fair we have linked taiiy to iwonooiis (in the disctissito^ and

relativization ^3;5.' and <^4.2.y; hot to the.

obligatorily^

2(a) la well-formed if those is stressed, thus implying (possible 
corefarehce thLth the pehB"menticSM^"the preceding cla^ 
also) contrastJwithisome other^I»ns in Jhe ct^exfcofLjatteranoe, .

1.
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I:^ we have correctly interpreted that. w could: claim th^

the meaning change iUTolTed related to pragnatic person^itcbperson 

signals and that^such sighais
T':'..=:

were perhaps:
the t^ihg ta:l3e;:n^i^ teykeep structi^^r ^ 
another possihility that I heloW. ^ ^

sTiowerer

V deep structure unde^ing the reler^ n.p.‘s in 1 - 3, 

on our current proposals, is: 'I

.
.

1,—

4. 8peelJ - N

m V
4-- I

N

We have argued that -ttie content of the embedded s. is presented to 

the hearer “as if known" to him. 

with a syntactic-semantic fact:

OMs pragmatic effect is correlated 

the embedded s. is a linguistic 

structure whose grammaticality and significance is not dependent on

4.

.....:^~mt^_sehtenoe:^„npt_4egata^le„by  .negation ot^ t^

sratence ( 14.2.).
*

The content of the embedded s. in 1(b), 2(b), and 3(b) is 

“tiiere is an X". This inform is presentedrAS KNOWN. Since 

the to this ei^eddecl s. is antecedent of°the noun tonctiontog to
- ''>r

toe imatrii se^ence, this analysis Of the source of ^ provides an 

explanatory account of the t^e e^rajii^ Ih the (b) examples toe

signals that tile phtose is used cpto

already to some: sense "there is'’ The hearer is expected to 

to 2(h) he will iiaturally do so in terms 

of the precedtog text; to 3(1)) he will do so to terms of toe rdal

e:q)licate "in some sense".•

r s: ‘ ■-•V

*
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world known iiQ speaker and; heBrer. ■ the

speakCT is talking

~^;ilh^fe«iae-^icated: ih:;.t^ structa^-^J^ that^^
:.‘^aKt^i^^-^ewtrlitedlas^tdl^iderSi^^

althougji cnrrently a,ttrilmted to the: same
entificatiwx•*.

:?eduoti<m were redo^zed^^^a meaning-changing rule, we would STIU,......... __ ___;_;________ ' *««»^_______ ______
have failed to account for th^ri^^jof the^notion of re-identific- 

ation associated with •Oiet^.;. let, us -therefore consider hoW we can 

formalize -the notion of re-identification.
.

There is a tense choice in iheiiembedfied therej, sentence of which 

our pTOposals have so far taken no account, 

presented as known to the hearer my vary as to:

5(a). There is an X,

(b). There was an “1C.

The information

5(b) may naturally be associated with an instruction to re-identify 

some X that -there was. What is req-uired of the semantics is that 

"there was" be eaplicated in terms,*not of existence in -the real

world, but of existence in the addressee's thou^t-world at a time

earlier than the time of utterance._ !!There is" also applies to

exis-tence in a thought-world - but to the thou^t-world shared by 

speaker and hearer at -the time of u-tterance,^

It has been argued Thome (l972a),

Anderson (^E^sab.) that noim phrases must be tensed (and subject to 

other Modality ciu>ices) in their so\xrce structure and that the tense 

opposition accounts for tinre distihctionf with respect to which there

1, I am here re-introducing -^t third ho-tion of existence Which.- 
was considered in #5 and found at that stage to be unneoessary, 
This proliferation of -types: of 'existence' will be scru-tinized 
inf 21, ■ ■

y, \
V..
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may be or have been objects meeting the description expressed by the 

^Bi^ei. aite' cchtr^t in teme proposed here ddes M

distihctibflj t^Ss^hd&M^nals: 

is: ^e^ed. : -Whra my

seen that provision can be made within my formalizatidi^for at least

:■

some of the contrasts \diioh are discussed bjr ^Qie auidwirs just 

mentioned.

'■:ri

i '

The .distihction in t^se permits ua to attribute thatj^ 

to. different deep strtwt«res* in iramediate_effect of this proposal 

is that we thus spoil idie symmetry set up earlier (cf.’ example 18 

of f6, expanded as 6 belovf):

6, there^ :

for we now have fotur terms, distinct in deep structure, to be 

Inserted on the ri^thand-side of 6:

7. : thatj^ : that^

However this complication of the pattern seems to be more nearly

and the. -

... ■'

JT"-

ig
there„ - ifaatj^ : thht^ : here0 * '

felt:.

correct than 6, for that^ is opposed to this with, respect to proximity, 

. and thatj^ is opposed to the with respect to re-identificatioiy' 

Mentification, The form that-, when used as a determiner, never 

occurs in environments which explicitly indicate proximity to the 

The determiner that¥ however analyzed, does not 

with here; in this there is an important difference between that

speaker. co-occur

and idiere for theroj, can cd-bociir with here;

8(a,) , Ittlmt^book in my hand/*that book h^ 

this book in my hand/this book her^ 

(c). There is a book in my hand/liere
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3!^ mast now be do

^tb 'orientatioi^* featt^s pf language wbicdi aJ^^ TOlatl^ to
.. .^ - - - ' - . ■ . *fcil6 'b'tTnft^^^yi^ - - . •-••/>--,-tt rS \^v '

of deictic items is in terms of

mm:
to formalize (paxt of) the meand^ 

fSatures. I argire that both this and that^ are * ^ ^ih ihat

the xange of uses of pne neither dhclndes nor {p^rlap^^th that of
-1#:' ' 2

the oilier, ■*■ Let ns say that inpi ês a feature +prox and 

SSi2 ^prox» is a mnemonic for 

proximate, and 'diet* for distal).
■ S'

iEhatj^ is in opposition to the; we have formalized this contrast

in terms of, tense and: expdaihed its effect iix terms of the distlnc-
‘

tion betwera re-identification and identification. Here-the deictic 

opposition is one that operates with a marked and an unmarked term: 

thatj^ is marked with respect to the, for can be used in all 

linguistic environments and situational contexts in which that, is 

appropriatev The difference in communicational effect is that in 

the case of thatj^ the addressee receives a signal instructing him to

re-^identifyy^and in the case of ^ the instruction is mereljrto- -

identify. But identification does not preclude re-identification.

In terms of features, we may say that thatj^ includes a feature +past 

but the contains^no- such feature.♦ ■

It may seem fanciful to formalize this contrast in terms of 

tense - but tense fits our needs in that it is an ;oppoSition in 

te^ of iKirked/^nnnaj^ced-, and if w were to to another

feature contrast ad hoc we should have also to introduce special

-r-r',-

On marked auid T^^ Lyons (l$68a: 79)

Lyons (1968a:506),

1.

2.

_c^
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teQse-se^ueiioijag boiiiitipns to avoid^contrasts in the: syntax: 

(±pa3t, with there^) for vhich the aemantica could proyide no

expla^tion^; 'V

!Ehe-con¥e3:aational-nse-bfl.,-this-to-deteimines^aTan;nv^^ed--to- 
to .the speiker rathen'^tl5^5fc^soifethingrefer to something khoTO

knovm to the addressee can he accounted for AjLthout? Me need for
...........................................................-.......................................--............................ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------‘ '

changes in our formalization o^f \
•es, for this being 'proximate 

iln; contrast to +dist ;o-r to .

ea;

to- the speaker'- is appropriately used 

. +Mst.1

. It-is well known- that the has developed diachronically from a

demonsto^tive,. .  ill OE-there were :twh-dM6hstMtive3, t^^

-paradigm (from which the forms that and .Me come) tHp .lies-^ 

paradigm (from which this comes), 

paradigm was specifying- or identifying whereas the

Qpirk & ^enn . say that the se 

I? es -paradigm

was deictic: se "merely particularises, singles out from the 

generali-fcy, indicates and iden-tifies the known and expected"; ^

|>es (which is Tised more rarely) "points to and singles out. a part of 

'■—^ a ■seriesj-the-whale-of^-vdaich  ̂may-already--be -specific"- (Quirk -&-^renn 

' 1957*69). . There are contexts in which |?es and ^ are in 

. contrast "simply as deictic and identifying words respectively", and

. .  .^wiWe other them AKD EAIHLY LATE) in which

. fees and se^in partial

deictics respectively" (op.cit.;70. my caps. Jg). These comments

contrast also as 'near' and 'far'

• apply -to -the forms occuanring as determiners, as -is clear from examples

1. I am: informed, by4. ]feck^ in Japanese, which has a
three-tejm_demonatraAige-syht em,.4he-:.fMaM(4prcxijnate-tc^^-^^
speaker') and third ('far from speaker and addressee') are 
used to make distinc-tions relating to speaker's discourse world 
and aadressee's worldi^ E remarks that the yon (of. yonder) 
in the Yorkshire dialect of English is simiiarly used,
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not repeated) here Ts/hat I w^t to'suggest is that in nwdem

Bluish we have two deictic oppositions:

ia)_^^giat^ \ the

(hr-^tg :

(a) appears to ^e a development of OB ^ ih its^

(h) a development of the deictic demonstratllfe^ 

contrasted for proximity witH^‘ in'its later use. It seems then
..... s . ■ ■

that the difference hetweeh (a) and (h) goes hack farther in time, 

than the deictic opposition between the terms of the (a) system or 

that between the terms of the (b) system,

¥e are now in a position to reconsider the synchronic derivations

^l^'use, and - 

es that came to be

leading to the foraa"-that, .the, and this, 

turn back to exarg)leB 6 - 8 of f 6, at the beginning of this 

chapter.

The reader is asked to

There it is proposed that the form' ;tte be introduced by 

■the relativization process discussed in f 4 (and to be formalized 

ih^^JLl ).,__aM_that amalgamate the looativs adverbs

to the determiner in such a way as to distin^ish that and t^ from 

•thei I retain this proposal in substance, but we can how recast it 

The relativization process will introduce not 

a form but a fea-ture complex, to ihioh additional features may be 

added later. The feature complex is a segment^ occupying the

in terms of features.

- position of -the determiner in constituent structure (as indicated in 

27 of j 4)» Ehonologioal .iiiformation leading to distinct forms will 

be added by the second lexical lookup after all the T rules have 

applied (cf, f 2,3.) The segment that is intTOduced by

cf. Jacobs & Rosenbaum (1968), Postal (1966).1.
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rela/fcd/vizartion' will^coriaist: :pf

9i

rfP iaa categoric featme, such that the segment. iS- sensi'-Cive to 

T rules and' constraints inentioiiing

+tlie

detepninersil^ used for __%
a featiare that is the'neutral term system of coiitrasts _

iSiere is no feature +def

rV;

o'l^eratiiie in deteraniners in dfef^ite 

here.for (ay definiteness is taken to a.property of n.p, rather 

than of d¥te^iihers> (byjaot all n.p, determined, hy";^ will he found 

to be definite ( |l2).

If thereg. here or 

are subsequently deleted, a feature is added to the. determiner matrix;

Thus the segments to which

.p.

occur in the embedded s» and.S/W(

■ +dist, +prox or +past respectively, 

phonological information is-added are as shown in 10 (subject to 

additions to be introduced in | 15,5)*^

”+D +D10.
:- this+the

+PTOX
; that• +the 

-;H^ist. ■

. -p+D'—”

y -+past

_ -

' +the:::-. 4, V —t that

It should be noticed that this process‘is .quitecdistinct from 

adjective^preposing and thus meets the criticisms presente3-“'lS" 

..Lyons (1973:99) of any proposal that attributes determiners to that.

In particular, the f6rj^i.z^tion proposed here captures 

the notion that "the demonstrative adjective in English encapsulates 

in some way both the definite article

process.

and the . i . aidvexb"i Btrt• •

Mare- precisely a system of: system or_ysyste??ic: netwrk* tayi:y““ 
use Halliday* a terminology. ............

The features +dist and +prox each entail +d.em: see below, p.126.

1. :

2.
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V there aareLieonmctti j:rtu»8^lOTes that h^ not yet^^^b f^,. ■

—4-- —
ll(a)^ this ^k^ere

(c); vl^s hook 

12(a)v th^ hooknthere 
(h)-, ?that thew ^

(c ), that, hook on. the. table?

11(a) and 12(a) sna^st that the features +prox and +dist 

added hy a copying process (a sort of concord) and not only on 

deletion of the element vSiich tri^^rs the process. The (c)

-!’■ --~~

>.

&

can he

examples are interesting; it may be that M il(c) first-person 

feature in is sufficient to introduce +prox in the determiner hut 

there is nc positive deictic feature in the post-nominal modifier of 

12(c).

understood as thatj^ or that^. 

used to ref ef to same hook-on-the-table with Mihhihhe addressee has

12(c) has two readings - accord!^ to whether that is

If understood as thatj^. 12(c) may be

h£4 previous acquaini^ce ("you know, that hook that's always on the ' 

table"). But this is the-least natuc^-jreading for the phrase when 

it is considered out of context. If that in 12(c) is understood as 

that» then the pbicase be nsed to identify a r^r^^ “

context of utterance, but-CANNOT be used if the table is not an object 

in the conteri of utterance. Thus 13 is only grammatical in a that^^ 

reading; •

\

He asked me te pass him that book on his table.15.

8.:_ Thia^prohlem^can-he solved if we posit a deictic adverb there in
<v

apposition to the taMe in the deep structure pf 12(c); and a

.' .v:- ■.
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^ similar aolrrtipa iiiere ll(c)i la the; Xt)

ths aorfhce

fhim may be hh. altei^ r^iaatioh of the surf^Si'i^^ire? . ..r.

'■

:Ms^^ook and that book reagectiTelyt thna tho 

stroeture Of llCb) is he:re) bookYr- wfai^g^^^^

for the absence of here book as a predicfttlve^rjnTm-T>A.i : 

Pi^lyvia 14:?aid 15 we; coife

oooht

ac^ another type-of that- .

altogether*

14. in thht ariicle in Peiraonal" ideSiBm~Xl962)~oh^^^^^^“

‘Axioms as Postuiates* in which he first avowed 

himself a pragmatist, he eipMcitly denies that ,,,O

(Passmore. A Hohdred Years of -Philoaony ‘ 
Penguin 1968:115)

15. It is ireported that one America linguist of the 

1950* 8 remarked that syntax, was that part of 

linguistics that everyone hoped the other 

fellow would do.

(Palmer, Grammar Penguin 1971812AY 

14 and 15 illustrate a common use of that; one %diich seems to be 

• determlhed by surface structare,

. requires that the :^et^nominal :modifiers consist of at least

■ .i* -

If my obseirotions are correct it

one

prepositional phrase followed (immediately or.not) by an unreduced 

relative clauseii The complexity of the n.p. suggests that this type 

of tot occura most ii:equently in; formal disoburae, and in the

written medium, so tot it is not often likely to conflict'with thatj^. ‘

cf.;i^ito: (1975199)^“1.

?

:')
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MlT~^.

S'-. Its dpiinrai^ 80^ to be to

wait 1C<« the clause

waam the ^^ei/reader- to 

if were substituted for Ibat in 14 and 15
tdJpiecooun^i&Jipi

____________
pccu^hceb~6f -'the-rfprm~;to^ IrpiTOpose that a featurei%cat^“

('catai^oric') be mapped oh to the dethnfiiher se^SftsU^ near^ 

®u?f^e-rsta^-of--the;dbri^tionii7-^!I!herefore3?|^:^eecturer'con4)lex 
un^aiy^ the fornffl^ %14 pud^L^

- feature, it will; ba as^ih 16:

theLjtextaJMhld;be;im(wceidifflduIt to^^M fc*;;:;;;.V.:, '5.-
f.™._*_... ....

ll|N^t^ no positive deictic

1

16 +1)
• cr that+the

+cat
«

; 'i*,

i ■'

i.;..;.:.
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C!H&I*EBEI7^ r '■
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■ -

EHMOlfflS. Airo DESCEie^^ tS -. - ^iisaggi-Bv-
•;.- '■_-_ i'.- ■• (

f the relative- olat^e -source of 

- determineEs^-is-brougiit-toi- a - provisibnal-conclt^pn,

'■ pronouns

■' V
In :this.chaptery discussion of

:-;j)iSpUSsiohu of : ■

C f 9) is restsjicted, tomatt^^i^

In 110, it is shown that both the and -feat are - sometimes due to a. 

non-demonstrative source« and that the in ^neric phrasep is in 

large -measure accounted for by rules required for other phrase-tj^es. 

In ^ 11 a form^lzation of two new rules is presented,.

to the main theme.

‘

' ■ §~9^3Sbnotms ' ■ 7 . .

¥e have adopted an analysis which derives demonstrative

These three expressions are

J

deteirminers from there^, thereg, here, 

predicative, that is, they occur after or before.the copula and, when

so occurring,—idtey are not subjects for they do not govern verbal

Our analysis is clearly inodinplete unless pronouns can be 

accounted, fpii-withln-liie same systemi, ,

There are tharee pronouns it, that, and this, which seem to be

concord.

parallel in their deictic oppositicais to. the tharee predictive-

e:£pressiane*^ If t^ defotio contareista are opeaative in both

the pi»noun and t^^ predicate system, an economical giramniar will

Thea» may however be
•..

assign'-liese Conta^sts to a single : source

no noh-^bitaary means of deciding father paanouns should be

1, cf; Lyons (1973)
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ana^yjsed.ria: a way as to attribute locational deixis to

predicates, or^^ej^er^r^^ic^iyB-sa^easions-^uld^b^g^omEbsed^^ 

into, p^ses wMch include a pronominal element ma2±er^l^ls.

mderlylng structure characterizable as "thing which:is vthere
■ ■■ ’ ■'■■ .■ ■ ■

^ altggamtijrely^ijae^p^ioaAlitfe^

—asJIJat-that!!

Thus a demonstratiye pronoun; mi

", or

1Both. suggeatioiis^have^een:-made in -the-literature 

" Within ilie fram^rk of our description,'there are some ind^tions’

J;hat„:io regard .pronouns-as basic^leads -to-the-greater humber- of 

generalizations. • For the moment,. I sl^a adopt this position 

without comment. -

Let us then assume that^ pronouns arei^^nerated by rules of the 
base^ and that a feature analysis can adequately present the semantic 

relationships between them.

1.

0ie feature analysis 1 propose is:

+N
+dem ■ 
+prox

this

♦

+N
+dem 
_+dist ^

. +K .■

+deto

that

it

These se^ents may be generated by the rule which expands the symbol

Rule 4 of § 2.5. may be, revisedBf in' the phrsise stmicture rules, 

to include a line as follows:

cf. !lpme (1972a: 565) r

The claim tlmt third-person pronouns are sometimes generated by 
the base. rules does not mreolude the possibility t^t J*iey may 
in other oases be introduced % T rules, of ; above

1^

2.
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Wx<X-:--r2^X::s0.^:
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•V-"::>:^:,.,'v;\
.^,::acco^t-f(^

—- - -;:.

introduced by means of SpecN. cinder features-have^lj^: ignored.

_ ' _i_ _ _ _ r /i-#.
"~‘'‘””'®ie-'feature +N may be compared with the feature' +D in the

tei^alogy^in-not-absalute-for^ pronouns

are generated Tihdef a node labelieSi whereas most determiner^ are

not. Bjwevar the featiice -ff shows t^ :^<mouhs

the other feaii^s in fhe feature

an^^isTjf^determitrersi —a!h - ?■

O'

intrinsically, and not ‘^ust by viri^ place in structure,

ihe features 4prox and ^dist are identic^ with those .

used in the analysis of determiners. +dem may be glossed as 

•demcmstratiro'.

argument-

expressions.

:+N► lEhe features formalize xthe extent to which+dem

it and the thing that there is have the , same meaning: 

whatever in the sh^ed meannag is attributable to +N and, to the 

•Hiount feature on thing, we have the sense of +dem.

if we discount

+dem indicates

a locational element, ^diich is a principle of identification^ in the 

sbnse of it.
a

t

Hiere is however a type of pronoun which is not accounted fof

by this analysis and, wjhich is necessary for our imderstanding of 

determiners. It; ia: ill^trated in the following: 

5(a). Hold fast that which is cnod • .

(b). He that is down meed fear no fall..

(c). She tdio wlli not Timy- may not when she wMl.

The underlined n.p. in 5 are generic; thus in the utterance of 5(a) 

the phrase is used to mention everything of •good* may be truly
:



-
' ........: (Id)■.'■ :.V-:

■ - The ocoTarrence of he and she in (t).and fc) mi^t le^;

an hlteniative^eaQfiiM!|^ il*

predipated.-

ns to suppose that in 5(a) that is

. . . . . . ;

■ pronoun in 3(a), for the feat^e +dem - as ^j^sea^J^^ - introduces

a principle of identification; in this the feature's directly ■ 

analogous to thS deep' structtioee occurrahce 

-deidin.—i

But the feature analysis proposed for it

o£ ther^ t^er 1 - it is

35^3 fjeatiire cannot occur %_i^^tracture underlyiigf! the~^^ 

phrases of 5» for in 5 the pronouns are not-deictic; their 

conmrunicative value is determined toy the following clause, and not

by the toituation. " Phisse 3(a) will toe derived toy proceeses to be 

discussed in ^10,

■s .
J 10 Descriptive Betermine-rfl

10,1, Generic *the'

By 'g^eric -the* I mean occurrences of the which determine 

plural phrases iiiat are interpreted as designating a class or the 

members of a class rather than as^an individual, ^ I Hball use 

•designate* for a relationship holding between an n,p, and that which 

it may toe used to" mention by virtue of the denotation of, and any 

deictic features in, the words contained in the n,p, Hy use" of 

•desi^ate' is idips^pciatic but is intended to preserve certain 

elemrats in Bi^sell»s term ’denote', I shall use 'denote* for the 

relation^p which golds betwerai lexemes (and lexical collocations

non-

Thich may be substituted for them) and everything of \diich they "are 

true" in the sense pf Quine (I96O;90-91) Htouns, adjectives and
;_
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(lion-adgee-ta/v^) verbs in their past participle fom may denote.

What Is denoteii is external: tp tlie langeatge system;^

Ijtt Biglish generic the ecctiis with siiiigalax eo\int^'aout^V„as ini!

tea^t1 • 0?]!XG ^ is' «Ml JLU

c 2. Bie gteylicra^

Althon^ there are etrliigent restrictions on thp contexts T-in tdiich

the fbllowih^hxai^}^^ shov thaH> 

resticted to Smrfawje suhg^tr—

generic ^the ocohrsr

W.
3» Otoe'greyhotmd moves more swiftly than the terrier»

A. -Rhb ia fltndving the elenhant. (Chafe 1970:2(11) ‘

5* Eaclid described the parabola. (Vradler 1967;b:59)

Generic the does not occm: with non-coimt nouns orsith plurals,

The distinction between class and individual does not hold clearly 'in 

such cases. If a phrase determined by the designates the member of 

a class co~extensive with the denotation of the heaid noun alone» then
' ' ' V. ' - ■>

it is geieric. This is heVeiT ths case in EngliM withTh^ 

nouns, and seldoni so with plural nouhS. Possible exceptions are 

found idien the class denoted by the head noun is a class limited by 

means other than language (e,g, by pau3sport, or biological classif

ication) - jtoe_It^jtonB/itte_ma™^n, But we shall not regard these- 

liirases as generic for the deep structure already proposed for such 

phrases adequately covers the range^&f interpretation they ^receive, 

for the interpretation of therej, will be more or less restricted 

according to tie conte^ of ^terahcei-^^

1, Straroon (1959*155) objects to Quine»s use of •true' as
preserved herei" Por: a discussion of pinblems to the
term •denotation' i see Icons’ forthcoming book on Semantics,

-r'

2, ' Eefereiices, CJhristopherstm (i939:69» l46-7)» Chafe (197P*l96)
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!Ehe distiQc.tioii between generic the and non-generic nd^t 

be due to features of the context, in vriiich the phrase occurs, _ If

“this were the easei^ the^undejdying-hblm ph^e strdjidb^i^^

would -gi^ np-iMi^ distinctipn^.:;^-

Alternatively the surface phrM^(c«iSidSM:^in:i^llli|^f^ mipLt"^be^^ 

analyzed as synt^tic^ly “affibigdoiiB - i* e, deiijable f"
.. ' generic' aM •non-gmeric' un^^*ying^^.p. structures, I shall 

that this alternative, syntectic ambiguity, is the-co3^<

There are four reasons for this decisions 

(i) the account of the presented so far is incompatible with 

vagueness in the underlying structure with respect to genericness 

of the surface phrase.

Ctargue 
analysis.^

Phrases consisting of the and a singular
.. . . .  . \ ,

co^lnt noun have beai attributed to a source including there^, and

this source , has been shown to be partictilarizingt if provides an

e-e-context for the relative n,p.

(ii) If we consider the -^ee context-types set up in § 3*2 

we find that with non-definite n,p,'s» the generic context is.

Thus in 6 the

• »

correlated with a favoured reading of the sentence.

obvious interpretation of fie-seiit^ce Is generic,

6, A dog is Intelligent, .

However if dfethe-^hrase occura in the same context the sentence has 

two readings which are equally probable:

7, The dog is ihteliigent^^^

(iii) The-phi^es in existenoe-eStablisHing contexts can some- 

times be interpreted gmerlcall^ (e,g, 4' and 5 above) so the generic 

interitcetstion of the phiase cannot 1^^ to the classification

of context-types seftq» ^r noh--defiiii±e n^

Star a statement of the position rejected here, of^ Smillii 
:(i964:49-52)'':^^":,r:

1.
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(It) aihe fourth,reason for faTOuring syntactic amhiguitjr In^___

accbtmting for generic ;;tee is that it can he attriltoted; to ^soi^roe

- a, source moreover

•r;

■-i:

distinct from hoh-freiieric the

!^tistry";wayvwise heed to he blbclced in hh 1®
masThe grammar of English raush^ accoimt^olc^Bncferp^tsisiass

the heautifsO. / thhpoor / the whimsical /8,
’r.

/ the rejeoted /'iJil^unen®!^^ __ . ____ „,
I pro^se that generic -Hie as it occtj^ bWore singular coun^houns ■ 

is an instance of the in the ftmction illustrated the phrases 

of 8> There are three arguments which support -this proposal:

(1) In 8, the n.p. is headed hy a word of the class categorized ^ 

as T in our rules. grammatically these words function as 

predicators and ^ose that occur in such phrases as 8 are logically 

eqtiivalent to one-place predicates. The n.p, can only designate 

“'^^T^tla^ia^ehoted“1^‘the^^ there is'no vagueness-or

ambiguity,with respect to the genericness of such phrases, (There 

is ambiguity with respect to countabiiity and number, but we shall 

return to this point later.)

If'we recognize the head-word of the phrases of 8 as 

predicators of class y,-we must ask whether there are not similar 

phizes Whose he^-wbrds are predicators of class K. Clearly 

there are: precisi^y that phiaae-tsrpe with which ouir discussion 

began, illTistrated in 1 - 5. The hypothesis is .that the. source 

xmderlying the phrases of 8, and the phrases of-1 - 5ii W introduce 

the surface head^rd as a, predicate in underLyihg structure.

the dead-

See f 2.5. ('Bar hotatibu' ) and 4i9»1.

3
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.. (ii) When generic the is discussed the same lexica items are

often used as hieadr^i^s in 'the examples of animals, and

--6tler-eaiily=^ass3aahhie ehtities,icertain^l-worn-al)#t5^t-ihils 

> “(-the good,-the true and the beautiful), certain sets Vf individuals
such (4e wealthy, the

- . . - ... _ _ ... ..._ _  . _ _ _ _
underprivileged). Ihis mi^t suggest that "th:^ phrase-type was not

generated by fteely iaroductive rhi^
. . .  :. ’1-. -..'i .

to think of suitable generic contexts forl9?-

9, the^casc^ / the dear / the broken 

My aim is not to answer this question but to show tlmt the same-so^ 

of questions "and constraints are applicable to phrases with a N head- . 

word as to phr^es with a V head-word. * I ^11 assume however that 

the constraints, if there are any, are semantic and not idiosyncrat- 

ically lexical, i.e. that in principle generative rules can be 

established to account for this phrase-type.^

(iii) The sentential contexts^Jn idiich such phrases 

severely restricted. To attribute the generic versus non-generic 

distinction to ambiguity requires a statement of the constraints 

blocking the generic" structure in Inappropriate contexts. If 

generic the occuahred only with noun-headed phrases, this'inigdit'be

frequently; referred to as

af the graminar,
-I \ -v. . . . .

Is it-ipossible

occur* are

an argument for attributing the distinction to context* rather than 

syntactic ambiguity. However the occurrence in underlying structure 

of the distinctive structure for V-headed phrases makes necessaay in 

any case a sta-fement of the contexts in which it can occur. It is

possible that the cont^ts for V^eaded generic phrases and H-headed

I.One"S^stricticai oh the phfese-i^ mi^t be thht the iri^ 
of classification in virtue of which the members of a class are 
desiffjated be (i) relatively pennahent, (ii) relatively public, 
(cfi Gallaidier (1972)) But the formal status of such a . ^
restriction; is'.tmclear.; -y''v

i .•
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generic phrases are saMl^, and that they nay he stated in terms 

which show a large ^ent of overlap between them. If. this were^ ,

indeed the case, it wotild provide ftarther evidence in favour

view-thait-these-phrase-t^es-are" connelsted-at sotQ?ce,s:7-^-r.;s3;c~
-. . . /- - - - - -1.- - 'c''

As we saw in §’ 9 the grammar of English imrst accoun¥ £on such
X

phrases ^s 10
\

10("ar)o ^dlat which-is beautiful' ' v.

(b), ■ those who are dejected

I propose that 10(a) and (b) are alteinative soi^face forms of

If my earlier arguments are sound, itthe beautiful,, the dejected.

follows that the underlying structure of the generic phrase the dog 

must be one which corresponds to 11:

11, that which is a dog

The difference between 10 and 11 is that 11 does not occur on the 

surface, but is blocked in favour of the alternative form the dog.

The n.p, illustrated in 8 govern both singular and plural 

concord in the verb, althou^ there is no feature contrast +count in 

their head-word. When governing singular concord, the designatum 

of the n.p. is understood to be non-animate, to be everything of 

Ydiich the head-word is true. When governing plural concord, the 

designata of the n.pi are understood to be human, to be everyone of 

whom the head-word is true. Now when the head-word is N, and -Hiount

this distinction as to animacy does not hold - singular concord

correlates with both animate and non-animate. However plural

concord correlates with designata that are human in such phrases as 12: 

12(a), those who are doctors

(b). *th0se which are do^ / parabolas 

12 is clearly related to 10 in this respect.
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It ■^ established in I 9 that the ’th' Econotma in 10 were 

not dai^strative. (cf, exaB5)le 5 of f 9). I suggest thaA,lQj^^

hence 8 and geneiic the before nouhsi can be aocotmted-fibifeSgi^

easily In cm? gratmna-r^ providing weJaocftpt the caw

generated without being-lexic^zed, Olhe proposed de^)be

structure is indicated- in 15;

.N. - V
-1 ,

Sped VI15.

V
f
H ■X- •H

t

.(beautiful) SpecN H
)

B

Itoder i^pecN -there is a feature choice ^1; 

of -the poor ('poor people', or 'what is poor') differing in deep

t^ej^ire two readings

. structure accozrding to whether or not +pl occurs under the two 

occurrences of SpecN in 13.^

>—

15 meets -the conditions for the 

relativization process that introduces’the; ' the relative n.p* is 

not lexicalized, but nei-ther is the head noun, so -the identity 

condition is fulfilled. Thus the generic pbrasa -the dog can be 

generated wlib -the minimum of change in the grammar already set up, 

by means of the following derivation;

14(a).

(b). the N which is a dog -$» (oblig.)

(o). that which is a dog 

(d). the dog

(oblig.)

(oblig.)
y

Once again this poses the problenmi oif well-foimedhess. There 
are not many dssdcal^^^^i^ wliich can serve as head^rds; both In 
+pl and iion-plural n.p. 1^ this s-trooture, ii -ttie case^d^^ 
head-^rds l^e cqirtirain-t is semantic! Wt in -the case of H it 
mii^ be argued thait -the ddns-trdint should be ^ 
leave the problem unsolved. In /3 '/’is <=«•

...—........

1

I
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The step from (b). to (c) reqaires a new rule, but the rule serves 

an In^brtant purpose: It accounts for the’j^onoun tb^Tn such a' 

w£Qr as to-ahowl-both4:hatllit-is-hohsdfflmmstrs£LTe--aJad-■t^■^i;^vei^^ ^
,

occurs without a following relative iclaoae.
This treatment may be ocm^iar^ with Vendier 's 

of the ei^-ty rr analysis iroposed here is (i)-there^ is no ^bhlem of 

specific lexicaJi^te^, (iij

rptfei^vantage .

-reco-«wability of a the derivation

transforming the source predicate into a surface head-word is 

largely described rules which are required elseiAere in the 

grammar; (cf. -Vendler 1967^:56-59).

A fact distinguishes generic the-nhrases from non-definite 

singular n.p. is that the former, but not the latter, may occur with 

predicates that camaot be true individually of members of the class 

designated (Stocfcwell ^ 1973:89). Thus while the generic

reading of 7 has its counterpart in 6, there is no such counterpart 

for G?he dinosaur is extinct (cf. * A dinosaur is extinct). The

latter may be called the dlass reading -^as opposed to the 

distributive reading, which is exen^ilified by 7. It is not clear 

•ahether there are Sentences with genetic the which are ambiguous as 

to the two readings. The alcoholic iw..f;attTTip: younger these days 

has most obviously a: class reading, but one would e^ect it 

also to have a distrihutive generic reading for those who, T-ilre 

Merlin, aw prepared to contenqilate living back^ds.^ This 

raises the question of ^diether the analysis of generic 

t^-phrases should allow for two distinct iaep structures, >one 

corresponding to the class reading and one'-to. the distributive

The egg^e is ad^-ted from Alcoholioa tand to aet -ihaTTnwT. 
these days.^diich is disenssed in HawMna fl971tg6)^^ la due 
to Seureiu Hawkins claims that, ■rfiile the non-definite example 
is ambiguous, its generic t^-phrase Ctranterpart has only 
what X have called the class reading.

1.
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The step from (b) to (c) reqpires a new rule, but the rule serves

dinportaut purpose; it aoboimts fbr the>7^o^^^ in such aan

way as to siiow both tlkt-it is-Wn-dembnsti^ative and that
A.

occurs without a' following relative clause

This treatment may be compared with Vendler's: ItheTi^antage 

of the en^ty N analysis proposed hbre is (i)-therb is no jn-bblem of

reoov#abiii-ty of a specific leidcaasitemy (ii)
■ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------- ----- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

transforming the source predicate into a sv^ace head-word is 

largely described by i^es which are feq^ in the

the derivation

grammar; (cf. Vendler 1967b!56-59).

A fact distinguishes generic the-phrases from non-definite 

siijgular n.p. is that the former, but not the latter,'may occur with 

predicates that cannot be true individually of .members of the class 

designated (Stocliwell et 1973589).

reading of 7 has its counterpart in 6, there is no such counterp^t 

for -The dinosaur is extinct (of. *A dinosaur is extinct), 

latter may be called the class reading - as opposed to the 

distributive reading^ which is exen^ilified by-7i 

whether there are sentences with generic the which are ambiguous as 

to the two readings. The* alcoholic la apttlrig younger these days 

has most obviously a class reading, but one would expect it 

also to have a distributive generic readingfor those who, like 

Merlin, are prepared to contemplate living baokvrards.^ This , 

raises the question of whether the analysis of generic 

tihgT.phraaes should allow for two dlatinct deep structures. One 

corresponding to the class reading and one to the distributive

Thus while the generic

The

It is not clear

The example is adapted from Aiobholios tend to get younger 
these days. tdiioh is discussed in Hawkins (19^^26)V and is dne 
to Sexuren. Hawkins claims^ that while the noh-dafinite example 
is ambiguous, its generic the-bhrase counterpart has only 
what I have called the class reading.

1.
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i haro ^not; poi^ and ley analysis pron^esreading.

on^ the one IA ■'•

plus heM-wbidi it is worth iMticihg^^^^h^ Bhie the-:
f

til♦ ■

my grammar without recourse to thd'empty li analysis ■“ 

underlined n.p'. in 15(a) is attri^ted^to 15(^) in this analysis by 

the derivation discTissed ih^relati^ tb^ of^^^

15 (aJ) .->MChe man that asks shall receive ^

will aBk_7_7

Jdeteamiined h;p; %*i

iWffihus the

(b). ^ man

7 .

10.2. Partitive - «that»

- Gonsider the foilowing examples tdilch are to be understood as

occuCTing in the context of a discussion of "next month’s exam": 

16(a). IThose students ufao: do well will be given prizes.

(b), gfae students 'Hho do well will be given prizes. 

.(c)* Ifae studeht who comes ton will be given a prize.
■P

" (dV. ?*lhat student who comes ton will be given a prize. 

Ohe underlined n.p. in (b) and (c) will be derived from 17(a) and 

(b) respectively, by rules that we have already discussed:

17(a), /^todents will do wellj^

stodent will^^^

The embedded s. provide a ^non-^e context for the relative n.p.
IV

1. This suggests the possibility of develSping an analysis
' distributive t generic the in terms of an embedded s, with may 
subseTuently deleted^ ; The subject n.o. in The good teacher is 
seldom jnoistered. is derived by the empty H eaaalvsis In my - 
^gtaamBri ipfc^alteiiiativeiy it Msiit be^^ a^^ to ,
r teacher I a teacher may be goodll

of

Formalization of the • 
notion logical prasupposition would set up an ‘if• relationship 
between the matrix sentence and the embedded sentenced

f'..:
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It is to this nw^ oontextV and hence tb the non^sAr^lability of ‘

«c«ibi!4^

(See ’§ 6*4v and the discnssioh t>f exampl^r^Ll^^^" 

Hw then are we to acObnnt for 16

of i6(d)

It must he adMtted that the well-formedness of l6(a)- i®
'S- ■ ■

damagiiig for the account presented^^o fari- The form those suggests 

a demonstrative source~- axe'T?r^^^ 

structure combining there^ and a non-specific reading?

Use of the underlined n.p, in l6(a) is necessarily attributive, 

Hote that, if we edd the time modifier suggested for -Hie ooht^ of 

utterance of 16, the“pbrase cannot occur aifter the copula:

18. Sjohn and Peter are those students who do well next

scLi7~to“ admit a"deep^
V

month.

This suggests that its use cannot be referantial, from vdiich we may

Those in 16 (a) cannot be underinfer that it must be attributive, 

stood as eq,tiivalent either to thatj^ or, that^: 

that which occurs in 14 and 15 of f 8, to which we gave the feature

it is much nearer the

The detemniner in 16(a) is Indeed cataphoric -analysis' -+D 
+the 
+cat

if the clause is deleted the determiner is understood in quite a 

different way;Perhaps it can be accounted for by near-surface 

addition of the feature +cat, as was su^sted for the earlier 

examples? This su^stion is bad: firstly, l6(a) does not meet 

the conditions su^sted for addition of the feature +cat; 

secondly^ to add this feature would hot e^aih vdiy it could nOt be 

added also in 16(d)

t
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Let US suppose that theire is a deep structure distinction 

between 16(a) ^d (b) that accounts for the difference in de^es^ers. 

Consider the presuppositions'i 

• presupposes 20;^

16(a) presupposes 19,

•19o Some students will do well. >

%
20, Students will do well•s.

Otoe semantic distinotitm here is that 19 ia'^^Ked as partitive. 

a*hat is to say^ one who uses 19 asserts "will do well” of students

One who uses 20 does not indicate whetherbut not of Eill students.

or not it is his intention to restrict his assertion in this way.

But how does the proposition expressed by 19 differ from \diat is 

espressed by 21?

21, ■Ehere are students who will do well.

The difference between 19 and 21, I suggest, is that 19 has a non

specific reading whereas 21 does not. If 2l is true, it is true in

principle of particular students (whether or not anyone \ising the 
■•••' -* ■' ♦ 

senteiSoe can identify them). I want to surest that l6(a) is

derived from a structure in which the embedded s, is the structure

underlying 19. rather than 21, But if this is a genuine distinction,

and not lust an e¥feot of the future time context, it should show up

in' other phiase-types. And so it does:

22(a), Those soldiers who were wounded were taken to

*' the hospital.

(1))^, Thhse wounded soldiers ware takai to .the hospital, 

22(a) has both attributive and referential readings. First note d-

These examples are discussed again in f 21 in relation to the 
notion of presuEPositiori,

1.
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*»:,
that jt±iose=iix^2(a^^.3iiafe:faHLjfe:Somerjai^£igalte perfaaps^.J>e^reka as

thatj^ 03* that^, and In these read:^s -ttie paorfciciple may be p3?e^posed 

to give 22(b). But thesre^ is a more obvious reading of ^fi^y.y.one 

that is ahalb^us with: 16(a) * let jus call it the pantiti^ reading 

Otoere is no partitive ??eading_^^^^^^^

\

./
If 22(b) is-derived l^ pre^^jsing of the modifier in the

stsnictirre mderlying 22(a), how ^ce^a tp^ account for the discrepancy

in the 3Mnge of in¥erpret^ira¥ available fdr tiie two phr^es?
1- ''

The

discrepancy does not occur with:

23.(a), The soldiers wha weire wounded we3» taken to the 

hospital.

(b). The wounded soldie3::s were taken to the hospital. 

Earlier we foimd that inles for pre-posing modifiers f2x>m'reduced 

relative clauses must be cont3x>lled in some way with i:es'pect to 

pragmatic factors relating to charaurteirizing and identifying 

ihfbsmiation (cf. the conclusion to ^ 4.2.E). 

there ibe prer-jppsed modifiers gave rise to both restictive and non- 

restrictive readings (p/lffi) - but in no case is there an R leading of 

a clause ■fctoich is not also available in the pre-posed transform if 

So Whatever is opemting to block the pre-posing of

-A

.r

In the data considered

there is one

the participle in the pairfcitive reading of 22(a), it is not the

If 22(a) wdre syntactically^ constraint alluded to in 4*2.

ambiguoM, the snjle of modifier p3?e-posing.'could be irestricted in its 

application, so accounting for this difference between (a) and (b).

•k-*'

But .suppose the partitive reading is distinguished firom the 

■ others mesMly bir bding attribjitive"- perhaps it is a distinction 

which is iue to the speaker's intention rather than to. syntactic

See Appendix B,.. Selected Results VI - i1
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Kpun idirases having i;his partitive ^ re^inig are

h^^^ilia^4IK^y;-not-he-a^-Sig^^{^&j^  ̂

However it is possible to thiok^np:"'

striusture?
: 1• distin^shedr^^onoidgicaLly

-1.
structiixal distinctness

^Do you know the names of l^e soldiers

sitneitiOi^ Tidiere the thatj^ reading of the

can be used attributively: 

who were wounded?". So there is ^Q^^ma^ic difference between 

the readings-of 22(a)-^ich^8-not due“to-il0nnellan's“distlncti0h;- - 

the partitive'reading of the n,p. must be distihguished in deep

structure.

In fact there is a well-formed surface phrase whose’ semantic 

and syntactic properties have much in common with 

Compare 16(a) and 22(a) with 24:

24(a), Those of the students who do well

(b). Those of the soldie'rs who were wounded .

24 is clesurly partitive in its structure:

of the relative pronouns in 24 is those, so there can be no pre- 

posing of the modifier*

problemT
examples.

• • *

• •

the surface antecedent

24-isL cpnfirnnation of the proposal to 

attribute the partitive readings of the earlier examples to a deep 

structure having such sentences as 19 for the embedded s.

Following this proposal, in the partitivensading.of 22(a), 

the embedded s,'(and hence what is presented 'as.if known’ to the

1, If my casual observation is correct, the partitive reading of 
22(a) is correlated witt the n.p* lJeing distingi^Bhed as a 
separate tone^xrap i^th the tonic falling at the end of the 
clause. This is of some^^^i^
of phonological signals_ of information structure and his 
distinction between ’given' andtaew' information (^lliday - 
i9S7b:19?-21r)^ So tfie^tilaufler is i^a partitive-w 
indicates a sentence which is logically presupposed, but which 
is marked phohoa^cally as new information? Wiat is new, I 
suggest, is the formation of :tlM :oonCept of the class idiose 
members are mentioned ’ey use Of the n,Pi

»
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26. Spe# >
\ - •

. .-::iv.

N’- '•-Vr:-N--

aoidi^ *
■?p:'; e =•(soldietri ) 

ri(;fee-soidiers)
a rule ^talogous with theintrodij;^^ byThe cteteiminer some be

rules proposed for the introduction of a Und the; in 25(a) the
-.' =: ■

lower non-definite h.p. is deleted, but in 25(b) .the higher N is 

deleted and the determiier isiponitimi^ia^^ '.

If 26 is accepted, the following derivation will account for

I6(a):^

27(a). /“students-students will do welFT^

(b). HOM-copy (see ? ll)

^students-SBtudents ^students-students will do well_7_7 

: (c ^. THB-insertion- 4^ relativizatlon

the stuients-students who' do well 

(d). 3)eleti6n 4- fea-toe trace - *

those students who do well

derivation may not be correct in all respects, but the important

"a:

point is that l6(&) cem be generated 1:^ processes already established

Steps-(a)-(b).or closely an^o^us wi^ ones already established, 

and (b)-(c), are reqtiired for the derivations discussed in Ch.II and- 

the coining r^e must be made Sensitive to a different ofHI V

modifier. Step (c)-(d) is hew, but in prlnc:^e the sen® as toe / 

rules of f 8 whioh^ded a feature td ^ deletion of

of is not mentioned in the derivatioh; it is assumed that if 
the lower n.p. were definite, it would be introduced by a, late 
T rule. totudents-stud^ stands for toe partitive 
structure exemplified in 26,

1.
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n£rtt^;f^lc)S^ to ■this case fea-fcure +cai; is added.

So -the resultlhi fea'inire complei ie fbr -the caJfeStiorto
"ft

that introduced as-16- to §8, hut to 27 the feature is due'lo-^eep 

structure: and to: the semarrt^ meaiig^ ojC the h.p

There is a tendency for cataphoric that to occur with- abstract

nouns ,I and the analysis of this sge^h should pe^iaps be held to 

E^Iy^so to such' examples as^ 2'8: 'X ^

-28. TheiseVtteee letters Itr. Pen used to read and...

embrace yj-feh that deli<dit and fervour which such

beautiful compositions surelT warranted.

(Thackery (1850) Pmdennis Chap.8') ,

10.3. Peinonstrati-ye and deaori-ptivet re-yiew

The n.p. determtoed hy -the, that and this, discussed to 

Ch.II-IV may be called 'definite': 

the: grammar has: still, to, be. established.

a term whose formal place to

The definite n,p. studied 

so far may be contrasted wi-bh non-deftoite n.p. to the follov/tog 

respects:

(!) definite n.p. are exhaustively specifying. A speaker 

using such a idirase exj^cts his hearer to identify v*at is mentioned.

(ii) deftoite n,p* are toterpretable (within the limits of 

semantic ietotog) without reference to the sentential context.

(iii) if re-used wi-fchia the same stretch of discourse, a 

definite n.p. is usually coreferential wi-th -bhe earlier occurrence, 

((i) and (ii) do not aM>ly to the full toven-fcory of definite n.p. 

condition (!) will be subjected to imp<^aht q:^ifiCatibns in Ch.Y. 

Croodition (ii) is not apidicable tO pronouns. Sut to ^ 17 »
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.■,-

;l-'
Gpnditipii (iii) will be found to be a neoessaiy thoti^ not 

sufficient condition of definiteness.)

jEieferer^jial aaad ai;tr^^ usei p£ n,p. is nptp,fS|p^^^^|^ed 

by syntactic-Structure.^ stractuie^ontain^g liere

. ri'

j

or there^ is pirpbabiy incompatible i^th attributive use,- A deep , 

struct^e leading to generic the partitive tlfe,t determines

attributiyeruse,. and so idpes a deep struP^u^

s. necessarily has a reading which is ’neither generic nor specific'.

The determines have been grouped into those which have a

in \diich the embedded

locational element in deep structure (demonstrative) and those which 

have no such element (descriptive). But it must be emphasized that,
-■ 4-. . . . . . . . . . .

on the evidence considered so far, the determiner the is neutral with- 

respect to this distinction when it is considered in isolation: it

•A—

is demonstrative when derived from an embedded s. containing therSj^ 

and othetwise it is descriptive, but we m^ speak of ’demonstrative’ 

the* and 'descriptive the* only in cases vdiere we know the deep 

structure from which it originates. The rule introducing the 

. segment underlying the and the feature analysis of this.segment are 

the same in either case. Moreover in very many oases, an n.p. 

determined by the is attributable to TWO soTiroes - one demonstrative 

and pne descriptive. This matter will be teiken up in I5.

1,-

vV
*

■■j

V'

^11 Befinite Relativizatioh

We are now in a position to consider the formalization of the
'1.processes leading to the introduction of the segment underlying the, 

this and that. Let us consid,er again the phrase the book on aVntar
i-

■n

*
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yog lent; mew i The proposed deep strootiire for this n.-p. was 

illustrated. In.. ^ 4.?. (see _20(a))^_._^
- - - - - - - - - - - ^- - - - - - - - ^- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -i- - - - i...-—. _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ .^ . _ _ _

those which fflcust^pi3r in^^e-^neratiop^::6^^^

The .fQllQwing.mles_^ey^c^^

It is presented informally and only selected
.;:'v -

, derivation may he compared ;with the 

(1975!470;47^j494). 

information is givens ■
'f' . .

1, (a)^ deep stihscture’^of the nominal \
hoolc jy^u lent me- j^Specl I . " - •

hook [it is on syntax

f
BTi-n-i.'

?
(h) ^ter WH—Rel-attachment and Vff-fvnntiTig

V N

^ecK l^ook [_is on syntax
hook you lent me
N. - ?r •• U H Y

(c) after BEL-BE-deletion

SpecK hook on syntaxhook you lent me
*-•=...•Sm. ■5N V

_(d) after NOM-copy

hook oh s^tax you- lent me SpecU hook on syntax
; ^ ■ '

(eV after- THB.insertion

+1)
hook on syntax you lent me 

(f) after WH-Rel-attachfaent :

SpecN hook on syntax
S N

+the
•“ =
V

+D [hppk on syntax i_ you lent me , |_
.. N

(g) after WH-fronting

"B- 7

-T. +D hook ph syntax [_ W you lent me+the
V
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Th^ 'OtrtSui; strtusiTire^ is:

-^r'-

--2.
+the

~Je
wnionvyou ienx me

'-• ”,

on
book

The H-constituent illustrated in 2 is ri^t sister to SpecN, thus:

H
=^.

5-
HSpecF

In the sketch of the derivation •WH' is used to indicate a feature

analysis of the. segment underlying the relative pronoun, such as is 

used in Stockwell The features specified in Stockwell aret-

■ incompatible with my amlysis, but my analysis of the segment must 

(like theirs) include a feature +def,^ The derivation includes two

new rules:, HOM-copy, which introduces modifiers onto-the-head nounf 

and'MB-insertion, which introduces the-segment underlying the.
'7

I shall now attempt to formulate'these rules,'^

EEL-BE-deletioh, as formulated in Stockwell (op.oit:494), has 
the effect of ^pruning. The node dominating the redticed - 
clause is not 7,but is not identified by■the nules presented
in..;thiS;:.thesis.:''’ ''V:

Thdu^out ray presentation T have ignored questions relating to 
the form of the: surface relative pronoun.

Also, WE-HEL-Attachment must be sensitive to two different 
inputs (cf.^^ 19),

i;

2.

5.
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(p^viBionai Pbimolatibn^

Stractope. Ttitfex

^X-‘£Spec®4®
2 :5; 7 8 9

SpecET
1 4 5

V IS
6

Conditions i?

.\
V •1=:^

Iff 2 dominates 5 dominates 2+PJ7»

7 is non-null, and/or 9 is non-ntill.-

8 is the head of 6.

7 does , not ccaitain /+th^*

"Ohli^ib^r "

1
• -V

\
2

5 o

4

5

6

structure Change
i

Copy 6 in the place of 5,

P—marker exemplifying the S.I for MOM-copy

X, X
il*1

: SpeoN IS
2

U V
I
Nr N -X

A 5 ./X4 10

SpecN, N
5

N V

, N.-:- .Jy '

N
8

/
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- Comments.

(1):^ Ixivtlie..S.a:
'.: '■-^■•- -,>■'■ ^ ..■ ■

ssmbpls*: Cstockwell/Sp^cit.:14’) 

may be null^

-the-symbolJXL^stands-for—Jaa-arbitrEa^--Mst^q£^- 

trniess otherwise spe^i^rsi^;!^:^

•>-

'■

^es to be fomu^ted^r^

(2) !Ehe S.I. specifies and the -SiGi mentions dominatli^ nodes,

This.bcwr?e is also adopted in^St^kwell (op.oit.>14). ■ "

(3) Condition 2 mi^t be forrmlat^ ig\ems of "2 a 6" ’hut T winh 

to leave opeii the possibility of entering o'^er features under SJiecN. 

•Iff'=s 'if and only if'.1

This S^ie

(4) No accoTint has been taken of non-predicable quantifiers (every 

etc.): the presence of such quantifiers must block' the ride, but 

foni^izitidh depOTdi~on^siSlsfac^ry ^count^f these "quautifiers ,

(5) Condition 3 is included to iprevent vacuous application of the

rule, . -

(6) Cpndition 4 ensures that .6 is correctly identified,^ In the . 

derivation of the old "boix idiich y nainted the ton of .the structure 

U33derlying old box must be identifiable as 6, 'but the structure under- 

lying top of an old box jnust be ineligible as 6, The latter is 

precluded by Condition-4. Ohe notion 'head of will be explicated
j

(7) The variables. 4 and 10 wiir give rise to unwanted derivations if 

not further constrained Since this is n cojying rule, it is not 

controlled t>y tbe constraints presented in Ch. IT of Ross's thesis^^ 

At a later Stage; of the derivation however relativizaiion will:

involve mo-y-emenb rules -that a,re controlled

1. For discussion of the theoretical implications 6f such 
conditions, see Appendix A, " ;

of. Ross (l967a:Ch.rT and p.208), s-^ckwell at(1973:449-465)., 2.I '
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therefore it is not hecessary to fomredate special constraints on 

-these^?ariahles--forLjJ(fe6oi3y and IHi;--insertiOn«
-rfr

X8X_.^ KOWrCopy is foinmilated oh the assumption 

. is introduce by a lath, possibly-p<^cyclic, rule^^^ it
woidd be necessary, to include an extra line under S.C., viz^'^"li 7

■ Provision has not hoj/eveif^been nade for. the 

cf, I bougl^Nonly one book / the only

incliides. a, delete a”, 

deletion of one after only*

book I bouflfatjt

(9) NOK-coi^ is ordered before any other rule in the process of 

definite relativization. But the n.p, consisting of 5 and 6 will

be fully developed by rules of a lower cycle before NOM-copy applie.s. 

Element 7 ^n the S.I. allows for pre-posed modifiers.

(10) There is a major problem with the mule as formulated here, 

provision is made fpr eases where strings 4 or 10 include a noun

No

identical with 3 and 8, Such will be the case the structure

I had hoped to be 

able to account for such phrases positing that in their deep

underlying, the man who was Tig to a man.

structure NON-ooreference was indicated by lexical insertion (e.g. 

of other). But this hypothesis does not allow us to generate 

the other man \dio was talk-iug tn a maTi Relative pronouns (unlike 

personal pronouns) unambiguously indicate coreference, and there 

seems no alternative - given the methodolpgiced decisions of ^2 - 

to an unambiguous:indication of coreference in the deep structure, 

that is to the use of some form of index or variable. But formal

ization in terms of indexing must not be allowed to confuse the 

distinction established earlier beWeen definite and non-definite

T;
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X iJierefore^^pone ito consideration of

thiW i^^em raitil we con^dei? nod^-def^e relai;±Tizati6n^^^^
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ ,. „ . .

felati^zatipn.

v'-?i ,--h'.:^
■: OBE^inMirt^ '

Strdctnre Xnder

SpOcU NX 
6 7

^ecN N X .X
2 . 4 51 5

%

• ■ XI \5 -I'
\

Gonditiona

1. 3=6 •

2. Iff 2 dominates ^pl/ , 5 dominates •

3« Neither 4 nor.7 contains a cohstitoent which is identical with 6, 

4. Obligatory*

Stracturft nhanga

■■I

-

+D to the left of 9Chomsky-adjoinythe segmentk: +the

I*—marker exemplifying the S.X» for IH^insertion
,-

.X-N.X,
81

='
N,SpeoN t VHi - 2

VN
3

•X---- N—X
}

NSpecN V''

65

-
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Comments

^;) As before, no account has i5e^tiE^of-tion=^rea±^^

(2) IHB-insertion is ordered after. H0I4-copy. Condition''i„p^ ^
- —-------- ,'V'

cover cases \diere the id^tical consitituehts are
of more t^ (t) sin^e ^rds* (c):^^^^nli2ed

terminal nodes, H. Since the phrase structure rcO-es allow* for an
■■ - v-',

eagiansign of K such that it e^diaustf^ly^ominatea N, - the -S J 

covers these three possibilities.

(5) Condition 5 is pijovisional and is intended as a filter. If 

it had been possible to formulate non-coreference for NOM-copy in

«. ...

V. ■ ■

terms of deep structure occurrence of other, then 3 would adequately 

control the-insesrbion, for in a well-formed structure any n.p. 

headed by a noun identical with the head noun of 6 would be . 

distinguished from 6 by the fact of being differently modified,

(4) The feature +D is a categorial feature ('determiner'):

•ttie' introduction of categorial features by T rules see Chomsky 

(1970:208).

on

6

a-

'4
•i

I
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Chapter T compriBea ^ 12 - f 14. In 12 a secohallCTlfl 

the-insertion is introduced and it ds. shown that thilr does not
...N-.' .....

guarantee deJTiniteheas of the phrase^Tt' deteCT^es. In ^ 13

possessive determiners axe accounted for and tWre is discussion

6i .

of the status of h.p, so determined with respect to definiteness. 

The need to distinguish two types of the is established. ^ 14 is 

a note on various n.p. structures that have not been considered in

detail.

112 Relational *The*

12.1. Evidence
- ^In this section evidence will be presented which shotjsthat the 

phrasd-type exemplified by 1 - 3 is crucially differrait from those we 

have considered so far. The evidence is both syntactic and semantic.

1. the future of England

2. the legs cf the table 

. “5r~tlie"suait of a m^

(a) Syntactic evidence; .the one test. The pro-form one 

cannot be substituted for the head noun; thus the (a) examples 

below are ungramma-tical;
4(s), *the future of England and the one^ Erance 

(b). The futuce of Etagland and that of Frahce are 

interdependent.

-V
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5(a) . *the legs of the table ■ and the ones of the cHair 

.;:: :^(h) ^^Jihe£le^4>f-^e-tahle^aiicL-thosei£of_±ha 

■ 'iiwt':Of "the

vr&VB
- ‘~!

.

». 6(a).~♦the simmiit of a fliotint^^ and the one of^a liill ■'•-
■ ; -

(h)7^'Otoe Bumndt of a motmteuin and iimt Of
y

■expected to vary in hei^t. "v 

The one test (sugf^sted .hy a reading^? L^^f,. G. 1970a:629-631) 

does not relate merely to .the surface fom ef'^arpa^pa^tionar phrase, - j

for the following is well-fpmed:

7. the picture of Bill and the one of John 

Birases containing other prepositions occur freely after one.
:r^..

(b) Semantic evidence: the more-than-one-test. 

number and substi-fcution of a fof the first the in 2 results in a 

phrase whose utterance carries with it a certain implication:

" 8. a leg of the tatle

The implication is that the table in question has more than one^lfg. 

Thus phrase 9 will be ill-formed for speakers whose understanding of 

the woTti miirmiit precludes the possibility of a mountain having more 

than one: _

A change in

9. ?a summit; of the njountain

There is no such implication associated with a phrase containing a 

relative clause, or other types of prepositional phrase - for example, 

to speak of a mduntaih Jo climbed is not to imply that Jo climbed more

than one mSuntain,

The oddity of phrases 1 - 3 clearly relates to the relational

We will call nouns heading such phrases 

Bierwisch^V (l970a,b) uses the term Relational

character of the head npun

•relational nouns*,



ll2)'—•m>■- .. ,.:i..
?*- '

notm^ and. I asstune that^in his Tiiakge ihe term wo^^ to" the

He also speaks of the different types
' . . "

of semantic relationship, involved as different * pertinencS j^Lataoh^
•■■ ' ■ ■ .. ...

(1970b:171)

nonns I class„as.relational.

th~6~ddllnii;enees-testi -^The%^

'definite* was introduced in | 10,5.
read±ag at deep structure ^level whiolT^'injdependent of their

Definite n.p.N^ve a semantic

sentential nontext; non-definite n.p, are Indeterminate, in 

isolation, with respect to the polarities generic-non^eric and 

specific-nonspecific.

Before a relational notm, the determiner the is not an infallible 

When the complement n.p,^ is non-definite, 

the range of inteirpretations available for the matrix phrase includes 

that of the embedded non-definite phrase:

10, (existenoe-establi^ing) I saw the summit of a mountain.

11, (generic) The summit of a mountain is its hipest point.
■ ^

12, (non-specific) I feel as if I were on the summit of

I

signal of dfefiniteness.

\

a mountain.

In addition there is a reading of the underlined phrase in 10 for 

' which the phrase the mountain summit mi^t be substituted.

reading can be accounted for by* demonstrative the.

• ' - — ■ 2
Purthermore two of Postal's tests of definiteness show 13, and

This

1. The term ^complement n.p,' will be used for an n.p. occiirring in 
surface structure in a prepositional phrase Miere that phrase 
functions as modifier of a noun, and also for n,p. themselves 
functioning as post-nominal modifiers,

2, Postal (1966): the first test is adapted here, since I find 
14(b) well-formed but sem£«iticeJ.ly distinct from (a) in a 
revealing way.
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13. the summit of a mountajin.

i4(a) i !Ehere • s a mountain in the conaer of theu^Su^toi^^

(Ij). There's the mountaiEj^to corner of^i^esjtfh^ 

(c). ' There's the summit of a mountain at^Me^nb^^r'of

the photo.
In 14 our understanding of (c) ia''c3^e:^;\to (a)

which suggeBts'that“(c), .like-(a)> is non^deflnlte^- - 7“ ”— “ j

15. the legs-of a table,

16(a). The table is’John's.

(b). *A table is John's. .

' (c). The legs of the table are John.'s (but the top is mine),

(d), , *The legs of a table are John's
•V-.

In l6, both (b) and (d) are ill-formed, which.Huggests that the

V. .>r .....

I than it is to (b), ,

' !• • • •-
- i

. i

subject n.p, is in each case.non-definite,

~ (d) Semantic evidmcet

. The determiner a appears to be inteirchangeable with the in noh- 

definitesinguleu: phrases of the type disoussei^ above - in many

Consider the substitution of a for the in 10

in support of tbe definiteness test.

perhaps all contexts.

to 12,

The evidence presented in paragraphs (a) - (d) suggests that 

N constituents of the type of H 7 where the heetd noun is 

relational, are^ syntactically distinct from the descriptive phrases 

of other n.p. In the. readings that have interested us, the 

determiners appear to be Operating in a quite distinctive manner. 

For purposes of discussion I shall call the, when it occurs in such 

phrases with such readings, 'relational the'. The evidence of



(12>155 j:

paarafi^siShB; (ay ai4; (b) shQwiPtha:t: the relation^ Head:

^offl-and—i^e-c&mi^lemfent-nyp»-rOannet-i4aasibly-be-att3drl?ated"to--a
g;‘V

relative clausd in ii.p. determinedT^iy relational-iifae;-^'— -i.;

is evidence that the special nature lof the semantic ■relationship
- - - - - - - - :— - - - - —L^-.[- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - / ' —^ ;_ _ _ _ _ _ ' ' ■

between relational norms and complement n.pi' has repercussions in the

dnd if 9 is ansayzed as a summit such that it is of-the
.^e2taoi;^^^^^an-one implication?

Since the ]^ti^”“of'We’^lationship is^determiiied by lexic^

, syntax• .

mountain, how can we account for

•r
properties of the head noun and since the relationship between a whole 

and its parts-(and other pertinence relations) is permanent, any 

embedded s, predicating a relationship between two arguments each

containing one of the two nouns would be semantically superfluons. 

Bat if there is no embedded s. how are we -^o account for the

occurrences of the? Ohere is the possibility of the there^, source , 

Thus 17(a) mi^t be attributed to 17(b). , But 15 cannot be 

attributed to the analogous 17(c), for if it were, all occurrences 

of 15 would be intei^nretable as 'the summit of a moun^in that there 

is', which is possibly s^onymous with the mountain summit and in - 

any case is clearly definite.

" 1.7(h)i~ ^ ... ^ ^
. (b), /acnunii /"there is a summit of the mountain_/_7 

(o), /summit /"there is; a summit of a mountain_/_7 

Thus the evidence of. paragraphs (c) and (d) regaining the non- 

definiteness of n.p. determined hy relational the shows that the 

cannot be demonstrative (i.e, attributed to a theroj, source) when 

the complement n.p, is non-defdnite.

7
-'H'
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_ _ -A.

If it is nspessa^: tojCoraplate a distinct rule to - account for

■ ^MlatiOTal^ihe~wKen WCtLEr3ng''ln7relati'6nai-stractares^wi«i.jipns

definite^conrplem^ts^it ds improbable that diiisljule^neeil^Ssefegi
- / ' ...... • ^

restricted to non-idefinite environin^S. There ig-^iiid^^^ce
/

that evenTdien the co^emeht n^Ii. is definite-an ana3:;^^;ijaiich

identifieS-relational—the-^^ demonstrative the is unsatisfactory,
- -y

Thus,' in the exchange 

18. . "Scrryl

"Ho . It * s the leg of the table."

• -1^.
. ^

Is that yotir“foO:t?^ ''

the underlined sentence cannot be constased as a statement of 

identity-but must be Tmderstood 'predicativeiy' in the sense of f 19. 

This reading cannot be attributed to demonstrative the. There-may 

be several le^ of the table and no single entity is identified by 

use of the phrase determined by the.

I conclude that the evidence of paragraphs (a) - (d) cannot be 

accounted for by the rules of earlier chapters} a new rule^of 

insertion must be postulated. Before feonsidering the formalization 

of this rule, I add some further observations concerning relational

Native speakers were asked to comment on'the normality of 10 

12 and of variants with a replacing -the; there was marked

They were presented with similar sentencespreference for the, 

involving definite phrases^, and it is qtiite clear from their 

responses that certain relational nouns opeur with the without there, 

being any i^lication of uniqueness (e.g, the side of- the ear).^ As

alMSdy doted the use of a resolves the vagueness of-^ in this

See Appendix B, Selected Hesults HI1.

''■X-i:'' . XX-X:-'X'
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respects c£. thej^rotlieir of JOtm/a^tro^er

This meEms iJiat (whatever ita.natore)' S-
associated with the author- bjg-^Wavei3.ey iS- not due to t^e 4teiitSthe1^as

s,of the head noUa author and
. . . .  K,‘ ,

Clearly some felaifxonal

such, hut rather to 

to the structure in which this noun oepurs

semahtio: property.!

nouns include within their mesuiing d? notion of one^^o-one (or one-to- - ■ 
many.) - hut this stiaiid^win ^their mea^jng-^

ii lhe Cancelled hy- the .

Icing of^ Praheeii- ,structure in vrhicK&they occur, e.gi a

"“Ahstract nouns appear to enter, into relational structures as

relational nouns - whether de-adjectival (foolishness) or not

(rhetoric). The semntic test of non-definiteness confirms this

,,which: may he differently interpreted 
Where the head noun is ah^Cract,. the

(cf, the ■ .rhetoric of a 

in different contexts). 

occurrence of the is hi^y favoured, and in some cases may even he

Tns^fhfln

?*foolishneas of John; ?*rhetoric of a\ grammatically detenained:

inadir«.n.^' ■wWhere the head npuu is non-count, a phruse;s,,_ds^rmin^^^^^
.V •:>
• .f «• • •

relational the is exhaustively specifying.

It is when the relational noun is count, and the n.p, is plural, 

that the widest range of contrasting choices is ayailahle. Consider* 

19 (s’), some jdngs of Prance / some citizens of London 

(h), Mngs of Prance / citizens of London 

(c). the kings of Prance /.the citizens of London
•

1. But ?an' author of Waverley; it seems that not all relational 
ipuns are equally accessihle to this structure.

2, Some foaiishness of John* a is hot a counter-example r for the 
stiructiire, is not relational. See helow pp.l84,198»
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20(a).; Some citizens of London_j)ay higher rates -th^

; ailj^e else in the conhtiy^

;(h).~iCiti2ett^0^pi^c^^

- -;; ,,:::,e3^e^-iir,«ie;count^,..

: (e). The Oitizems of hiiier

- anyone else ia the^c^tjy.
. . . . . . . . . . .

The operative contaast ^- 20 relates tn vhet^r - or hot all the

to contlSis-fe. to

. '-S'

\-

citizens of Lohdoh_are_ihtended. examples where the - 

head noun is singular, the in 20(c) indicates that all members of the

-'■r:!_

described set £^- intended by the speaker (providing that the phrase 

is discourse-initial), to 20(o) the descriptive ptoase determined 

by ^ is exhaustively specifying. Some indicates a partitive 

reading, and the phrase which has no determiner is unmarked with 

respect to this distinction.^ /

12,2, Source of relational 'the*

Here are:.some more examples of phrases determined by relational

the father/i^e king of grahoet the sides of a*triangle« 

mother/brother/sisters/of Jo;

the:

the voice of CainiSo; 

eyes/nOse/bf the little bov; ~ the rbof/doors/windows/of the house.

the -iegg/n.Tmpi/

let xis suppose the OQS^ the Surface is

generated as such in deep stmioture, thus:

. . . . . . . . . . . ■

21(a) SpecN '"S'

N
I
I

SpecK ; m 

Prance
k^

1. See Appendix B, Selected ReBtpL.tsl,iy, for the unmarked status 
of phrases of type'20(b)

•, ■
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The preposition of should probably be„ introduced by a T rule' whose

ItjnayC«plication .is iiot restricted ta j^

be 4 hear-surface rule operating tb -introduce of into
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ : _

a cony of the book. tt|nt;jgj2giof]ib(OTise,l

The will :be generated ty a formulated tei^ihfebhomsky-
.phrases as one of the boys

The,surface structure will be:adjunction.

21(b), the K - \

N ..ET .r,.
I

V^^^g
of; N

I
TS
1

France

The problem is to establish the S.I. for a :r^e of tte-insertion, for 

the,full range of determiners can occur before the phrase king of

Let us first attempt to Identify the structural infoCTiation 

The categorial ii^ormation of 21(a) is 

it would be so only if, ;

(i) all occurrences of this configuration had relational ^ 

nouns as head of the phrase

(ii) only •appropriate.', n.p. were generated in the complement 

(position. /'

. These,_ooiiditipns__m#e_cruci^,^^^^^^^ the termrelation^ noun'.

The notion of case provides a means, of eaplicating this term.

The notion of noun-dependent case which I wi^ to introduce here

France.

relevant for our problem, 

not sufficient for our purposes;

1. We may envisage an arbension and revision of the rule of OP-INSEET 
sketched in Stockwell (op.cit.;44.64). The need for consistency
with the rest of our grammar su^sts that ef should be 

■ Introduced by;^homsky-^junctioh and-1^ is iherefOre 
domihdtedJ^ N in sTirfdcei structure /
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stems fjrom-the-^per 'Types of Lexical Information*If(Pillmore 1969a) r

ainr 4s not s tp consider-the-^rpbl^ informaiicrtisi.

incorporated into the grammar, hut rather to show/that'^theThhii^'-;-!--
1^' rv:between Relational 'iwtais ejid^J^ P. as

a case relationsMp ih;;the sense/of EillmoreJ s .paper..

' types of'.inf (^^J^ondiscitssed Mere,, aire:^_ _

- (i) ■ -for-au'item-that^^^^^ as'^^'predicate * ,::;iiie iramber. , . 

of arguments that it conceptually reouires (I'illmore' s no,3) v '

(ii) the role(s) vdiich each argiunent plays in the situation 

which the item,, as. predicate.,.can be used to indicate (pilimbre's no.4) .

(iii) the presuppositions or 'happiness conditions' for the use 

of the item, the conditions which must be satisfied in order for the 

item to be used 'aptly' (Fillmore's no 5) ’’%' -

(i) is referred to as 'predicate structure* and (if) as 'case 

structure' - 'elementary role notions' being oases, 

that a case relationship originates in the predicated and that such 

a relationship requires a structure consisttog of a predicate and one

The role or case in which an argument functions 

is not.jprimarily due to inherent features of its own structure or 

lexical content, -but isrpartially determined by the predicate word. 

Selection-restrictions in the sense of Chomsky (1965) may be 

interpreted in terms of ^presuppositions' originating in the predicate 

■word and'mapped on to the argument, ■ ' - '

; If we rbconsider bur string of Ijiaucei a^ contrast ft with '

This suggests

or more arguments.

re

ft
S'

1. : Iiuise the Mrm :'M^edicatei ihrouMoht this following
; PillmoM (196^(FflljMjre writes^ *'! assume -Mat 'content , 
woMs' iri-a lahg^^ be oMracterizecL in the lexicon in 
terras of their use:as predicates. I take this to be true of 
nouns, verbs, adjectives, most adverbs^ aid also a great many 
conjunctions,'» (op. bit.; 114)
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England. letter about Tih^gl «n<1. 1 n-t-fcaT- ftvmi iBng^ . it seems

that the appropriacy of the word loanee and the «role« in whiqhilt
r---~ :•'

fimctiohs isdfetaaain^hy semantic pi^erties of the leScaaSl^ 

' Jgih^ whether or'notv the noun king is jrunctioning
' ^

This fuhetion of acuns is

e.

Monas inay ;^ as; predic^esi =

^Oredme^J^*:^£:haB^^ fBraialization

1

\
nomencla^e, for^a no-bar symbol)'ja^dicates a predioator - 

i.e. an item that may fmjetion .as p The case-governing ‘

property of predicates is (in Fillmore*s view) a property of the 

lexical item functioning as predicate, henc§-^it is not inconsistbiit 

to argue that the item may govern a case even if not functioning as 

predicate.

and

Once the predicator-argmaBat nature of the structure is 

recognized, the theoretical possibility of adding case-type inform

ation -to the categoriai .information of 21(a) is opened up. I have
r-.

no precise mechanism to suggest, but claim in principle ¥hatthe 

lexical item at M.is the source of a feature or label that is 

introduced onto the following n.p. Let us say that the head noun 

has an inherent feature ‘relational* which we shall abbreviate to

The following.-n.p, may then be given the feature +relateds 

we may regard- this ^ a case but I postpone the task of

identiftring it in terms of some, theoretic^ly-established

+rel.

case

. . . . tnyentory

1. ±rguihg a^irist a relative; clause source fbr the complemeiit
after relational noimsj ;Blerwisch commas,“It seems 
reabohable' to assume that relational nOuns * govern 
HP in much the same way aS verbs and adjectives do. 
(1970^:42)

n.p.
more

ah object
' II' ■'
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-I- -propose that the be introduced into this structure hy a riile
■■ •■- Y -......................

"“■“S-Ilt:::.
IL—■ -whose S.T. includes 22*

V . •rr"' ■-22.

One point in favpur of tois proposal is that it alloHSKUS; to ,

v." • -

aoooxant f^^- the ; hdrm£Lli-ty of >the hy^^ phr^eS; ndi so.
.. ; .dsMmiiiedrtQrmorercomplsrs'structuresv' T^sl:o6as

23Cs)v^' Tspms Sa^zena of liondon
V

X

(Td). citizens , of -London

(o). a king of Prance

. In 23, ,,(a) can be attributed to the partitive structure discussed 

* in ^10.2. (though I shall not attempt to formalize this proposal), 

-ifhile (b) and (o) can be attributed to 24 and 25 respectively* -■ 

24(-a).- ^/"'citizens; /"-they citizens of london_7_7 ->are

-H V V

(b). . eitizbiis -irho are citizens- of London 

citizens, of London,(c).

25(a). /Ifcing /^e is king of Prance^
•VH

,(.b). a king -Hhp is, king of Prance •

(c). a king;P:l^Prance

Thus 23(b) and ( c) are derive*!’a source -which sho-ws. clearly 

tjieir non-defiiiite status. Only one'additional rule added to 

the grammar, : Ths additional rule is the (feletion iMile tl^t 

constitutes: the step^from (b) to Xc) :in 24 and 25; .: the process will, 

be oonsideredl in more'd.etail--’in:^i9 .5 ., vi*ere it will: be :f6und that 

this so-oailed deletion is- a special instance^'of a wider phenomenon.

Secondly it permits us-to attribirte to, syntax an ambiguity in ■: 

felational phrases.’with plural" head nouns (of. the oi-ibizehs of Londoh);
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It jras 'oladmed^^ t^ phrase appiied to _e41 citizens of -

LoMon., Bat one thj^ of coht^Ets where -O^s phrase mayi^lSd^# ' 

to apply to only a sab^ 

a-suibi^ whose limits are d

of the individuals that .may he .sO:i.d4Bterihj^,

4e£a^4 415^3 ii tte

situation,.. When the set is thus restricted, the determiner^indy he
t^s will containattribute^ to the relative clause soo;^ for the;

X "■
a-location^- element—thus accounting for tha-^^^riction:

K
26, /^citizenB :^there are citizens of LondonJJ 

IDo recapitulate, we have posited a rule which inserts the in the 

envi;ronment of relational nouns followed by n.p, in »related* case,

• I shaill call this new rule BEL-IEHE-insertion, and retain the namn 

THE-ihsertiori for the rule presented in f 11, Any attempt to 

formulate the new rule however shows up a large ntunber Pf problems, 

These fall into four groups;

(i).The question arises as to whether the riile should apfly

when there are modifiers preceding the noun in the surface stiructure
*

(e,g. the left bank of the riverl. If the modifier is due tjj 

diOTiM^ icBiativization, the will be accounted for by the embedded s, 

from \diich the modifier derives. But we saw that relational the 

occurs both in definite'and non-definite n,p. Perhaps then when the 

complement n^p, is non-definite (the bank of a river), any modifiers 

should be attributed to non-definite relativization such that the 

deep stractu3:e of 27(a) would be as suggested by (b);

27(a). the suhny bank of a river

(^)« river [~t\ is
' N:-

V-

BOTCDlyJ^

1
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Relatioh^^h^: ini^ be generated on pre-poslng of the modifier, 

such that 27(a);:a^ 28'Wonld have the s^e deep structtire: v:

fagiSi:::'-28 i a bank of'a riye^v which is sunny 

PtuHiher 29 would be attributed to a d 

27(b) only as to the e^ ■

a b^ik of a river where\

i

--;i

'v
picnicked.

OJhe problem yithathis proposal is that it is ^conflict with^^to^ 

proposals made above for ex^ples 23. One way of .resolving the 

conflict is to rule that structure 27j(b) is ill-formed-Tuiless the. 

embedded s. introduces a modifier that is pre-posable, and that pre

posing is Obligatory in such cases, This seems ad hoc. And in 

^ 19, when non-definite relatiyization is

a

j

formalized, we shall find 

that we cannot formalize the structiare sketched in 27(b) given the *

assumptions on wMch this grammar is based,

■ Let us then adopt the position that relational' the is restric^ 

to structures where there is no modifier, and that \diere there is a 

modifier in relational structures the is due to the rule of TBE- 

insertion presented ..in f 11. Note however that this position commits 

, us to the view that THE-insertion is not a guarantee of definiteness 

for it will occur in the derivation of 27(a), A deep structure 

that, on current proposal?, would lead to 27(a) is such as may be 

characterized by-30:

_50. ^bahk bank of a river is sunii^_^^y

i

M

Now the context

relative ^,p. } it is ^Sfifible l^t this 

definiteness of the matrix n.p., for this is\the first instance of

is sunny provides a generic context for the

zion-

/
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m. cm
derircd embedde

the relative
providing; a i^neric context

I ^all;; return to '

For the moment, it is sufficient tO'-ilote _ 
9^ BjSL-'i'Hliiinsertion wllj/ Tie restriptediafeo«sfsSe®tares 

where there are no clauses or clause^erived modifiers.'

point IJelow ( f 15.3.). 

that the rule

• •:.'..

‘ (ii^^elational nouns ^differ^il^ir heha^ttr.
.

with relational the whether singular or■^plurs^king. leg^ aide T.v^ 

Some occur with relational the only in the plural (citizen 

member

the first set,

(cf, Stockwell op.oit^:24).

classified according to the feature contrast Hwnany, 

hierarchic relationship between +many and +rel, the feature +rel 

be introduced into the p-marker by a redundancy role of the.lexicon

Some_ occur

.

f

Non-count nouns which are +rel may be grouped with 

To account for this we must introduce a rule feature

That is, relational nouns will be sub-

(Given the

may

in cases where an item is lexically specified as +ipany (cf. Chomsky 

1965:165)).

exemplified by citizen.

The feature +many inheres in nouns of the set

Note that this feature is not defined in 

semantic terms, for notionally some of the nouns in the other set 

are many-to-one.^ '

(iii) I have suggested that HEL-THE-lnsertion is crucially 

dependent bn- a semantic re.lationahip between noun and complement n.p.

V.
1, However it may be that it is Correlated with a semantic

distinction between different types of ‘pertinence irelations', 
e.g, the difference between; class-membership and part-whole} 
if such proved to be the case the syntactic rule feature -fmany 
could be abandoned, in favour of semanticaliy.-motivatea-features 
(The data on parent presented in Hess (1972) can be accounted 
for by assigning to parent the features 4rel. ^nanv. -Rut 
speakers may vaaT^ i^ their judgements of well-formedness here.)

J
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wKich I have -attibuted to a feai^e +irei 3^

The claim thus formalised is that use of the phrase determined;.^:;:: 

relatioiialoito'^is not ia any deptodi^Oon the coht^^f
utterance. The use of demonstrative thl^and (usually>^|p|^gVe 

may be affected by the spe^er»s asstimptions as tb the"K^r»s 

knowledge-gf a specific situa-tioh - aiia,,^s is reflected in the 

grammar-by theTderivation"fTOm~an ~embedde^a 

status of a presupposition, 

embedded s. and hehce no formatization of situation-dependent inform

ation presented 'as if known* -rather, accordihgto the case 

proposal, what is aitributed to the hearer is knowled^ of the 

language, % attention has'been drawn to the pro'blems posed by

.^^^T^ihgOthe; 

With relational the, there is

ilaemahticIZO"

no -

structures vAich must be recognised as relational although the head

Thus the radio of' a shin is'non-noun is not inherently relational, 

definite in that it can be understood to have a non-specific reading 

in appropriate contexts; yet radio is not relational, 

problem can be naturally restricted to phrases where the complement 

nip, is non-amdmate (i.e, the head noun does not contain an Inherent 

feature +ahim)7-”it may b^ solved by a rule which derives the radio of

If this

a ship from the structure'underlying the radio of a shin*n. that is
- •* 4

from the structure wS shall, discuss below under the heading 

•alienable possession*, 

constraint on this derivation

Note however that there must be a semantic

ITse of the phrase the radio of a shin

depends for appropriacy on the troth of the generali^ion. Ships have

-^dios,- —Thus—as wi-th-the~case-based-structures-----its -use“does“not- -

imply an appeal to the hearer*s khowled^ of the situation, „ _ _ _
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1 ^1^1 a^opt this conmittin^.n^self to the view»

alas lujt folly inyesti^tedi th^ JSie can in all other

instances be attributed.-to case thou^'not necessarily tcT’

+related.

(iv) Ih fomialating HEL-THE-inserfcipn I have consider^-;; JS.

X-:

relationships which are, in semantic terms, one-to-one'iJr many-to-one 

(discussed above), but I -have not fcdly' iiweatigaAed 

of the relationship one-to-many (e,ff. author/books)« Nor have I 

fully considered structures where the complement n.p. is 

xmdeteinined.

iplioations

In the writer of novels it is unclear whether the the 

-there is, I: find, no non-specific reading of the 

Further investigation of these matters would probably lead

is relational:

phrase.

to -the recognition of -fche need for additional conditions on the rule.

The following formalization of the rule of BEL-THB-insertion is

offered as an approximation. A fully satisfactory statement of -the 

rule would require fuller investigation of points (ii) - (iv) above.
/■

BEL-nPTTO-^ n«ertion

Structure Index
=-■

N:SpeoN
2

N X
&rell [^related]1

63 5

■ N ,

4
' V

Conditions

If 3 dominates j+mady], then 2 dominates f+plj, 

0bligato3:y

1.

2

of. 114,2, on de-verbal nominals1
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■::

,1-^- ^(1^,'iiSsp

.'. .^Structure nhange7

Chomsl^ad^pin tl^ se^^' left of 4.. 'V't '

% .V: ./•Illustration

SpecN- '
2 '

■ \

Gomments

(x) ls“T5®Fore^cn:~tlre'TcuLW“FfeseTitTd“inr|Xl')7nncf^cTSomt“H^ 

been taken of non-predica'ble quantifiers,

(2) The S.I. specifies a feature on a phrase node (i.e, on 5)» 

Discussion of the form^ization of this is postponed until we 

consider POS^DET-fonnation,

(5) We must ask whether the two rules, THE-insertion anii HEL-THE- 

insertion, introduce the same feature-complex. The rules have 

been formulated so as to introduce the same segment in each base. 

Arguments in support of this'view will be-presented in ^15,3,

(4) In derived structure phrasbs of the type exemplified in 25

(and possibly in 24)' will meet "the S,I,-for-KEIL-TSE-insertion,—but-----

we do HOT want the rule to apply to' these phrases, . 'in f 19 we shall 

see how application of -the rule can: be blocked in such cases, -

>

(

\ ;

f'
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f13 PbsaesBion

I shall use and 'possession^ foj-'^^-l-r
• ' ■ ?■

oontiractidn which includes^^^^^^t^^^ »^strophe s'
. . . . . . . . . . . ■ - ^

pronom (whe'toer from the paradigm or mine), -aihe si^ah^^.

“ import o:f |he notion-of-poBB will he discusseaTdater. It has
been suggested Ihat there ^are two ohief^ou:^^ for the possessive 

determiner, one Xa ^elatiT^ dianse accbimting fbr^^^o^

and related _concepts, and a? second accounting for the occurrence of 

possessive determiners with derived nbminals (Chomsky 1970:199-201; 

Stockwell et ^. 1973*672-716 = Chapter il 'Genitive'),^ 

analysis to be proposed below will also provide for two sources.

The aujalysis of 'alienable possession' offered here derives from

The

Smith (1964), and the distinction between case-derived possessive 
determiners and relative-claiise-derived possessiv^ determiners is 

found in Stockwell. The discussion which follows presents two new

- -ideas:

(i) from ^ichever source it is derived, the possessive 

determiner is shown to have absorbed an intermediate level by a

process analogous to the lule3 which generate that (of. above ^ 8,

1. I spe^ of tvio ^'chief sbin^ , for the distinction to which I 
Mfer^does. not cover ail bccTrcrShc possOssive determiners. 
The analysis bl this chapter for instahee'does not cover the 
detesmiiher in factive gerundives (John's leaving the bmiHaV:
Those who favour a, trahsfonnatibnal account of nominalization 
woiid. also ^ presumably- allow for a maior distinctioh l^ 
source for posseBsiye; determiners:
course of nomiiiaiij^tibn, and those derived from relative clauses
(of i I^er l970; II^eyer 1970, 1971). But it is not clear
how th^ would account for inalienable pbssessioh^"
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^(±l)r^^^th;^heed^rvitvo3C spuix^^

to probl^a ^Bfed. I^^ri^a this etldehcp^
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ’ i:' ‘p-.,. ...

■• '■ - , • ■ :• - V. ■■.■•■■- . . . . . . . "T—.•.-•"•■ .J -!?* *'

presented as secbhdaiy by (^ and-in Stockwell is heaseiaBsSc^^^ia;^:
'J*examined and supplemented,

15.1. Case-based Possession 

Cc^Sidei*; the ^libw;^ 

l(a),^ t^

(b); John’s fe

2(a)^ the le^ of the younger child 

(b).. the younger child's legs 

5(a), the legs oX the table 

(^1 the table's legs 

4(a) , the ki^ of Bhsahde

5(a)> the" itrture of-England 7 

(b), England's future 

' 6(a)i the iroof of a car

-■('b)7'"Va>cai'a;rp6f'': . . .

7(a), t^ eveiy mountain

(b), ' every mounts s summit

—l(^)-.to-7(3)-aTOrl31rcases-iWith-relatioiial-head--nouns--determdned-by—-7-—. —

relational the. Tbe (b) examines axe paraphrases of the Coirrespohd^

ing (a)' version. This paraphrase relationship can be accounted for

if (b) is derived from the structure undesiyirig (a),

that the deteCTiiner .bf the complement n,p, is in:eBeryed ih the trans--

formatiohal TurocesSw and therefore that the initial the of 2(b) and

3(b) originates in the complemeiit n.p. The re^ilired transformation '

mi^t substitute the n.p, that is Complement of the relational noim

•^7

—t. .

f.-

■■«■.:-• 7-
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. -for -the-deteiminer^.o;&-iaie5-ma^riX;-lhrase ,:;“in£telEijig--the-ae^ 

fojj pps^eissi^ deflection 

asBume a late role of ^OBrdiisertion^)
be diso^*!

tpy :

(^i:qu^lpt!rt:^this. chapter, 1

";3S@^C
• - - .-■-

-'V\

-8^There ai^e three pod^s to sed inconn

proposal*

(i) oaie relative acceptability of the^a) and (b) phirases varies,
X . ■■■ ■■' ■■

Thus the leg of John^^is less acceptable than--Jbhn»'s-l'^^ while 4(^)

or at least less cppncn - than 4(a)• !I!hereis less acceptable

, seem to be four factors affecting the issue, Firstly, animacy of 

the oomplement n,p, - which is hi^y correlated with acceptability 

of the (b) version (and may be a guarantee of its acceptability). 

Secondly, the length of .the complement n,p, - which increases the 

acceptability of the (a) version as shown by 2, 

complement n,p, is non-animate, the ‘exhaustive reading' of the'

Thirdly, where the

rela,tiOhal~the-phrase increases the acceptability of the possessive

Thus \diile the table's leg is doubtfuldeterminer version,

(starred in Stockwelf p,712),. 5(b) ia^not impoasible.

‘exhamtive, reading* of 3(a) all the legs of some table ^e 

InteEded by toe user of toe phrase,

------- of—the-head-hoTJXiaterven;e--=_the..-pre_valenoe of toe_ possessiye ___

------ -determtoer->ito-kinship-terin3"and-parts--of-the-l5ody-may_be_attrilnite4_

In the

Fourthly, lexical properties

to toe animacy of the determiner-phrase, but the greater acceptability 

of 4(a) toen con^iared with 4(^) f s atoribul^le to none of the

factdto mentioned toove^ aM is presuntoly connected wi-tti the word

king itself.

r
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¥e~l^yeTfoi&i|^ej?eii^ese-=nia^ters—iji-i?ela^toii-to-aeeept^ility

la-ther than gra^tioality ror there is little evidence: that 

speakers’ judgments aire 

of some

suffioiehtly cie^-cut to warrant eiolT^lohr;: 

(b) versions from the the.trraaform-
■............................... - V' ■■ . ■/ ' ■

^e distiJict^n ^ tarms of animacy woulMatialest'1 ■ . ■•^:v
ational rules.

that grami^ticality ^^t lie 4^^ it not over-ruled by the
second factor, that of length„of^the-Compiem^t^.j).-:—The length of -. .

\
phrase)! factor is< similar: in kind to the general ’output Conditions' 

discussed in Ross (l967aCh.3) oaiat ahi^y is over-ruled by phrase 

length is clear from the ease with \diich the pronoun is used as a

• , ,

possessive detern^eri

Consider:
• 1-

8(a). ?the box's aide 

(b). Put the box down on its side.

No further attempt will be made to account for these variations in 

acceptability; it is recognized that our analysis is inadequate in , 
this respecb.^

1. Star furiker discussion, see Stockwell pp.71G-712; but note that 
that" discusbibh considera possessive determiners derived from 
other cases rfhan the ' 'related' case under examination here. 
particular note that picture is not classed with relational : 
in this analysis ^ although it is in Stockwell.

In
nouns

2. If the table's leg is imgr^mnatical; t^ must be blocked by 
a factor Vdilch appears to relate to lOiis p^ 
rather than to general coilstraints,^^^^^^^ !^ an adequate
specification of UiO Conditions "on K)SS-DET-foimiatibn will . 
require yet further subcategorization,; of relational ho\ms.
More interestin^y, it might be argued -Hxat the phrase in 
question implies that the table has only one leg. : If this were 
so, it would suggest that relational nouns cannot be adequately 
subcategorized "in the lexicon but are used in conjunction with 
a gramnatical (and hence sifiiationally-motiTOted) choice between 
many--to-one and one-to-one, Ohis problem has however been 
ignored; in what follows.

>

V-
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(ii> exemplified in 1 - 7> provisio;i

rausi= l)e in£^e in a complete gjammax fo phraaes as 9:

'■■ ■'■:■'■. ^ ■ 9(a). a car W '

(b^. the table legs 

(c), every mbTmtain stnnmit 

French goveixment
The~diffeTCfice “betwefe~9^d"'tTie~(b^'^erMdni^f T^B that, in 9 the -

determiner determines the head noun (underlined aboye)~while ia 1— 7

it is the head noun dr the possessive phrase: that is detennined by

the initial woixL. A comparison of 4(b), 3(b) and 9(4) confirms

this stateinent (providing it is accepted that 9(d) is in essential

respects like 9(a) - (c))s the proper noun in 4(t)» grance.

corresponds to the -phrase the table in 3(b) so it is clear.that in

3(b) ~the determines table; but in 9(d) the adjecti-v^ form of French

shows that the most determine the head noun government; Therefore

it is claimed that the phraseaof 9 do NOT derive from the structures
«•

underlying 10:- -

10(a)

(b) . the legs of the table

(c) , , the stnnmit of eveay mountain

(d) » the,government of France _ _ _ —

Ohere may indeed be a paimphrase relationship between 9 and 10, but 

this:is not to be cap-to by a one-step transformation - for 

consider 11:

.1.
-

N
the

\

•the roof of a car

the legs of :every table 

(b). every table leg

11(a) • ' .
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11 (a) jana: >(1))“^ 'NOT"V Thus we ,m^ assume ' ^ the

•ie^; structures i^^irlyihg 9 will ha the source

nomijial;a^jectiyes-^t^ of possessive determiner^f .
;V-,

will not he di^ussed further. L............. "'*11^,.
(iii) Returning to the phrases 1 - 7» we have establi^ed^titiEt the

■ ■• •' ". . . . . . . . . . . . '- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ■ ■'• •. ■ ■- ■- ' ■•'

.. .N
deteiminir'that is preserved in the ^t^^sformatiohai process

^siia3,l 'see that the rule .

is the

determiner of the con^lement n.p. 

which formalizes this process, call it POSS-DED-^formatiqn, only

Now we

applies when the occurs in the input structure, 

from considerations of paraphrases

12(a), OJhese sides of the triangle are equal, 

(h), 'The triangle's sides"are equal.

This is clear

12(a) and (h) are not paraphrases, for (a) hut not--(h) includes a 

deictic signal indicating selection from the set 'sides of the

trian^e'.

13(a), two windows of that car 

(h), that c£ir's two windows

13(a) and (h) are not paraptoases, for only (a) could he used in 14s 

14. Two windows of that car were broken hut the other

:-..,,:;,windows:;were:,ailj;i^xt;,....  . . . . . . .

l-^fbV-on the-other-hand mav-^he mraphraBed-by-the-two-wlndows-of--that— 

car. " -

1. But in some cases it may he more plausible to postulate near- , 
surface deletion of a possessive forms thus his bedroom 
window may he due to the structure tinderlyina: ?his bedroom's 
.window,-'

;
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Not only is there a lack of paTaTJtira3eLjcelaAion3hd;p-^etvre

15(a) suia (b) Irat^ t^ diatlhction in definiteness.

is non-definite for, altboi:^ it cannot occur in a generic' cbnt^'
with geneiJic interpretation, its in^rpretation ver§B^^|^|4ng

whether it occurs in an existence-establishing content or a non-
: . ....

to

specific' context:

15(a), I smashed two windows of 

- (b)^ I want to smash two windows of that car,

A statement made by use of 15(a) entails the (past) existence of two 

windows such that the speaker smashed them; whereas sentence 15(b)

it car.
V

falls to guarantee the existence of two specific windows such that 

the speaker of the sentence wants to snash them, cf. above ^5*2. 

But 15(b) is not ihdeterininate in its interpretation: 

exhaustively specifjlng, like the definite n.p, discussed in Ch.III

it is

and IV,

Now consider 6(b) in our earlier examples, 6(b) is non- 

definite just as is 6(a) - the phrases are comparable with those 

exemplified in 10 - 12 in the last section (the summit of a mountain'^. 

So the possessive determiner is not a guarantee of definiteness, _ .

- - - - Clearly this“evilence" slioW'that“tEe“in^t” to POSS-DHP-foannation

needs to specify the occurrence~-of-lhe"in~i:he-input- -phrase ^ what 

is required is something like' the amatlgamation of Ihe-and-thereg-- 

to give that^ which was presented; in Chapter HI.

We are now.in a position to make a first attempt to formalize 

the rulenaf EOSS-i)EP-formation»^ Let us oonsid.er I6 as a possible

The rule has SOME similarity to Emonds' • PoBsessive Transform
ation*, yriiioh he applies to structures headed by derived . 
nomihals. But Emonds argues,that possessive determiners must 
originate as such before relational hotmi (Emonds 19795Ch,2),.

1.
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g-reiatei^ _
16. X ; SpecU. ' +D ■ 

+«ie
'K;-

•;.:61 5 5
7

y..,;

;;S
Phrases whose structures meet this S.I. include the fa;^

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■■

the 3HT)nv bank of a- river etc, but not the brother -oS John that I
-23

that is, it allows for pre-nominal 

modifiers folloviiig the complement n.p, at 7, 

because of the -Tariable at 5 .tioth I7. and 18 will also meet the S.I. 

and these*'structures are not reg.iiired as input to the rule:

know: siq^fiers but not for

The problem -is that

K17 SpecK
+D3
+the

4
V

-U-
•is-

6 7
(e-.g, iiie scratch v/hioh is on the side of the car)

7* • • •654 • •

V- N'
mm

18 ■^ecH#
3 +D

■ +the
4

■K

mm...
NSpecK

+33 N; +the

NK
6 7

(e.g, the father of the uncle of Bill)
6 74 ..5• » • • • • • •
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looking at the unwanted strings'ntimbered 5 in 17 and 18 , we see
TT

they stretch; a,ctoss a noun-phrase houndaiy. . I

sh^l use this as a m^ahs of ; dlscriminatmg against the eua^iiginM'^^^S^?"

. . .the; provisional: formulation :^ 

shall find that this is not the c6rrect“geneiaiization. - Pi^her, •

strings in ;

no mention,will be made-of; the node labelled 6 in exaigple 16'for 

this^node' is necessary neTther~ for" theT“reco^i^6n of “the stih&ture- 

nor for the statement of the S.C,

POSS-MCT-fdrmatibn (Provisional Porraulation)

-;

Stmicture Tnripv

XKX SpecN +D X
5 Cfcrelated] 7,+the1 3

64
K

■ 2

Conditions
*•»

5 does not contain the symbol SpecN

4 does not dominate features other than those specified in

1.

2

the s.l.

5. ^Optional

Structure Change

li Copy 4 onto 6, then

Heplace 4 l^ir'62.

yv.--

'.i,-..
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-Illustration

SpeoN - N. c .SpecN■» r-
«V

- +D 
+thW

NJ* ^ ■ Z.'

+related 
+D . 

,+tlie. ■[+relatedj
N

N
-■Ji'

Comments X'i

(1) As mentioned earlier, there are many poorly toiderstood factors., , 

affecting the acceptability of the out^t of this rule.

(2) IThe brackets aroimd elements 3 to 6-in the S.I. block 19(b), 

which would otherwise be derivable from the structure underlying 

19(a)*

_ _ _ _ _ 19(a). the windows of your ca^ that I smashed

(b), ■*your car's windows that I smashed 

(3) Ibe inclusion of element 2 in the S.I. is not strictly 

necessary, because a constituent begining with Sped'must be a n,p,; 

- but 2 will be mentioned in the final formulation of the rul'd.

(4) The output p-marker has a base-category node N to which has been 

added the derived-category feature +D. The output configuration 

allows, us to state constraints and rules mentioning determiners and
■ss

if necessary mentioning N with the feature +D.

(5) In the forpiulatibn of this and other rules a general convention

' represents a feature)(where .'+.is assumed. It is. that N

is a contraction for*

::N.-

N .SpecN

X- -

«...
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Any -Taatiire applying to the” nwpi as a whole is entered under SpecN.^ 

(6) It is arguable that the presef^^Ttion 

out^t is ^mnecessary;’ ' Eiiher alone is sufficient to ehOT^^^JS^r- 

the 'iiipii functioning as determjher is r^MizCd witli .the^^i^^p^:
' possessive inflection^ +D was ihtrodTiced earlier, and is npwf^- 

preseirved^:, bn the assumption lliat the^l^CTUlatibn of s5me T iifLes,
catefgor^^N^

f~B(yEH +D atid-+the- in--the „ .:U

determiner' wherethisor cbhstradnts, heeds to mention the
t

- category includes- not only the items determining'definite n.pr, hut > 

also a and certain quantifiers. The preservation of +the give tis

If it is determinedthe '+the* determiners.a different category! 

at all,- a definite n.p. is necessarily.determined hy a '+the'

I do not know whetherdeterminer - hut the reverse does not hold.

an adequate"^ grammar needs to make fonnail mention of this category.

(It is also doubtful whether +related needs to he preserved -hut

this is a matter' of the formalization of case and is not relevant to
...... ■*■■■' . ' ■ - •

inhin theme)

(7) It is anticiiBted that a study of case relationships in 

derived nomihals would lead to specification of other cases under 6

Rather, we shall now

our

hut this possibility has not been -pursued, 

extend the ruLe to c^ expressions of possession.

1^-P- ATiehable and inalienable possession ._ _ _ _ _

The distinifeiim^etween ali^^ possession is

discusseol in Lyons (l^fiSa:JOl,394); Fillmore (l968:61-81), Chomsky 

(1970:200-201)V Stockwell et (1973! 690-695). The term

• ixxsiienable' posSessi^ m^ be ;used to :refer to the relationship of 

the vdible to the part the body of ah animate being, hut; t^^

1, EKr^opt -hbat fea-faires inherent to the head noUn will sometimes 
be treated; as features on thevn,p, (cf. p.l95)
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Some suchdrtehsloh o¥ the term is ui^lly taken to be vider,
L.■■;?^-V.f

TT[n4:i^ i fl- *re

set^tic, notions - in' thisi a^a rejected 

and^t-is-hot clear^ow wide a range 

Tuidfer-the notion inalienable possessiw. 

presented here the distinction tetweenadie: 

relationships is reflected in the distinction between the no\m-tb- 

nounphrase 'related* case structure on the one hand, and the noxin-to-

■nacted in the syntactic system of several

'• ;

. In the syntax ot-^glishir'- 

of phenomefia should lie^i^^t

In the desqpiption to- be

na^3^ai).d inalienable

relative-clause structiire on the other,

'Interacting with 'inalienability', there is also the part-whole 

relationship, which eadudes-expressions of kinship; and parts-of-

the-body, which excludes non-animate wholes in the part-whole

Parts of a whole may be *obligatorily possessed*

Some, perhaps all,^these distinctions

relationship.

(Pillmore 1968:74) or not. 

are reflected in the syntax in that syntactically motivated rules

show a hl^ correlation with the notional dfstiction - though .not

If the use of the termnecessarily 100% (vd, Stockwell);

'possession' is restricted to relationships where the possessor is 

animate , then it is a'cross-category including .all possessive 

relationships which'are alienable and only some, of the syntactidhlly

motivated inalienable relationships which are expressed by

'possessive' morihoiogy; It is doubtfttl^ i^ syntax of

English provides'sufficient evidence for this cross-category to be

but ttie tero'possession*given theoretical Btaius in the ^raamlar;

may be usefhlly employed to 
possessive foims derived either from relative clauses or from the:

cover all relationships expressed by
. .-'i

::;U
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It will: be so used in the discussion whicb follows.• relied’,^ase.

-OSie-Heed for- two sources-for-possessive-d^terminers-is-diseusBei

by Chomo|iy .who .attrlbnates the^ John's, leg to-a do]^a?

one acpp^ting for the body-p
paxt^ of^^ody;

spUEce;

for -ftie situation where John has a leg that is'not

In using the label •alienable-possession’^for”the^ecohd“Bource 

of possessive determiners, L refer tna^istii^i^hable source 

structure and to other structures derived from it, ^Semantically > 

there is a very wide lange of associations-between objects and people 

that may .be expressed by 'alienable' possessive constructionsi Thus,

to give an example from Stockwelj (op.cit.;6941. "Peter's team mav be 

a team owned, founded, org^ized, or managed by Peter; . it may 

equally well be one that he regularly plays for, is presently playing 

" In appropriate contexts, as wide a lange of 

associations can be expressed by the predication ,,,, is Peter's,

In the proposals made here, I follow the Stockwell grammar in making 

no syntactic distinction between these different types of association.

The following criteria however support the need for a syntactic 

distinction between two t^es of possession - the semantic corrdlates 

would seem to be an interaction of alienability and animacy,

(i) Possessive constructione derived from case-based structures 

with 'related* case have (as we saw above), a well-formed counter

part; tteN of Phrases with animate possessive determiners

for, supports

A-

1. Possession in the narrow sense of 'animate possessor' gives rise ,
to an interesting class of ambiguities (cf. John's leg) but 

. these can be , accoTmted for by ah interaction of three semantico- ‘ 
■■ s^tactic notions: (a) alienability v, inalienabili;^,j[y7:--— 

obligatorily possessed V. hrtrabligatorily possessed (c) animacy 
of* the possessor, (ifote that (a) and (c) are not the only . 
notions here for John's sister is not ambiguous in the same way.)
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derived from relative clauses do not have this co^tnterpart:

*the table ofHohn.

(ii) Phrases derived from a,nelativef-clause structure,-butr 

not those derived from noTon-de^endent case J,may have a post-' 

iioBlinal_^aaes3ive^fQrm;

20(.a), that table of John^s 
' ’ ",..........................■

(b) . *that roof of the car's

(c) . *a. side of the triangle's

Animate relational nouns do occur in phrases analogous to 20;

21(a), That voice of John's drives me mad.

■'1

\

(b) . That brother of vours is ah odd fellow,

(c) . What shall I do with this son of Tnlne?

but it is noticeable that this usage seems to be restricted to phrases 

determined by that 6ind this;

22(a). *a brother of mine 

(b). ??two toes of John's

I conclude that 21 is attri'butable to a recategorization of the head 

noun motivated by the characterizing function that we earlier 

. associated with the descriptive phrase in n.p.'s determined 'ey that 

and this (see ^6,2.). 

phrases in 21 do not differ effectively in semantic content from 

their alternatives with prenominal possessive (John][sjvoi£e/£org; 

brother). 'but 21 is stylistica,lly marked, '

(iii)-,1(ftieh J:he_possessive determiner is derived from a relative 

clause, there is an analogous sentence (as shown below) which is 

well-formed and unquestionably acceptable;

With the exception of (c), the underlined
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23(a). John's hook

(h). The hook is John's.

24(a). my pictirre 

. , .(^)’ .1^® pictttte is mine.

25(a).

(h). The hat is a man's.'

But this is not so when the determiner is derive^^^fJ 

dependent case:

•" T

;

a man's' hat ':-2^

rom noim-

26(a). the mountain's summit

(h). ?The siamnit is the mountain's,

27(a). the doctor's nephew

(h), _?The nephew is the doctor's- 

28(a),.. Bhglaad's future

(h). "The future is England's. (Well-formed, hut not related 

^ to (a) as 23(h) is to 23(a).)

■h.

Let us now consider the route hy which 'alienable possession' 

constructions are derived. Smith (1964) presented the following 

analysis, which appears with variations in many transformational

accounts. 29 is derived hy a route sketched here as 30; 

29r'Jhhh's hat '

.30(a). John has a hat 

(h). the hat is John's
IS fcUe.

output of a douhle- 
(hase transformation

(c) , BET hat which is John's —^

(d) , BET hat of John's

(e) . John's hat
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•Pm- fhn-ithr the, hat of .John* s is grammatical an! ao (d) - (e) is

Odily, oao! prpvisipn is: made; iii; the rules- fo;^.‘ an optiona.1 step • '
: C:.'-

In some acccamlsi:--? -the IJET in (c) and (d)/^ta W specified as 

(e.g. Burt (1971:91-95)), the derivation^ ^s, from. a strpp^: 

having (a) as an embedded s. to (d) by a route which pmita -stepC(b). 

and (c). In Stockwell it is argued pn semantic ground^i thafethe- 
embedded a, in the stmoture^^undeirlying'^) is^^^ 

than (a) (pp.695-702),

The writer of the chapter on Genitive in Stopkwell argues aga^t 

Smith that the steps from (0) to (d), and from (d) to (e),are not 

. He wishes to derive (d) from (e). . He criticizes the

-J! ■ irather. y

\

correct.

claim that these steps in Smith's analysis are instances of relative-

His main argument for anclause reduction and modifier-preposing, 

alternative analysis is based'.on such .phrases as a proposal of .mine -
. >.

here, it is a.rgued, the form of mine must be due to POST-posing from

the determiner because the determiner itself must be dne to a pase-

tl reject the premissbased relationship (Stockwell P£.cit,:705).

■ that the n.n. underlying mine is in a case-relationship to the head- 

word nronosal (see below g 14.2.). . As to the step from (c) to (d) 

as it is elsewhere in the Stockwell grammar _ _' if it.is accepted

(p,64) - that of is a foami introduced by a fairly late.insertion 

rule, then it is difficult to escape the conclusion that (d) is a

reduced relative clause.

Let us examine further the step from (d) to (e), 

account fails in explanatory adequacy by npt showing 

role of: the determiners. The correct generalization is not^.^th

Smith's

clearly themore

Subject to dialectal variation (Smith 1964:44)*1.

• ' V'.

- T •
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M^ective-lfeasing

fllAfiafly exaniitiea-±ni c^i^Cliion case-derived possep^i^^^,

determiners • -

implioatibn^ iCor definltenesi^Alienable TOBsessioni

to make a distinctiM^^
■AV.

I ]p;ve ar^eS,' that it;; is necessary 

the source of possessive determiners, between the iaal^nable

alienable relationship A- iWeAhave^^iioted

in the past been attributed to a relative clause sWrce.

t abienablei-possessioh- has-

Let tis

accept this proposal and consider the struCtTire underlying the

relative clause.

phrases determined by poasessive determiners are definite

providing the possessive determiner is itself a definite n*p._ _If„

the possessirc’element originates in a relative clause, it is. a

natural step - given the description presented so far - to posit a
/

derivation whereby the segment \anderlying j^'is introduced by a?HE- 

insertion as part of the process we have called definite relativiz*

The possessive element may then be moved into the determiner

This

ationi

position by an expanded version of POSS-DET-formation. 

proposal accounts for the examples of 51» ii (o) i^ ruled

iing7»aTtrma.+.i oal / its unaraiffimatioa may be attributed to obligatory

applica-tion of POSS-DET-formation.:

31(a). that hat of John’s 

this hat of John’s 

(c), ?the hat of John’s

meiitioned earlier that we had yet to decide whether the .

feature complex was to be introduced, lay REL-THE-ihsertion mad by

(h)
«

It was

same

L
■
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THE-^sertabn. Consiaei^iliioii of aiienalsle: possesBicm leads to a ’

resoliotion; Of this^^^

32(a), John's hat

(h), M hat is John's.

(c). John has a hati 

- Following st^gestions made; in Jiyons (1967) - and to he^consideired 

further in"^ ^ I6 -• let us assume that

- ;-v - ■

‘" - *

3^1th), an^'\(c ) are derived fiJom

Lyons argues that (b) is hearer to source than 

(c), but in the framework’ eidopted in this presentation we must

1a single source.

suppose rather that in the source structure which underlies both 

32(b) and (c) neither argument has yet been promoted to subject,

of 32(b) is thus attri^ted to conditions on the 

rule of Subject Placement; this enables us to claim that nOtwith-

Kie ungrammaticality

standing its xmgrammaticality there is a well-formed deep structure 

underlying 32(b). oaiis structiire meets the necessary conditions 

for the embedded s. in a structure expressing alisaable possession
.7'

and leading to-the possessive determiner. The proposed derivation 

may be sketched-as follows: '

33fa). Derived struottire

/.hat ^ a hat is John's_^_7

(b) . Definite relativization (several rules)

theJmrt Jdiich is John's
(c) , . Rel-clause-reduotion (optional^ (EEL-BE-deletion)

;4the^:lmt'nf.'Jbhn’&>'-4 y.,.

(d) . TOSS-gbBP-foimation (obliaa,tDry1i

■ - ■■■■■■> John's' hatv''-'-" — ■.

“S

Of. also Bach (1967):1.
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32 shows that the deep structure provides an e-e context for the 

■ non-definite n^n- a. ha+. ■in +.Ko ofni^eadod. g

Witt:: 34:

ef-53?—eon^ar ■n

V •

54(a). a man's h^

(h). *4 hat is a man's.

(c). A man ^s a hat. 

a?he comparison shows that the e-e prpparKeP

::"

0^32 are due to the
definiteness of the n.p. John, for 34(c) has a ^hric reading. 

But 34(a) is NOT definite:

generic, specifici or neitter-s-nor^g readings.

tMs phrase may occur in sentences with

This observation confirms the fitness of the derivation proposed 

fjg^e,sunny_hank-of._a.rlver in-?-12-(see-examples-27-^Q-of-f4g4.

- At that point in the presentation it may have seemed somewhat 

arbitrary that the determiner the in relational structures should be 

attributed, to two different rules according to whether or not a 

clause-derived modifier was present.
' «

But the non-definiteness of

34(a) (assuming a derivation parallel to 33-) shows that there 

independent grounds for the claim that when introduced by THE-

are

insertion does not guarantee definiteness. It also strongly

Bu/^si<' i;hat>tt^ complex is introduced by each, of the

two rules.

^.Another inference to be^ d^ from the observation that there is "

an e-e cont^t in the embedded s. tt but

not in that of :34(a)> is that '32(a) from a

tter^ 4^ hot be deri^le firorn 'kich a '

The ^temative derivation would look like this:'1source.

This prediction is in accoihance with the discussion of^6.4^(28),1.
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35(a). jHaa-t is a hat /"it is John'sJT^^

(d).' / hat £^there is a hat which is John»s^_7

.. ip)* ■"-"'.•':?-'"L
■ -»*

(^) *.., a; hat

(e) i the hat_ of John's that there Is '

(f) . the hat of John's there is

is), the hat of John's 

(h), John's hat

Steps (a) to (g) ^e already allowed for in our grammar; it is the 

final step that I wish to question.

V
£<

I want.to argue that in spite

of the very low accep;tability of 55(g), there is a reading of (g) 

which is -distinct f2Mm (h)i 

he used in discourse-initial contexts;

If 35(f) is used at ail,- it will not 

its xtse will indicate co-

reference with some hat—of-John's previously mentioned or mention of 

one to he selected from other hats already in some way the object of 

the attention of the interlocutors. Such use is also of course 

possible for (h), but (h) has a wider range of uses. The point 

can be made more dearly with respect to 56. •

36. ?the hat of a man's

If 36 is to be generated by the grammar it must have a reading 

quite distinct from a man's hat; it must have the reading 

So if we rule that 35(e) and 36 

are grammatical POSS-DET-formation must be blocked when the is derived

appropriate to the there^ source.

from therej^. i.e. when it is demonstistive. .

This line of argmnent leads to the conclusion that while 

relational the and descriptive the are realizations of the same 

feature complex, demonstrative must be distinguished. But the

.

A. M-ii
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■ maxginai well^fonnecl^ss; bf ttie aigtUnent

inhere is further aevidence however in 57 

37(a)* of. a mouhtain

:. (1)). ""a!mountain's summit’ j

(c)f the mountain; sui^

:Jife
' ' . ■■'• 

■ '•Ul-..v.:^j

.Y

37(a) un^nlies 37(1'), ’bat OHHT if is relationalV If the is
demonstrative,- the-phrase is nearer in*^ens^'--^d is possibly -;

transformationally related, to 37(c). If it is a^eed that 37(a):- 

has two readings, one of which is hearer to (c) tt^ t'o ' (b), then 

a formal distinction must be made in the syntactic rules EEPHEE 

between relational the on the one hand and demonstrative and

descripl:ive ~thre^^"^the"dthCT^~~^OR~ betWeh d'em^stratiTO'^the^dh the 

one hand and relational and descriptive -ttie on the other. But if 

a modifier is added to the phrases of 57 (cf. the show-capped summit 

of a mountain) the same arguments lead to the conclusion that 

demonst:^tive the must be distinguished from descriptive the.

So demonstrative the must be formally distin^ished from other ' 

occurrences of the; demonstrative.the guarantees definiteness of 

the phra^i4b determines i

■ - liaiere is' fn^ a ‘''"ery natural way of formalizing the

distinction, onevwhlch preserves the . claim " that IPHitinsertion ^d 

EEL-THE-insertion introduce the same feature , complex. It is that 

oh deletion of there is as in 35(fgV a feature.sav +dem. is

In this way both THE-insertion 

and subseq.uently

demonstrative the will be distinguished by the addition of an e^ra 

fea,turei

copied on to the determiner matrix ^ ^

introduce the segment|^]|[^j^^and BEL-IPHB insertion

By suggesting that this is a copying pirooess^ I imply thht +<iem 
occurs ih the underlying form oi: there ^ cf; f 9 and §18.

1.
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The hdh-definiteness of some n^p.- determiaed by the introduced

liy OBE-inhertibn'Ta^^ in question some of the generalizations. 

presented in earlier cl^tersv^- Firstv--we can no longer^
.'■■it'

the deen^atruoture sources of the vhioh ^ontain embedded. &. are -
■ -

deep strudtufe uMeriy±h^:;3S^)s«3exhaustively specifying. The 

not exhaustively specifyirtg, for a man: may have more t^ian onie.;i&t
**t^ sou^^q^to which may be 

attributed a situatiorial restriction (cf. the discussion of ^ 6.2. . 

and f 10.3.). In this too we find that descriptive (occurring 

in the derivation of 32(a)) and.relational fall together as one 

item - for a phrase determined by relational t^,' e.g. the leg of 
the table, need not be exhaustively speciftring either.^

It seems that in certain phrase-types the embedded s, which 

motivates the insertion of the fails to 'bind' the non-definite 

relative n.p. and the matrix n.p. is therefore susceptible to the 

binding effects of the matrix sentence. The fact of there being' 

an embedded s. in deep structure is thus insufficient to guarantee

but there is’no locational element in

the binding effect of the embedded s. and the consequent definite-

It is worth considering' the embedded s.ness of the matrix phrase.

more carefully.

In the deep structure of 34(a), on current proposals, is the

ITnderlying 38(a)structure which is common to 34(h), and (o). 

there is a structure containing an embedded s.. corresponding to 38(b):

the sunny bank- of a river 

(b). A bank Of a river is sunny.

58(a)v

1Whto- derived by EEL-THE-insertion, signals exhaustive'
specificatioh when -ttie head noun is non-comt, or the phrase
is plural# but not necessarily otherwise (see 12.1) •

1.
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®ie ^eirbehces in; 34 aiicL s 38 lia^ reading

leading; to the definite h^p. in Chill - 17 were either such as to

Embedded:: Si• : . . . i. . .

, provide e--e contexts or; i»hr-specific : contexts for the reda-^ey^^^-™. 

Earlier it %aB:c^^ the embedded ^ was presupposed.bythe.-

But" it" iS" 'Clearly false to claim that»33 - '
'.y ■

nresunpoaes the -Treneric reading of A man has a hat
tSistabl^'

■"-o'

mStrix"Sentence

-a
39, A-mail's hat was lying on

On semantic grounds therefore it seems possible, thdt the jimbedded s.. 

has been incoirrectly identified in the foregoing discussion, 

propose, on semantic groiinds alone, that the correct form of the generic 

embedded s, in structures where THE-inser^n leads to a non-defiriite 

n,p, is the :struc.ture:underlying_modal,sentences such^ as 40: •

A man may have a hat. ' . - o

A hat may be a man's.

The modal realized as may in 40 will be deleted q.uite naturally in 

the process of relativization by the rule that eilso deletes will in 

the structures' discussed in f 6,4,

of 34 and 38, are generic: .Ithey may be t;sed to make statements

But 40 is presuppoaedyby 

Thus 39 , l^ically

presupposes both"40(a) and (b) - which have a common deep structure; 

it also entails (but does^ not .presuppose) that some specific man has 

a hat (informally speakii^, the man whose hat is lying on the table 

'that there isV in the Context of utterance) 

is due to the context provided by the inatrix sent 

presupposition and the entailment:together show that the embedded s,

I

40(a).

(t).

The sentences of 40, like those

about,men in gfeneral, or hats in general.

any sentence containing the n,p. a man's hat.

But the ehtailment• y V

. The

. . . ;r." -
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does Wild' the :relaiiTe ; ]y p. Jlyiit^ i;hs^- i^

' ruledrty^Ke: effeciFof- lihfi'matiax'^efiiJKdcil ^mic]^

sayine that the n.p, a in^*8 hat is non-definite, ^ __

It is' temptiri^ -to concltiide- that :wheh4ver the is derived 'hy THE-
'........................................... .............. '

noh-definite, ■ But if the smod teacher in one of its. readings is 

' derived from 41»

iiisertion from a, modal generic einhedded %^‘ the
■t

41-» iite^iier /”a teacher may be gppd_^... \ .

then we must abandon this conclusion for 41 is definite in that (i) 

it does not have three readings dependent bn the three context-types, 

e-e, generic, non-specific; and (ii) if it is re-used within- the 

same stretch of discourse the two occurrences normally co-refer,^ 

Moreover in ^ 20 it will be suggested that phrases derived by TEE- 

insertion from structures containing non-generic embedded s. may

-The determining factor seems to be the non-also be non>-definite.

definiteness of an n,p, eligible for determiner status.

15,4, POSS-BET-fonhation

Let us reformulate POS^DET-formation so that the same rule

accounts for possessive determiners expressing both ’alienable'-and

■It is necessary to modifyLCpndition 1 of 

the provisional formulation in order to account for 42.

42(a)* JoKn^s letter from llie bank ■

----:— ---_-(b^._jnyLljook_on_hofses-.---------- —— ----^  ----- -

. ’inalienable' possession

A condition tha.t :^revents the rule from applying to the structures 

exemplified in it 18, ttit ^ itoases of 42.td

On generic phrases determined by the, see S' 10.1. ahe ^ 
discussion of; this section strbn^y suggests tha,t the footnote 

' of p*155 ^6^d be followed up.

1.

■*
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Condition 1’ in the final foflnnlation 

' of the respect to'alienable possession the

condition operaies satisfactorily only if the sentencS-node,; (ii;ei,;^|';ri •
-. . . . --;■--•■■■•. . . . . v;;-- - - - - - - - - - ■■ '.r. . . . .  ■. . . . :- ■ •'. . . . . ■

dominating the possessive in deep struo

the intermedia.te structxire. illnstrated in 43.
O 1effected bythe-^ednction of the clause;

,;:"s -•=

tu^ is primed; as “shpwu:^!^

, ..-'V; -

., .V -..

V43. SpecN

+D
+the

......

mine

book on horses

POSS-JBT-'f’nrniation (pinal Formulation)

Structure liidex

/ K XX+DX SpecN
^+related_7? 7 
/^+pbss_7 7 -

5_+the31

6-■ N
“2. ■

Conditions

6 is connecteoL to ? by a path consisting solely of nodes1

labelled N.

4 does not dominate features other than those specified in 

the S.I.

Obligatory if 6 dominates ^+poss_7 2r+^™_7* : 

Otherwise optional.

2.

3. ,

4.

For the theoretical inplications of this and other conditions 
bn T rules, see Appendix A, Node pruning is discussed in the 
atppendix, Section V.

1.
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Stractiure Change

■ 1. Copy:4 m to 6, then' 

Replace 4 hy 6, 

SHurtiier ^lustration

2.

.•::
S 1.,.H

SpecR K Sped
.■.. t.- :

+S \ ■ N

...^ .
H

+thie ; _ _

T ■ ..t:
/f+poss,/K X

■ Comments

(1) The comments on the provisional formulation are relevant IJ.l.)*

(2) "The curly brackets in the S.I. indicate, that one or other'of the 

mentioned features is present, Further investigation of derived 

structure mi^t enable a fomiuaation of the rule that did not txse 

this device. In ^16 it will be argued that both +related and +posa 

are indications of loc case.

(5) In the dialect under consideration, full Wlative clauses are 

disallowed urider the node labelled X in the illustration (cf.*John*s 

book which I borrowed^. This does not need to be mentioned in the
» ■

formalization of this mile,; for opemtion of the rule is blocked if.

there is a. clause introducing element 6 which is not itself reduced, 

and reduction of this clause will depend on reduction of the clai^e

to its left.

(4) The S.I, ensures that the rnle does not apply when there is an 

unreduced claUse, or any other matter, AFTER the possessiye element

b

m■ -.W,
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1?5 (ll>

■but within the n,p. Henoh'auch as the hook of John’s which

I borrowed are generated.

(5) It is intended that ,: if tl^^ 3nile is not applied
'. . . •

■ - ■_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

dominates +POSS but not subseau^ht rule will delete"the '

feature ;;+ppss: t^ rise to the possessive infleobion '^d *the

structure.^11 he resized as (for eraroleV the radio^of ths ship.^

§14 Houn-deneni^ent Casei Other Possibilities 

14.1. How many noun-denendenfe cases?

In ^ 16 we shall see that noun-dependent 'related* case is 

probably to be identified with Log in the verb-dependent 

M-ftarchy, —In I".15.w.e shall, see. that in nonrdefinite phrases,
t'*-

n.p. headed by, a relational noun is due to a structure where that 

noun functions as a predicate.

case

an

In my view, .loc is the only clear 

example of a verb-dependent case that also .occurs in noun-govemed 

Anderson (1973*59-62) takes a different view.structures.

reflecting different theoretical assmptions,

The chief other possibility is exemplified by the,phrases 

the symbol /~x 7. the name /~mry 7, the process /“of /“fallipg_7_7, 

the fact /“that. he did it 7. All these ara correlated with sentences
' ' ^

where, the bracket^^ as. subject,Jyiz. X is a symbol etc.

The truth of statements made by use of these sentences is implied by

All this suggests“that the phrases may beuse of the phrases

fflUe feagire +ajxLm is relevant b^ if it occurs on the head noun 
of the^ imt we; h^ to formalize the notion 'iead^of* in 
syntactic; terms (cf419). : Selection restrictions and Concord 

■ rules (however formulated) must traat thlsrfeature as if it were 
a. feature on It is assumed that features on a head noun may 
be mentioned as features on the n.p.

1.
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analysed as instances of noun-dependen$ case, specifically of wMch- 

ev^>:oSse-is i^tifiedTa^^ „

sentence,. But in this^scniption tBera is an aiter^tive;^

■ explanation, ' The phrases may be due to " .

the name I-lary may he a contraction of the name ti^ Marir^i^By‘;^Bi^ •

":'4;

due to /name /^Maxy is a name 7 7> - The non-definitenbss of the

-1embedded n,p, supports this view.

In -^ lOi I presented a pij^itiye atruciuB^iarwhich certain 

determiners (partitive that, and some) are attributed in this

The partitive relationship can be regarded as case

But there is no'correlated sentence, and-I

description,

(as it is by Anderson), 

know of no syntactic reason to identifjr this bond with one of the case 

relationships in the verb^dependent hierarehy.

The nominal expansion N N N that generates relational 

structures presumably accounts for other structures^ where (as with 

relational nouns) selection restrictions (or lexical presuppositions 

in the sense of Fillmore'(1969a)) axe operative - e,g, copy /~of

/~a boolo^7 7, "gallon of Hpetrol 7 7, These structures must, be

distinguished from relational structures for POSS-DET-formation does 

not apply to them'; 

as ^n^^ces of case, 

phrases headed by words es^ressing quantity with sentences predicated

but there is no obvious reason for treating them

There are semantic reasons for associating

by verbs such as measure, as in It

1. The petrol measures a gallon.

For reie-^t data cf. Qjiirk Vt (1972:150-5)1.
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. ^ Bat tMs possi^nity the conclusion that in '

a gallon oi* netrol we are dealing with noun-dependent case, _ for in.

1 both gallon and petrol pccvir in argimenti-expressionsi

also words of ao^ity (kindJ sort, etc.^)“^^ afe:
_ _ _ _ _  ,_ _ _ ■ ■ . i ' . ■■ ■. ' V

conriaemented l^ iioSS rather .ffien iiom^^ iiiese '

been allowed for in the description presented in this tht^sis.

V ^

It has been suggested that the notl^of noun-dependent 

shoiild-be- extended to:-suoh—phrSses-as—the-booJc'b^m^rriH’ky (Ac-pint.'^, 

-of. Stockwell et (1973:444, but 694-5).

.however be attributed to relativizatipn with deletion of some 

• appropriately chosen verb - the relationship is quite different from 

that exhibited in relational n.p

expressed by the copula ^ and a preposition linking two' n.p 

i.e. two arguments - as in 2.

2, Ihe book is by Chomsky.

--4 ■

case

lEhese phrases can

for it is one that can be• t

V/hatever t^e deep structTrce of 2j the relationship betvreen the two 

n.p. is one that holds .between.two arguments: 

construed as a predicate.

’neither noun may be

In this grammar the book bv Chomsky
■‘•i... . . . .

is . attributed to the. structure underlying the book which is by

Chomsky.

Ihe same arguments apply to the picture of Jo. though it is - 

well-known that in English 'picture nouns' pose special prablems 

and may be due to some, unobvious underlying structure (^ss 1967a: 

4.1.2;4.1.6).

picture is not in the sub-category we have labjrfelled 'relational 

noun', and does hot govern a case in the clearcut way that relational 
nouns do.^

• Sufficient for our pTnrposes to point out that

But the current formulatioh of POSS-DEi'-foimation does not allow 
for Jo's picture to be derived from the picture of Jo.

1.
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i4.2. Pe-verhal nnim'ngla

i useL^lder^rbai-homijmll^o-cover l)oth-derived--nominaJ.s-
. ...V-

(Choms^ 1970, Hewmeyer 1971) and actidfl 'nominals (Fraser 1970;,^.-^7':r-'“-_V 
Newmeyer„1970), have in general cpnfi^id -:v

far to centr^Tnpnns, i.e. to toons wMch cannot be regarded-as ,

nominalizations of verbs or adjectives,; I tove examined determiners
■ - ■ ..................... . ' -

in relation to'^e=yerbEa;“nominais but hav^eacfied noxsnre

conclusion. _ Foil ^iscxiss^^ of this complex area, woiildxtake us
. "c .

unduly far from our main theme. From my .study, my impressions are

as follows.

De-verbal nominals may be divided into two types according to

the Way in which determiners are generated. Derived nominals

frequently have two readings -which may, in-gross-terms*—be- charact-

In phrases understood in theerized as 'event' and 'result', 

event reading (as in 3)

3» The destruction of the city was a t^gedy ■ 

the determiner is sometimes due to BEL-THE-insertion. For in 3»

if the were attributed to a relative clause it woTild have to be a 

therOj^ clause, the would be demonstrative the. But this is 

incompatible with the non-definiteness of the destruction of a city.

Action nominals also-occur with relational the. Phrases understood 

in the result reading do not occur with relational the but may be 

modified by the 'alienable possession' construction (a proposal of 

John's); and in general their determiners may b| treated as those 

of toh-relaiibnal ceiitral hbuhs,
•y—-.

•.li
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• ti

Timt\,grapn^icai relsiti crucially involTed in the

derivation bi' the with some de^verhal nominala is clear from. 4^-.

'■whbfd the-reading is that'which,i- in stative verbs, corresponds u.--' •

4(a). The "pills' Caine ‘into the possession of some Ta£i|j|phl • 

(hJf. Somr children came- into jpossessibri of th^ pills.

If these impressibhs prove- correct they have two implications:

' (i) if a transformational derivation is adopted. (e.g, for the 

event readings) it should pmhahly be confined to transformation of 

y to K, rather than sentence Ito HP - for it is the relationship 

between the predicator and its arguments which has been shown to be 

operative in the generation of relational the.

(ii) iFariexiciriBt"'€^eatment^inadnpten7~rae'plank'of 

lexiCalist theory as presented in Stockwell must be abandoned, 

is not the case that the rule of Subject Placement can be formulated 

to ai^ly both to propositions and to nominal constituents, for the 

process which accounts in n.p.*-s for the 'subject' being moved into 

the determiner position will be a two-stage process: 

introduction of ..relational the and subsequently POSS-DEP-formation.

It is also to be-eiiqjected that -toe S.I. of POS^PET-formation 

must be mad.e sensitive to. a wider range of cases at element 6.

It

first the

The example is due to:Quirk et al. (1975:889) .1.

.
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-

we have now completed onr an^jBis of' the ideteianiheSeSii^jtf^
^-

occnr in'definite-n.p. : deiotically-marked demonstratives
(this, thatj^. that^y. cataphoric that^(i^Sctitit-e op not), possessive 

determiners (when themselves definite )fcand ^th^ '~It has been- 

argued that in spite of the wide range of uses of the, this word 

can be accounted for oh the basis of:

(i) 2 T rules inserting the: differehtly motivated

but introducing the same segment 

distinct source-structxire for generic the - ' -

_ (iii) A ,feature-copying rule to distinguish demonstrative 

the as a distinct type

In disctission I have had occasion to use such terms as 'demonstrative 

the*, 'descriptive the*,, 'generic the*, 'relational the*; these 

terms correspond to clearly fo2mm,lized distinctions in the grammar^, 

but only in the case of demonstrative -the has at been necessary to 

posit a feature: distinction i' and even then the se^ent underlying . 

demonstrative the is built up by the addition of a single feature 

to a segment identical with that underlying other occurrences of the. 

Thus we distinguish, two types of the: demonstrative: and-non-

demonstrative; but the two type^ are HOT distinct contrasting items.

1- .

Except that the term 'generic the', mi^t be used- for phrases 
that are-not derived from the empty N structjuje.

1.

*>> - "'
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in fact we fimi tia not always possible to decide- to'

which source an actually'"^6cctiiSiS^n,p. must be attS^ ^e:
'4;.: -

. . . . . . . . . . . . . v'" ■• - „ ,. - ■ . .

have allowed for two derivations^ for doc\irreiKBa Of the that-6au-he--; 

derived from an embedded s. having e-e pro:^rties that are^ubt a ':r-r7\^-

ihbther phrase-type for which:'the ^ .
dependent on thefej^ ( C 6.4.'). 

question must be raised as''to'the'“ possibility of Pwofspikes vis the

which consists simply of /"the + N t ha's a relational nounn.-p.

as hea4,: ei g.

1. Before leaving the ship, he spoke to the captain.

; Captain is a relational noun. In 1, it is equally plausible to
. t-'- . ■

suppose that the before captain is derived from an underlying 

relational structure captain-of-the-shlp (with subsequent deletion

of the ship), or to suppose that the is here demonstrative,
■ . .  --7". ,,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,- - - - - - .

(of. "the captain that there is"). Clearly since the hearer knows

of the ship, the fact "There is a captain" need not be presented to

In this environment it is the lexicalhim as new information.

properties of captain that guarantee the appropriacy of the: from

whichever source the determiner is derived*
p"-'-

But consider Itottunen's problem example :

■ 2. Every time Bill crpssdd the Atlantic by ship.
;

he became friends with the captain.

Here again either source is sjoatactic^ly viable, and either source 

runs into the same semmtic problem: the fact that the inter

pretation of the relative"n.p. in an embedded s, of a definite n.p.

IS AEEECTED BY certain types of quantifier in the matrix sentence.

In 2, whether the_cajota|n is analyzed as containing demonstrative the

Khirttimen (lSl68b)1.

■
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or whether it is derived from captairi-of-the-shi'p. there will he 

a there:„ sentence in the deeo structure f*'there is h caotain". or ' ' -

"there is a i^ip"). ' d&iid: i^&e ^e-e‘‘pra the cohiext prpS|ctl^^;|;

by the embedded s. are bahcelled:by factors every time 

matrix sentence. Thus 2 does not .presu^ose,

5. l|iere is a cSptain
1

but rather:

4. ^E^^ry tMe^ill e'rOSsBd :the Atlan^ ship

there was a captain.

Sentence'4']^i“ovideS a. non-specific. conteist for the underlined non-
\

definite n.p. The> effect on the use to which the definite n.p. may

be put is the same as the effect of a non-specific cmtext in the 

embedded that is, the underlined n.p, in 2 must be used

attributively. ^

The cancellation of the e-e properties of the embedded s. is

not restricted to structures where the^embedded s. contains there ,
♦

for at is also found in 5» which presupposes 6; •

5V Eyegy morning that week, the bus I cai^t was empty,

6, Every morning that week, I cau^t a bus.

"7

In 5, the embedded a. which motivates the-insertion of the need not 

, contain therOj^; - ' - ,

This observation, that.the e-e properties of embedded s. can be

cancelled, means that must modify our aCCOtmt of definite n.p. 

We can no longer say that defii^te nip;^ a^ interpretable without 

reference to the »binding' of sentential context 10«5*) •

..

■ i

This may be open to dispute, but it will be a^eed that the 
attributive use Vis ah esHiremely hi^ probability and that 
this hi^ p^bability is due to the effect of every.

1.
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is damaging to the theory, for non-definiteness was originally 

cha^^ized ^in; terms of^ S^ettfbii3f^-to^e’
i?-

it; isVpnly with fespeot'.t^v^the s^tential cont^;^( -^;5i )

expression, in particiaar^he

- quantifierBv 'ttiat-^a^quaiificatign-to^piiiE-eari-ier-^net^i^pr^F-

certain t^es of'
V •:

is neceslary.v I suggest that we distinguish two ;types^f binding
- -

those- of type-1 do not affect the meaning -of definite n.p.;

■

effect:

those of type-2 are distihotiye'^m that _they bind not only the ir. •

matrix santence but also the s^entences embedded in definite n.p.
- ■ -fv

■ Our .. examples in previous chapters have shown that type-1 binding is

due t9,such factors as deixis, aspect, modality (will, may), 

lexical choices (waht). and proper joames.

exemplified in this section, bccurs when there is a sentential time 

modifier qualified by every,

of type-2 bisiding but I have not explored this area.

But further, if an e-e sentence embedded in n.p,. structure, can 

lose its existence-establishing property when ihe n.p. occurs within 

tha scope of a quahtifier such, as every, it is possible that an 

embedded sehtence may be interpreted as if so occurring when there is 

no oveist" quantifier in the linguistic structure (or when the 

quantifier occurs in a sep&ate but preceding sentence): thus 

situational as well as linguisSio i^ctora will affect our under-

iPype-2 binding, as

We may expect to find other instances

1

standing of the presupposed sentence and may lead to the definite

h,p.' being* interpreted in Use M different ways with respect to the 

referenti^l/attrilratiTe contrasti"^^ > ^

\

■ -
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- Bie syntactic 3^ the precedi^ chapters in

this description show that ^ is essentially a signal that the
:. ‘..li&Ssn:

following hotm should be understood WIIS RESPECT TO something-'else-4-;---_._. ' 

(the embedded s .!i(\ or the complement n.p,, irjthe first inst^e)i“: -:
^ ^ ■ l5x4rdi^t>s^22_

I -

; -

When the.-embedded-s.-consists -of-'there

a n.p, , the .term with respect to which the h.p

in actual use. is left vague. This allows^r oc'currences -of the '7 

which would othSTOise te .difficult to e:^ TLtS^fqllpvii^ 

esamples were collected by .flhlgren^:

7(a). -He was carrying clutched to his forefinger, as 

his ancestors mi^t have camied a falcon 

clutched to the -wrist, a small bri^i-coloured 

semi-tropical bird.- (Chesterton, The mylTia- 'raw^

(b) ., On the throat they have a small pouch of naked

skin. (Alexander, Birds of the Ocean)

(c) . '•Ohat's all," said Parker abruptly, with a wave of

the hand. (Sayers. Whose Body?)

... + 4-- is to. beNguKLefsiooS. ■

I-'..'

Notice that in these.examples, as in certain phrases determined by

relational the (^12.1. Johh*s brother). we cannot claim that the 

signais that the hearer must identify either a referent or a

uniquely-defined descriptum. 

nouhs^, whether the is

It seems that with, some relational 

non-demonstrative (as in ^ 12) or^emonstrative

1, .cfi Ahlgr'en (1946:6), where other examples are also given, .

2. • In Old Ikigiish nouns denpti^ parts of the body, when deteriQined 
““ r -t-a1railT:^ere^ra:lPrequent^^determ±ned-l3y: an7earlyTfoxm of the

tharnTty'possessive determiners*
constfuotipn, still foimd in German, occurred in OE, and Burt^
:today in such'fixed expressions as look him in the face: 

j cfAhlgren (op.cit.).

j

. '
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example 7) » limits of tolerano^ within

(note especially 7(c)«)

Ca^jpofsibly ;in 

vrtiichsidehtification is' ei^ecied,

are other; cases^' semi-fi^d ;e33)iressiphh with iion^elationa^ n^i^gfgi^
•■' - ■ '•■ ■ . ;■... ■ - : ■'.................. ;■..............-j-....................................................... ••'

' to the theatre^, which seem to r^^aire -this notioir.oj'^
...........................

^iinits“dfHbdleraace •“"^“identlf iahiTi^

go-

Tfewy I'fl.ngna^H do hpt have a def^^^ article", 'h^ it is a 

plausible hypothesis that all languages hdve demonstrative pronouns
j. .., .

"It mi^t he -Uiat whenever a

language has a definite article"^, the-distinction I have drawn', 

between demonstrative and non-demonstrative determiners shows up in

'In English the distinction is not apparent 

in the surface form of t]^, bu-fc in some languages clearly distinct 

items are used for the two. types, of-determinate^ m^SiMh cases 

we Should hot expect the line demarcating the range of uses of the 

two items to be the same in different languages.

and demonstrative"determiners.

some formaliza'ble'way.

Let us 'consider

just two.
Ebert (1971)^ shows that in Eering there,are "two.defini-te 

"... the D-article indicates -Uiat some contextual ,

for the hearer to identify the individual(s)

articles";

information is necessary fc

(flijectCs) inentidnedi —only pointsT^^anaphorioally to

as in (5), or cataphorically J;oa previously.identified individual, 

a following rel^ive claush that specifies.-the referentj as iii (6) ..."

1. Kramsky (1972:35) suggests two criteria'for distihguishing
; languages; wi-fch a definite article from those with-only,demons" 
strative de'fcerminers; i'i'ttie article_^ould be used bo-bh in 

' phrases with specific reference and those with gener^ic reference; 
• the article should Ije Obligatory (i,f, presum^y, in definite 
■■n.pi;:mt/otherwiBe;:d.etermin.ad).:’-

Fering is d HbrthJteisian dialect^ spoken in-tlie-islandSKof Eohr> 
The quotatiensr are f'romillferaian and Ebert ^(

"for Eering - on Ebert (I97l)r
»:. and: Imrum

"which in turn is based
■■

:A-' . m
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The; ti^slation .eqpiivaleniis the two examples (5) and (6)

axe 8 ^id 9 telow;

The horse is . in T8, Oki bou^t a horse ye^erday 

: . the paddock.

• ••

........... 9. The Half ^diich is htai^:ihagHh the t^

"The A-article,. on the other "hSnd, is used to refer to ob^cts wlibse -

..r.

identity can be taken-as known. Thus the A^article is used with

and with objectswith objects of common-knowledge 

which can-be identified by tbeir known rela.tion to other Objects o3^ 

events mentioned in the sentence Or given fi the speech sitiiation

generics • • •

tl• • •

fianslation equivalents of the examples omitted from -ttie above 

the Danish people (generic), the sun (object of 

the door (known relation).

In ib:ench also there are two items, which I will refer to as oe 

and le (ignoring inflexion), Ce is clearly demonstrative, but 

unlike this and that, ce may combine- with a form marked as proxinate 

or with a form marked as distal (ce livre-ei; ce livre-la).

Huddleston (1963)^ shows that the range of uses of French ce includes

French le on the

other hand has a wider range- of non-demonstrative uses than English

the for it deteiminesjpluisl n.p. and non-plural n.p. with non-_ _

count head nouns, when these .are used in generic sentences. Thus 

Les chiens sont intelligeats inay (in its generic reading) be 

tT^nnlatpA -iritn English as Dogs are •intslligent. ^

quotation are; 

common knowledge), and house ;• • • •

some of those which in English belong to the.

1. On p;325 of his thesis, Huddleston analyzes the translation;
equivalents of ce in a restricted corpus,^'^^^^^^ n.p>.
consists of ^ + N + pOstnOminal modifier (Huddleston's 'q')
-the most frequent equivalent- of French ce is English the. The 
figures given for the English equivalents in such phrases are;

- - this 66;: that 43; the 93. _
■-
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This chapter is, a linking chapter, toxiching on areas whicfc ^ '

The aim is toSsca-i?’

iside^whether, andare not examined in depth • <

under what sort of eolations,-the contrasts in'^^fin-iteness 

considered hitherto correspond to distinctions that must he made in 

•toe formulation of syntactic rules, 

examination: location ( ^16) and negation (§ 17),

c ■

Two areas are selected for

f16 Locative Sentences .

l6,l, TnirodUctorv

KEy claim is -that definiteness is a semantic property of noun 

phrases; it is to, he assimed that it has syntactic repercussions, _ 

We shair now consider whether toe featirre contrast ;j4ef is ixsed in 

the statemtot of transformational processes - either in the S.I. or 

in *toe Conditions of T rules',' The treatment is exhaxistive neither

in its range nor its depth, hut examination of this question will 

enable^-as to estahlish criteria for the contrast that are more 

satisfactory than those considered so far,

, No feature+def has ye-t been introduced intb our foim^ism,' 

If we can successfully isolate the properties of a definite n,p, - 

and if toese are expressible in syn-tiaotic t;erms 

mapping rule can he incorporated into toe grammar; by means of itoioh

then a feature^
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the featitte :+def be in all definite n.p, *

(not of ootttBe into the feature complex underlying the determiners) ,

Thus the feature +def will ^be a means of grouping together' hiP t

iuteinal.stractuies differ but which share ^common property;^^-iLet^
• ' " ' " ■ . I ' ' '

us ^for the _time being assume that, suej^ rule can be formulaltedV-am 

proceed on that assuinption,
ii--"

allow statements about transformations to

se of the rule will be tO
boSse;

ntioh_the_glaas of +def

and hence also those n.p. that are not +defi'''^

A rule commonly thou^t to involve a condition of hon-

n.p. f

K
.definiteness on ilie subject n.p. of the S.I. is "There-insertion"

However Langendoen (1^75)(Emonds 1970:Ch.II; Burt 1971:22ff.). 

speaks of this as a "well-worn but false claim”. 

definiteness condition, if there is one, is not so strai^tforward 

as early fomxilations suggest, for consider: 

aooearei^- Viatl phh ntrangev f Tn the comer there slept the bov we 

hni^ TiPBri- TnoTfinp fov. " ‘ We shall however confine our study of there^ 

to (i) transformationally-intmduced occurrences in locative 

sentences (fl6.3.), (ii) occurrences originating in deep-structure 

elements (^18), and shall leave open the question of whether +def

Certainly the non-

■9

Suddenly there

is operative in other rt^es involving there^,.

l6.2. The source of !have* and »be'

•Lyons (1967) presents and discusses the hypothesis that "in many, 

and perhaps in all, languages existential and possessive constructions

derive (both synchronically and diachxonically). from locatives». I

accept t'his-hypothesis. and aim to show how it can most elegantly be 

incoi^Kjrated into our framework. ' Sections ^16.3. and ^18 are ■
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relevant.l Btrt first let tia consider seirtencea which are overt

' /statements of physical location• '

ii|». Jar(a) . A cat is : in the fgaid^

/'(?>)• :?n!he-garden has a cat.

-T2(a). ?A foTintain is in the gai^eh, 

(h), Ihe garden has a fountain in it. 

-The^at. is in the garden

-IV -

.'-i

. . V '
cs:-

(b)i *TOie garden has the cat-in it.

. 4(a), The fountain is in my garden (not in his).

(h), Vis garden has the fountain in it (not the fishpond). 

The ? and * indicate my judgements of ill-formedness; I choose to 

re^trd the sentences marked ? and * as ungrammatical. It is

4r. •

improbable that all speakers will agree, but it is nonetheless of- 

interest to-enquire what"sort of factors mustbe mentioned in-order

It is natural toto block the generation of these sentences.

that the sentences of each set are transformationally relatedouppose

and that the deep structure is closest to the (a) examples. Some

thing like this is implied in Lyons* account and a case-grammar version

is presented in Fillmore (1968*44-47)•

^ tftrms of our grammar we may posit an underlying locational 

predicate and two arguments, one in Obj case arid one in hoc case.

I use Obj and Loc .as abbreviations for- Fillmore*s cases Object 
laahd Ideation (Fillmore 1971:42).- We shall not be concerned 
with other cases in the hierarchy, iievertheiess the accouiit of 
possession adopted here calls in question the validity of 
Fillmore* B distinction between E^eriencer and Location^ In 
Fillmore (I969b:6i) / it ie argued that (in addition to its 
derived occurrences) have may occur as a verb in its o>hi ri^t,

• * more or less sjhionymouB with possess*; and his; base inrcntory
■ reflects:-;this':;view,;..

, 1.
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But what is the pihdicator? I Mlimore /uses a case ^rame ..

0 A«.th a hlaii: yerbv (p.44)i : But

this account is incbmpatlhle with the' view of case presented ahoveu-;^,; ; .

^ 2-.3.."where, it was,stated t^t in our ^aimnar informatibn as to- 

cases was to he’ attrihuted to the lexical item functioning'as^-

1. : ...in::.

predicate, .Instead we rai^t posit a 'pro-verb' (cf, Anderson 

._19.71;S6),:'thelsema^ici.cont^t of whicir^^ snrticira

but' which was later delet^^becauae redundant,,. .specification of cases

But the putative pro-verb is redundant in‘the (a) phrases above .
... . . j. -

. beca^lse of the surface occurrence of in .r- Mipht it not be -that the

preposition is itself the underlying predicate?

-What is reqiiired for sentences 1 - 4 is ah underlying locational 

predicate relating two arguments as 'located' to'location', OJhe 

prepositions fulfil this requirement - they vary in lexical content 

but have in common that they express a relation between 'located' and 

'location'. An alternative is to consider that have ^and be are 

different'realizations of a single underlying’abstract item, an item 

having the piroperties just mentioned. The disadvantage of'this 

proposal is that the.underlying item ntust clearly be different from

anything that may underly other occurrences of be, fegjibe is not

Either proposal provides a lexical item of some

let ns

always locational 

sort to fill the empty- space in Fillmore's case frame

.postulate then that prepositions are predicators, and occur as 

predicates in the deep structure of 1 - 4; final justification for 

such a proposal depends bn a; wider set of dats,^ -^^^ : .

1, There are many problems with this proposal, for example, the 
derived structure status of prepbsitional phrases, Alsp»
prepositions' are predicators:the absence of a de-verbal nomihal ■ 
must be accounted for, And the gerunds having and being must, 
be given a syntaictic treatment which adequately accounts' for . 
their semantic range,V ' V ,, .
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should he analysed as

■predicators, see Becker «! Arms ( (1970), and Allan

(1973)> All^ adduces a^ss of data as.evidence 

ative nature of prepositional phrases oomplefaenting the copula ^ ^ 

and argues for a distinction Between funotional and lexicalxiSii^^ ^

for, the Eredfcl.
- ‘ ^ ..................

i? •

categories which is in some respects similar to the pne>I have :set
I regaiai a prepositibh^(e. g, at)-^*^a1^-

-locational and -in- its -np.

temporal intei^)retation as a single item, opeaStiBg'-in deep 

structure, its range of application restricted hy the governed n.p. 

Geis^ discusses the problems posed by this view (ef,*Jobn is at 

two o'clock).

If the deep structure predicate in 1 - 4 is in. then the 

relationship between the (a) and (b) examples may be stated quite 

simply. We will confine otir presentation to the informal sketch- . 

below (which is'restricted to propositions, i.e. the top node is 

Y not V).

5(a). Beep Stmcture T

Subject PlacementT- B N
frObj] [+Loc)I

in

(b). V (c)
N YB ■ V

l+Loc!(+0b^
. B 

t+Obj]
, YY B

frlocl' Y B
in [+LocJILOG-COPT-preposing

in

's'.;*
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Sul)se^^t|y, the lower locative n«p, in (c) is pronomlnalizedy arid ~ 

Mve -is inserted by chomsky-adjtmotion on thh oi^^ Y. If LOG-

CpPI^pMppsing. dd^ not apBlJ^jfcheV^ isv derived;

directly from (b) and the butput is resizedJis, in l(a) - 

This treatment^ can be ertended to cover possession.

1 - 4, comp^e. 6 - 7:

6(a)",^^^^

(b). John has a book,■

7(a), ■*Three sides are to a triangle. '

(b) , A triangle has three sides to it.

(c) . A triangle has three sides.

On"the e-^dence of 7(b), let ns posit an underlying predicate, to.

Am

. . V
'f

whose semantic reading is 'abstract location', a sense which covers -

is John's.both the range of alienable relationships predicable- by 

and the range of inalienable relationships expressed by the npnn-

The sense of tof 15).dependent 'related' case (cf, j' 

suggested here is thus wider than that of Anderson's possess/belong

This to is distinguished from the

12 and

.(Anderson 1971:107-118).

directional to at.least by the feature contrast +stattve.

6 - 7 will-'be generated by the derivation sketched in. 5, with 

the addition of a rule that the preposirton and the lower Loc n.p, 

deleted (dbligatoriljr for 6, optionally for 7), . • The proposed 

deep structure is: -

are

■. mmm . ■ ,.

To +1 is obligatorily deleted when the Loc H is +anim.
It is only brtiohally deleted rtth non-ani^tes (cf. g^e , ward.
-hh-poft hPdatb it. y, analysis has the unwanted result that r
the grammar generates.Shins have radios to them.as an optional 
variant of sbiTiH have radios. There must be additioral factors . , 
that I have failed to identifir. ^

However 
has

1.—
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e.
-E+QbJl.

;;ir^
-^Eoc3^

ti
(ap ibsbfe) fe "

;J(thre&Psiies) (a tri^igle) 

Bbwever^e Mme-across a stisiige^s^^^ of data in 9; 

9(a)^: !Ilie -book is Jpfe» s.

(b), John has the book.

■ ...................................................................................-■■

.-- '

= . ...V
Vs^

(c), ; Jolm'-has green hair.

•(d). John has -the green hair,

First note that 6(b) is na'turally interpreted as abstract location, 

a seman-bic no-tion having a very wide range of application, but 9(b)

L'. •

is peiiiaps more restricted-in its meaning, and suggests ‘availability' 

rather than ownership. On the distinction be-fcweaii ''^heral possession' 

and •possession of availability' see Lyons (1968as595), Anderson 

(l971s_ll^)» 1® some Jangu^es

(e.g, Turkish), the question arises whether it is to be fqnnalized in

the grammar of English, The difference be-fcween .-the two st-ructxires 

■appears to depend on the definiteness of the Objj n.p. in 9(b). In 

9(c) and (d) the same problem arises - (c) clearly expresses abstract 

location (given, -the defini-tion of this notion presented above), but 

(d)_ might be appropriately used in a wig-making class, it has an 

availability reading. However it would be incorrect for the grammar 

to block -the abstra.ct location reading when Obj n.p, is definite, 

for 9(d) can have this reading in 3\iitable contexts (e.g. One bov haJ . 

green hair, and the ntharp-f-hV John had the green hair.) 

Nor is "Ihe abstract; location reading restricted tottlatibnal nounis.

s -

for it is foTmd in John has the to'o fla'fc nnwg^ila.'Y-g-^^

. .



Pieiivthe^ G^^^ iis ^dafd^e, ffie probahllrly 1^ 

the sentence being used with the restricted, availability reading.

(16)
:x

------- 0ne-B^ty-whdchTwer:Pii8Jbt^:b«^e--to-^eun*-^ oi^-thi s -f aot-4-a-i:
*''-i- ■■'

.■■:.■ ■■: ■;

deletion of prepositions other than^“tO“Oootyy but onty #ien-the™

- but ^ot 6(a)

would be derivable from sentenoes having in intermediate structure*

OBjT^prnt

Howev^ Ian ^ditiOi^ p^ase by him, near him. with^^Mm etc 

must regard the predicator ^ ('abstract location') as including

availability for otherwise I cannot account for the range of 

interpretations of John's book by the rules intyoduced in f I3.

This suggests*, unfortunately, that the extra machinery required for 

deletion of additional prepositions in the environment of +def serves 

I am unable to offer an alternative solution tono useful purpose, 

the ]^obIeir^osed by 9t —

If prepositions are predioators, there is some reason to regard

to as the appropriate lexioalisation of abstract location, for it can
^ I do not proposeoccur in predications involving relational nouns, 

that the distinction between alienable and inalienable possession

should be lexioalized. The distinction is adequately made by the

structure discussed in Ch^ter V.

This proposal leads to an interesting problem. Underlying the 

predicative Occurrence of John^, it is suggested, is a composite 

element to John which becomes a constituent in the course of^the

The formation of John's

n.p.

cyclic T's - i^e. after deep structure 

from to John cannot be postponed until the second lexical loolsup 

(discussed ih | 2.5.), for the praposition must not occur as a 

separate item when ;^-insertion applies, to generate the book of John's.

See ^pendix B, Selected Results II.1.
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We sfiall reiura
r.'-.

By ar^ysing EPasession^s: a ilsind of loc^^ we increase fhe

ntmoer of stractiixal types in which the detexminer of a .definiteiit-S—i.;

is attrihul^lp to a-IocatibhaL element in the deep 

and we; provide a rationale for the distinctfbn drawn eaxlier.-i'e"ti?&'^ 

POSS-MESP-formation and the preposing of adjectives. Purthermofe ■ ^ 

the fact timt' sentences predicating .' inalie^^ie* relationships 

generated hy ruies for locative sentences shOwS-Vj^^tj^p" hourly ■ 

dependent +relatei^ase is ainost sorely to be identified as Loc,

This receives .auj^ort from a consideration of 10, for rules gmerating

phrase

are

4 ■

10 must overlap with tlwse generating the pairs of 1 4. - !nhe

occurrence of have in 19(b) may be accoimted for quite easily if 

noun-dependent +related case occurs in 10^ and-if this case is

identified as loc,

10(a). John is the leader of the Reds.

(b) their ieaderi-

16.5. 'There^.* ■iu Tonative sentences «•‘B

The sub ject to be examin^ in this section and in ^ 18 has 

been the subject of recent debate, cf. Fillmore (I968), Lyons (1967; 

1968b; 1973*102-5),. man (197I; 1972), Sampson (1972), toderson 

(1971*107-118; 1972*Ch,Vl). These studies are concerned with 

syntax and semantics; by contrast Atkinson & Griffiths (1973) ; 

analyse the conditions of-use of a number pf senten0:es containing 

here and there, their aim being to characterige "the knowledge a 

native epe^er Of En^ish pist be presumed tO have in order for him

The three-way distinctionto use these sentences appropriately" • .

1,' r But confirmation of this .point-must await a study of de-verbal 
nominals.

: j
1
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-;
they propose is not adopted here However most of the sentences

=#•' - ■"r’

they classify as 'functional' would be derived in this description

In. important ;• .from the deep structure to be considered in | 18.

exception is my 24, which is discussed belowVi-

Consider the following sentences: '

11., There's a cat in the ^rden.' (Comparel|| 

12, TbSreisia fountain in the

--
V:*_. -

gard^^ (Cc^mpare _2)_

13. There are three sides to a triangle,—j(0Qippare 7) ' 

'Fillmore and Anderson propose different derivations for these 

sentences, but they have in contoon that the, constituent structure of

the surface sentence may be represented as follows (compare IPillmore- -

1968:46; Anderson 1971:109) -

S

14. there is HP

PEEP HP

(In 14, much information presented in the analyses of Fillmore and 

of Anderson is omitted, or re-presented in a different formalism.) 

I propose, on iiie cdntasascy, that the B\irface structure should be:

15.

15 is to be associated only with trahsformatiohally-derived there^ 

and is supported by consideration of 13 and 16: 

l6(a). There's a cat on every chair 

(b). On every chair, there's a cat.

• '
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identified in | 5 as-proTiding an exiatenbe-establishingTharej. was
ft

-The-soope—of quantifi—But this-is-not-the-case-in I3 ’aBd-l6,

is usual]^ j^t^ted in terms of tha relati^hip (lakoff

(1971); Jackendoff (1972:292)). Since there is only oiie S node in ' •

14, there and every command each other and it could therefore'iibe

in 16 isJqiiite 'compatible with
45.

argued that the reading of there 

14 providing it is realized that the quantifier cancels the

But this analysis isexistence-establishing properties of there. 

not available for I3, in pur description, for we have assumed that

non-definite phrases are interpreted with respect to their context.

On the evidence of I3, it seems that the scope of there is restricted 

to the nj,p,_immediately following it - such a restriction could be 

stated more elegantly on 15 than on I4.

Underlying the propositions in 11 and 12 is the deep structure 

illustrated as 5(a) and shared by 1 - 4. 

alternative possibilities as to the route by which 5(a) is trans-

Time does not permit a thorough investigation of -bhe 

One possibility may be sketched as in 17.

There are various

formed to 15

alternatives.

I shall say that item, is ’within the scope of item if item. 
is interpreted with respect to itemp by virtue of occurring in 
a certain structural relationship to it. The relationship 
of ? command-' is defined in Langacker (1969:167) as "a node A 
commands' another node B if (l) neither A nor B dominates the 

other; and (2) the S-node that most immediately doMnates A 
also dominates B."

1.

I

The relationship 'in obnstruotion with' 
was formulated by KLima and is given above in ^ 3*^•
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oat - the garden (Deep Structace) —? 

in the Tgarden, (^ject laaoement)

17(a)v in

:n:r(^).--'a::ca:t;7-,

- t6^); 3^

a

• a cat ...
• \

(d) , (in the garden

(e) . 'X^^® ^ ) in^ garde

Stages (a)„and (h) are the same as 5(a) and (b). 

subject: for .rtf does not control yerbal o&n^o^* 

step (c) is disjunctively ordered with LOC-COPY-^^osing (see. 5c)

a cat} in

?
B: garden

Iherej, is

Ihe rule effecting

•«:: ••
fl.nfl generates a stnicture that directly underlies 18, a stylistically 

marked paraphirase of'll. . .'

18, In the garden is a cat, ,

Xlhis stage of the derivation shoidd be compared'with the Eussian/and 

Chinese examples in Lyons, (I967),) Steps (d) and (e) use copying 

and pronominalization as an altemative^means of fprnralating, the view 

expressed in Sampson (1972) that \he^ structures should be generated 

by extrapoBitioh. The claim mede in this derivation is that there 

is here a pronominalized foj of a constituent formed in the course
V.

■M

of the derivation;'lexical information is removed from both '7 and N 

• and what remains may be illustrated by 19: ^ it will be remembere'd " 

that the fea,ture-oomplex underlying ^ is +I
•Hiem

T

IT19. V
. . . . . . . . . . ■■' = ■-

+N
+dem ,

•SpecN
■■

■■ «

f
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The problem posed tsr thiB- coiijbgar^ion Is similar to that posed by •?

-•f-

m:
•John«s. ; A rulO'aina3.g31i^ing 19 is required," fo^

. ........ - ........ -
in subsequent rules the \dioie bonstitueht is' tieaied as a noun:;phiKiii? * ‘"

-•.........................................................................................................- : .■ .'■■■-. ' >--■• ■-- ~ ___________________________.  _______________________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________________

The jae^bii^t::odver by 19 and ■poss^M^:;^"'^"^'
.......... ^ - . r- vi-/: /‘.'v 'J ------^

' forms, but here - we oonioehtrate on^here„i " the- process effectbag^j^ 

the rule, call it V-absorptloh, mi^t look like this-:

(cf. Burt 19718237) • -'

. ■. .'v

Y-absoriaion :
'♦. . . . . t ■

s
20. V -- SpecK

+Loc
+V

+S
+dem

SpecN

The output of 20 will be lexicalized as there with the phonological

+N
+dem

specification of therej,. by the second lexical' lookup, 

16.A. Condiiiohs ofi T rules

13, let us consider what factors nnist - 

be mentioned in the formulation of conditions on the rules. To 

facilitate reference, the relevant examples are repeated belows 

l(a.). _ J.; qat^is. to -the garden.

(b)i ?!toe garden has a bat to-it,

2(a). ?A fountain is in the garden,

(b). The ^toeh has a fountain to it.

Reviewing examples 1

^ .

1. The feature +V unden SpecH todicates that the N is overtly marked 
- for deep stroctore case, 'and thtoefore is not suboecti An
alternative way: of treati^ there„. Jbtoys etc, is to treat them 
as case-to^Lebted forms of it and-John, and allow for the under- 
lytog predicate to be deleted fsther than absorbed. oiiis analy
sis (adapted from a sug^stion made to Thome (1972a)). is 
attractive to the case of there but is difficult to extend to 
Jobn»s stoce this form occurs after no full verb (*belong3 to 
John’s) unless a following noun Can be 'understood*.
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5(a)-.- oat is in the garden.

(b). , ’i'The garden has the oat in it.

m
...

• .'■

ijjC^. The fouhtaih i^in n^^^den^^^ in his).

----- the fishpond)'. - _

-■ ^s.-6(a).^ ^A book is John's 

John has a bobk

• '
•--■

• (b).
.. -N

triable. 

A trian^e has- three sides to it

7(a). iS. "^Three sides are to a '!
(b).

(o) three sides.. A triangie^^s

There's a oat in the garden. (Compare 1.)

There's a foun-tain in the garden. (Compare 2.)

There are three sides to a trian^e. (Compare 7. )
Our aim is to identify meaning-differences^ iii the surfaoe struotures

11.

^2.

13.

and to , formulate‘ the conditions in such a way^that the T loiLes are 

meaning-preser^n-ng. I suggest that in addition to the distinotipn 

.-def the following meaninigful contrasts must be mentioned in the 

conditions on T rules: oontingeimy v. non-contingenoy^ (of. 1-3)>

- - theme^W rheme (cff4)T animacy-(of.:6,7,l3). - That is,-.if-the- T.-r.ules . 

are to be meaning-preserving we must ,- in -addition tO-information _ 

that can be read-Off the p-marka*, allow for systemic options of the

Meaning-differences signalled by stress are not considered here.

I use the term : 'dontih|ensy' bSbausei thS bbsOTViStiohs bf this 
section seem to be pertinent f or AhdersbnVs account of aspect 
(toderson 1973), but the contrast would I think be more- 
correctly oh^acterized as 'temporary* v. 'relatively 
permanent'

2

f -
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1t^e ;^isagedpi QJhe rules are

.., preaiBna,bly motiYated by a, complex lateraction of such factors as
-’i,-

these, let us try to coventrate on ^ of +der, ' We will-';

- look -at ihree--stages-in:-the-derivati6n:r- 'ZTIf: ;the,i)ba,5 L +def- and '

II&Ls may be overaiden by animabY-,

(i) Subject PlacemVt
A

is -def, Obj N is subjectivizV 

of the head noun in the Loo H, otherwise i^&''Vems if6 be regular:

21 (a). *A garden has the cat/the fountadii-iir  J.t.

(b), A man had the gun (by him),'

(ii) Subject, placement in other environments.. In discussing 

this rule, we must remember that later rules may introduce there^, if 

a non-definite Obj H is subject. If the relationsMp is contingent, 

as in 1, the Obj N is subjectivized (1,5)., If the relationship is

non-contingent and Obj K. is -def, the_. loo i is subjectivized -

obligatorily if it is +anim, optionally if it is -anim. It is this 

condition tPt blocks 6(a) and also-^tHiere's a book' to John. ,¥e 

see from this that abstract location is classified as a non- 

contingent relationship; These conditions allow for 1(a) and 2(b), 

also_for_2(a) ,__which,^underlies 12, .,and_ j(a), j^hich underlies 15,

■j

I use the term ».theme' in the sense of Halliday (1967b), 
clearly regards'jto option as^ to Viich element in th^lause 
should come^rst' as a meaningful. option. The unorthodox 
suggestionthatsystemiccptionsshouidbeusedaLongside-  
p-markers to determihe T rules may be regarded as a means of 
formEdizing "position (d)b in'Paxtee‘s disciission of meaning
preserving hypo-ttiesesj(197i: 9) • ^ If syntactic arguments enable 
us to decide what should V;into the p-marker, then position 
(d) predicts that the dceprstructurep-marker will contain all 
those parts of meaning that have to do with truth-value in_all 
possible worlds. , ^ ^ -

1. He

J
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fiii) Proce^ introdiciiu? tiiere^,
. . . . . . . ' JS -

If the enib-ject n.p. is in 

Obj case iand ^-def, therej, is introdnced obligatorily if the relatiofi^ 

ship is hbhrcbiitini^ht (but favouxed?) if the

relationship is contingent (11-15? from 1(a), 2(a), 7(a)).

These rather superficial observations are 'intended, to shby.£h(w^:;^ 

idef interacts with other factors. The facts are complex, Mt 

there is worse to come. ’ The contrast definK^, non-dbfinite is

.r.

.r- -

not sufficient for the statement~of“these'; conditiDnEsz^^^-For-Hjhe- 

underlined phrases in 22 will be shown below (fl?) to be non-definite, 

yet. they occur here in a context where -def has been blocked*

22(a). Some of- the books are John’s 

(h). Two of -the books are John’s 

(o). All the books are John’s

i:

The phrases underlined in 22 are non-definite (as will be confirmed

Assuming that (c) is aby f17)but their range is restricted.

•variant of all of the books, each of the examples is partitive. If

we -think of -the-iinderlying.head noun of the n.p. (subseoLuehtly

pronominaiized) as- a -variable ranging over-a limited part of the.

world, namely, the denotata of books, the range of the n.p. of which 

that noun is head is further restricted to what is designated by 

the books. As shown by 22, this notion of restricted range is 

required for a satisfactory statement of the conditions of 

parag2^h (ii)

In all the- books the range of -the n.pis not merely restricted, 

it is exhausti-vely specified. This is immaterial for the conditions

« '
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ofvpgasigraipli (ii) But ibhe 6ohditions of paragra.phi (iii) operate•! ' ■■

on a di^erent blassific^ion, i for ConsidUi^ ^5* . . . . .-fi

25(a) KierU were some of the Books on the .table.

;. Some of the ’books were on the t^l^i •.... •

Two^f the books were on the table.
(c)i Thbre were ^1 the books on the^^le. ,,

the tableT^ ^ All the books were

In 25(a) and (b) thero^ is due to the process sketched in 17, and 

is governed by the conditions of (iii); but. in (o) therSj^ must be 

accounted for in some other way for the two sentences are not

After therSj^. all the books behaves like a definite

on

1
synonymous.

n.p.

In fact 25(c) leads to a further problem. The occurrence of 

therejn in locative sentences is not confined to non-de'finite 

environments. Consider 24:

24. There's Bill at the pub, ,

This sentence is discussed by Atkinson & Griffiths (1975*56). ‘ They 

find that it mav occur with stress on Bill, in answer'to the (question 

•Who is at the pub?', but not with stress on pub. Is 24 to be 

attributed to the structure underlying Bill is at the pub by 

derivation 17? If so, a meaning cl^ge will occur, 'Ibou^ not one 

that affects truth value. This suggests' that the derivation is 17, 

but that it is controlled by a systeniic option.

The systemic option controlli^ 24 is that of 'predicated theme' 

(Halliday 1967bi258). Predica,ted t^^e is marked. Marked, theme

In one reading 25(c) is comparable to 24; in another the there^. 
of 25(c) is due to deep structure and the senteaice is derived 
by the processes to be discussed in f18,

1.
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’repre^sents a fore^otmdi^ of the speaker's point of departure'

: f orTtfais reason: I do not regard there^ withnon^definites
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 •' • ' •- ,1^- - - - - - -^- - - -- - - ,- -^_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

—-as 'predicated th^e'.,- for it represents no such foregrounding. In..
\

this connection contrast Atkinson & Griffiths' analyjsis of 24 and, pn 

their uage -'5‘5 . of There' s an X- ' there. The recognition.that 24'has''--‘’' ''j? 

predicated theme woiild seefi - so far as“it:goes -to he compatible ■ 

with Atkinson & Griffiths' analysis of 24 as a ^ilnft;tional sentenop., ~ ■ ■

- - -“This-shows^p-something~in7the“nature“of-fhe-+de£=4iB:^(^^nr^

its inteiraotion with syntax is in this area subordinated to mean

ingful contrasts having to do with theme. Only in the case of 

6, 7> and perhaps 21, is the ungrammaticality of the starred examples

such,as will generally be agreed upon. In these, cases we can say

with'some confidence, that +def shoxild be used to . prevent the 

generation of such sentences, 

considered, the effect of 4;def is pragmatic - relating to the 

sentence as potential communication, having its place in discourse.

In the next section however we shall consider an aspect of definiteness 

which is semantic and syntactic rather than.pragmatic.

But in most of the other examples

^ 17 Definiteness and Negation 

Negation is another area where a distinction between definite 

and non-definite is necessary for the formulation of T nOLes, where 

indeed the distinction has been used in the rules proposed in ELima 

I have ar^ed that definite n.p, are, 'in their deep 

structure, intearpretable in isolation with respect to specificity 

and genericness whereas non^efiJdite h,p, are' variables bound by

IWf

(1964).
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sentential context i- V ^s ge both •

wlttrxe^eot Vtoi reati^tionsV bn^^ HteTpretatibn of nonPdefimtes■y. . : ■■.;>;."j; v •. ■ :, v-'v.; ''-^v. :^'-i' ■■'■■■•■--■■ >
• ( ^3.5. )y ^d with respect toy the: effects of type-2 binding, on r;

definites(^15), bht the fundamOTteldistinctio^ holds good.

■ However if4we were-to nse“it-ai6ne-as"a criterion of TdefinirtenelbliSliyy^v - ’
' ' " ’ ywifeftd”

wotdd be difficult to say why personal pronouns should be classified Vyi"
legation suggests a laore ’ atri^^ftfe

as definite,

definiteness which is in i'act a.special instance of'thd more general .

claim that definite n.p. axe interpretable without reference to 

sehtential context,

meaning of a definite n,p. is constant -vdiether or not the 

sentence in which it occurs is negated^ that is, its potential for 

referential or attributive use is Unchanged by the presence of a

bbnditionybf

negative ^element. EatyLvalently, we may say definite n,p. are 'never 

in the scope of ne^tion^, or are 'impervious, to negation'. It is 

clear that, given Keenan's definition of logical presupposition^, this

fact about definite n,p, is crucially related to the*, presuppositional 

status of the embeddednsv and; hence to the very i^ture of definiteness.

In Biglish 'there is a synt^tio correlate of this semantic fact;

except in certain conjoined structures, not and no do not occtir 
def^te h.p,; in non-copular sentences.^before This'is exemplified

1. 6f.y^4.2

2. It is to be bxpected that the semantic property of beihg 
irpervibiis to negation is a conditioh of definiteness in any

y langua^V aithduj^ languages differ as to the 
of the sequence ’Mg* + definite n.p," (cf, Bach 1968;98),
The sense in ydiich definite n.pi are impervious to negation ^ i^ 
quite distinct from the phehomeha discussed in Bach, which 
relate to the distinction betweeny given and hew information.

and Keenaii (1971)

t
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l(a)v

■(!)). Hot a; man; came.
V

(c), *Ho. the man came. 

(a;)v

^ ■

'•

'"r-

• '.;
--'•

The well-foimedneBS of 2 is of partictilax interest for it is clear "

~that±he:^^fe?
from the egtili^ence "of3(a) an<f-(h)_ rlined-ntpv^ in- 2

. . ^-r ... .

is ndn-defonite:
'*—..

Zt. No Archibald came.

3(a), I know of no Archibald who came,

(h). I do not know of an Archibald who came,

In order to accovint for these facts it is hi^ly probable that 

in the syntactic rules of English mention most be made of the 

category dist:mction definite y. non-definite.

However the, property of being impervious to negation is not a 

sufficient condition of definiteness because it also characterizes

phrases introduced by 4: ;

i - 4.;’ some/-several / a, certain

But phrases introduced by^ are non-definite because re-use of the 

identical phrase within idie same stretch of discourse does not--imply

-*!

ooreferenoe.

Using these two Conditiohs as necessary conditions of definite

ness, and together sufficient for ihe identification of a definite 

n,p,, let ns consider T rules involving negation.

. of.course related to the difficulty of finding a satisfactory

The problem is

description of quantifiers, but I suggest that; it is non-definiteness

rather tl^ the presence of quantifiers that is relevant for the
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It is pljvdous of a negativegtaamanofnegation;- 

elemeii^ vaiies :^-tiis^s giirfece struck in'their

- most natxiral reMings, 5 (n^ and (li) ^axe not synonyms

member of the committee was on t 

(b).’^A member of. the committee was not oh time.

But it has been m^h debated whether this fact constitutes evidence :■............... ..^ ...^
ihatz:8nrface_:s±ructure-::lhteri)retation..is.neCessa:Q^i

}0* ■
ac

'or_:an:adequate

description (as advocated in Jackendoff’(1969; 1972VCht8^”'ehomsky
-t, ■

(1971:207-9))» or whether it can be satisfactorily_accounted for in 

a theoiy which requires that transformations be meaning-preserving 

(as claimed by lakoff, cf. lakoff G. (1970b, 1971a!258-252)), 

methodoiogical decisions of f 2 and the tenor ofthe aorgimiehts of the 

foregoing chapters commit, me to the position that the interaction'of

negation and specificity can bej^counted for without recourse to
' "2

surface structure interpretation.

I shall confine my remarks to a few crucial examples, my purpose 

being not to explore this complicated area in depth but to indicate

The

li propos to account for the distinction, between no and
not. Assuming that any is an item containing a feature 
+nonspecific and that an h.pi determined by a is necessarily 
non^speciiic-idien in iihe scpph: of negation^ it is naiural that 
ifarases determined both by any and by a should have alternate 

: realizations with no. account fPr not a man?
i-Perhaps in^this pluase-iOTS a is indeed an unstressed fprm of 
the numeral one (cf. PerlmutTer and ? 5.2.)

2, In fact the exposition of Ch. ll’ - not depend on the
deep structure interpretation of negation. It depends on deep 
structtire interpreta/tidn of 'modal structures* 6f what 
jbckendoff c^ls Types I and II (jackeiidpff 1972:292)even 
in Jauikendoff»s scheme these types of scone could be interpreted 
in deep stjnicture, althouj^ in fact they: are not. The 
exposition however is totally I incompatible with Jackendoff s 
arguably ad hoc treatment of there„ (p.501. fn.'). Given mv 
treatment of there^,. deep structure intenpretatioh of negation 
is natural thou^ not inevitable.
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a line of en(iui3?y compatible Witt on definiteness,

6(a) , r ifot many arii^ M

(b). Many arrows did not hit the target,

(e). The tai^et ms not hit, by many arrows.

It is generally agreed in the literature^ that 6(a) and'(b) are not 

synonyms and that .6(c) , in its most natural reading, is synonymcsis 

LaJcoff proposes that underlying 6 (a)"^d 6(c) "is a

•I::,,..

with-6(-a)

structure which"he presents;as in 7:

7, /”not arrows, f^sxiavte 
S S , S

In 7» not asymmetrically commands the quantifier many, whereas in

the structTu:e underlyi^ 6(b) many asymmetricailly commands not.

^ hit ihe targetJT manyJ^JT"were

This underlying structural relationship is the basis of a condition 

on derivations which aisures that only semantically appropriate

I wish to criticize-Lakoffssurface structures axe generated.

proposals on three counts: •

(i) As has been forcefully argued by Partee (1979b), the T rule 

of Quantifier Lowering-which Lakoff postulates for the derivation of 

6 leads to an unwarranted complication of syntactic rules

(ii) Lakoff?s account' is ad hoc in its treatment of definiteness; 

quantifiers may only be d.erived from a lower sentence (via relativ- 

ization) if the n,p> is determined by the; and quantifiers 

originating in hi^er sentences may not be lowered if the n,p, on

1, cf, Lakoff, G, (1975*244), Jackendoff discuses
Mot many of the arrows hit the target (1972;326), I do not
think the difference in the examples is fundamental to -fche 
arguments put forward - Irat Johansson (1974) reports -that people 
percep-^ion of ambigui-ty varies wi-fch;-ttis diiferenCe in the examples. 
bnfortimately, 1 saw Johansson's p^er too late to incorporate 
a.discussion of it in; this section.

f s
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' which -they are predicated is definite (cf. Lakoff, G. i97qb;591»'4Gl). . 

Iiakoff agrees that the latter condition is ‘not independently

motivated’^

-■■ (iii) ; Lakoff s gloss of thd ■ stricture: presen'^d in 7 is

8. The arrows that hit the target were not many. .

(I971as244). This is inaccurate, ihere are few fully acce^ahle 
Engli^sa ^sentences having c[uahtifiers7as predi^%B aM"nd^def 

suboects^ ^ut 9 is fully acceptabies . -. .

9. People who read fen books a week are- few and

far between.

9 is equivalent to 10:

10. There, are few people who read ten books a week.
...

This shows that the predication are few and far between is an e-:e

Assuming that far between is redimdant,context for the subject n.p,

we may conclxuie that predicable quantifiers are existence- 

establishing and that the correct gloss:-: for 7 is 11:

.11, "There were not many arrows that hit the iarget,

.“ Anderson. (19^ . d iPrl^omiqg) tos„ an

alternative treatment of sentences containing two quantifiers 

(R.g. Wnnv men read few books) which can naturally be extended to

He accepts Laknff's proposal for 

a hi^er. predication and for derivational constraints which ensure 

that inappMpriate Surfabe structures are not generated, but ar^es 

that -the hi^er predication should be a tpredicaiion of existence', 

The proposals to be iflade below are in essencS a reformulation of

the problem.we are coh^dering.

Anderson's:central ided ih terms of the ;^ramework of this thesis, 

InSthe facegoing presentation, three\ claims have been made

First oirr base ruleswhich are pertinent to our problem.

r
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distinguish various., operators, affecting the proposition hy 

iirtro^pi^^tilein under SpecY. Thus the hase structure in 12 is
1 .

.
-•

Z; €_

12. TSpecY
.>)r- -

■neg. TO.-'

■i.

Second, as in the grammars proposed hy fillmore and by StocKweli

et^,, there is in our granfip.r no "Passive rule that destroys a 

pre-existing subj eot/predicate configuration. • Third, it ^s been 

claimed that in some instances therejn is not due to a copying or 

insertion transformation but is a direct realization of deep structure

elements.

Given these three premises, let us reconsider 6 and compare it

with 15;- - -

15(a),- No arrow hit.the target,

(b). M arrow did not hit the target.

: (c), .The target -was not hit by an arrow.

■ '15(b) , I wish to claim, is ambiguo having a reading that is

synonymous -with 15(a) and a reading that corresponds to a statement 

about some particular arrow (the specific reading), 15(c) is 

synonj^ous -with 15(a) and there is.jio passive for the specific 

-pparting cf 15(b). Thie same pattern is fouhd in 6 except that tihere 

' is generally said to .be only^ a' specific reding fbr 6(b) and'7thera

-'■w'

soine doubt as to 'vdiether there: is a seooiidary reading of 6(c) which

I ignore the poBsibility of the secondaryis^ynonymous-with 6(b)
;v.'.

It is not imniediately releyaiit’ to; enquire whether : ’negV is a 
lexical item (not) or a feature. ^ -

1.
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reading of 6 (c)^^

To aceoTiiit for 6(a) and 15(a), 6(c) and i3(c), I propose the 

deep strocture shpvm in I4, vdierS^ many vill he ^nerated imder

7the case of 6;

, N
1

Y ^1- ^2

hatp a^wfe)—^ts^et^
TidfJ

Either before or after Subject Placement, neg is Chomsky-adjoined 

to into a position immediately preceding tfie'^rb^Ci ignore the 

question of auxiliaries).

i. ..(non-def

But after Subject Placement, if the 

subject is definite neg remains before the verb (6(c)), while

if the subject is non-definite neg is indbrpprated into the subject 

phrase (6(a),13(a)), The latter process will be optional or

obligatory according to whether or not one wishes one's grammar to 

generate a reading of the (b) examples synonymous with (a) and (c),^ 

The specific reading of the (b) examples can be attributed to a 

deep structure directly reflected in the surface structures of 15: 

i5(a). There were many arrows that did not hit the target.

(b). There was an arrow that did not hit the target.

The relevant properties of the structure underlying 13(b) and i5(b) 

are indicated in I6: -

1, Jaokehdoff finds a secondary reading only under certain
conditions of intonation and streseT (1972:353)w But even under 
these Conditions it is doubtful >diethen his example -8,38 (p,327)

claiming that thb secondary reading of my example 6(c) is due to 
factors of infomnatibn structxire not directly related to 
negation and specificity.

. 2, Compare Elima (1964).
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7 j;

-tPiS#* 
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■there
SpecH—

N ^ ....... %
• y -I % ^

: H ■I

I

arrdw

it hit the target

In the embedded's, the relative n.p. is definite and so it does not 

subsequently incorporate the negative element* Hence both in deep 

structure and in surface structure arrow is outside the scope of

By assuming that the (b) examples of 6 and IJ are derived 

from such a structure as 16 by deletion of thereij,. we can account 

for the lack of passive cotmterpart without recourse to derivational 

constraints. .Similarly we can account for the lack of active 

counterpart for Mamr of the demonstrators weren't arrested bv the

negation.

.■iv

■ ^7;
police (Jaekendoff4972:328).

Partee (1970b) has observed -that the quan-tifiers that can most 

plausibly be regarded as predicaltes can in geneiral occur after the, 

for example;

V';'

.'-i

:7

lj(a), the men who were there were many / -fche many men

who were there %
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . _ _ _ _  .

,(b)l this money is too little / the l-ittle money I had

(c) . this money: is too much / *the much money I had 

. (d), ?.this money is all/ *the all money ■

*
■:

■t.

/
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I r'eeard manVw imioh^ and the numerals as predioatle

quantifiers and must therefore treat the ungrammatio^ity in 17(o) 

as an aooidentv If predioable quantifiers are deriyed from

ii predicted by 

TO-th the relative ■

relative olauses their ooourrenee in definite n.p^

There are problems

clause analysis (notably the problem of pre-posing across uiared.uepd 
clauses) but it has nevOTtheless been Ts"^siSed“^ in^tfe^orijiulati^ of

the rules of'earlier chapters.

the rules presSnted in this thesis. Since no distinotion'i^s~m^e'

in-the deep structure of our grammar between R and NR pre-nominal 

, modifiers, it is not necessary to rule that many etc, must originate 

in a non-restriotive Olause. However a more significant general

ization may be that predioable quantifiers, but not all those that 

are not predioable, may occur after thereg.

15 and 16 applies only to predioable quantifiers.

I shall not parsue this enquiry further. Problems arise when

The source sketched in

come to consider Dative Movement (for example cf. Jackendoff

Topicalization or 'Y-movement* (for example of. Lakoff

we

1972:333

1971a;246), and numerals (of. Hei^y 1970). 

question of whether thereg should be used in the description of 
sentences containing two quantifiers^.

There is also the

Perhaps the most interesting

It my be that negation and double-quahtifier sentences do not 
fall under a sihgLe generalization. Heny (l970), who seeks to 
provide a Semantic interpretation of quantifiers as generated 
by phrase-structure rules of the type pfoposed in Chomsky (1965), 
argues that the notion of scope is not adequate for a treatment 
of quantififflps although it may be necessary for negation. In 
the base_ rules proposed in 3 2 the scope «f negation is indicated 
by SpecT, but if quantifiers.bidginate under IT,

1.

then no scope
relations based on dominance hold at deep structure level 
between two. quantifiers occurring in the same clause.
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problem is ,.or: not a prinbd^ae can jj®; eg-^Hsh^,as to the a

dat;a to ba aobouhtad jFor by^^poal' tq there .Thusextent of- the

both.'Lakoff. (cf, Sam olaimed thatvJbhfl had date^^ gia.s; "l^Tla; £:

2!ilff, ) and Mderaon (of. Mary wants to marrv a NorUegiah) a,ttributav; - ^ - ^
■ - • ■ ^

to distinctions in underlyi^ structurej"ambiguities 

according to argimants presented in earli^ ohqpters - should 

prqbably qot be; regarded as syntactic

My claim is that where a deep structure diatinotion^atween 

different readings of negated sentences can be motivated, the 

appropriate deep structure for the specific readings is that 

corresponding to thereg, for:

(i) it is semantically appropriate, providing an e-e 

context for a non-definite n.p.

(ii) it accounts for the lack of active/passive counterparts 

without recourse to derivational constraints 

(iii) the there^ stmotures have got to be generated anyj^y 

(iv) the therej, source is not semantically appropriate when 

the subject n.p. is definite, hence the different 

, behaviour of quantifiers in definite and non-definite 

environments is naturally accounted for.

The disadvantage of the proposal is that it seems to commit us-to 

a double source for many many sentences. If 6(b) is derived from 

the structur^nderlying 15(a) , then why should not 6(a) be derived 

from the structure underlying 11. as weU^ In such cases

the two sources would not lead to ambiguity. There really may be 

some redundancy in the language sjratam in this area.

i:
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' While there may be no empirical grounds-for preferring, a deep 

^structure; ani^ad^ of nega-tiph to a surface one, it is surely

as Jaokendoff; does the problem of the lack biE wir••r-iincorreot-to say 

Mtiye/passiye countei^arts,-that^ I*,under the ass
liS

^i^ption that
. .............................., -

transformations do- not cha^e mea^ng, these facts will be very

difficult to account for" (Jackendoff 1972:328). '.ii

. -N
In the non-negated yerslon-of?-idie sente^^^ of 13 the non- ;

it is this T^ic^makes ttodefinite n.p, : occur in an e-e context 

therOj. alternative source viable, 

examples of sentences with non-specific and generic readings

f

18 and 19 are offered as

( respectively: _ -

18(a). "—A-girl will win the race.

(b). A girl will not win the race.

Wo girl will win the race.

19(a). A bird can talk.

(b). A bird cannot talk.

(o). No bird can talk.

On the proposals presented above, the (b) and (c) exaiqjles will be 

derived from, structure 14 (suitably le^oalized); (b) is not

(o).

ambiguous, for there is no thersg paraphrase to which an alternative

For 18, I find this account valid. 

With respect to 19, we may discount a non-generic reading or (if we 

prefer) attoibuto it to theroj^. The problem arises with the

reading could be attributed.

generic reading; are (b) and (o) synonymous? 

that 19(0) can only be used falsely - because there are birds

Could it be argued

talk' - but that 19(b) may be(e.g. parrots) that, in some sense, 

used to make a true statement because true of 'birds in general’?

. I

■O,
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I leave the question open, heoause it will re-occur in a 

acute foTO with plural nouns.

more

20(a). Birds eat berries;

(b) ,; ' Mrds do not eat berries

(c) . No birds eat berries.

(d) . No berries are eaten by birds.

Berries are not eaten by birds.
According to the p^posal under consideration, 2b(b)~- ~(e)' are all 

unambiguous synonyms attributable to deep structure 14. Here

j;:

V

(e).

again is the problem of 19.

The problem seems to be that IP we characterize generic readings 

in terms of 'true of most or all x' or 'true of x in general' then 

bhe-propased^T-rules-do-affeot—truth-valusi.—-But—true-of-x-in—-——— 

general' is a characterization of natural language use rather than 

of semantic meaning such as may be expressed by logical formulae.

I have introduced this problem in order to make the following 

point. , One way of aboounting for these facts, a way that would be 

oonsistent with the discussions of fl6, would be to posit a deep 

structure choice on non-definite n.p. expressible in terms of a 

- feature that would control T rules in such a way as to block the 

movement of nag from the verb into the subject n.p. This deep 

structure ohoioe would be taken only in non-e-e contexts, would

affect Subject ELeicementj and would be correlated ^th the 'true of

Where the feature was not selected, nag- - ' 2 in ger^al f reading,

would be incorporated into the subject. A feature that would

achieve this is 4def,
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- It has hash observed iti^^o^ of the grammar that

xjertain-sj
••••;.: \I':'r/

■\ v' andn.pn.p,-are-
■- • . ............................... ....................................................................................................... ------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------...............................................................................................................

n.]S. headed by nOn-opiurt h^^ one of the neceaaapy

oohditions of definiteness mentioned at the beginning of the seotionj; - .'- 
re-use isqplies ooreferenoe. * But to use the fea^re -t^ef in t^s 

way is terminologioally confusing; it involves the use of +def to. 

mean something quiteTdistinot frW'^^^d^^ . Nevertheless, generic ^

n.p. which are unquantified do share certain properties with definite 

n.p., properties that may be expected to affect syntactic processes. 

However these are to be formalized in the grammar, let us - for

purposes of future reference - label these shared properties -hi.
■ ‘ ' ...........................................................................................................

It is just possible that -m could be used instead, of -def in the

formulation of T rules, so making the ^def distinction redundant in 

the description.of syntactic processes.^

Npn-jnredicable quantifiers raise special problems, but do not 

suggest that the proposals of this section are fundamentally 

incorrect;

I ”i«i*

21(a). Every child received a prize.

(b). ?Every child did not receive a prize.

of. ^stal (1966, p.262f of :the reprint in Reibel and Sohane I969), 
: XlStbbkweli^^ )f : on cpreferenpe j or ^ abseppe oP

Hoh-coreferenoe' cfi Postai (1969 footnotes), Stpokwell 
, -V (op. pit. ;9l).

2. This would depend on: correct idehtifipation of generic n.p,, which 
itself dependsnort more detailed study of the effect of contexts 
-than;! haveiindertaton. arises: is
the distinction (within non-e-e contexts) between geherio and 
non-generic one that is determined by the deep atfuoture p-marker 
before the operation of Su¥deot_;^Plaoement? As indicated in the 
main text, I think not. ;^Thia makes generic v. non-genefic a 
distinction which is different in kind from the existence-^ 
establisbing V. non-ere distinptipn;

1.

r'
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(c). Not: pM^: ■
v '.,

A prizev^a not received by every child.

reoeived by-^every child.

(i)

(.1. .•V .,
■ 'i - t= No prize was

iiivolverthe-predit^^jiQnl^hat-Sltb^---^:)^

This is clearly not the case for 2l(e) - but (e) may;

^ill.:be-^i-_:The proposals-^

synonymous.

perhaps be regarded as support..for the double-spurpe hypothesis;^ in 
this case the special properties of ayery wculd^teok

of the sources but not from the Other. C2l(e) will he-dirdvad. fTOm^

• derivation from

one

the structure underlying There was 

nhlld.) a(c) and (d) provide supporting evidence for the type of 

movement rules envisaged above, and (b) can be blocked by making

no nrize that was ra delved bv every

the movement rule obligatory.

21 shows that phrases determined by non-predioable quantifiers 

must be classified as --def, even such phrases as all the books. 

However phrases thus piantified cannot occur after there^g. So

there wHl be T rules which apply to non-definite n.p. but which do 

not apply to ' them ( f r I6) . This suggests -that there pre syntaotically- 

motiya.ted iLstinotions to be, made among non-definite n.p.

The quantifier some also raises a special problem. Ne must , 

generate 22(a) and block .22(b):

22(a). Some elephants do not like peanuts. ..

(b)v *Bb some elephants dopeaimts.

.1 reject the possibility of a sojW^-;am2 su]^letion rule b^^ the^

non-equivalaiaseof 23(a) and (b) :

V

1

of. Klima (I962i.)> (I9l9)1.
«o - - ■
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23(a). He didn’t take some of them.

(TD).V'He take any pf:i^

Is22(a). mgiit: be attributed to the XtMctiTire underlying: .. •

-----247^ There are-some elephahts'timt-do^not^i^e-'peanuts.

It seems that h.p. determined by some are, like definite-nsp.,’ ,- ^

impervious to negation iu deep structure as in. surface, 22(aj will
-• i-: ■ ^ • • . ''

therefore be attributed to structure 14 and some wHl be linterpreted

as outside the scope of neg. In §10,2. some was attributed to a 

T rule motivated by a distinctive partitive .structure: its 

essential meaning is partitive and it cannot therefore be 

unambiguously negated - for. the negation of some could be none or all.

For purposes of'discxission, it *se¥ms" hatuial. to* make~a"^-twp«-tier

distinction, first between definite and non-defihite using the two 

necessary conditions of definiteness disotissed above (non- 

negatability and implication of coreference.), then among non-definite 

n.p, between those that we will call indefinite and others, - Let us 

stiuulate that^tlie~t elm "’Indefinite* will" be usedfornsp. which in 

surface are undetermined, determined by a, some,, no, by a predicable 

q.uantifier, or by non-demonstrative the before a relational noun’ 

with indefinite complement, or by an indefinite possessive 

determiner. This listing-sets up a class which is co-extensive, 

in -the description presented here, with non-definite n.p. which 

originate, in a deep structure where there is nk. Iiiautifier under 

SpecN. If i-t -'were hot for the occurrence of any after therejn. one 

could say that indeflMte'n.p, formed a natural class with 

respect to transformationally-derived there^ in locative sentences,^

-.4

1. . Several and a certain are still unaccounted for.
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summed: tieatmrat ae^s;^to following tent^^vjerj^ S

oontelnsiona regardiiig iefiniteiiesp dn syntactic rules:
... , ;-••■•••:

(i) Subject to (iv), a; contrast+aef is needed, in order
o’- - . -- V. ■ ■

td^^^M^oFnngraraniaticality and to preserve meaning,

in the formulation of neg-rmewement rules.

%

■: ■-

. (ii) It interacts with granmiatibality in possessive

constructions, hut only when qualifx&d>as in .(v,b) 

below, -

•N

(iii) E3.sewhere it interacts with many other factors in its^ 

effect on rules generating-alternative surface fomiia 

differing as to information-structures 

(iv) Ibmi^t possibly be subordinated to another contrast 

grouping-together non-definite generic n.p. and 

definite n.p.

(v) Within non-definite n.p, further distinctions are

nebess^ (a) relating to Wpe of quantifier

(b) relating to range of the variable

represented by the head noun( ^16).

cf. f lb,- examples 6 aiid 22.1

/ •
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HON-DBEimTE PHRASES! BXISTB^E." IREDIC.M?E H0MINAL3 r-i:

7
,. ..

In this chapter we will examine certain ssyntadtic structures
'y

md processes which lead to a ^eater understandih^^f
:'';:7,, ........;.. ..... .a..:..............

definitehess." Two factors relating to non-definiteneSs haye hsen.

non

given but aummary treatment hitherto: the deep structure of 

expresrions assigned to "a theresouroe", and the Identity condition 

for non-defiidte relativization.

f 18 is devoted to the former; the latter is 'studied in the ; 

context of an investigation into dopiilar sentences (^19). This 

alsb leads to clarification in the formulatioh of definite 

relativization.

I 18 *Therej.* in Sentences of Indeterminate location 

The type of sentence to be discussed in this section is 

exemplified by:

l(a). There never was a King Arthur.

There-was a disaster.

(o). There are people who can run a mile in four minutes.

It is indefinite. n.p. , rather than the larger class non-definite n.p. f

■*

(b).

•sriiich' typically occur with thereg in predicatio^ns of 'existeiMsa'.

In 1, there- occura in a clause in which there is no other locative 

phrase and so it cannot be attributed (as elsewhere, of. ^16) to

■;v''

J-
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pronominalization of a lexicalized expression occiu^i|!^^ m 

strucinre, ; ; Relevant aspects; of the surf&ce constituent strmture

■vv;*-'-

(18)‘.i

<*..

of 1 ^e reipresented in 1(d), which may he contrasted with the 

p-marker shown in I5 of ^16;

,_,- - - Y’-v-"-

■■X

■■ -.-"'r?
;'.s—

• V

-•TV... J -.IV

1(d) there " Y
-V

•;s-" he

In 1(c) the form there are must he derived from ar-hi^er 

predication in the d^p structure,

1(0) from 2, for to do so would not allow for other SpecV choices on 

the main clause of the siirface structure.

It ’I

It is not correct to derive

It would also involve a

mfjfln■?ng-«Vig.Tig'ing transformations

2, People can .run a mile in four minutes.

However a T rule of there-insei^ion is generally agreed to he
1required in a transformational grammar of :toglish,

(i97OsCh.Il) it is formulated in such a way as to derive 1(c) fixtm 

the structure underlying 5s

people who can snm a

In Qnonds

ndle"^

Similarly, 1(a) and (h) could he derived on this analysis from; 

4. A King Arthur never was.

5. four minutes are.

5, A disaster was

This is to claim tlmt be is basic and there derived, vdiile the

obvious alternative is to suggest that there in its. underlying form 

is basic and he derived-. It mii^t seem that’ these alternatives

My proposals do not obviate the need .for a rule of there- ' 
insertion, that is a insle that introduces there rather th^ 
deriving: it from already exiting elemehts. They restrict 
the srange of application of such a rule.

1.
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were not making dl^fferent claims, but the difference lies in the

niimher .of argoments governed by the underlying preilcator. Be as 

Tised in 5 and suggests that exist^ce is5 has a: single argument 

a one-place predicate. A JLocative predicator gove

: ;■

two arguments,^s •l ,

The advahte^ of positing a two-place :predicate of ^location is that^

as we shall see, the context into wMch the indefinite n.p.'s o.^l 

• are introduced can Tje shewn to he eit±stence-estaba>iiBhing| rather 

generic or non-specific; -

than;

. I propose then that Tinderlying 1 are propositions whose-cemmon' 

deep structure is 6, 6 is developed by rules already discussed in

relation to other locative sentences: Subject Blacement, and

amalgamiatijat!.i by Y-absorption of the constituent thus formed. .

7

6. Y N
I

irfpbjj/I .
+11I +1at SpecK

^Loc7

Where
are the 
features 
uliderlying it

i+dem+dem

At some stage after Subject Placement, a 'new rule' will be

req,uired to pre-pose the newly formed constituent underlying there. 

But it is to be assvimed that this movement (or copying) rule can 

be brou^t within general statements of thematization, and that it 

is motivated by the factors discussed in ^ 16, incltiding definiteness 

of the Loc N.
r.

The preposition the Semantically least marked locational

predicator, is generated as Y and controls the oases of the two 

arguments. The loo N is developed as a pronoun in the base. The
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pronoun is it and there is no identiiCialaie antecedent Hbte-that

the intention with which a ape^er uses the form it is normally

mdica^ed ty; texinal anai^ora rathCT than pstension.
\

other European langua^s, egressions corresponding to therej^z^ia, t- _ 

also; 'inoMp 'fhrffis v^ch' migiit in a’different apn^ext be 

■fay anaphora. In French^ and in Italian, there is a formal contrast

vtod in

Erench y, la; ci« la.

first m^ber of these pairs is usually explicated byjb«tx^ anaphora.

_ JEfee_secand- may—ba-explicated-by-ostension. It-is - the-first-that ----

ily a;- c»^.-

Thus we may posit a deep structure occurrence of an anaphoric

between locative pro-forms: QJhe

in the expressions corresponding to therej^ is;occurs

pronoun without antecedent.

The segments underlying there^ and here may be expected to 

derive from a structure differing from 6 only in the pronominal 7
featxires on the loc K, The Loc E will dominate at least the

features of that and this respectively, 

to formalize the proportion discussed in Lyons (1975)*

, 7v it ; that ; this = there^ ; thersQ : here 

However, it may be that a feature of ’place* (as opposed to Loc case) 

should be included in the segment underlying thersQ/here. This is 

one way in which these items may be distinguished from then/now.

In effect this would be to ^opbse that underlying adverbal and

In this way we mi^t hope

copula-complement oocurrraices of thereg vaa' a structure at -f there.
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Suohezpreaaiona as in there. UP there eto. may possibly be regarded

as aijpport for this view.
. - - v ...................

If the Segment underlying the^ oontains a feature 'place 

diatinguishi^ it from then, ttiis feature also presumably underlies^ 

thus diatingiii^hing there^ from at »-it"i>v .just this one 

feature. Whether .or not the feature of place is necessary, these

»
s#. /

V
■ there.•E

Q and-here formalize Sc«^lati(^hship 

between the predioative-ezpressiona and the pronouns it^^that, 'this.

propo sals’for thefeg; there

. ..A'

It has been argued elsewhere that determiners are derived from
^ In this analysis determiners are derived from pronouns , 

only by way of the predicative-expressions - it is these that are in 

their turn derived from pronouns. The view that predicative there 

and here are derived forms is based on the requirements of syntactic 

description, the need to analyze them in terms of a predioator and 

an argument^e:^fessibn. It is this that leads us to formalize a

pronouns.

i-

dependency of there on' that. rather than the other way round as was 

tentatively suggested in 9. However the possibility^that the 

argumeht-e^qpression in the structure underlying predicative there

itself contains a feature -'place' leaves open the question as to 

/ whether there is a fundamental distinction to be made between pronouns

1. The problem arises because it was suggested above (fl6y that 
locative and temporal- PC currenoes of atrwere not to be^ 
regarded as bcbuffenbes of twcT differeht items. If Loo and

. Timeare two separate oases (as in the Fillmore hierarchy) the 
distinction, might be attributable' to case. it
could be blaimed that the basic sense of the underlying segments 
is '^aoe ' and that then and now are distinguished, by a feature 
'time', there is an expression of place neutral
with respect to deictic contrasts (there^), but no corresponding 
expression of time^can, be expressed more'^’naturally in a s^tem 
which treats then- and now as containing^^ extra feature.^

2. of. Sommerstein (1972) .

!

I

I

f'
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of place and pronouns which may he used to refer to entities other 

than place. ' Further, if there is this distinction", then it would 

he possible to fomalize a dependence of the entity^^pronouns on the

d as
f

plMe-pronouM, the entity-pronoun that being analyzh

Z^eci8.
«N y

... r-.
Hois^ver I kiiow of no .or, less,abstractly,as the-N-whi'ch-ls-there, 

syntactic arguments for formalizing such a dependence in-1^ grammar,
'I

' ‘.ff

and shall continue to analyze the entity-pronouns in temS of 
features.^

Underlying thersj, we have posited a pronoun without antecedent; 

that is, a segment containing the feature -fdem, the neutral term in' 

the deictic system of place, but containing no positive deictic 

feature and no textually identifiable antecedent. What justification ' 

is there for such a move? First', it is in formal terms, strictly 

unnecessary. We could as well posit a deep struotiare containing 

at + place, and assume that there was derived by copying and 

pronominalization, the processes of f 16.

containing place would then be' deleted. One point of interest about 

this alternative is that the underlying loo N would be indefinite: 

this shows up the e-e properties of the underlying structure. It is,

I suggest, impossible to predicate position other than of 

partiouiars - if the sentence is true it is true of some thing(s) and

. The lexicalized expression
♦

-4
The problan of formalizing these syntaotioo-3ema.ntic relationships . 

,. has its parallel in the philosophical literature. Quimton has 
reoantLy argu^ that "demonstrativS refeienoes to positions are 
lo^oaliy. pr(q)er names", and that "the regress which Rusi^il 
attenqpted un^ooassf^y to 'halt with the word ’this’ is brought 
to an end" with "minimal demonstrative indications of position" 
(Qu^ton 1973:38)

1.
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sane plaoe(a) a jaOT-^sE^fifcpr ; generic, read of. eithOT N is

So; ^a-tever the underlying struoture of -ttierej^ it 

the predioator in that struotiiii that ws must attribute the e-e
But with respect, to the^ternative:

sources for there^g, I find no reasons to choose between them r they, '"’VS'- 

are, I believe, notational variants. Either alternative mabea ^ 

different claim from that of ^derson’s formalization. he suggests^ 

uMerlying If 4^.I(pp N is not place but exiStenoeT^ but this 

obscures idiat I believe to be a crucial element in the sense of 

there- the sense of restriction: to say that s are placed 

somewhere is to leave open the question of whether othercx's are 

-placed elsewhere; a therej^ sentence is not a generic sentence.

Such sentences as 1 may be characterized as existential.
I

Sentences which would be analysed in our grammar in precisely the 

same way occur in oontarts which stiggest that the purpose for #iich 

the speaker is making use of them is not to make ra assertion of 

existence but rather to assart availability of fto entity with respect 

to some 'need' of the hearer (Atldnson & Griffiths 1973J Hie

semantic representation determined by deep struoture 6 will allow for 

both these uses. The content that must be formalized in the 

semantic representation determined by 6 must include the fciLlowii^_, 

three interdependent notions. (They are presented here for cases 

where the n.p. functioning in Ob;] : case , is plural and consists of a 

common count noun, unmodified; and where the sentence is not negative^

excluded, is to

properties of the contearfc.

that the

cf. Aoderson (1971 tll2; & f.coming)1.
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(i) the ObjN designates^ a set whose members exist in

the wqrid in ^iiich the designatum of loo N exists
■............................................................

(ii) the members of the Set :tlDis dSsignated are in principle 

reridentifiable

(iii) the members of the set are a subset of the denotata of
.. .'y

■ -■*: “ 3.

-3-^
"i"'....■■''■

the head noun of the Obj N 3 £
Comments on (i) - (iii):- 

(i) We have argued that the underlying it has no antecedent in the
■ = '

linguistic structure, therefore the designatum of loo N is
in use, the place is signalled by situational context.^ 

Our formulation of (i) suggests - I think rightly - that a positive 

sentence having a locational predicate guarantees- the existence in 

some world of a designatum of the loc N.

(ii) Re-identifiability is entailed by 'logical existence*. If I 

say, "I met a man", I can later refer to the meui by use of the 

expression "the man whom I met". But re-identifihbility in this 

sense is not a distinguis^iing property of ^iiatever is introduced 

into the disoouroe by means of an iiadefinite n.p. in an e-e context. 

For if I say, "A girl will win the race", I can later make 

attributive u“3e of the expression "the girl who wins the race".

(iii) The set designated is lifted and use of the sentence implies.

undetermined;

<1 the possibili-ty of there exiSifcing entities denoted by the head noun 

(or descriptive phrase) and not designated by the n.p.

;

My use of the term 'designate', (see |^10) is here extended to 
non-definite n.p. boburring rh e^ conteacts.

also by linguistic context: td^r quantifiers, discourse etc. ,

1.

2.

S
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(3jir) r-!ffiOTe^ la ^otfta Matlingilshea^^oa-th *3'

although-.its effect is sometimes similar: in a logical formula,

than one variable mey-te hound by 3* whereas there can be only.......... -... * .more

one bcourrence of the elements underlying there„ in da ep

structure of d simple sentence containing no definite n.p. There^; 

is not a means of talking about propositibhal functions'(as- *3’ is,

following Siisseli 1918:89) but expresses a predication on some 

partioxiaJ^ entity.
'.t

We have examined this.structtnre in some detail for it occurs in 

the deep structure that"is presupposed by demonstrative the. Our 

account shows clearly ^y there is a stfong semantic contrast 

between 9(a) and (b); a contrast which is shown by the different 

situations in which one might use the negation of such sentences: 

9(a). There's a X.

. (b). There's the X.

(b) is analyzed as the assertion of a presupposition. Clearly the

use that is made of such sentences is not fully accounted for by

But tMs account of the semantics might possiblysuch ah analysis

be grafted on to a pragnatic analysis, for althou^ the asserted and 

presupposed sentences in 9(b) are syntactically,and semantically 

they i^py be interpreted differently when used - 

two obcurrenoes of it may be understood to have different references.' 

In aa^hg There isn't John’ we are not-^denvihg »that John exists, but 

sa^^hg; that John is hot in the place (or vsituation) cuirently under 

discussion^;: :.z- V . : ■. v: : ;;-

for theidentical.

1. of. ^Wkinson & Sriffiths (1973 )
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The s^e contrast seems to he operative in 10: 

V 10(a). Thejce waO an Arthur,
it--'

(h), was ;^Arthur.
V

Such occurrences of non-definite proper nouns can hd accounted for i-

hy positing ah-underlying structure characterizahle hy 11 

11. /“there
t-.: he was Arthur_7_7-s / U such that .. .'•V

i

Further our understanding, of ;L0(b) suggests that proper nouns in 

their normal definite occurrences may he analysed semantidally 

(tho\z^- not syntactically)^ as the .... that there is. In other 

words proper nouns are analysed as semantically equivalent, in the 

relevant respects, to definite n,p..determined hy demonstrative the. 

But this- reading is cancelled hy structure 11^ which will he further 

examined in |*19»

Sometimes the presupposed.sentence in a definite n.p, does not

con-tain a demonstrative element. This would seem to allow for
»•

without our having to say that 

the n.p, is non-definite, as was suggested hy Jespersen,^
There were those who believed

1, If this analysis were formalized in the syntax/ II would-no 
longer he required - but the special properties of proper 
nouns would also he obscured, '

2, of. Jespersen (1924:155).

'■A
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ri k ^19: Nominal Cotoular Sentenoes .

The rules formalized in this 30 are re-presented in their

final form in iippendix A.

19.1 Eouatiye ahdi nredicajiive sentences

" i^e distinction between e^quative and predicative sentences may 

in the first instance be^made -as follows. •Bquativ^^sentences are ‘

: . .'w.;

y.i

■- -.r-C

:{

used to make^^statements of identity, e.g.

1. That mem

2, ._John is the leader. _

Two definite noun phrases are linked by the copula; if the two ' - 

n.p. are reversed, the sentence remains grammatical, whatever the 

sequence the first n.p. maybe construed as the subject.^

Predicative sentences which consist of two noun-headed 

egressions linked,by a copula are used to make statements of 

varying k^ds including at least class-membership (3), and class- 

inclusion (4):

t -

:1

'•I

(/?

3. This; is a rose.

4. Boses are flowers.

The second nominal esqpression-: appears to be a non-definite n.p 

mid the sequence is not readily reversible: .

• 9

1. : Bbr a more sensitive statement of funbtioir Eyt sequhnoe in
equative sentences, see Haniday (i967a: 13; 19p7b: f 6;
1968: f 8.3/). ; The term ^subject' is not clearly defined for 
etjiative sentences (cf. Jespersen 19245i53)* lat us say 
(using Halliday’s termiirology) that in either sequence the 
reader may imagine a bontaxb in ^ch the first n.p. oan be 
under stood as tbe TO in a VR, VI ('variable ’/ 'value') decoding 
clause. Even thus clarified, our. generalization is vulnerable 
to well-known opunter-examples that call in question the 
equative-predicative dichotomy, (*John is this).

■
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V
rose is'this.

.; . and a merry old soul was he.'.

5 is ungrammatiodl - unless it is understood to be s; 

'i analogous to 7 s a

.5

>L
7. ij4taotipally 

6 is grammatical,rose is not the subj eot.
,..S

but uhrelatad to 4.
are'discussed by lyohs (l?66 :228.-9;Nominal copular sentences

1973:95). Of the many problems he points out, I shall1968a:389;
concentrate on the following: an attempt to account for the

predicative or verbrlifce properties of the second noun in sentences 

If these are identifiable in the pnmarker, then oursuch as 3“4* 

understanding of 5 and 7 is eqcplicable.

which meets the criteria suggested for equative; . A sentence
alternate reading, be 'xmderstood 

An example is the well-known Scott is-the author
sentences may yet, on an

predidatively'.
of Waverlev. Not only may this be construed as a statement of

question 'Who is the author of Waver!ey?’)

In this latter sense it
identity (answering the 

, but also as a characterization of Scott, 

may, perhaps must, be classed as predicative (Lyons 1973; of* also

Halliday 1967a: 68-9).'

1 shall assume tbat sentences such as 1 and 2 are derived from, 

an underlying steuctairal relationship-tetween^ two noun phrases.

Por purposes of argument let us posit-a deep structure proposition as 

in 8(a) (to which frequent reference will be made). The

be introduced transformatibnaily after Subject Placementwill



(i9y^253
■.i.

is sh6wii;in SCb^:possibly M 

Deep Derived;m8(a) 'Si Strubtdre NNStniolrare N

........................■■ :

may*be that predicative sentences ariT due to a differentIt
nouns m^e^generei. terms ‘I, Sem^tioally common ocnint

(cf—Quiiie-1960t91-)-orTnredinates-i-cf^-Cre8swiirT5T3^^^

in the literature for the. view that nouns should be

^^Srgp structure •"

is support
i-

verbal when occurring in predicativeanalyzed ias in^aome_ sense

nominal sentences (e,g. Iyons 1966). This has been allowd for in
4c

formalism by the recognition of a functional class 'predioator . 

The problem hosever is to account for all the nominal modifiers that
our

can occur in predicative sentences - it is not eilou#i to regard N as 

must treat N as a predicate.a predioator.
Predicative sentenoes-are particularly important for

one
our

analysis beo^se twee in the foregoing^cussions a syndetic 

distinction involving an unsjpeoted occurrence of a has bean 

•attributed to an underlying predicative sentence, thus:

9(a). There was an Arthur 

- (b).,, /there
; y , , (fl8; e.g. ,11) -

_10(a).. a king of Prance
(b). /king^^S^

Let us then oohsider the possibility that structure 11, a

/"n such that ^ was Arthur_7_7was

v^-

king of Pranoe_/^ (? 12; e. g.25)
■

It is poMible that thbjjopula should be.intepduoed by _
daughter-adjunction to T in structure 8 (as iiow^_, and by 
Cl^sky-ad junction before ’true ’.predicates as xnustrated an 

but I have not investigated this ma,tter.

1.

26 ai^ 33
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prbpositionP^ioi •r r ■urs in the_:deep structure:

11. s; ■ ■ \-NN ■/ ^

that is , it‘/may ’
-V. ;<r--(

N is an argument and N is a 'predicate' 

exhaustively dominate N, and thus a lexeme belonging to the
---

-i--

'V£

functional class predieator, or ifmay donjinata a «oun-headBd 

construction which has predicative not argument status- 'We shall 

now formulate the S.I, and Conditions for non-definite relativiz-

ation on the assumption that structure 11 occurs in the grammar.

In doing so we shall find, reason to conclude'that the assunption is 

incorrect.

19.2. Hon-definite relativization

The S.I. consiired here is the S.I. for the first of a group

V

of rules that together effect 'relativization' in non-def inite n.p.

(themselves sometimes the relative n.,p. of a definite matrix phrase).

was sketched and it wasIn ^11, the derivation of a definite n.p. 

remarked that the irule of WH-Rel-attachment must he made sensitive

One of these depends on the• to two distinct input structures, 

identity condition for definite relativization and the other on the 

identity condition for non-deflnite relativization. We. are here 

concerned with the latter.. The purpose of the discussion is to . ,

e we ere not oonoernsdiaolate_propertie8 of non-definiteness, 

with relativization as such, the S.C, oi the rule will not be formulated.

The term 'predibator' denotes a functional class so that all 
nouns are (mways) predioators. The term 'predicatei' as used 
hare d^otes h function (a position in structure) 
do not always occur as predicates

1,
Predicators '

:■
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. :..i

-The-oM«f-a-tffer€mce^jeiween-defiirit^^

Tmt“ not" in tEe fbnner, 

^rlier we symbolized this by

relativiz^icm is the flatter casev
"r; iisethe relative n.p. is definite 

But d formally specified pronoTm-is" i^eq,uate
rr;-for:of a pronoun

there might be more iian one identic^ pronoun in the embedded s,
77''

■ - ..

(Therefore-1 use variables rather t^ promuns to. state the S.I. .aild 
• ’ ■ Conditions for this process, Hon-defiaite relati-y^^ioii. can apply

more than once within the same n.p.

TJon-definite relativization: Provisional .Pormolation of S.I,

for V/H-Eel-at-tawjhment.

Stmictxire index' where 'y* is a 
X -yrariable ranging 
8 oyer constituents, 

and non-null

XSpecNX yHX
& 75 14 51

Y

Renditions

Iff 5 is in construction with a node dominating Z+pl/, then 

5 dominates Z+pl^i" ,

2. 5 is indexed by a variable,

(the variable occuCTing/under 5) = 6

1.

3.

Comments

' (1) The a^ is to formalize the logical relationship informally 

expressed as

an H such that it f

where 'N* stands for any noun and »f» for any predicate.

(2) The variahles 'X' and 'y' are to be distin^shed., As else-

The numbering in the S.I. allows for later revision.1.

-■i
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^rfiere 'X'^rajigeS over strings and mey' be^ Two ooourrerioes

of ’XV db not normally bttve the ^:s^ lower-case .1

variable-iynbols ar^nsed as logical variables: \in their case two
bccurrefioes of the same ^inriboi tohin the bame foimaLa^have the same , 'r

■ -''. ' ,■ -1 ' '

valueV i.e* are cprrfOrential.
'“V* -■ *' •• ■■■ ,

' (5) G^iven the »nge 6f“ fee variable,^ bracketK^und 5 

show that these element together oonsititute a noun phrMev^^J?o - 

label these brackets, or .those around 3-7; would be to give 

redundant information.

(4) Condition 1 ensures that there is number agreanent between the
•»

matrix constituent and the relative n;p. It is formulated in such 

a way as tp cover instances where the matrix constituent is N, an 

argument, and instances where it is N, s, predicate, as in structure 

11. Two assumptions have been made:

(i) that if the matrix constituent is N, and if +pl occurs 

under the subject N stown in 11, this feature is copied on to N 

before tto rules of relativization apply.

/(ii) that the feature is copied by Chomsky-adjunction to 

generate the sub-structure shown in 12:

::'N' ■

•: r'-U.

■

and 6

V

12.

The use of -fee stibotural relationship ' in oonstruotion with' is 

necessitated by the ihdetertrinacy of fee dominating nodes

-N. -■»,

; But it

is not adequate, for it does not ensure that fee node dominating' 4pl

Element 3 might be head of ais in fact pertinent to ■elfflnent:^• .

I use 'referential' in a much •
This'

t '1. In the term 'ooreferentiaL
wider sense than in using fee term 'refere»noe' 
confusing, but not uncommon, practice is discussed in Partee
(2S7(^ '

' f
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' y*-

In 3Uohiiounlpfarasd itself siiii^^ Ira ta..a plural n.p.

a case the cortiitioji'would but ii^orreotiy. Thiraimoui^
■ '^X

• . ■ ■■■ .'■ .' ■: r-

ia overoome in the. formulation* J
sar(5) N rathe^t^„ N allow fOT, 

modifiers due to lower relative dlaasas or for noun-deppdent case.

(6) Other conditions, (inoludins obligatory applica^on) w
...............................................................................................................................................................................‘

such as are found.necessary for relativization.in general.- The -• • -----
forraulati'on given here may be compared mth TOI-Hel-attachment in 

Stbofcwell et al. (1975;470)..

Let'us now consider what is meant by 'indexed bl a variable*. 

Consider p-^oarker I3: *

"'•••Wr ^

...N-
will be

>

V
"i"13.

This adequately egresses ooreferenoe and captures the logical 

relationship-*'a dog such that it 'The leftmost-oocurreno"e""Of

the variable is here shown, as it were,, in ^position to the noun 

This onstahbe bflllhie binding instance - the

ooreferential sequence, is bound by n.p.'

This means Of integrating logioal variables intoheaded by iog.

•syntabtio structures is not unlike the jise_mda_of-variablew in

Partee (I97qa;575,384. fn.13).

But how are the variables introduced into the p-marfcer? An. 

obvious possibility is to posit one further lajer of relativization
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■r

■ ;;v:;v^:>;/;:-^;j

such, that-13 is derived-from l'4r~'where dog

1. -i.i. ....... ..
i: ■■ my"'•j

"IS the prs-iicate in
= •>.:-■

the lower T:
■■ ’*-'.

'.'■vH'-'..

•/
..14* ..'.C -SpecN : ■

-
- ■ -:Er

■..% 
-»

T‘
'■■ ■

' .'I ^

I
I

N,. <
y

H SpecH . . K
II

I
I

dog f
I ■

y

In other words we allow the node N to dominate a variahle- 

symhol, and the noun that is realized as head of the n,p. in s\irface 

structure-originates as a predicate predicated on this variable.

One node in.14 is marked '?' because I postpone formulation of 

the rule wMch generates the.variable.. 

definite relativization applies as well to I4 as to I3, if the circled 

■-node is taken as element 3 of the: S.I.

But the S.I. for non-

We will however need an '

. ext]ca rule of a rather special .type which transforms a structure

Also, Condition 2 mustcorreBponding to v which is dog to dd<t . 

be revised^ But in order to fbraulate Condition 2 satisfactorily, '

we shall need to mention the structural relationship 'head of 1'. 

. Ohe problem arises because elanent 3 in the S.I. must apply not 

only to p-^markers 13 amd l4 but adsb to p-markers where element 

3 dominates a; modified noun.

f. •
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But if yariabl^s ^e required for relativization, and are
■1 -;'

introduced wh^e the sirfac© structure includes noun modifiers due - •■■ • •-

to embedded 8., thqy must also for the sake of oonsistenoy occur 

where there is. no tnoun modifier in surf ace structure': if the noudiSi-a^l 

doe originates as a predicate in a edod doe it must also do so ii^ 

a.AojB;
original pripposal, 3 would be attributed to structure ll. and_ ' 

rroBe-7 would be exhaustively dominated by the predicate N. But if 

our new proposal is followed, 3 would be attributed to structure 11 

as emended in I5:

Let us.see how this would look for 3eht^^3' By-our

V

NN15.

(This is a rose.)thisN T

?
1
I N Ny 1

N
I
I
I

yrose

Here rose- is predicated of a variable and not directly of the 

subject n.p. (this). But if this is correct, there-is no point in 

introducing N into p-marl^s as a predicate, for the predicative 

origin of the mun is formalized whether the matrix constituent is N. 

or N.

and the 'equative' structure 8 is spurious. Therefore if we retain 

the proposal concerning variables, to must discard 11 (and 15) and 

attribute both equative and prediostive nominal sentences to 

stmbtures involving two n.p. in deep structure (as in 8).

If 11 is espanded as in 15,.then the distinction between 11

Now the
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...'. J
,;^aKL&':^6p6&;hei^^ • \

Ideritity condition ibr ndn^def inite

foie the

usd 6f the

the clain^

rel^ivizatioh
■ > 

Varieties and the predicative origin of hbnns in non 

Structure 11 and 15 are-^therefore discaried:

...

Since; this identity-66^^ is essential
we till regain the;prop^h -Oohci^ri^^

definite pihrases. 

the.npde N will not>be

• ' •V -t

generated as & predicate, -

Before pursuing the discussion of .variables, I shall revise the

forniulation of non^definite relativization. The ^ironment is now

•unequivocally identifiable as I,

Tjnn-«=ia-f‘-iTi-ite relativization:

v-—

ff-iria.1. Formulation bf>S.I. for 

WE-Rel-attachment.

Rti:uotn'>'e Tndeac
XXXSpecN IfN . XSpecRX 96 8.7L 54521 ■-

: V

Conditions

Iff 2 dominates iSpjJ. then 5 dominates

variable, OR

which is indexed by a variable.

. Vi

2, (i) 3 exhaustively dominates a

(^ii) 5 is headed by a noun 

3. (the variable occurring under 3) = 6
■*

Comments

(1) The presence 

Condition 2, allow for non 

once within a single ii»p
(2) syi^ol ^ ^ ^

in the S.I. of ^element 8, and the alternatives imder 

.definite relativization to apply .more than 

see below, 19.4.For 'head'• '

\
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Uow that -other rules ensure that N may exhaustively dominate 

a . vari^ie , we m^ rever^ more orthodox in this - 

respect than in' the provisioriai f^^

WS-Eeirattachment (njin-def relativ- 

izatipn) .

- S.Ii

\ •
P;®^ker exemplifying the S.I

■

19»3* Nouns origin^Tig* as predicates

Consider again structure I4. -In the embedded s. shown there 

the predicative occurrence of the node N is introduced under N.

But now that we have rejected 11, we must restrict the nominal 

predicate node to N and generate, N only in noim phrases, 

proposed deep struotxire for a dog will now be 16 - a structure 

which shows the noun originating as .a predicate.

The

22

N

16. SpecN N

N
I -•

■-■r.
I

■ N -

SpecN : N

V ;■

■ ? ■

I
X

■ r

■I
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Dg^ ill coimnbh ^jith both that bt Baoh (1968)My proipbaal has some^ ___^

ani that ot ii^rson (1975:73-^) - 'Specifically the positing of an

It is, embedded s. to,'show the predicative hat^ ^of^ _

interesting that similar conciusions should have been 

basis of different argumentation and theoretical premisses. My 

proposal is distinctive with respect to the 'subjedt-term oh which-^ 

the noun'is predicated.

The subject-term is a v^isble - as suggested by Bach.

Reached on the

The

first or binding instance f, of the variable is the one ipdiioh occurs

That is to say the non-definiteas head of the matrix noun phrase, 

phrase of ^oh it is head is itself equivalent to a variable and

So this use of varisibleSis bound by sentential context, 

formalizes the analysis of non-definite phrases for, which I have been

(It is of some interestargaing throughout the foregoing chapters, 

that the proposed deep structure appears to be reflected in the

surface structure of sentences which express a denial of existence: 

. Thara are nov such things as ghosts.)

The proposal also clarifies the function of the determiner a. 

In the environment of uninfleoted count nouns, a distin^ishes an

e.g

indefinite singular term .from a general term,^ i.a. an argumant-

So theeii^reaaion from a predioator, a noun phrase from a noun.

1. If nouns originate as predicates.there will be a tense option in
predicates (of. Bach).the underlying sentence in which they are

In the description presented here, this tense option, and its 
significance, must be distihgaished from the tense option on 
there„ by means of vfiioh a distinction was made in Gh. Ill 
Between that, and demonstrative t^. The proposal made here may 
be contrast^ with MoCawley (l970; 1973)-^^^^^

, McCawley suggests a variant of Baches analysis in which the
subject term is sometimes a faferen-tial index, scmetimes a bound 
variablsi This suggestion is incompatible with my treatment of
definitene33,v?diich is based on the notion of n.p, as bound ,
variables;

of.Quine (1966:136-7, 118)2
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T rule that introduces a can he motivated by the occuicrence of 

variate-i^ derivBdistracture indexing a .^cdunt noun occurring as 

head of a non-plural n.p.

common nouns from pinpef nbuhsi ■ Oiir J^roposal' allowpfor 

definite uses; of pr^^^ the ■pfdoess, of recategorization is '-.-^7:

a syntactic one -^rtEe base rules, must allow not only IT but also U'iito

a

But theildetem^er a also distin^^

non-

be expanded as PIT ('proper noun') so that such plma^^ as a Me. Smith 

can^e~^t'tributed”tb'deep'structure 17:

N

17. SpecK
1

_w - ^ ^.

-V.
t
»
.k

IT •F.X

' PH SpecF N
I

Mr. Smith
?
I
I
(
X

♦

3n this way we can also account for the Mr. Smith I used to know.^ 

It may be objected against I.7 that proper-houns are not predicable 

of the individuals, who bear the name., ’ Lyons (forthcoming)

distinguishes nominatibn from predication, for the relationship 

between a name and its bearer is different from the relationship 

between a coiimiori noun and its denotata. I si^ggest that this 

distinction is adequately maintained in 17 by the presence of the 

label PN. If the embe^ed; sw in 17 were (alternatively) structured

The proposal also allows for ?the >&■. Smith, fbut I doubt 
whether this should be blocked in an arbitrary way for it seems 
to be pairt of'the'system, cf. ;'?I travelled home withr a Moi ' ■; 
Smith and a ]te.--jones. The Mr. Sm

1‘.

1--
' •
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like 8 and the PN were introduced immediately uMer a node N, the

p^aarker would not express the fact that the phrase a Mr. Smith is

(Therenon-definite and cannot be used for identifying refere 

are expressions in which^roper nouns are used pTOdicatively and not 

as names - e.g. He is no Cicero. These are not accounted for by 

17, which is appropriate rather to phrases paraphr^al^e

!;°e-

as 'a

person called such-and-such'.) ^

Noun phrases headed by non-count nouns may be treated like those 

with count nouns except that in this case the variable is deleted 

without triggering liie introduction of a determiner, 

may note that the +pount distinction is necessarily inherent to 

lexemes in this analysis - it is the.predicative noun and not the 

subject-term on which it is predicated that is the locus of the
This is in accordance with the conclusions of 3«2.^ 

The adoption of an analysis in which nouns originate as predicates 

does however open up another attractive line of enquiry, 

form of the subject term on which count nouns were predicated i«re 

one, then it might be possible to synthesize the account of 

definiteness proposed here and the analysis of a as the unstressed 

form of one .(not of the numeral however, but cf the pronoun).

But this possibility poses two immediate problems which have 

deterred me from exploring it further:

(i) how could feis use of one be combined with the need to 

express coreferenee?

i'

In passing we

distinction.

If the

f[s f.lfj,
1. /\It is possible tl^t the feature -Hsount on abstract nouns is

derived, not inherent. One possibility - not to be eiq>lored 
here - is that it is motivated by a partitive configuration 
in deep structure.
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(ii) hoW; could one foimalize identity for purposes of . 

relativiz^ion dri; cases where the he^d of the nvp. ^ was non-^cop:^?

to my arcotuitf variaj)res;a^ with count and
non-cpunt noms wherever; toere is a relative clause, '}

~ "Nevertheless hon-epunt nouns are; distinguished syntpctically 

in that unmpdi^ied),;-ithey may occur;,as predicate^wiiere . the^ i-. ‘.

subject-term is not a variable. Consider 18s 

18, This is rice, . .

...V .

There seems to be no good reason to attribute this to the structure

If attributed to 8, 18 would have a deep structureillustrated in 8,

that could be glossed as "this is x such that x is rice", 

attribute 18 to 8, we must introduce a well-formedness condition on 

deep structure to the effect that nouns can only be predicated of 

variables, hence can be predicates only in _ stiuctures dominated-by- N»

V will be

If we

Such a condition is arbitrary and unlike any others

expanded differently according to the (indirectly) dominating-node.
: ■

But if the proposition in 18 is attributed to 19t well-formedness

-condition will be different - namely, that only non-count nouns may
- =

be predicates in structures that are not dominated by N,

V

,19.. N .i:
Now this is not arbitrary for a .distinguishing featurS of N is that

it introduces the +plural option - an option that is not relevant for

By contrast ^henon-count nouns and is hot present in 19 ^

1. _This well-formedness condition allows for creative neologifflus 
idiich may account for the way we taik about foodstuffs (This 
is apple/rabbit

f

). 4• •• •

4'
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proposition in Oheae are yeas mav be attribirfcefl: tn ;fltTUG-fa.Tft.,ft-^
......... .......................................... .......... ............. . .

Here the deep sti^cture n.p,. under which peas is introdu^'-rtiill

contain a variable in construction with, hencie within the scope of.

the SpecN dominating+pl

Let us pause to consider an alternative possibility 

is s- P^edicatprj we should.perhaps permit all nouns 

as predicates in deep structure in the configuration:

If N
- . .N

generated

T

20.
N •N

The fact that count nouns must be marked for number (by a or by the

plural form) coidd be attributed to a rule of concord with the 

subject U.- I have rejected this alternative because:

(i) it involves the concord rule, which is otherwise

unnecessary

(ii) it will not satisfactorily account for the predicative/ 

epuative distinction for we have rejected the possibility of. 

generating modified nouns as predicates. Yet non-definite n.p. 

that contain noun-modifiers are 'understood predicatively'.

(iii) if the concord rule is allowed, the distinction between 

N and H is no longer meaningful i-

1. ■ If nuihber cbhoora between subject nvp. and predicate noun
allowed for, then the iplural option on n.p. might be 
attributable to the snbject-teCT in the nominal predication 
underlying n.p. Something like, this is jaoposed by Kato, who 
is working in a generative semanticist.model (cf. Kato, forth
coming). /In inyframewoidc I see no,means; of making a ^ 
distinction in the subject-term - that is^ the variable,- with 
respect to number. ■

were

\
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19.4. Definite relatiTizatioh; reconaidez^tion

In ^il we found that it TOS not^ p to fomklize HDM py>

one of the rules in the process of definite feiatiyiiat n, without

some unambiguous signal of oorefefenoe. ; Let us now consider the

Uhless we can formalize, the 

that^ : ’

can identify the binding instance of the variable, we shall-h&Te.lost - 

the distinotion betweeh definite and nbn-deaMte f elativization. 

However if we reconsider the mechanism by which the variable is 

introduced into the p-marker, we shall find a means of making the 

necessary distinction.

It is now proposed not only that the noun in non-defiMte n.p.

originates as the predicate in a relative clause, but that this is

also the case with definite n.p.

structure rule expanding N to include the line shown in 21:

where 'x' is a varisble-symbol ' 
chosen frbi 'i', ’y*. ’z* ...

At this point we are makins an apparently arbitrary decision as to

the source of the varieibla', choosing to ensure that it does not occur

Ihere is some advantage in this formulation

as will become apparent below in discussion of THB-insertion.

The use of variables suggests that N may always originate as a-

predicate and that the expansion of N to N in the phrase structure

rules should not. occur. This is incorrect, as can be seen

use of variables for this purpose 

distinction:between 'antecedent#' and ^anaphor ,I unless we

Let us then revise the phrase

21. N z

under N in any p^marker

■ t.

^ I shall continue to refer to/ ’definite relativization' in spite 
of the fact that n.p. derived by this process are not in All 
oases definite (of. the sunny bank of a river disbuaaed in 812,
e.g. 27)

1.
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immediately-^bycsonsiderat^^ In ^10.1., it was 

the-'phrases required ■ 

was predicated be an 

5iiis---fbCTmla,tiqn^ retted

necessary to make a distinction between the unlexicalizedN and the 

variable: -Uie function of ‘W in the generic p-marker is 4at of* 

a place-hqider in the syntactic structure, while the lower'-case

: the'.

suggested tha-^j tt^. structM^ underl^g graeric 

the suboect-term on which the nbuh -s-
--

Jfor it isuni ekicaldzed-IfTi
il'.-

S -

.V

symbol occurring-in 21 is a variable ranging over non-linguistic 

entities..
)

N must: therefore be

22 showsCOB of the
one of the possible expansions of N. 

sub-structures that may be dominated by K:

N

22. IT V

The 'x* in 22 will be antecedent of any occurrence of 'x* under the 

occurrence of the variable is not itself left

Let see how this works out for the two phrases 

the dog (2;}(a)) and a dOg f2^<;b) )t

Y, EROVXDIITG that

sister to Vi

N

23(a) Sped
■ v'

-Y':':IT

inhere is

SpeclT^ ; F

N-';a ^

(x) ■N—-
I

"x-there-is-x-^h-that-x-is^dog"
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^5(15) : ^ V. . SpecK;

4)
V,

"x-such-that-x-is-dog"
>■'

Thd^^^teoed^t variables in 23 are indicated by tbe circles 

Contrastijag 23(a) with (b), we find that we can define 'antecedent' 

variable' as follows:

24. 4n instance of a variable is antecedent if:

(i) it oociu?s as left sister of V 4HD 

(ii) it is the lowest such occurrence of a variable 

. ^der some N. .

Before finalizing the formiQation of NOM-copy, we must consider 

the definition of 'head of N* which was used without explanation in 

the earlier formulation of the-rule (^11). 

partially defined as follows:

The head of a constituent labelled N or K is 

the hbde N -that is linked to the dominating 

node by a path consisting solely of N nodes

The tem head may be

25

I shall adopt 25 as-the ^iefinitioh cf- 'he^' in nominal structures. 

In so doing I Msume'i^at in ilie derived siCTictTire p-miarkers of- 

a coke oven, that type of book.the words coke and

f .. .

such phrases as

1, But there, is a discrepancy 'between this assumption and the remarks . 
■n.lQ7 '(aboveon n? of g1 phrases headed by kind, sort etc.

. (a phrase-tj^e exemnlified by that kind of book). If the:
• assumptioh is incorrect,^i^ be necessary;to refer io deep 
structure (iie';’ to mieahihg) in Order to identify -the head of a

on

n.p.
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book are'dominated by a node other th^ no-lDar N.^

Look again, at 23. According to 25(a), there is no head in 

the p-markers of 25" We must allow ^or a conflation rule that., 

(after relativization, e.g. x-which-is.-dog’) conflates

V.'-

predicate ; v i

n^im:t^.the^ahtecedmt yariable, m::a which may, be c^led 

VAEIABLE^:co:^ation., , I shall not attempt to formalize ^Ms rule^ 

but its effect, is sho’i&'in 26.^ After applicati(m'*bf^ 

conflationj, - the W immediately dominating dag in, the output'of'^6 

becomes head of' some, N

"o. r:-f
'.i

YAHIAILE-

i26. V
IT

X

m ■ V N
I
IZ+OO^/ 7 da^

i
I

All the boxed matter is deleted and the variable becomes an index. 

This process is quite unlike anything else, in the syntactic rules, 

■ This may be a reason for abandoning the rule and with it (unless ' 

some preferable alternative can be found:) the use of variables in 

thevdescription of ^tax; it certainly shows that the variable-

1, 'If^thha^sumptionis correct^ this partial definitichi is
? adequate for purposes of this section - and probably also for

the prpblem noted % I 13.4, :(f,n.)i If NCMi-copy^^a 
. before the matter doini^ by element 6 were: relativized, and - - 
; ; "the variable and noun ■cohfla.ted, 25; would heed^ t^

by a: clause ;ideritifyh3g :a variable as head'deep structures^
'The definition does not deal adequately with the derived 

■ structure cf definite generic n.p.: V

'2. Strictly’W’ shoiild by4N' - but the informal presentation 
adopted here may beeasier to follow. •
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Md-jaredicate^noiiiii^

presenting 'semaQtic infojnnaiion.,

TJOI^copy (Pinal Formulation)

■ •*:5'

(19)

a deyioe for

SI\\ •

j;--

Stmcture IhdCT
XXNSpecHXN■ SpeoE 

1 L 2
X 8.6.5 -5 L

•:S- ■

V
nrinflitiona

which is indexed hy a variable. ,6 is headed by, a noun 

• (the vaxiable occurring under 6) =5

dominates Ztpl7» 5 dominates Z^PiZ• 

dominate

1.

2.

Iff 23.

6 does not4.

5, Obligatory, 

Htiucture Change

Copy 6 in the place of 5-

Comments

is to specify(1) aement 5 has been changed for the intention now 

a variable, not a noun.
dominating node for Condition 

By the time NOM-
-(2) Element 6-is no longer shown as a do;

adequately specifies the structure it dominates.

dominated by 6 will have been developedcopy ea^lies, iiie structure

by rules of relativization a^yii^ to. a 1^^^ cycle. Hence N will

be headed by a noun.

(5) Condition 3 of i^e

longer:ne(gessary to preveptrvaouous

provisional formulation has been dropped.since

application of the rule,
it is no
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- ..
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for the ride; mist the noun into tho position

of head of the taatrix^ 'n^ ' ■

(4) TheivS,I. ensures that the rule applies to some constituent 

N; element 6, which, is hipest in some noun phrase itself occurring

iinder the dominance of the hipest V in the matrix noun phrase.
r.:; •;--f

•But the^S.I, does hot control ’had trees’ due to the structure . 

dominated by element 6, Hence Condition 4 is nece^a^^tp^ hipck 

application of HOM-copy if +the has been inserted on a lower^cycle.- -

P-marker exemplifying the S.I. for HOM-conv

X, .H, .X
1 8

SpeoK N
2

THiii-insertion (Purther Comment)

Kie S.I. for IHE-insertion presented in I* 11 is met both when
, . ' ■ . . . . . . . . . . -n •

—^Mentitjrhoids-’between' leMnallaed constittiehts X indeed by“ a 

variable) and when it holds between unlexicalized N. 

the other hand applies only in the first case.-

^;ThepuestiPh arises vAiether Condition 3 is still required.

It was intended to block application of the rule when more than one 

hiPV ip the embedded, sw met the identity cohdition, 

will be rebohsiderM berw in disoussibn^of^tha phrase structure 

rule to be presented as 40^

NOM-coi^ .on

The question

- -i-

.

'd
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As^durrent^ fOTimiLa:fced the Conclltions are met by

the strudinira underi^ng^; & non-definite n.p

be seen from

27. SpeoN

The two N nodes dominatins the variables in deep structure are 

identical and could therefore motivate THE-insertion. There are at 

least two ways of' preventing this unwanted result, 

attachment (non-def rela.tivizati6n) could be applied before THE- 

insertion, thus destroying the identity relationship before it can 

motivate insertion of the aegnent underlying t^. Second an 

additional Condition can be added to the rule to the effect that:

•Both 3 and 6 dcaninate N.

The latter captures the original specification of conditions for 

tto presented informally-in Chapter II in terms of ’identi-ty between 

•headed-structure (and this is the reason for my decision that 

variables should not originate under N in deep structure); bub the 

- former is the 'simpler' solution in a grammar that recognizes rule 

ordering.' Hence the former is adopted.

tft ralativization: S.I. and Conditions for WH-Reil-attaohment 

The fbllo^ng is -Uie ii^mt to mWlel attachment •rfien it is part 

of the process of definite relativization. The S.I. oanbe met only

First WH-Rel- ,

♦

noun*

,■>
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orus^ wittiin a si^e n.5v (assv^^ is only oneffully

N 111:; the--dCTelijpea; corfefexeaiti^ly i^ascad N

hiaiiber^ ah the: S^I. has h the maximum overlap >:

2.).with non-definite relativKiation^ pre above { aV.'‘

:
Stanaoture Index

+D X : X • .. S„ X SpecN . N5 U-: Is VU r'SpecN ‘ ■
•: ■ 'I M

. X .v;^l+thej ^ 8
2 ' A'

V.V

Conddtims-
dominates /Iipl7» "then 5 dominates ^pl/.1.- Iff 1

2. 5 = 6 •

5, Obligatory

5.1. for ¥H-Hel-attachment as part ofp^TnnTlceT?

definite relativization

,X.N.X,
'b 8

Nx..SpedH...
■:...' '1: : r-'-

Ntb
+the ^

- ;2- 1 ■ T
3

■N—X- 
6 7

i-^SpeoH
4 ■ 5

. - Comment ?

It is not necessahy to bi^ket elements 1-7 because THE-insertion

structure, meeting the ,S.I. for this type ofwill ensure that _any 

V/E^l^a^tachment a-s isuch that; 8 comes; o\itside the m^r^: n.p..

not considered problems posed by xefl^ivej pronouns
that these do not originate' as ^exically ^ecified n.p.

Conditions Jibt relevant to the main discussion havemot teen
;:,.examinedV";:,..'v,'.

i. ;i.have 
assume

2.
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■Bill ft Ordering

O^e OTSeli^^^ rules of irelativizatioii that we have .r;ia
oonadered isi as follows:: 

i: jjfi-^l-a „

:ri

;ty,hment (noh-^f relativiaation):

copy2
.."V/THE-irisertibh3.

SttSohment (def relativization)-Rel-

.5.%H-froiitins 
—-67-(:ViRlfiBl2^^coiff^ration 

The loopi joTinranW^SS^'iSiS^'y 

1 aid 4 do not occur in the same cycle on the same
another.one

If 6 applies, 1whichever applies, it must precede 5.

not 4
n.p. - hut

- henoe 6 may be regarded as
must have applied previously -

NCM-copy has 

a lower cycle, 

shown to be incorrect.

of non-defipite relativization.part of the process 

been formulated on the

could be revised if this assumption were

assumption that 6 has applied in

But it

■in fiopuiar sentences.19.5. Bal ft-hional nouns
aM pradicattoa aantenoe. is

I Shall use the term 'copular sentence’ to cover 

far that nouns can fimction as

sentences that are

The

becoming blurred;

We have concluded soboth
but that the niajority of Englishpredicates> 

noimally "understood pre^oatively" to be attributed to deep ■are
and aatruotures which contain two n.p. (8) rather

a9)- when the second noun

than one n,p.
1

is non-count do
predicate noun

1, ,toasr.ca:(W75=5^

V
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K

attribute the sentence to a; struxsiture haying ^ 3^?

in the main proposition. Now cle^ly it is not the case that of

we

ii%

’ - copnlax sentences only those with non-connt nbnns in the second 

^alyse£L_as_jsed^.a,jaye^^

that the e^iiative/predicatiye distinction, is to "be, defined initially 

utterances in "situations and in terms-nf the act of referring, n

"'.""■'■■■-'•I:...-' ' ' •.

!Ehe distinction in tern#of sentences can only he made^ a sentence,

recognize-:;''position can he .r>

---
5!

4
V

• on T •

7
I

hy its^Btructnie, determines.the use that can he made,.of it in _

It is-'to he expected that syntactic structures will .

Before purstiing this

ii-tter^l,^ 

differ as to their potential-, for reference.

point (Ch.IX), let -us consider the implications for'^tax of the

headed ;hy relationaloccTrrrence in copular sentences of-n.p.’s

nouns.

of relational the- in a definite n.p.;28(a) is a standard case 

it will he attributed to the structure indicated in 28(h);

the summit of the mountain. 28(a)*I'

- N -

I
. summit

N

N

X
there is

SpeoN

/'x7is a moTintain*
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75'.

It is only the noun motmtain that originates as a predicate, 

is consistent with dte account of relational t^: in phrases so 

ddterkihed ^-is the defdmteness or npt^^^^^^ complement n.p,

(circled ab6ve);^ich d:etermines \diether -the matrix ph^e is • 

definite,

attributed to a structure containing-e where one of the n.p,:: will be^ - 

expanded as 28(b).

This

The aenteuce That is the summit of the mountain will be
V:

• -S.-'

The sentences in 29 and 30 will all be attributed to structures.

But in §12; 2containing 8. The differences reside in,the n.p, 

we found it necessicy to distinguish the underlined phrases in 29

• ♦

from those in 30 by attributing the latter to structures character- 

^’izable as 31. (See also I'O above).

29(a), Tt«a the leg of the table.

(b) . He 7 s the brother of John Smith.

30(a). It‘s a leg of the table.

(b). .He is a brother of John Smith.

31(a). leg such that it is leg of the table

(b). brother such that he/it is brother of John Smith 

Let us review, this proposal in the li^t of our latest, suggestions.

V

♦

gSie analysis of the non-definite n.p, in 3,0 will be directly analogous

viz

Brother must

to that of other non-definite phrases, a dog or

for 3l(S), X such that X is brother of John Smith, 

be a predicate in the embedded S.

predicate sijnply £*broth^ _7» 0^

In the former case we must admit nouns as two-place predicates and 

allow for propositionai structures, as in 3,2:

This raises a problem: is the 

is it y~brother of John Smith 7?
U.
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32.

We moBt thenl-ailbw for a transformation that later moires the string 

£~N Nj^ otit jrrom Tmder y and attaches dt to'In th^latter .

.V

■ A
case, oxir base rulesmost allow for Y to, he expanded as N. Of 

these alternatives the second entails the greater cost. The moveme^^

case^ of ; - aof the string from V to K may he forniulated as a spebJ^^^

But the expahsiori of Y to H requires a heWVAEIABLB-conflation. 

formalism for this H with relational noun as head must he distinguished 

from all other K constituents* Therefore we adopt the former
•« . * ■

alternative and allow for relational noims to function as two-place 

predicates, i.e. for Y to he expanded hy the string /”k H w/.

The effect of VAEI^BLE-cpnflation was shown in 26 above. 26

may he compared with 331 which shows the 'effect of the same-process -

when the predicative noun in deep structure is a two-place predicates

,1
■ N; ' NY

N N33 X
I

hrotierWH

brother

X

■W-.

It can’he seen that, the'boxed matter that is. deleted is the same 

in 26 and 33.

■r ■

■ >t
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The output of '53 id3i in9ei tW s.Ir fpr 

hut tha^edtf^^ to^ of the into structures

derive^ by tfe process illustrated' ini 33. So an extra Condition 

must be added to EEL-THB-insertion to block it when the^head noun is 

indexed by a variable.^

in this way we are able to make a clear distinction between

involving^e^v^tional nouns 

When determined by relational the, and where the' 

sense of the relational noun includes the notion |one , to ona/many', 

these structures have some of the properties of proper nouns 

(cf. Quine 1960:107). It is therefore satisfactory that we should 

have accounted for the marked alternative in a, by a derivation 

that also accounts for non-definite occurrences of proper nouns.

The proposed deep structure applies equally well to plural phrases - 

that is, to the distinction between the citizens of.London and
citizens of London.^ Consider agfdn example,-2712.----it was -

suggested that 27(b) mi^t underlie 27(a) and that the in 27(a) 

mi^t be due to REL-THE-ihsertion rather than to definite relativiz-

definite and non-defini^e n.p.'structures 

(of.29 and 30).

atibn. It was then claiined that this sug^stioh was hot fdimializ- 

able. The basis for IMs claim is now apparent: the it shown in 

27 (t) would be a variable in ^our-current formulation - but ^ a

The rviLe is reformulated, and the tla^retical implications of 
the Condition are noted, in ilppez^x A.

1.

It was claimed in §12.1. that the uhderiihed ptoases in 30 
implied nphSM'^ehessVnhd' that t¥is wbH-
formednessr ^ does hot however provide for i»n-
uniquehess to be formulated as a logical prestpposition in the

Ah altera
one of the lags of the table) was

2.

semantic representation.
partitive structure (cf._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
tried, but abandoned because of the heed to allow for THREE 
possibilitiea in the plural; some N of HP; N of HP;

....tte'-N-of .HP.-- - . ' - -
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1;
& coreferentisJkvBriable underlies bank then the Conditions for BEL- 

^ ^OBE^iiis^iGnS^e-^t-’

There is a third sentence-type to be accounted for:

34» tie' is''Wear of Bray, i*

■ This t:^e'is distinctive in-the absence of ai«r determiner after the

is
,-:S

’i-:,

-4
i-- \

55 su£®ests that the structure is limited to contingentcopula. ■r-...

. .'V

relationships: <»■

55, *He is father of John Smith.

There are two ways of accounting for 54* 

one n,p, in the deep structure meeting the S,I, for HEL-THEUihSertion, 

Assuming that the conditions controlling, the absence of. determiner :

be identified, EEL-THE-insertion can b© made optional when those 

conditions obtain. , Alternatively 54 can be attributed to 56 - that 

is, the relational noun can be_analy_^,d'.^s_prig3aaa.ting as a two-place 

predicate in the top sentence;

It can be attributed to 8,

can

56.

I
I

Vicar (he) (Bray)

Itothermore, since we have allowed, nouns as two-place predicates in 

relative clauses (where one argUMB*i is a variable) there will be a 

the system lie they do no-^ also occur as such in_ the T of the

matrix■sentence.

Whiciieyer of these alters sources is incorporated into’ the

gT>ainiingt»-hhe graintnar -will predict thait -nominal -modifiers -Will- not

occur In sentences such as 54» This is so because the grammar

4
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presented so far has provided for nominal modifiers only vihen

derived from clauses sM (i) HEL-THE-ifise^rtibn doesrm^^^
' —' ' ' "

n. p. containing embedded s (ii) if the Relational noun originates

fiers .. as shoim :m ^. there^ vd no embedded: a. frra widch m

of that noun eould he derived SI^ general', this prediction is 

37 sug^sts that i*an there are mbdifiers^tb^ is afulfilled;

determiner:

37(a). *He was former Vicar of Bray.

(h). *He'3 good old Vicar of Bray.

There are a number of counter-examples, e.g.

38(a). - He is acting secretary of the oomMttee.

He is Honorary Secretary of the .&v^d.

He is Prime Minister of Britain.

But those modified nominais appear to be fixed expressions, and may 

not be generated l^eely by the syntactic rules. My'grammar cannot

(B).

^ (0).

account for them, but it commits me to the view that they are not due

to relative clauses of liie type exemplified earlier.

, ¥e must choose between the alternative sources for 34-
tiT

makes the same prediction as to grammatioality. 

deletion of tW 4related n.p. - could allow for such sentences as 

ShB*3 boss. He's vicar etc.. But if we choose to attribute 34 to 8,

Each

And either - by

ii^ that; the 'optionalit^ REL-THB-insertion in this structure 

is aocideiitai. If rather we attribute 34 to 36, we have both 

accounted for the fact t^ it is ohiy in predicative posiMbn 

the can be absent before one-to-one relational stmotores, and have

I therefore adopt this l^ter

we

filled a gap ih the system
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alternative5 « althon^, the grammar will still fail* to-show- why- 

the-struc^^-isriimite^ relaitionSiips and thus to 'V
'e25lain the.; impamm^icality of 35,

Ther^ibre i conclnde* that the discussions of sect ;. ;--.V
on f 19 lead

to -toe following jce-Hsion in the base rules
V.

19«6.■ Rsv^siCTi_of_the_^hrase struot’i^'^p t*h1 qq
’ '" '' '  i ■'''' ".

Hie expansion.of V in the rules proposed in

revised as follows:
<C^ ■ ■

. -N

m^i; he-

) a
K • - N. -

? —^39.

K i (k)

The ^jority of nominal copular sentences will he attributed to 

line 1. ; ^ iiave posited a structure with no underlying verb,

Ity main contrition is that two n.p. are involved, but that the head

noun of an n.p; is a predicator and may therefore be construed as
1

predicate when following a copula. T niles will apply to structures 

generated>fTOm,line 1 to effect changes in ♦

sequence. I shall not 

a,ttempt to discuss the very complex factors Controlling application 

of these rules, except to point put my'analysis of definiteness in 

principle .allows for different kinds of .^iefiniteness to be isolated

and mentioned in the ixiles.

1. ^e copula to be introduced into line 1, on the one hand, and 
the copula to be introduced before adjectives and nouns in

co^^stmctoe occur-in the deep struote^ of a sentence 
attributed to line 1 and containing a description• :
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^9^-283^^
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■

The seobhd line ‘ of? the ;reviaed riile is as before. The third 

line aooouhts for; hentenoes 18 and 32|.K:

I' Here the position with
<:

regard to sequence is quite clear; preposing of the predicate is 
This line must be accompanied by a well-jf^if:.

. not permLttedi

bopditionj^simply stated when the N is a ohe-place predicate /

ormedness -- --
4lf=-

5 ' V.

complicated when it has two; arguments. It is to be hoped that the 
■ ■ ■■ ‘ ■■ 

well-formedness condition can be formulated in such a way as to

isolate whatever semantic factors are crucial in the predicate
relational noun structure.^

T
r

The second and third lines clearly fail to make a geheralization, 

one that could be formalized by the X-bar convention (Stockwell 

^ al- 1973:21).

convention might be used in deep (and possibly pre-deep) structure. 

There is also, the possibility mentioned in ^ 2.3. that senbenoes 

should be embedded directly as arguments - such an analysis could be 

formalized by the use of X as an argument-expression in line 2; 

it, is assumed, in the proposed e^ansiOn of N which makes no provision 

for enhedded s. other than relative clauses.

Thus there are indications-that the X-bar

t;

The following revision is proposed for the expansion of N:

W '.V

N : (S) ■

♦

where 'x' is a varisble-symbol 

chosen from 'x', 'y', 'z'
■,N ■ ■40.

• • •
V ' X

• 1. Contingency is apparently a factor, though perhaps not the only 
one. The cases on the two arguments in 34 are presumably 

(to) and Loo (Bray)/ scathe s^otore is.directly-canp 
‘ locative sentenoea, where contrasts in contingency

affect grammatioality (^l6).
structures an indarsoh (1973)

and with the 'contingent'
’.-r
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40 consists of the rule introduced in...|2 with the additional line

The rule poses a problem for, according- presented above as 21
■,.. V.:

to the discussions of this sectibn, it calls for a well formedness
only_i8xioalized-i|i 

e. if the structure generaited

. conditioh such that the N of line ■2’ is Uhe

following optional N is -generated (i

consists of a relational noun complemented by a noun phrase) 

the optional-n7pT“lsTiot^generated, the N is the empty K^f definite 

generic n.p, This is a strange sort of condition and may be an 

indication of something arbitra:^ about the proposals for generic 

the.^ However if the condition is NOT stated, and if the T riiLes

• •- r

Wien<'>

. 1

that we have formulated are retained, the surface structures generated

will be well-formed. That is to say, there may be grounds for

allowing THE.-insertlon to' apply both when the identical constituents 

are indexed and are generated by the processes discussed above, AND 

when the identical constituehts are identical lexical items,

This would reflect the fact that the variables 

have been brought into the description primarily to formulate’^ 

conditions of ooreference-required-for the relativization process. 

This alternative seems preferable and therefore no well-formedness 

condition on lexioalization will be stated, 

must be made to accommodate this decision.

THH-insertion, the continued necessity of-which was questioned in 

• £19.4. , must be retained.

unindexed nouns.

Two small adjustments

first, Condition 3 of

Thus THE-insertion will act as a filter

if structures are generated which are indeterminate as to the n.p. to 

be relativized. Second,' the presence of a variable, though a

1. But we must account anyway for the noh-dCTbhstfative pronoun in 
the'generic phrase that ^Mch is admirable.
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sufficient condition will not be a ijteoeasajy condition for the .

insertion: of £^efore cptmt iictms"raderAlIi^^^

She use of ^riables inA synti^tie^ruies does however necessitate 

well-fprmetoess, conditions
'.'T

As I have not-considered-the question

mfully, I will Mention two possihilities without giving 

status,

N for any N^,

,em fbrmal 'A

One possibility is that there can only be one predicative. - 

Another that thete can be no' corefer^ti^
■ ...%

sequence

of variables unless one of them is subject of a predicative iioun.
’■t'Ti

It has been suggested elsewhere^ that no lexical-category 

distinction should be made between nouns and other predicators, 

rather a single caH:egory of predicator should be subcategorized by

means of features. In the description presented here, a oategbrial 

distinction between K and T is essential because H can occur in deep

structure both as predicate and as head of a noun phrase, whereas Y.
&V

t'

can occur in deep structure only as predicate.

♦

- V- V

cfr^Bach (1968), ^derson (1973:75)It
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PRQgERTI^ OF S^INCTENESS

9 20. Structiiral Pjope'irties hf •np-Pinite Eqi

4.

iTi Phrases
f SiiIH ^16 it was. aug^sted that definiteness was a semantic 

property with syntactic repercussions, and that if it -could be
, -.A-;; - ^

.•>

defined in siyhtactic terms a feature +def could be mapped on'to 

SpecN in' order,, that Conditions on !P rules might mention definitsnesa 

of n.p. For purposes of discussion, let us consider the following 

chasracterization of definiteness:

1, A definite noun phrase is a noun phrase ^

(a) in the deep structure of which there occurs no 

variable ■which is not bound as to type-1 binding by 

the noun phrase structxire,

(b) OR which is definitized by WK-Eel-attachment,

^e reference to type^l binding in 1(a) is necessitated by the 

discussion of ^ 15, 1(b) mentions the only type of definiti'zation

that is allowed for in the proposed description: it is relevant 

only in the case of defi^te relativization, for when WE-Rel- 

attachmeht applies in the course of non-definite relatiyization 

the n.p. to be relativized is definite prior to the application

i

s'

of the rule. ■I

• :

Father investigation mi^t lead to the conolhsion that WH- 
Eel^attaohment-is:not~an-:obli^tory“#fcep“in7tW^p^ 
definite relativization:; the nonn may.be optional introduc- 
tiba of a bomplementizer feat'and deletion of the relative 

This is suggested by the -pair the few men that there 
- were few men who there

1

n.p.
In the latter sentence 

definitization adversely affects the sense of the relative 
clause.;'’'

werei
.. -,j

.i
. ■ ■:';i

:‘i

H
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l(a): is fon^^ed in depanfcio^^i^i -S;'^2 is _ Off^ 1;,.,

first at;teii?)t to ;translat|B:;l(a) i^o a

be read off a p^aarker % a rulje of, DEE-^

2(a). A Mnstituent .is a defi^te<^^ phrasa in
■. "'V;;:; - '-N'-' ' ‘V- - - ■ •■ : *■/ ,'........

de^ structure it dominates no antecedent variable

..A.#'

unless there is a nOde V oh the path between 

and the an-feCedent'Vacpiabla •
-.’■■■.' " ^ . •. s .

(b). iSOVID if 1^-dominates N it also dominates

N or V.'

. Clause (b) of 2 is only required because in ^19 it 

decided to permit nouns to be generated freely as an exps^sioh of N

and not to limit non-relational nouns to predicate position in deep
'

structure (see p.28lf). The gain in simplicity there is paid for 

.hy greater conplexity here.

The term ’antecedent variable' was defined in syntactic terms

in ^19 (see p.269). 2 correctly predicts that proper nouns

immediately dominated-by N, and demonstrative pronouns, will be
*■

definite--“"for there is no variable in the deep structure of these 

Expressions. It COTrectly predicts that person£^ pronouns will 

be definite vhether these are due to pronominalization of definite 

n,p. , to a de^^truoture feature co^lex comparable to 

underlying demonstrative pronouns', or -to a deep-structure variable. 

In the last casaV the vari^le will not" be an antecedent variable.

, It is to be assumed that non-definite pronouns (e.g. sbmeohe) wcwld 

be dariyed fhpm structures contalTiing ah ahteoeden-t^yariabley-if the 

description proposed here were''extended to include tbem.

2 also oorreotly accounts for mai^ s-truotures later to be 

affected by EBL-THE-inaM-tion, e.g. the structures underlyli^

h:
- ..N

*t

was'

,3---
t m
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th^ maimiit of -bhe
.;■

(b)^ the siiydt of a mountain 

In the case of 3(a) the node will' demote a variable but that

by" a' path .which includes^ node 

figure 28(b) of ^19. 3(b) is alscT detfved from a structure

■ --- v-v5;
••i'-Jrj’r j

;:*•
variable will be connected to

'-i.:-*»

Y see

induing'an antecedent variable, but in this case -there wili..be no

domifeikijg node N,node V on the pa-th, between that -^^iable and the dt 

as can be se^ from 4 ,#iere the ^tecedent -variable has been circled.

So 2 coirrectly predicts that 3(b) is non-definitet.

h
j

SpecN ;
—» •

H4. I

I NSpecHsummit
V•N • .

t- X
'X is mo-untain'

However 2 fails to account satisfactorily for all n.p. headed
■ ’ -P

First there is the problem of determining theby relational nouns, 

factors that lead to the non-definitei^bss of phrases such as 3(b). 

In fl2 it was mentioned that this investi^tion has not adequately

covered relational structures where the eomplemeht-n.p. are

undetermined (plural n.p., or n.p. headed by non-count noims).

such cases non-dlsfiniteness of the .comple-

. For

My impression is that 

ment n.p. does not lead to luni-def^teness pf -the

in

instance -the ph-rase the uro-berti^ of definiteness seems- to be

definite.

SecbncL, -2 fails to account for the non-definiteness of oertein

these are the problem phrase-typesn.p. which undergo IHE-insertion
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^p)
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disc^^d in ::^13*;3, and jE^empli^ed; _

V riyer - .

J, ,a,,pxi?;s;,^

In ^15 the problem was discussed'i^^^ ^neric ,

* context provided hy the embedded Si'trhich; prompts aBE-insd^Iau

for the phrases of 5, But we shall now see that where the head

5^e.) the. problem is not rest:fei<i|^ 

embedded s* providing generic contexts, ;.Ih 6 the embedded s.r
V •

which prompt IHE-insertion in the underlined phrases provide e-e .. 

contexts for the relative n.p.

6(a).He was toying with the butt of a cigarette that 

was lying in the aaht-Pfl.v.

(b). As we flew over the Alps, the aummit of a mountain 

that appeared above the clouds was identified as

. ,.'v ■

noun , is relational as in to

■r- that, of Mont Blanc,

The underlined n,p. must be classified as non-definite because they 

are in principle applicable: to a number of objects, and hence re-use 

of the expression does not imply coreference^. 

ing is also available, this is attributable to demonstrative the.

The reservations we have considered so far show up the
"'v' ■W,;’-.- '

inadequacy both of 2 and'of 1, iThey show that ah n.p. may be 

non-^efinite even when an antecedent variable occiu?s in a binding

If a definite read-

context in the noun ptohse structure. • But they do not undermine the
o

view that definiteness is determined at deep structure level .. ¥e

i

'The;phirases of 6 pose a furiher problem that has not been 
explbredi: to v^t extent ^e such phrases to be treated as 
non-definite for purposes-of T rules?

note that the n.p. to be definitized by WH-Rel-attachment as 
currently formulated, can be identified at deep structure level.

1

2.
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(20)

mi^t attempt-to-save l(a):-’by inserting the word 'fiilly' so that

.-“Which la“not~fSlly‘T)oiindas to type-1the final clause-readi“- II -• • •
-•r

binding hy the noun phrase structure". , The problem then will be

this^ingta ^plicate the notion ‘not- fully bound*. One way of d 

is to express the condition in syntactic-terms such as idaose of 2; 

Al-fchou^ 2 is inadequate as it stands, the types of factor eonsidere.d, 

in -the last few paragraphs surest that further investigation ini^t 

lead to the correct formulation of additional clauses tha-t would

VV.-d

make 2 adeqtiate - clauses mentioning countability, number, non- 

definite relational, structxires as formalized, in ^1$, and locational

But when we consider the problem posedstructures involving +dem.

hy 5(b) we find a different problem.

The non-definiteness of 5(b) suggests that definiteness is not

For the structurein eill cases determined at deep structure level, 

which underlies 5(h) also underlies Ys 

7(a). the hat which a man has 

-the hat which is a man's

■r

(h).

It is not absolutely clear that 7 should he regarded as well- 

formed in a reading where the is not demonstrative, but 1 inclihe 

to the view that these phrases are well—formed with non—demonstrative 

the and that in this case the only available reading is generic -

• hence that the phrases,are definite.. But if-so, 1 is inadequate

even in its modified form-- for whatever decision is made as to the 

binding properties of the deep structure underlying 5(b) and 7, these 

properties are not sufficient to determine the definiteness of the 

surface phrasd one,way or the other.
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In synteujtic .terms'^he problem .posed..by 7 is not insuperable,

- An-~extr-a-14ne-^m5^e-add«d-to-the”ST6T^of^0SS==rBEa?-formation to the 

effect that if the possessive determiner is non-definite and SpeoK 

of the matrix dominates-+def, the feature +def shoiild he .^leted.

But this has certain consequences, 

is the first-rule .in which +def is mentioned, then noun phaases must 

be fully developed before ^Subject placement applies. *^^th 

rules of relativization, reduction of clauses,' and-P0SS-3QET-formation’- 
must preside Subject Placement in the cycl'e of rules; or the rules

(21)

Si

;;=;s
ii;-
m

vi-C

7>
i7Ass^lming that Subject, Placement f

.!:i
er the

. .;
t

must be cycled on noun phrases as well as on sentenced

In' attempting to make a semantic generalization about 

definiteness however we find that the well-formedness of 7 is a

I
I
V.

I
major problem. In place of 1, we must substitute the much weaker

S'
claim 8;5.

77
A noun phrase in the deep structure of which there8.

j7-

occurs no variable which is not fully bound as to 

type-1 binding by the noun phrase structure is a . 

definite noun phrase.

That is to say, the binding properties mentioned in 8 are a 

sufficien-b but not a necessaoTr condi-fcion of definiteness.

!;
1
7

I r.
. i-

^ 21 Some Implications of .the Analysis J'

Definiteness, in the sense, adopted in this thdsis, is a

property of linguistic expressions. I want in this final section 

to clarify the implications of the analysis proposed above for the 

study of the uses to. which such expressions may be put, and of the

i

: i

i;
1!
Ji

!■'

inferences to be drawn from utterances in vdiich they occur.
: :

;|

.'-b ii

. . .
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21»i, ^)6mei^an^si disH:iTir‘A-io]3^i reponsidered

refer^tially oir

judgement that this distinction is one of use rather than

The _analysis^^confirms Donnellan's

syntax. -r-••-H

But the syntactic description offered here is in some 'sense the 

•guarantee* of the distinction in
...;:.v,s

uses the determiner in definite . .V

lomafimes. not;descriptions is shown to be sometimes demonstrative,
, • • -V'-'

There are,:n.p, consisting of,-"or deteimined by, "demonstratives

marked location^ deixis (+prox; or +dist) - these are not used

There are. also definite n.p", which cannot be used 

referentially because they presuppose a sentence which must be
''S'

understood in a non-specific reading.

attributively.

There is moreover a syntactic' 

structure correlated with attributive use, which is not thtis cor

related on semantic grounds alone - the partitive that structure.

21,2, Mention

3h previous chapters I have used the term ’mention* to cover

both reference and attribution.
••

_ _ phrases may be put - it is_ contrasted with predication and my use

of the term is similar to Strain’s use of ’reference*. I thinV 

•ii is possible to use a cover Wrin without losing the advantages

Thus those who subscribe to the

truth-value''^p~the’6'ry71will' be'able“to' claim, ”^If someone asserts ' 

that the ^ ia^ he; has not^inade-a true or false statement that the 

0 is ^ if there is no j0 ,'* iof both referential and; attribu^ uses. 

Mois wording is bf hed on the. view Bomellan attributes to Strawson 

(p»107) adapted in the li^t of Donnellan’s discussion of the 

of ’statement* in circumstances where reference succeeds thou^ 

nothing fit the description used to refer (p.lll)?'

Mention then is a Tise to which

of lionneliah’s observations.

use

1. Page references are to Steinberg & J^bovitz (1971) ■ ."3m
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,Tvo kiMsfpf^ meiition'may be distdii^ii^ed^w M 

mention and introductoxy inention. J wish to use identifying

mention to inclMe both generic an^ hbn-generic readings of n.p, -

specifin-the former case identifyiag mention is, I'Tsnggest, a 

casa of attributive use In English, a test for identifying 

mention is our understanding of two occurrences of one noun phrase

urnSrstood- ^ •

to be mentioning the same thing each time he uses the^phrase-then

the two occurrences are understood to be instances of identifying 

Introductory mention, in my usage, requires that the 

expression occur in an e-e context^ - that which is mentioned may

. .V
<*■ ■ -:i ■

_ within a single! stretch of.discourse - if the speaker is

mention.

subsequently be re-mentioned by tise of a phrase to make ,an

In this case the second phrase wiil be formallyidentifying mention.

distinct from the phrase used to make the introductory mention.

The distinction between introdibtory and identifying mention is 

made in different terms elsewhere^ - the- point I wish to emphasize 

is that the distinction I am making is a pragmatic one.

Presumably, if these uses have been correctly identified, 

they areuses to which phrases are put in all languages. Yet not 

all langua^s have definite and indefinite articles, and in those 

that'do there is considerable discrepancy as to when they-occur.

r:

1. It "is probable however that the term may be 'usefully extended 
to other contexts, and that the refej^ence/attribution distinc
tion can be extended to introductory mention. , On the latter 
proposal, cf.Heringer (1969), Partee (1970a)

2. e,giEarttunen(l960a,b)i Sampson (1970)
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(2i)
© -■'

Wha.-h t.hen is the connection tetween the synt^ticorsen^tic

i suggest it is* category of def initeness and iiie mentioning use? 

that VIHEM a. phrase is used to mention, a definite, n.p. shows the
.ve found ttat certa^ , , ■

•limits of tolerance' niust'he observed in using the notion of

mentioning use to he identifying, ' ^^^ha

V_i

identification with respect to definiteness, hut the test of re-use -N- 

of the expression'clearly distinguishes definite'n.p. as expressions 

. adapted for identifying rather than introductory mention.

The advantage of characterizing the pragmatic, effect of 

definiteness as .TnaTlfing a certain use is that it allows for

variation in the extent to^whl^h thejose J.s marked JLh different

In Old English the extent to which identifying mentionlanguages.

marked hy definiteness was not so great as it is in modem

Even in modem English, not all instances of identifying 

mention are marked as such hy use of'a definite n.p.^ for non—

was

English^.

definite n.p, are used for identifying mention in sentences used to

In French the extent to which identify-convey a generic reading, 

ing mention is marked hy use of definite n.p. is greater than it

English, and extends to generic readings of plural n.p. and

This variation in the ^tent of

is in

\,p. he^ed hy non-count nouns.' 

the marking of the identifying use is the reason why I. wish to extend

Donnellan's referential/attrihutive-distinction toinclMe generic

readings. . '

The feature +m which was used in the discussion .of generic
n.p. ihl^ ia was choseh ad a mn^nic jihr '^entifying^^^^

it was found that hoh-definite phrases in generic contexts behaved 

in someways like definite n.p. with respect to certain T rules.

1. ■ cf. Quirk'& ¥renn (1957*71)
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21.^. Pre^TJPOsltion

Wien a phiaae is used: for. id^tifyi^,mention, it is necessary
O

that the speaker make certain assumptions^as,to the hearer's

For successful identifying'mention, the :heairer Wst 

have or be given sufficient knpviledge to enable him to.identify 

wlmt the speaker is mentioning,, i'.e. what he is referring "to, 

what he is mentioning attributively. In the formalizatiol^bf ^ '' . 

definite n.p. presented in this thesis, certain information is shorn 

by the n.p, structure to be presented AS IF knovni to the hearer*

Where definiteness is correlated with an embedded s, the 

content of this embedded s, is presented as if known," Sometimes 

the information presented in the embedded s. is in itself sufficient 

to' enable the hearer to identify the object of mention whether or 

not in faC't. he was previously in possession of that information.

But”frequently the information is ^in itself insufficient for 

purposes of identification and needs to be supplemented by the hearer. 

Thus the account of definiteness offered here rests heavily on -the 

idea that mentioning use of definite.phrases is appropriate, or not 

according to the hearer's state of knowledge^,

^ T^^^^ of logical presupposition seems to capture very

well the relationship between the matrix sentence and.the embedded s, 

of^a:definiJeJi.i)

statement, then .the embedded s. may be used to make a true statement.

knowledge.

or
■ ..N

r
S'

If . the'.matrixes... may_-be--UBed -to-make a -true-•_ '

This ..raises problems for syntax for which I have no ve^ . 
interestihg sblutioh to^offerr the problem posed 'by movement 
rules which move a definite n.p. into a position preceding 
a cbreferential nbn-definite n.p, - cf. Stockwell et^^.
(1975: 76)

1.

u, ■

*»
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IM th^s xelationsMp holtis aiso^ ^he matrix,

s. and the embedded a* The examples given in l‘“were discussed in

V ■'

be given prizp^.

(cf. |l0, e.g. 16, 20)

In uttering i(a3, a speaker commits himself — but only indirectly 
to the truth-of 1(b); that fs to say, if the predictioir'^^S'i 

utterance of .(a)-is fulfilled then (b) could have been truly, uttered 

at the time when- (a) was uttered’.

1(a),; The :S do well will

(b), Studentsvwill do well.

'v4

e by

Assuming that the notion of truth 

can be satisfactorily extended to fhture contexts, then logical

presupposition seems to account well- for the relationship between 

But logical piresuppositlon, as defined in Keenan 

(1971), applies only to declarative sentences whereas the relation- 

■ ship that is of interest for definiteness is qiiite independent of .! 

the modality of the matrix sentence^ - indeed the formalism suggests 

that it holds not between sentences but between a phrase and a 

■ sentence, ■

1(a) and (b).

V-

Another disadvantage of the notion of logical presuppositicn

is that it rests, .in final analysis, on the intuitife notion of a 

truth-value gap; that is, on one’s feeling for an utterance. that is 

made when presuppositions fail.

judgement is clear jm; t^^^ apcpunt given in .Keei;an (1972) where he

iDhe intuxitvs"-^. nature of this

speaks of; 'natural denial’ and sentences being ’felt to be pointless’ 

if presuppositions fail These intuitive judgements are then used

of, Keenan & Hull (forthcoming) for an extension of the 
definition of logical presupposition to questions, ,

1.
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. as-the-basis -for-ar-definli;ion-of^tmth oirncertain“sentencre=itypes 

3?ru:to iS;^efinei_.M sa^

for logical presujoposiliion

to iallow-fCr a trirbh-TOliw

(see Keenan* 1972:419-421). ''
, Bat tliis me^ inn^rbe defined separately^ f<^^ifferent:^^n

sent^e-types -^d tMt : it ie^ td some eitrat arbitrary How one
j^ecides to defir^ truth^M:.b^

Thus I ,asse^ on ;
the basis of my own i^ that 2(a) below doea nS^gicaily '

presuppose 2(b), beoa,use (a) does not •guarantee the truth of (b): 

2(a). Kbx did not-receive a letter Sue sent him.

■ (l^)» Sue sent lyfex a letter. (cf. f 4, e.g. 21)

But another ,m^t choose to define truth in such a way as-to ensure 

that 2(a) did presuppose 2(b) - and indeed this conclusion is

attractive if one uses •presuppose* in opposition-to ’assert* as 

Keenan does in the informal part of the discussion mentioned above.’

Since the borderline between logical presupposition and other 

types of inferential relationship is, hazy in this area it is '

■ .in^ortant to see on exactly what grounds I rest my claim that there 

is_a fundamental.diffe^fsrice between the presupposed status of 

e^dded s^ in definite^ h.p. m^ any that may be claimed for Embedded

■ s.: in indefinite n.p_ 1 . _The embedded s.- to indefinite 

unlike those to defonite" n.p. to the’ following respects: 

,(4X if, ':itoeBupppset...is ,jdeftoed

• ' n.p. are

to-such-a way as -to allow
2(a), and its positive counterpart, bo-th presujipose 2(b), 

information contained to 

known to the hearer. '

xHaTb

(a) as if already

1. ^ "the discussion -to indefto n.pi, When non-deftoite
n.p. are q^tified further cbnplicating factors ii^
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(iiV Where a sentence corresTJonding to a relative claase: ' - 

in ah indefiaite h;ii. isKfelt to be presui^osed, this may be due 

~ to any of a ntmibeif of fa^iDrs, Thus in 2’It is ujblevant to note 

that 2(b) provides ah jei-e context for the n;p» a letter, 

contrast 5(a) does not presuppose 5(b):

- 5(a). Ito did not receive a long letter.

(b). A letter is long. .

a?he sentential, content of the n.p. is also relevant, as is clear 

from 4.

>1.

. .N

\
4. Wasfthere a letter written'by Sue?

And the use to which the phrase is put may be such as to result in

a presupi?6sition very similar, perhaps pragmatically indistinguishable, 

from that of a-definite n.p, -Thus, if it is agreed that in 5 the 

subject n.p, is used for identifying mention, we may be led to claim 

that 5 - like l(a) - presupposes l(b),

5. S'^ents who do well will be given prizes.

But these 'presuppositions’ have not been formalized as such in’the 

synt^tic description -the presuppositions of definite n.p. are 

distinctive in that they .remain constant even if such factors as 

those just mentioned ao^e, changed.

J

21,4. The eouative/'predieative distinction

Mention vras'bohtrasted earlier with predication. Mention is

however a pragmatically defined notion rather than a syntaotLc one, 

for the distinction between mention and predication is not in all

Possibly it presupposes A letter may be long.1.

■■■.■a
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cases determined by syntax..

definiteness^: aid' ie^ imturally to: a syntactic distinction 

■between eq.uatiyn and predicative cppular sentences, ■, If these®are 

to be d.istingaished pragmatically in cases where the second,^I'p, is 

a description, the distinction falls naturally enou^ into those 

• cases where the post-copular n.p, is used to’mention and those 

.where it is used'jto predicate,^ Definiteness marks identx^ing '

, mention by contrast wiidi introductory mention, but it does not 

. distinguish.mention from predication. In sentences understood as

equative the second n.p. is in most cases understood to be.referential 

as in Mv^ '^fother is the boy in green. But it possible to find 

instances of attri’butive-mention in tke second n.p. as in the most

obvious read^g of The men we want to find are the men who stole 

the Crown. To what extent, we may now ask, is the mentioning and 

predicative use determined by the n.p, structure of the phrase. 

Comparison of the range of readings of 6(a) and (b) suggests that 

' some ^neralizations can be made:

6(a), Scott is the contributor to the Times.

(b)i Scott is the autlwc of Waverley.

If .there is a predicative reading of 6(a), it is much less obvious 

than that of 6(b). In 6(a), the is demonstrative,, in 6(b) it is
■■■■'. ■' A'

non-demonstrative. . It may be. that demonstirative the cannot occur

in an n.p. in the second position in a sentence having a predicative

u

'•

XT

In this section I shall consider only sentences where the first 
, n.p.'in the sequence is■used to mention, and is -therefore to 

be construed as subject in the sense of: ^19.

1.i

cr--
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deciding when the-ls: -to be attributed, to therOj, (cf. ^15). Tti’ere ' 

inay be a pre_dicative reading for 7(a) where the Is nleki?ly demon- 
, sti^ire^j; .^Jiere ;J.eiJjlea,rly, a :predice.tiTC^Ireadirg--iV5r 7(1)) 

is possibly demonstrative: ' ' ‘

:7(a)»:.man is ^e ^plnmber. - 

(b), ; ^ the captain.

reading,

ere

■ ...v

If a predicative reading can be found for copiilar sentences Imying

demonedratiye the in the second n.Ti>. tbe uosaibilitv mf fthe 

predicative reading: clearly dependssion the 

second n.p.

noun .chosen as head of

But the borderline between predicative use and attribu

tive mention is very difficult to maintain with phrases of this type.-

An alternative approach is. not merely to consider the second- 

n.p> but to compare the two n.p. When one n.p. is a proper noun, 

this'approach is fruitful, .It has been observed that 8-does not 

have the predicative reading of 6(b), but in 9 the proper noun

■f;

Scott need not be construed referentially:

8. The author of Waverley is Scott.

This is Scott• ' • - '

-Qlhe description of n.p* proposed in this thesis offers a means of 

evading n.p. containing descriptions 

- follows:

These may be subdivided as• ' .

• \
(i) marked demonsitratiye phrases'. ; 

(if) neutral demonstrative phrases

(iii) -descriirbive .phrases; '

■ (i) consists of phrases where the determiner realizes a segment

contaiiilng ^rox, or vdxere one of these features

1. 15? judgment of this sentence has changed;: I now inclinebto
the view tlmt there-is only an equative reading;.
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3Q1 (21)'.'.'...

occurs afterHhe"head %Tiri ;a^ _-

in in ^tetnativ^ dirivation -

could ^e lid tO'^le ihl^ the determiner

i by a T role.

__- iVe. in'a structmai pcsitira
■. ■ - ...... : , - . v-

-::. , - ■■■■

Group (ii) consists of phrases determined hyrc

stiatiye the;, and (iii) of phrases determined by non-demonstrative 

or b;y a possessive deteiihinfer. .

demon-

■ -N

Predica.tivfe .readings-are more readily available when the - 

second n.p. comes from group .’(iii). 'To this limited extent, a

syntactic distinction appears to be a correlated with the equative/ 

predicative distinction. But perhaps we can go further and predict 

that when the number of the group of post-copular n.p. is equal'to 

or lowe: than that of the n.p, occurring as subject, then there will

be a predicative reading available for the-sentence (providing that 

the second n.p, is NOT from ^oup (i)). The non-equative reading 

will not be available when the second n.p. is hi^er in number than

the subject n.p,If-this-prediction were accurate one would find.

a predicative reading for 10(a)., only an equative reading for 10(b), 

and a predicative reading for-10(c).^ The predicative reading, 

not of course , the^only reading . for„the sentenc&, -. -

-for any definite n.p,-may be xised to mention.

i0(a). That man (i) is the d6ctor(ii) > 

- (b) . Bie chaiim^

doctor(ii).

(c), rnie doctor (ii) is the c
•*V

of the Finance Committee

1. The braoketea numbers in 10 show the group to which the preceding, 
n.p, belongs.

•ii
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Cle^y there to manjr aspe^^ not touched

here, hut su^estion. that the ̂ distinction 

and :npn-demon8trative , deteminers fon^ized in the description 
presented above may he a tisefdl tool for further study of ti^i

21.5. Existential cla'im!:^ . . . . . . .  __

In, ^ 5 it was shown thp^t there was ho existential 

be associated with the as such.

on

s area.

• ?
Scijd^ to

• Let Us now consider other possible 

sources of existential inference associated with definiteness.

Eirst there is the distinction in use between mention and predication: 

mention has been so defined as to imply an existential claim „for the 

object mentioned. But this, claim is to be attributed to different^ 

types of inference according to whether the use is identifying or

Introductory mention, as defined above, involves theintroductory, 

use of an expression in an e-e context.
V:r.'
Identifying mention involves 

the hearer in the task of identification and a prerequisite of

successful identification is that there be-in some sense of '•be* -
♦

something to be identified, Earlier we distinguished •concrete* , 

existence and ’logical'- existence, and this distinction.has proved 

-reasonably-satisfactory so far. But the inference of existence due 

to the use of a n.p.- fbr identifying mention implies existence of 

the object of mention in a sense quite distinct from^either of

- It: inust-extend ...these

may be mentioned by use of the phrase the mm who wine, tomorrow's 

race or the wdid. truth To use 'exist': in this:third way is to

raise-philosophical problems far beyond tbe: scope of my enquiry^ -
».

of. Strawson (1959:234-25, 242)1.
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pdtirai i if ; we are . .

iii-formai; :terms

1.-;neveriiheie^ 'I Be
V

’Ex2Lstir'is V -
'. . ?irv"

tQ: ^ibovtot^i f^
^'"^'n^Tbcalas.Bfetweeif■ reference and.attribution^d:lillowa^for the

..•■•. r-

distinction 'betweeh ddehtifibationi and re-identification ela*Borated 

iruj^j^^and ^ 8/ and also for additional and :different iiplicatiohs 

of existence to he, associated; with reference
. ------------------- "' • ' ‘\ti- ■

Althou^.n^ descriptiori has not included formal ac^count^

- ...N
• '

■ of existence, it does suggest that ^istential claims of various 

. sorts must be attributed to a number of different factors; to' the ' 

-use to which a phrase is put, to the 'exhaustive specification' 

signals inherent" in some types of definite n.p., to e-e contexts 

in a matrix-sentence or a-;^esupp6sed. sentence. The discussion 

leads to an explanation of th^<-f%ct, if fact it is, that a speaker 

who uses sentences. 11 13 does not make the same existential claim

f

a
in each case' ,

11, The king of Erance is bald.

12, Is de Gaulle the king of Kcanoe?

■ 13. The, king of loanee visited the exhibition.
• tfie ■ —- - - - - - - -  -
In^deep structure of the phrase the king of ITance there is

nothing to suggest an implication of existence: there is no embedded
1sentence, and;HEL-TH^insertion does not imply.exhaustive specification 

_when.±he_.jrelationai:n<)ufi'-4s count-singularHence in 11 "^aiay“'inference.... ...-.--N

1, Sampson (I97O)-presents a formal'izatiott of part; of what I here 
call 'mention', which is not, I think, incon^atible with 'exist^^

2. cf. Russell (19b5)>;Strawson (1964), Dohnellan ,(1966)..'
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coiiCieaaiin^'existeSceris ■ tc^-tne.dxawi^f^ for '

identifying mention.

■.•:

But in a predicative reading of 12, the phrase,

. thoui^. definite, is hot iised to; mention - ;hehpe':1^ is no infearence ; 

to. be d3?awn that there exist^ some 'entity the king of Brahce, . 

the h^d-'nrami were plural however, an existential claim mi^t be

^(If

- ■

■ ..,v ■ 'attributed'to the"esiiaustively specifying"property of thejn^p., of. 

•- Are they the v-inprs of Erance?'^ Bi- lJ-, the phrase is used to • •

•mention - but in this case, unlike 11, it also-occurs in an e-e 

context and thus logical existence can be inferred from the sentence. 

In addition the e-e context includes deictic signals (tense, demon- 

“ ■ strative -the before exhibftion) and lexical choices which together 

show that the truth, of a sta-temOnt made by oise of 15 guarantees 

concrete existence (at some point, in time) of an entity desori'^ed 

by *fche phrase the'V

' b
V

tp

h \
✓

T
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V
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. I« Selected Derivatloias -from Ghaptera 

3^i^;;iDesenta^

,5hv II - Y,. ^

II - Y

the. different
i^etype of determiheir dihchssed in: Ch

-
. - v^iahies;: proposal :of ciii VIH.

\di6n the j^i^Ie shoiad J .'

1. the red hook (demonstrative the-V -- ~ - ■

(a) after develb-nment of emherlrtps s.

■ No deoisioh has bedh made as .to

J - : ■

if if there is a red hool^■r:Xr.:-.

(b) after NOM-rottv
/

Zred bpoi^ £, ttiere is 

(c) after

a red book^ J J

>^pn>vi 
L L+the

(3.) after WH-Rel~attachiiieTit

if red book^ iT'there is a red book^ ZJ J J

and other relativization rulea•1.'

■+D
ZT U'tJieJ red book^ that there ±sj J

(e) after «that* deletion
'..r-.ftn "■ -i- ' ' ' ' '
r +3)
^ j+the

(f) after clanae deletion

^red bobk^ there is _/ _7

V
and copy^ tip*

C +the red book J J 
^4em ‘ ^ '

shown in (d^ rather than ’which there is’
!IMs formulation rednires thatiffl be transformed to that i e' 

rflSys°(SS)f^ cover what^ts authors call pseudo-

! •
J.

r.-
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I> .t,'
2, the girl ■who wina tomorrow*s race (descriptive the) 

(a) aJter develo'pmehir of embedded s» arid KOtUncpy

^girl- ^girr will win tomorrow' s race J ^

• (b) after THB-insertion

/"girl^ /~a will win tomorrow’’s

(c) after WB-Rel-attachmeht etc! . ■'

l^girl^ who wins ■ tomorrow's race

IiI
t
S';•! ■

• «

i■ Vii
+D JJJr f.race+the I<■

<■ y i>•
%+D

+the JJcV

?
i

3, the dog (generic structure: descriptive the? DCh. IV)

(a) after develonment of embedded a.

2” N ^ I is a dog _7 _7
(b) after THE-insertion

C u is a dog _7_7j^

t
4
1I
1

i

+Dr +the

(c) after WH-Rel-attachment etc.

/” II which is a dog_7 _7

(d) after a nronominalization rule, not forma-l iced

d-Dr ^the

that which is a dog

(e) after a deletion jule, not formalized
- -

■t^thc .. V

N.B. The featrnre complex for the that which occurs in 5(d) has not 
been discussed, althdu^ it was emphasized in Ch. XT' that this item 
was not demonstrative. ,

dog 1

“v ■

/

: Jli
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4, -faha-t man who won the race i thatj^; Ch. Ill) • -
i

fa.) after develbmMt of ismbedded and MOM^cOtot-

^ who won-the race v_7 _7C was a inan_

(b) after ^IHB-j.TlHertion

/"inan;^ theire was a man^-vdio won the x&oej J J

(c) after WB-gel-^ttachment etc.
+3)~

+the

r +D 
^ +the

. ,N

who won the race that there was_7^ 

(d) after Vthat* deletion

/"meoa^. who won the race there'was_7 J 

deletion and feature copying

c
+Dc +the

(e) after cl

+the 
+past 
+dem

N.B. +dem is copied from the deleted there, +past.from the deleted 
tense. ^

ause

the race_7£ who won

■r

5, that book fthat„; Ch. IH)

(a) after'develQ-pmeht of embedded s. and NOM-cony

book £ a book is there_/ J

(b) nf+.eT» TOB-insertion

^book^ a book^ is there_^ J J+D
+the£

. (c) afta-r WE-Rel-attacbment etc.

/”book^ which is there_7 _7

clause reduction (HEL-B&-deletion)

+B
V +the

(<i) sii

^ +the
fe) after deletion Of 'there' and feature- copying

bo ok^: 7

■£

OT» ,

TiJook^ there^ ^ ;

+D
' C +the 

l+dist

g.B. The feature +dist guarantees the presence also of +dem. 
here is substituted for there, +prox for +dist, the derivation leads 
to this book. .

If
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+.>ir>.qa -^oldiegs who were vroiina.ed (partitive iha.ti Ch. IV)■6,...--U

i■^• vr .5

partitive stiucttire'^in: embedded
•i r. I(a) Ui

woUnded_j^ J••. jj^pldiers^ i/[^eidiersFs 

(■b) after. roi-obpy 

/"Boldiers-soldiers^ /“soldiers-soldiers

were
?!
9
:1

wounded^were i
1

. .N(c) after !rFP'—ipger+-inP

soidiers-soldiers soldiers-soldiers were wounded "

1
1

t®.
+the

(d) after "WH-Hel-attacbment etc.

V?, soldiers-soldiers who were wounded 
+the '

<'.A^-fl.#-+.6r-deleii6n of 'Partitive stimotvire and addition of
feature

dr

+D
+th6
+cat

soldiers who were wounded , (

K.B. No variable is shovm in 6 for the derivation has not been 
' studied in detail. No bracketing is shown.after (b); I do not 

know whether the surface stiucttire of the this phrase shotild be 
assigned the same structure as 1 - 5 or not. The feature complex 
underlying partitive that also occurs as a result of other 
derivations. ■

■fl-

'7. ■Tnhp«a eves (inalienable possession; Ch. V) 

(a) riAnp-i^ependent case in deep structure

Z”eyes John_7

(b) af+.PT •RTgr^THE-insertion 

^ Ij-the
after POSS-NET-formation (see p-markef following 8)

John_7 eyes_7 '

J:: ■

+H
rr+the A

+r|lated ;

6
i'

I
P
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. J6]iil»s hat (^ierial?le tjoasGsaiohr '^nii.?)

/ (a) after develo-pment of- -embeddedTh. ^ ant KOM-coot

8.

^hat^ Ta hat^ is John's_7,J ,

. (b) after . -

/”hat^ /“a hat^ is John's./;^ J

(c) after WH-Rel-attanhinRht. etc^.
'■. ;- '■'- ' ■'■■ .---------------------------- ; .• • ■'■<*• ■ ' . . '

2,hat^ which is Joha*a_7:^

(d) after clause reduction fljUrr.-BE-iieletion^

/liat^ Jchn's_7 _7

(e) after POSS-BHr-formation
- _ t+D 1 I" 
i i +the John J h&t J

+POSS ^■

H.B. , \i/here John«s is §hown, this ^hould be .interpreted as John in 
oonstructicn with SpecK where SpecH dominates +poss

Outnnt structure for 7 and 8 showing definiteness of matrix n.p.

+D
+the .r
+the. ,z"

^ +the

•r-
's-'

SpecNr -

rvpHief-. ^
etc.

¥SpecN

+D I

John+th6
etc.

#

H* Phrase Structure Rules for N

(The follovring rules for f are those presented in ^2 with ‘the

additions made in
N'

. 1. N SpeoK 7.M

} . 
" l^l+dem

(D)

f \

3. t ^ N (1) t

SpecS
V"

Vdiere *x! is a 
^ variable-symbol ■;

chosen;frOm;:?i:’V:'y^^ 'z’ J...
( =
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^11. ^12'. and ^^19.

\ir

d*is_- ^i^Eel-attachment (non-def) (of, S 19.2.)
" ■ ■ '■" ■' "'■■ '■■■■■ ■■

structure Index

», X
-•a-*. .

XSpeclt N SpecU H X . X
6 J 7 8 I 91 L4 L 5

J
. Conditions (partial statementj^

1. Iff 2 dominates ^pl/, then 5 dominates ^p27» '

2. (i) 3 exhatistively doininates-a variable, OE ------'-------------

(ii) 3 is headed by a noun which is indexed by a variable.

3. (the variable occurring under 3) = 6. _ _

4. ■Obligatory

, Ordered before all rules of nelativization.

s
VAHIA-RT.-R-conflationi cf. " figures 26 and 35 of ^19.l.ii •;

Ordered after WH-fronting
x'/

2> PEPIHITE E'Rr.ATTPTZATION

2.i. ¥OI^cony (cf. Hi 19.4.)• '

StruotUT-fi Tndftx
. ...it-. .-
SpecH K .
-5 . 6

X- SpecN E; X X X
1 4 7 8

% % ; .

Conditions

^ . . . . .
iT.--6 is headed by a noun which is indexed by a variabie.-^

2, (the variable occurring under 6)

3. Iff- 2 dominates 5 dominates ^plj

4v^ 6 does not dominate

Obligatory, :

5

5.
»
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HOIt-copy contiiiued

Stracttt8?e flbalngfi

Copy 6 in the place of 5-

Ordered before THB-insertion.

J
(cf, 11; ^19.45 and ^or Condition 5 see^l9.6)2,ii, THE-ingertion

Rt.T^iri-hii-pg nhanffg
•• •„ = speci i* X

5 6 7
X SpecK N X X

2 4 81 5
S . V
9

Conditions

1. 5 = 6

2. Iff 2 dominates J+vl/1 5 dominates /i-pl/.

3. ‘Neither 4 nor 7 contains a constituent which is identical with 6.

4. Obligatory."i.

^ structure Change
+DChomsky-adjpin the segment to the left of+the

Ordteed-. after V/E-Rel-attachment (non-def) (cf. ^ 19.4.), after 

KOM-copy; before V/E-Rel-attaohment (def).

2_.iii. WH-Rel-attachmsnt (cf. §19.4.)

Structttre Index
+DX SpecN K SpecR H X

5 6J 7 _
X X

1 3 L4 82
V

Conditions (partial statement)

1. Iff 1 dominates > then 5 domii^tes ^pl7*

2. 3=6 '

3. Obligatoiy

Ordered after THE-insertion; before WH-fronting.

£>
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:T}T;;r.AmT(TOflfi flTO POSSESSITO'^ ;
. .. •.'.-ri,

and for- Condition 2 : see-^,19i5 •)'■.-,:

:&£.-p2v:;: - ^ 1 i: ^ BEL^THE-jJisCTtioril,

Stincture. ndex '■
K ■ . .:

^relate^
X -SpeoK :

::: .2 ■"■'■■.■■:

! X :
. :1. :.■' 6J •

55 \

•rN ■ S>.H-.

4:: •e'--.

Conditions

5 dominates" ^maos/ then 2 domimtes 

2, 3 is HOT .^dexed hy a variable^ ■

5, Obligatory i

1. . If

structure Change
+D to the left of 4»ciiomsky-adjoin the segment +the

Ordered before POSS-BST-formation,

%

and for S.C. 3 see J" 20)(cf, j' 13.4.;J.ii. POSS-BET-formation

: Structure ■ Index *-

XH+D XX SpecH ^r elated? 

Z+POB^ >
75+the5

4N
62

-u-. -■

Conditions

1. 6 is connected to'2 by a path consisting solely of nodes

2. : 4 does not dominat# features othervthan those specified in the

3. libligatory (ff if 6 domiixiate

4. Otherwise.optional.

Structure Change

1. Copy 4 oil to 6, then •
2. Replace 4 by 6.

3 dominates 25^ef/ and & does not dominate^+dej^. delete
^de^'z-under-3

.

3. If
, I
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• POSS-DET-fonnaition continued. . .

-T:'
i inciudilg reduction of claxises. 

NOTE: tKe discxission pP; J:l6,2; {suggesta" that; +po^ and.^^^« 

axe -not-to be distinguished;as jnutu^Iy exclusive alternatives^ for 

if :+related is tb lje s^sumed under loc : then ths ¥ at 6^^111 he Loc 

in all senteric'errtypes considered in and ^13. Further ' •

_ inVesti^tion of ■ipca-tional structures and of derverbal no^i^s is^ - 

required 'before this rule; can be finalized^

Ordered after ^1 relativization rules

V

■/s.

IV GoTtnnants on the Pormtilation of f-bo Thii og

1. In general, the conventions used follow Stockwell et al. 

(1973). IQ particular, the bracketing and labelling of bracketed '

" . elements in the S.I,, the mention (in the Conditions or the S.C.) 

of dominating nodes by reference to the numbering in the S.I., the 

inclusion in the S.I. or Conditiohs of information about features or 

about Case,., are all found„in Stockwell (pp.l4-l6; 714 & passim).

The chief differ^ce is the extent to which I make use of Chomsky- 

adjunctionv which is Used only occasionally in StoPkwell.

ranging over non-linguistic entities 

inithe formulation of .coreference is a developi^ent and revision of 

the use Of ;re:^rential indices (Chomsky 1965: lj^5-6). It is 

~BuggptM'"but^t“f^ili^d”in3acFl(l968:“l‘2r)^^^^ ; “

3. Ih EEb-THB-inserti^^ W

block the rule (Condition 2) - this procedure is theoretic^ly 

■problematic. ^The sole function of';the.variable after ■WJtlABI.E- ''

coniQation is to preserveiUfoxmation from deep structure. It cotild 

be argued therefore that Condition 2 on this rule is, in’ effect, a

■SI

4
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global constraint (cf.. Lakbff, Gi 19,70a). ,-Postal (1970) used a 

-simii^- device ('doom() for preserving information in the. course..

of a ddrivatioh ;TratWsul)^^&itiy ^(i972)^ h^ this

proceitoe ' in fayofe of ;;^ohal coiistra^ts'and has argued “that a 

appeal-'to coreference, is a covert appeal to semantic representa,tion '•"

The point of interest
I; deri^'v,,,. ■

■ .. ... - •,....: .‘ . •
structure then no additional marking is needed to show: those

vV-

■ a^d should be fonnulated as a global • 5

here is tiat IF coreferential ^marking.is flowed in the 'I

structures to which EEL-THE-inseiption should hot apply; i.e, ±he 

variable preserves-two types of information; -ooreference and 

(in this structure) non-definiteness.

Condition 1 on .POSS-DET-formation (5.ii» above) is a

In this it is not unlike Condition (c)) ' .

•■r

.

constraiat on’variables, 

on WH-Bel-attachment.as formulated in Stockwell (op.cit.; 470)
ti

bbth place a condition on domiiiating structure not shown in-the 

f .3.1. "
.sV.- • I

The mention of . a struo •headed’ by shch and such in. ■"5.;

\ffl-Eel-#fcSfehment (non-def, .1.1. above) and in NOM-copy (2.i. above)

is also an implicit 'constraint on variables. I am not aware that 

the structural relationship ’head' is used in rule-particiaar 

Conditions in Stockwell, but it Is used dri Ross’s Complex HP 

Constraint wbic^:. is :a'^neral,VoonB.traint affecting. relativization_ . 

(stockwell op.cit.; 450). ' ’Head? is here-used in the formulation 

of the identity condition? and^ however fomuiated_, this condition 

raises many special probiemsv (ChomiBky 1965*158; Stockwell op.cit.; 

421-439):. ,V
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7 Comments, on the Bar Hbtatioii

Iv ^OJhe chief: adi^t^es: of 

, ■ it foi: f eatures; te he: geh^

are:

on

phrase-nodes; :

(ii) . the iMetermixiateness of the intermediate 

^ symbols allows for^ ttie introdiicfe^ of new. nodes by Chomsky^adannction;

(i^i) .the notation formalizes a parallelism between noxm 

phrases and sentences, .

(iv) and,a distinction between functional categories^

one-bar , ■.
•• -N

and laical categories.

Points (i) and (il) mi^t.in principle be Incorporated into an S-and- 

HP. analysis; but point (iii) is less edsily expressed in more 

orthodox p-marketa niid (iv) is lost all together. Points (iii) 

and (iv) have not been fully in the description presented

above, partly because I have been chiefly concerned with a part of 
the^^anpar in which Coun phrases are different from Sentences.,

But (iii) and (iv) are, i tbicJc, essential for-an explicationof the 

notion of noun-dependent case;

^ by Stoc^ell and his colleagues-is

V

presentfed as a 'tr^lation' of bar notation (pp.21 - 5) - thua'l 

corresponds to their intermediate category NOM; They ::intfoduce

noun phrase features, on; the node.ART under D: . 3)-(determiner) 

corresponding; to the Specifier 'iii bar notation ..-s.

I hope to have. ?

shownv that phrase feattres; and; deteimiiner, features nmst be distin^shed.

^ -
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2v >SpeoH) ;(^dL;?:Si:iecV) are; aomev&atS spurious as jiodes^;in a;
'•s:-

p-marker,i 'V SpfecK ds’i^ef^ in ;;the ;fp2^ it

"'^'^^l^esT^Sng^rfr^ffleans-^Tiii^igeferria^nBim^

. and : doiniiiati^; nodes any jbiac^eted/ ooiisti
■:' .* ■• ■■ .»

SpecM’’must be: a libun phrdSS Krfc: -bbesa iibdbs: are ■ different: inS .

kind from othersnodes in .the structure,: «6-

■ ■■•:

If prepositional phraS^es are ever generated by ChSuig^-^3.

adjunction of the preposition to a node K'(as envisaged for 

OF-insertipn).,: tljen the: resulting constituent SKf: is not-a. noun

‘ phrase-,in the sense:that I have used this term.- The symbol H 

may still however be glossed as an argument-expression both 

prepositional phrase (functioni^e as the argument of some V),
■y

and as-npun-phrase (functioning as the argument of a pre-position v 
’ ' . 

whether or not'this is itself dominated by v),'

4» Uode pruning-and-deletion. Two conventions have been

adopted: ('i)-a node is pruned if it exhaustively dominates an

identical node,- (ii) “a non-temnin^ node is deleted if it comes

Convention (i) is adopted also in Stockwell-

the Stookwell restriction to derived stimcture is not

necessary in the description.present'eA here). Convention (ii)

as
1

♦

to dominate nothing. 

(p.20

is an B4aptation of the; oonyentions. discussed in paragrap]5s.(viii) 

and (ix) of Stoclswell p.20 ‘ Boss (1966) ^gues for the need for - * 

‘s-pruning’, the;:pruning of a-node S leaving the derived structure

•- • ■

N

formerly domijiated by that node intact. Ross formulates a general

. convention to :effect S-pruning under certain structirral iconditions.

S-pruning is hot formulated as a separate convention ;in the foregoing
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description.' In Stpckwell* the... rules of ^relative clause redTiotion 

fonnulatecTas.to. effect pruning of S when taken togetherr-so^e' so

Irath cc^e^io^ ;^!) 4^4, 497)i

thr hdvant^, in the ha^-notation p^opted here,,.t^ not only 

■tlie sentence hods but■unvoted y nodes are prmed •

This has
Iw-

as well,
fomrulated aho:\^^

‘ This is^.pequirecL.:f6r Condition 1 on^PO^hET-formation

v<vas

SpecN mtot not be deleted ,by_ convention (ii) for if it •were . ‘. 

no feature could jrahseiiuently he added to the n.'p., hut Spec nodes

must he deleted immediately before, surface structure for 'they are. 

not developed by phonological n^es. There is a possible exception 

• in the case of n.p. containing'non-predicable quantifiers, for these

quantifiers are '^nerated under'SpecH in the. current formulation.

Perhaps unnecessarily, I have also assumed (e.g,. in figure 2? of 

^ 4) , that in surface structure a one-bar node is primed if it 

exhaustively dominates

\
■T?

no-^bar symbol of the same letter, or is 

exhaustively dominated by a two-bar symbol of the same letter.

a

♦

•'x

■*

\
■\,

\

i
\

i
... 'I ■
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; in oiSer., ikk; co^sixe: bvm- intiiiM

meaning in,some key,examples with those^of others, I prepared .
‘ cP ■. ■ ,,. :^'''' I

- ^ informal- test in the form^a quMtioimaife .which was distni^ted 

- ... hy hand and by post to 40 nativ%-speaker' informants. They were

a^ed to comBlete tie questionna;ire in their own time" giving their :• .S 

"first reabtion*^ in 4 tasks of w;hich details are. given helo^ . ihl 

. informants were mostly British, mostly graduates; some had linguistic 

training. It is to be emphasized that no statistical viridity is 

Maimed for-these te^th too many problems of •competence' arid
are :

The results given below^of interest 

only insofar as they provide a minimal indication that the dialect

that I .^ye been investi^ting, my .own, is to. some extent shared..

TASK At The instruction included,'" Jbr each sentence given
; 'Wi

• ■ • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . - ■_ _ _ _ _ _ "r--...----

below, please indicate whether you find the sentence 

i. wholly i^tiiral and normal (v/) 

ii. wholly unnatural .and.1 abnormal Cx V- ■

' . iii;‘ somewhere in between ( ? )
’ ■ .. . ‘ II

You are not asked-to comment on the meanings'.

an fficatiipl.e were provided to show how the ansv/ers should be presented.

In the- tables:below;- -. .  ^ , * , ■ :

•performance'* are inyblved.

-V
■i-'

Instructions and

. •

A = nad;ural; ^^; s=;::vin between; ; C ; ='-^-^^^^u^

TASK B; The inistiructioh iholiided, "The sentences below are 

presented in pa,irs. 'Please indicate' which member of each pair you 

find more natural .and normal.*'. The instructions oh"; the presentation 

of the answera included the possi'bility; that i3ifbrmanta;mig^ 

each sei^encB as eq^ly natuistl; ;
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iPASK Ct The iostraotion ¥ag.:;^'Agalnat eaob pair presenbod

or ?, thus indioatijig whether

'"you find the member^of; each pair; ,

have tHe- same meahing 

ai, have, dif^rent meanings 

; ' iii._dO-not clearly jfit-wilii i or ii

TASK^i The ihstruotioh deluded, ^The'following aei^fjegce 

are set out in threes 

two sentences are closer to each other in meaning than to the third 

member of the group." -

The sentences were not grouped as here, 

presented in the saijie order to every informant.

below

.il- :
■tk

. ..'V
es

........................................ ■ - ■■ ■ . ■ •

For each set, you are asked’ to indicate if- ^

And they were not

Selected Resxilts

The 'one-test' was discussed in^12.1 ^th respect to relational 

nouns. It was expected that the test would show butt, leg, future, ■ 

and summit to be relational; story, 'picture. not to be relational.

The fpllmmng sentenoes were -tested.

I.•

♦

The story, of Bill'3 arrival was not so amusing as the one of1.
fhis departure.

Erediot: natural. 'Results A ; 3I B : 7 C : 2 O.K.

2. The butt of a cigarette and the one of a cigar were lying in
the ash-tray.
Itediot: unnatural. Results A : "3 B : I4 C : 23 0«K.

’ Tfe butt of^ar oigarettm and that^ o^ a cigar TOre lying in
' the ash-trav. ■■■'i'-.'-

Predict: natural. ""ResoLts A t 26 B ; 10 C : 4

■V

?
\

The lags of the table and those of thediAi-r were not of the4.
same length.

. Itediot: natvo-alv ResiiL-ts A r 37 B ; 3 • . O.K,C : 0

The legs of the -table and i;he ones of the chair were not of
the same length.^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
»ed^t; unnatural. Results A : 19 B ; I6 C : 5 Mot O.K.

5.



6. The future of liVig-l anfl and one of Pi^ce ■ ^a-1^^
O.K.

I ■jp?r

•:^r',''-^-v

Predi^ttixninatuxalr; Ee^t ?:4 B : :6 :: C : 50

jiief fiiiore' of ' anfl -tha-fa of Prance are iriterdependent.
PredictC; • 7

■ .7.
?

■5-'-

,8* The didttire of 'Rin . i h better thdn the one of John.
Pfedidtr nathn^i Result A : 57^:^;^R i 2 ' : C:' 1

V

0-.K.i

Thp CTiTTiWiH t of Ren TTevis is diiii^ than the one of ShowdOn.9
C : 13 -?Predict: urin8ttural;Heault, A -10 .r B I.177

. Task B _
cQproareJg-ahov-e.mth 10;

1 f>- Tha miTmn-iof Ben Mevis is higher than that- of Snowdon 
.' Predict; 10 prefe:ih:ed. Result; pref/10 38 pref. 9 ; 1 eaualM

Cdnclusiohs
With certain noTins., in a certain relational structure, that is 

preferred to the one for purposes of anaphora. . The sentences
- • -Tvou-na •

-with picture and story suggest . that these^are not relational.

II. The occurrence of ’to' with, predications of inalienable

It was predicted that
1

possession, for discussion cf. ^ l6.2.

■J'beTow wbmd b^^^ & 5 illustrate 'to' with

is this an^e^ of •'alieriable poSsessicta'
1.

non-relational nouns 

w-ith Hahimate '1108863801:' ?
4:

1, ’ Eyerv tri'ahgle has three sides to .it.
.O.K.C ; 2B;;:5: :a:. ; ::33,:

2. There are three sides to every triangle
^ ..O.K., A ; 36: B : 3 C :: I;

...The-uage had a black edge to it
O.K. ..

There were six beds to' a ward4 • .

ward had six be^ to It,■ 5 . •ery
B .; 16 C ;-9 -. A ; 15

a.
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It wasj claimed in'- ^12 t^t the was :^e'ferred to .a in 

^ •relational. structm:es,:'.v.that.'it’was sylistically least marked. ; 

-'"'Kie following: pairs' were presented in Task B 

: ’ is maa^ed -t^ rtimbe:!; of people pref^ sente&e

with that letter. The nimher of thgse j&o did_notyprefer.: either;.: 

is noted; against'-tin sign

.r;a. The,shmmit of a monntain’is a had place to camp, 
h'. A summit-

Illi

Against each• '•

#

^ -
It II tl U tl tt II II It

f

a ! 52 " yt) a: a'=- h h7
2 a. .':i feel as if I were on, the summit of a mountain. 

, ' "b* « « « tl It . tl It It II It 11 ■ _a

a : 58

5 a.. The summit of a mountain is its hipest point, 
b. A summit " " " . " " " "

a ! 3^

b : 0 a = b t 2

b :-.,l a = b ; 5
4 a.----I-^wyihfcsummit of a mountain, 

b. "
ir- ^ „ -irII ft.

a = h : ; '5y“-;^

5.4. -IHe bumped into a ■lamp-ipost"'and dented the side of his 'car. . 
,, ,, 1, , „ ■ ; ,, „ ,, „ a. " " •«

; "yai:: 55

■ 6 a. Getting;-4p a hurry, he tripped over the leg of the table
:-a3id;feli;, ;;

a : 54 b : -I
t-

.1.,- -•b ; '2 ' b : 5a

iiy y !!b. « tl II 11. It 11 It 'a ** II If II •«•

a : 20 y b; 13

"Condusidiis ^
Preferenoey for, the before K of a U in a relational structme in-

different sentential contexts, cprifirmed for the-single^ested 

(1 -- 4); 5 shows an n.p. determined by the which is NOT exh^tively 

specifyxng;•6 is indeterminate - but at least it shows ho preference 

6; was- aiso Included in TASK C; 22 people fbund .,

. a - b^ s .7 ' ,
S'

.for, sentencb, b. 

a and b had the ;sarae meaning.

-> "•
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■/jft ^s: in; J^:12 JtMt ^

in relational struetures j/ith.: no deteminer mi^t be iisedL-oiLnll,

-^^or. of some, entities so described. , See examples 19 and 20. ]ji 

1 and 2 .below ;-toe nmber choosing each combination as closer in -. 

meaning .i%m^e^o^ersi; -shows .that; in 1 m^ read tbe Ttoder^^ - ^

IT.

lined phrase as Mil, Ijut in 2 most re^ -the .underlined phrase as 

. SOME;

- 1 a. Otoe members of tl^t committee have not yet' been' informed, 
b. • Some meimbers of that committee ” " " «
C. Members of tba.t finmm-it+.pe 1 II htt ItII

a = c ; 56 (none alike: 1)

.2-a.' The longestjspeeches were made by some of the members of the
Executive.

" the members of the-Executive. 
" members of the Executive.

(none alike; l)

a = b : 0 b =;c ;, 3 -

II . tl It II Itb.
II - II II IIIIc.

b = 0 ; 11'a = b ; 0 a = c ; 28

V. It was claimed in J 6 (in the discussion of example 35). that 

i that could not occur as a determiner ih. such sentences asl and 2 

below. , The results show that there is real variation in. this area, 

but that at least 1 and 2 are less acceptable than 3»

;:v

t

(Task a).

That student who comes top will be exempted from the June 
examinationj '

.1.

B ; 16A ; 7 C ; 17

■ 2. That man who wins the race will get £10Q.

A ; 10, B ; 12 C ; 18

That man who won the race got £100-. ■3.

A ; 34 - .3:: 4,. C ; 2

*.

A
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It was claimed in> ^ 10 that •partitive that is distinct 

from other types-of that; supporting; evidence-related to the

m
V

% -- •understandilig pf :Pi®-p0sed:m6difiersi: 5^ pairs are ,

rele-srairt (Task C):;
...V

'*-V'

l a. The wounded soldiers were taken to-the; hospital.
■ ' Tl^:spldiera^;i^ib;;;:were'wouMed-^we^ hospital.:b

h^; ; ''2 - V

Those^ wounded soldiers were taken to -the hospital^.
Those sbldierh vhd 'were -wounded were, takeh to^the hospital.-

a= h ? .:"4
't

2 h.
h. ■.r=*

!"a j^ h ; 31

This result supports -the; claim that pr^posing-is- not applicahle 

with partiti-t-e::that.

h- ; : 6 ? ; 3a
•i

..
t 5 >. i.'

'i

tij

V

,1-

r

.f.
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